
Message 

From: Fernando 

Sent: 10/18/2019 3:17:20PM 

To: Privacy Regulations[PrivacyRegulations@a doj.ca.gov] 

Subject: CCPA Comment 

Flag: Follow up 

To whom it may concern, 

Though I supportthe CCPA and the rights of Californians to control their privacy and data, I strongly believe that there 
should be an exemption for employee information. Though the CCPA does not address employee information, it should 
be clear thatemployee data does not apply. Employee information is notsold and is only stored for record 
keeping. These records are used for insurance, payroll,and accounting purposes in the normal course of business.The 
additional burden ofthe CCPA on companies that have nothing to do with consumer data would be burdensome and 
reinforce the notion that California is not a business friendly state. 
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Message 

From: Fred Roth 
Sent: 10/17/20197:40:17AM 
To: Privacy Regulations[PrivacyRegulations@doj.ca.gov] 
Subject: Commenton CCPA Proposed Regulations 

Flag: Follow up 

To whom it may concern, 
The treatmentofrequests under theCCPA (whether it be under Section 1798.100,110, 115, 125,etc)is unclear 
when it comesto consumercommunications with a company.When aconsumer submits a request under these 
provisions,they may do so using mail or email in many cases, which itself will result in the receipt ofPersonal 
Information aboutthe consumer(including name,email address, mailing address,as well as any information the 
consumerincludes in email signature lines,etc.) With every communication with the consumer,this 
information is re-submitted tothe company.The concern isow is thisPersonal Information to be treated. 

Ofprimary concern is the right provided to consumersto ask thattheir Personal Information be deleted.Email 
communications,and the contents thereof,will often contain Personal Information,as described above,and 
receiving them clearly falls underthe definition of"Collects"under Section 1798.140. Are companies 
prohibited from,then,retaining a copy ofthe consumer's requestfor deletion for company records? 

Secondarily,do the contents ofemails to acustomer service center need to be enumerated under the requests of 
Sections 110, 115, 125, etc? Consumer emails often contain Personal Information in such emails that are not 
readily searchable or identifiable asPersonal Information by automated means,such asimage-based signature 
lines,orPersonal Information that may be contained in a consumer's email address.For example,a religious 
quote mightidentify the consumer as a member ofa protected class,or alink to a website belonging to a 
protected class organization. Thus,when a request is madeby aconsumerto delete all Personal Information, 
would this,then,require that all email systems be purged ofemails to and from said consumer,considering 
there would otherwise be no way ofensuring the emails did not contain such information? Manual search of 
communications can regularly be prohibitive. 

This also raises the spectre ofcustomer service call centers. Call centers often record conversations with 
consumersfor quality assessment purposes.These calls will nearly always contain some amountofPersonal 
Information.However,whatinformation they contain would be unclear withouta manual review ofthe calls. 
Would the contentsofsuch calls need to be enumerated after a request under,for example,Section 1798.100? 

Including a clarification ofthese issues in the proposed regulations would be appreciated by industry.Excepting 
data submitted as part ofa request,or limiting data that mustbe enumerated or deleted tothat data which can be 
"reasonably" identified or using "reasonable" means,or data that has been collected and stored in a readable 
format,orsome similar limitation,would allow businessesto purge their systems ofPersonal Information they 
they could actually know they hold,withoutundue burden ofmanual searchesofall communications with a 
consumerthat are not actually in use or accessible to others in a reasonable manner. 

Best. 
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Message 

From: Johnny Ryan 

Sent: 10/15/2019 5:37:27 AM 

To: Privacy Regulations[PrivacyRegulations@a doj.ca.gov] 

Subject: Comments on proposed regulations 

Attachments: Brave writes to the Attorney General of California regarding the scope ofa purpose.pdf; Brave-letter-to-California-

Department-of-Justice-regarding-the-CCPA-March-8-2019.pdf 

Flag: Follow up 

Dear Colleague, 

Please find attached a letter from Brave Software regarding the 
Attorney General's proposed regulations, dated 15 October 2019. 

Also attached is our previous letter of 8 March 2019, for your convenience. 

Yours faithfully, 

Dr Johnny Ryan FRHistS 

Chief Policy & Industry Relations officer 
Brave Software 

Twitter: https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-
3A_www.twitter.com_johnnyryan&d=DwIBaQ&c=uASjV29gZu3t5_S3SCPRuQ&r=kXcuIWCJFJC3Y7A6WP15oNxOwEUzL_7MxjOspe 
9bxxI&m=PXEmwEFmbobsSQuNLgY6I7UHyHzdRM8Ke67OtBGrpnU&s=8-k6-zT3n4jjghx2-0_EpHM7XBFeYtyahxFEZ4KCkPO&e= 

I have a list for regulators and analysts who read updates on policy 
matters. If useful, sign up here --> 
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A_brave.usl8.list-2Dmanage com_subscribe-3Fu-
3De38d85b519352e2b4Oc96899e-26id-3D4384bd4cba-26orig-2Dlang-
3D1&d=DwIBaQ&c=uASjv29gzuJtS_535CPRuQ&r=kXcUIWC3FJC3Y7A6WP15oNxOwEUzL_7Mxjospe9bxxI&m=PXEmwEFmbobsSQuNLgY 
617UHyHzdRM8Ke67OtBGrpnU&s=5NujjAvdJFthoids2vpEMpbpBfcuzxMDEg7sCBedYvo&e= 
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braveia 

TheHonorable Xavier Becerra 

Attorney General 

ATTN:Privacy Regulations Coordinator 

300South Spring Street,First Floor 
Los Angeles,CA 90013 

15 October 2019 

Commentson proposed regulations 

Dear Mr Becerra, 

Irepresent Brave,a rapidly growing Internet browser based in San Francisco.Brave 

isatthe cutting edge ofthe onlineindustry.Its CEO,Brendan Eich,is theinventor of 

JavaScript,and co-founded Mozilla/Firefox.Brave is headquartered in San Francisco 

and innovatesin areassuch as private online advertising,machinelearning, 

blockchain,and security. 

I write tocommend you on your proposed regulations,and to raise two matters. 

First,our previousletter,of8March 2019,raised concernsaboutfour possible 

loopholesin the Act.These concerns are notfully allayed.Ienclose our previous 

letter herewith for your attention. 

Second,weare glad tosee that your proposed regulationsinclude purpose 

specification and believe a definition ofthescope ofa purposeshould beincluded to 

aid enforcement. 

Need to define the scope of a"purpose" 

Weare glad to observe that purposespecification,which hasbeen a key component 

ofthe FairInformation PracticePrinciplessince 1973,is articulated in your proposed 

regulations: 

"A business shall not useaconsumer's personalinformation for any purpose other than those 
disclosed in the notice at collection.If the businessintends to useaconsumer's personal 
informationfor a purpose that wasnot previously disclosed to the consumerin the notice at 
collection,the business shall directly notify the consumerofthis new use and obtain explicit 
consentfrom the consumer to use itfor this new purpose."' 

'§999.305(a)(3). 

San Francisco512Second St.,Floor 2,San Francisco,CA94107 
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This has the potential to profoundly improve Californians'privacy. 

However,thereisno definition ofa"purpose"or its scopein the regulations.'This 
mayrender the conceptofa purpose meaningless. 

For example,manyseparate purposesthatshould be disclosed clearly willinstead 
be conflated into a vaguely worded catch-all purposethathasno meaning.A 

businesscan undermine the consumer's privacy rightsbyframing their purposesin 

open-ended language atthetime of collection,thereby side stepping the requirement 
you propose in §999.305(a)(3)for a consumer's explicitconsent before their personal 
information is used for additional purposes. 

European regulators have grappled with this question,and determined thata 
purpose mustbe"sufficiently unambiguousand clearly expressed."3Thisensures 
that"individuals willknow whatto expect:the way data are processed will be 
predictable" and prevents"unanticipated uses"of the information.4 

Wecommend youfor your work on theseregulationssofar.From our 

perspective asa business headquartered in California,they are clear and 
proportionate,and improve Californians'privacy protections. 

We will be happyto help you in any way that wecan. 

Sincerely, 

~an 

DrJohnny Ryan FRHistS 

ChiefPolicy&Industry Relations Officer 

2Idoes notappear to refer to whatthe Actdefinesas"business purposes'in §1798.140(d)or"commercial purposes"in 
§1798.140(f). 
3"Opinion 03/2013on purpose limitation",Article 29 WorkingParty,2April 2013,p.12. 
4"Guidelines onconsent under Regulation 2016/679",Article 29 Working Party,28 November2017,p.12. 
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Privacy Regulations Coordinator 
California DepartmentofJustice 

300S.Spring Street 
Los Angeles,CA90013 

8March 2019 

Commentson preliminary rulemaking for the California Consumer Privacy Act 

Dear colleagues, 

IrepresentBrave,a rapidly growing Internet browser based in San Francisco.Braveis 
atthe cutting edge ofthe online media industry.Its CEO,Brendan Eich,istheinventor 
ofJavaScript,and co-founded Mozilla/Firefox.Braveisheadquartered in San Francisco 
and innovatesin areassuch asonline advertising,machinelearning,blockchain,and 
security. 

Weare heartened tosee the potential increase in thelevel of privacy protection in the 
California Consumer Protection Act.We write to raisefour matters,and suggesthow to 
further protectindividuals'privacy in a manner thatis compatible with innovation and 
economic growth. 

1."Personalinformation" 

First,we are concerned bythe factthatthe definition of"personalinformation" does 
notnotinclude publicly availableinformation.Thisis only partly remedied by the 
caveat that 

"Information is not'publicly available'if that data is used for a purposethatis 
notcompatible with the purposefor which the data is maintained and made 
availablein the governmentrecords or for which it is publicly maintained." 

Wesuggestthatit would besimpler and easier for businessto understand,and for the 
Attorney General to enforce,a definition ofpersonalinformation thatincludes all 

San Francisco 512Second St., Floor 2,San Francisco,CA94107 
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personalinformation,irrespective of whether theinformation is publicor not.From our 
perspective asa business that also operatesin Europeunder the GDPR,wehave 

experienced no ill effectfrom the GDPR'sdefinition of personal data,which include 
both public and non-publicinformation.Asa general principle,it is the information's 
relationship to a person that makesit"personal",and this applies whether or notthat 
information happens to also be public. 

Wecommend the legislator for including"capable ofbeing associated with" within the 
definition. Thisisof criticalimportance. 

2.Deletion requests 
There is a risk thattheCCPA allowsa businessto deny a deletion requestifthe data 

concerned are-in itsownjudgement- usefulfor "security","debugging",or to provide 
agood or service"reasonably anticipated within the contextofa business's ongoing 

businessrelationship with theconsumer". 

Wesuggestthatthis is too wideaspectrum ofreasonsto notcomply with a person's 
requestfor deletion ofinformation aboutthemself. 

In particular,weare troubled bythe exception concerning"a business'songoing 

business relationship with the consumer".Why would a person requestthe deletion of 

data that would negatively affectthe servicethey receive,unlessthey are awareofthat 
fact? If,however,they are notaware oftheconsequences,then surely all thatis 
necessary istoinform them,and ask ifthey wish to proceed.Webelieve thatlimiting a 
person'srightto have data aboutthem deleted in such a circumstance run counter to 
logic.Weare deeply concerned thatthis may undermineintention ofthe Act. 

3."Business purposes"exception 

Weare troubled bythe Act's exception for personalinformation to beused or shared 
when necessary to perform a"business purpose".A business purpose can include: 

"...providing advertising or marketing services,providing analytic services,or 

providing similar services on behalf ofthe business or service provider." 

Wesuggestthatthis requires morethoughtin the lightofsuccessive privacy scandalsin 

advertising.Permitting personalinformation to beused for a business purpose that 
includesadvertising may,wefear,open the door to widespread abuse by the 

San Francisco 512Second St., Floor 2,San Francisco,CA94107 
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advertising technologyindustry.As participantsin thisindustry,weurge you to 

engagein rulemaking that mitigatesthis grave threat. 

4."Sale" 

Weareconcerned that the conceptofthe"sale"ofpersonalinformation may be too 

permissive.Onecompanycan share personalinformation with oneor more other 

companiesand benefitfrom thissharing withoutthere being aformally defined 

valuable consideration.This occurs,for example,in the"real-time bidding" onlinead 

auction system,where personalinformation isshared amongthousandsofcompanies. 

Wefear thatthis activity would notbecaptured by theconceptof"selling".Thisisa 

graveconcern,because real-time bidding currently broadcasts whatevery person in 

California reads,watches,and listensto online billions oftimesa day.Therefore,we 

urge a broadening ofthe definition of"sale"sothatthis activity,and similar activities, 

are captured. 

Wecommend you for your work on this Actsofar,and are ready to help you if we can. 

Sincerely, 

~an 

DrJohnny Ryan FRHistS 

ChiefPolicy&Industry Relations Officer 

San Francisco 512Second St., Floor 2,San Francisco,CA94107 
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Message 

From: Mark Grace I 
Sent: 10/11/20199:45:00AM 

To: Privacy Regulations[PrivacyRegulations@a doj.ca.gov] 

Subject: comments regarding rulemaking for CCPA 

Flag: Follow up 

I am a Great Clips franchisee. I operate24 retail locations in California only. I feel that the current draft rules 
leave many open questionsfor retail businesses, particularly all those retail locations that are franchised to an 
out-of-state franchisor. 

As you know,franchise agreements are broadly one-sided in favor ofthe franchisor. Our ability under these 
contracts to take independent action regarding our business processes are extremely limited. Also,our rights of 
recourse are also limited. 

In our case,about5 years ago,Great Clips undertook an effort to update the point ofsale systems in all 
franchised locations. Asidefrom modernizing the hardware,the data architecture waschanged.We now 
operate our store locations with 'thin clients'and all data collected is stored remotely(out ofstate)in Great 
Clips controlled databases. Franchisees have no control over the storage ofthis data. However,we are 
required under the contract to operate the system per thefranchisor's instructions. I am therefore compelled to 
collect customer data. 

Unlike mostfood franchises, but similar to other `personal service'franchises, Great Clips has built its system 
architecture around knowing a certain amount of personally identifiable information abouteach customer. 
Sometimes this data is collected directly from customers enrolled in the Great Clips app.Sometimes it is 
collected in the store at the time of service.Sometimes it is augmented by Great Clips using third party services 
to'enrich'the customer data. 

In our case,thefranchisor has explicitly stated that the customer data belongs to the franchisor and that 
franchisees are only granted a limited license for certain use and access. However,we are compelled to collect 
data and transmit that data to a3rd party's server(the franchisor's out ofstate server),and we are doing 
business as Great Clips asfar as our California customers are concerned.We have the ability to collect data, 
but no ability to control the use of, or delete,customer data. 

Also, it is a fundamental behavior ofthe national franchise industry thatfranchisors undertake compliance-
driven changes to systems and procedures only when the implications are significant and crystal clear to them. 
Federal regulations get great attention, but they tend to minimize state level regulation until it becomes more 
widely adopted.A basic premise of all franchise models is that the burden and liability of'local'compliance falls 
upon the franchisee,and this is spelled out in the lopsided contracts. 

I imagine otherfranchise systems and franchisees are in a similar situation. 

Franchisees are independentcompanies incorporated usually in the state in which the store operates. My 
company,Grace Franchise Operating Company,Inc., is incorporated in CA and we have about200W2 
employees at24 locationsfrom San Francisco to Ventura county. 

It would be very helpful if the rules proposed had more expansive guidance regarding the definition of'the 
business.' In particular, it would be extremely helpful if the rules explicitly stated the obligations offranchisors 
and franchisees, calling outthe specific case in which the franchisee is contractually compelled to collect data 
on behalf ofthe franchisor. Retail is such a massive part ofthe business community,and thefranchise 
business model is prevalent in the retail industry. 

Unless you do this, the targetfor all litigation will be the CA businesses that operate asfranchisees, who are 
just stuck in the middle. 

Thank you very much for your consideration ofthis concern. It is in my interest to become fully compliant, but it 
is difficult unless the regulations are pointed and clear with regard to the franchising business model itself. 
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CAUTION:THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS ELECTRONIC E-MAIL AND ANY ACCOMPANYING DOCUMENT(S)IS 

INTENDED ONLY FOR THE USE OF THE ADDRESSEE AND MAY BE CONFIDENTIAL, MAY BE PRIVILEGED. IF ANY READER OF 

THIS COMMUNICATION IS NOT THE INTENDED RECIPIENT,OR THE EMPLOYEE OR AGENTTHAT IS RESPONSIBLE FOR 

DELIVERING THE COMMUNICATION TO THE INTENDED RECIPIENT, UNAUTHORIZED USE, DISCLOSURE OR COPYING IS 

STRICTLY PROHIBITED,AND MAY BE UNLAWFUL. 
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Message 

From: friendofprivacy 
Sent: 10/22/20199:02:01 AM 
To: Privacy Regulations[PrivacyRegulations@doj.ca.gov] 
Subject: Designated Contact Method 

Flag: Follow up 

Section 1798.130(a)(1)(A)clearly states that a business that operates exclusively online shall only be required 
to an email address. This change wasintroduced by AB 25. Iassumethe this draft regulation was mistakenly 
not updated. Ifit was nota mistake it appears the proposed regulations are in conflict with the statute. 
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Message 

From: Laurie Lamberth VP Operations Bulzi Media Inc, 

Sent: 10/15/2019 12:18:44PM 

To: PIUWebform 

Subject: [WEB FORM]GENERAL COMMENTOR QUESTION 

Below is the result of the feedback form. 
It was submitted by 

DOJ USE ONLY 
NEW—TYPE: 

DOJ USE ONLY 

TYPE: PL 
First Name: Laurie 
Middle Initial: 
Last Name: Lamberth VP Operations Bulzi Media Inc 

Comment Or Question Message: I am trying to understand what our business must to do comply with the new 
California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA). But I am not able to even begin this work because the draft 
regulation does not define "personal information". I accessed the "Text of Proposed Regulations" here: 
https://oag.ca.gov/sites/all/files/agweb/pdfs/privacy/ccpa-proposed-regs.pdf 

The proposed regulations DO NOT define "personal information"! They go on and on and on about all the 
things that must be done before collecting, when processing, when responding to consumer requests about, 
keeping records of... and and and with respect to "personal information" -- and yet "personal 
information" is NOT defined! 

THIS APPEARS TO BE A MAJOR OVERSIGHT. 

Please provide a definition of "personal information" under CCPA, or point me to an online resource where 
this definition exists. 

Thank you. Laurie Lamberth 
Affirm Information Accurate: Yes 

Email: 
confirm Email: 
Referrer: https: oag.ca.gov contact/general-comment-question-or-complaint-form 

[End of comment or complaint information] 
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Message 

From: friendofprivacy 
Sent: 10/22/2019 11:41:48 AM 
To: Privacy Regulations[PrivacyRegulations@doj.ca.gov] 
Subject: Regulation 999.312(d) 

Flag: Follow up 

A major criticism oftheCCPA is thatimposestoo many expensive compliance obligations on medium size 
businesses. To address these costs, many companies are leveraging processes designed to ensure compliance 
with GDPRfor CCPA compliance purposes. Regulation 999.312's requirementto impose atwo-step process 
prevents this. European regulators would consider this requirementa privacy deterrent and likely in violation of 
GDPR. In addition,businesses will draftthe scariest ofwarnings and successfully deter consumersfrom 
deleting their information. Forthese reasons,the requirementshould be revoked. 
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Message 

From: Lamb,Gerald 

Sent: 11/19/2019 1:25:52PM 

To: Privacy Regulations[PrivacyRegulations@doj.ca.gov] 

Subject: California Consumer Privacy Act 

We have some questions and concerns regarding the applicability ofthe California Consumer Privacy Act. While it is 
clear thatthe Act is intended to protect all Californians and their constitutional right to privacy,the below definition for 
businesses thatthe Act applies to is notso clear. The definition "consumers" is applicable to California residents but we 
believe the Civil Code should be changed to help clarify it only pertains to such business related to California consumers. 

Civil Code section 1798.140,subdivision(c)defines"business" as a for-profit business or other legal entity that collects 
and determinesthe use ofconsumers'personal information,and satisfies one or more ofthefollowing thresholds: (A) 
Has annual gross revenues in excess oftwenty-five million dollars($25,000,000)in the state of California; (B)Buys, 
receives,or sells the personal information of50,000 or more consumers,households,or devices in the state of 
California; or(C)Derives50 percent or more of its annual revenuesfrom selling consumers'(consumer already defined 
as California resident) personal information. 

By doing so,it will help clarify which entities are necessarily effected by the Act. Our company is domiciled in another 
state but we do a small percentage ofcommerce in the state of California. 

Thank you for your review and consideration. 

Regards, 
Gerald Lamb 
MPP Co., Inc. 
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Message 

From: Shawn Yadon 

Sent: 11/22/2019 10:10:29 AM 

To: Privacy Regulations[PrivacyRegulations@doj.ca.gov] 

Subject: California Trucking Association Commentson the Proposed Regulations Concerning the CCPA 

Attachments: CTAcommentsAGCCPA.PDF 

To: Privacy Regulations Coordinator(Office ofthe California Attorney General), 

On behalf ofthe California Trucking Association(CTA),attached please find comments pertaining to the proposed 
regulations concerning the California Consumer Privacy Act(CCPA). 

Should you require anyfurther information, please do not hesitate to let me know. 

Kind regards, 

Shawn Yadon I CEO 
California Trucking Association 

4148 East Commerce Way 
Sacramento,CA 95834 

W: www.caltrux.org 

We drivefor a living.Safety is our priority. 
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November 14,2019 

Via Email to PrivacyRequlations(cDdoi.ca.gov 

Privacy Regulations Coordinator 
California Office of the Attorney General 
300 South Spring Street, First Floor 
Los Angeles, California 90013 

Re: CTA Comments on the Proposed Requlations concerninq the CCPA 

Dear Attorney General Becerra, 

The California Trucking Association(CTA)appreciates the opportunity to submitcomments to 
the California Attorney General as part of the Attorney General's rulemaking process under the 
California Consumer Privacy Act(CCPA). The California Trucking Association promotes leadership 
in the California trucking industry,advocates sound transportation policies to all levels of government, 
and works to maintain a safe,environmentally responsible and efficient California transportation goods 
movementsystem. 

The CTA appreciates the common-sense approach the Attorney General's Office has taken in 
drafting its proposed regulations under the CCPA (the "Proposed Regulations"). For example, 
providing options for businesses to use to delete personal information when required ensures 
businesses have the flexibility to adopt protective mechanisms that fit each particular context. The 
clarity the Attorney General has brought to certain other issues is also welcome, such as the 
restrictions on disclosing certain categories of data,due to information security concerns, in response 
to right to know requests. 

We appreciate the time, effort, and close attention the Attorney General's Office has devoted 
to crafting the Proposed Regulations, and its commitment to receiving commentfrom those who will 
comply with them. In this spirit, we respectfully submit ourfeedback regarding the current draft ofthe 
Proposed Regulations for your consideration on behalf of our members within the package 
transportation industry. 

1 
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A. THECCPA AND THE PACKAGE TRANSPORTATION INDUSTRY 

The CCPA will regulate package transportation providers as businesses operating in California 
that collect personal information relating to California consumers. For package transportation 
companies, certain unique CCPA issues arise from the fact that a significant portion of the personal 
information processed in core, day-to-day operations is received not directly from consumers, but 
instead from retailers and other corporate customers. This information takes the form of addressing 
details and package-related information, such as package dimensions and weight (collectively, 
"Shipping Information"). 

For example, when a consumer buys a pair of shoes online, the online shoe retailer provides 
a package to a carrier along with associated Shipping Information. Consumers not only expect this 
information sharing, they in fact require it when they pay retailers and manufacturers to arrange for 
the shipping of products they have purchased. 

The necessity of data sharing as a feature of daily package transportation operations raises 
several key questions under the CCPA. Our comments below relate to the issues we view as most 
critical: 

1. Sharing Shipping Information with package transportation companies should not 
constitute a "sale"of personal information. 

2. This is critical because a differentfinding would mean transportation providers receive 
Shipping Information only as"service providers" — a result that would be inconsistent 
with consumer expectations and would significantly impair the transportation industry, 
with no corresponding consumer benefit. 

B. COMMENTSOFTHE CTAON THE PROPOSED REGULATIONS 

1. Sharinq Data with Package Transportation Companies to Ship Packages Should Not be 
Deemed a"Sale"of Personal Information. 

The CTA respectfully submits that it is critical to the package transportation industry to confirm 
that retailers and other corporate customers do not"sell" Shipping Information when they provide that 
information to transportation providers. This clarification is critical, due to the scope of the definition 
of"sell" in the CCPA,because transportation providers inherently use Shipping Information for more 
than simply to deliver each individual package to each individual address. Shipping Information is 
inherently embedded into the operations of transportation providers, similar to how an organization 
might consume and integrate fuel or other supplies into its operations. For example: 

• Carriers use Shipping Information continuously and on an automated basis for package 
routing within their networks; transportation and delivery planning and optimization; and 
to make decisions about package network optimization (including locations of facilities, 
retail outlets, staffing, "drop boxes" where consumers can pick up and leave packages, 
and capital investment). They do not simply use the information to deliver a specific 
package and then forget it. 

• Shipping Information constitutes a combination of information received from customers, 
plus information carriers append from their own historical information and operations 
(including very specific details of package handling, status, and routing within a package 
network), and information they receive from third parties. The individual elements 
received from customers are integrated into this data and are not reasonably capable of 
being pulled back out. 

2 
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o Carriers continuously and automatically update Shipping Information about individual 
packages with additional information concerning individual shipment attributes, and 
operational details and requirements for shipments meeting such attributes (e.g., 
handling of a particular package due to its dimensions and weight("DimWeight") or 
service level (e.g., standard vs. priority)) in order to fulfill deliveries and operate and 
improve the carrier's package transportation network. Carriers do this in order to route 
large numbers of deliveries to the right place at the right time, to manage the 
transportation network,and to improve the shipping network forfuture deliveries. 

o One of the more prominent examples of this is addresses: annually, carriers often 
correct tens or hundreds of millions of addresses that customers have submitted to 
them using information carriers collect while delivering packages, or from data 
acquired from, e.g., the US Postal Service. Once an address is corrected, it enables 
future shipments from any other corporate customer to reach that same address as 
desired by the consumer(s)resident at that address. 

The use ofShipping Information by transportation providers beyond the simple delivery ofeach 
individual package to each individual address,when requested not by the individual consumer but by 
a retailer or other corporate customer, could therefore be considered to result in a sale of that 
information by the retailer to the carrier, butfor the exception in Cal. Civ. Code§ 1798.140(t)(2)(A). 

• Subsection 1798.140(t)(2)(A)provides that a business does not"sell" personal information 
when consumers"direct the business to intentionally disclose personal information." This 
is precisely what happens when consumers order goods from carriers' corporate 
customers that need to be shipped. 

• Specifically, when consumers buy products, they are directing retailers and other 
corporate customers to disclose Shipping Information to a transportation provider,instead 
of making theirown separate arrangements with a transportation provider directly or, when 
applicable, directly picking up the merchandise from the corporate customer's facility. In 
fact, consumers generally pay a separate and extra charge for shipping, arguably 
affirmatively obligating the corporate customer to share information with a transportation 
provider for shipping purposes. 

• To exempt consumer-directed data disclosures from being a "sale," the CCPA does not 
require thatthe consumerspecify precisely who should receive their personal information. 
Instead, the § 1798.140(t)(2)(A) requires only that the consumer "direct" a retailer or 
manufacturer to "intentionally disclose" their information. Consumers who purchase 
merchandisefrom retailers or manufacturers have exactly this in mind — that their data will 
be provided to a carrier that will deliver the merchandise to them. 

Shipping Information remains protected under the CCPA in the hands of the carrier. 
Carriers are businesses that determine the purposes and means of the processing of Shipping 
Information and must comply with the CCPA, including the various privacy obligations and 
protections established by the statute. This information is also protected bya longstanding federal 
law that regulates its handling and disclosure.' 

The CTA believes the plain meaning ofthe CCPA establishes that retailers and other corporate 
customers transfer Shipping Information to transportation providers outside the definition of a "sale" 
pursuantto the direction ofthe consumer purchasing the product. Butour membersare seeing certain 
corporate customers interpret the law differently, positioning carriers as"service providers"as defined 

'See49 U.S.C.§14908. 
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in the CCPA,out of a concern that disclosing data to a separate"business" carries a "sale" risk. This 
designation would prevent package transportation providers from being able to use Shipping 
Information for any purpose beyond delivering each individual package — a result that will impair 
operations across the industry with no corresponding consumer benefit. The CTA therefore 
respectfully requests the Attorney General to clarify the application of Section 1798.140(t)(2)(A) to 
Shipping Information that transportation providers receive from businesses, pursuant to the Attorney 
General's rulemaking authority under Cal. Civ. Code§ 1798.185(b)(2). 

2. Clarifving thatthe Sharing of Package Information Is nota"Sale"Is Critical to the Package 
Transportation Industry, because Deeming Transportation Providers as "Service 
Providers" Would Fundamentally Impair the Industry's Abilitv to Operate, with no 
Correspondinq Benefitto Consumers. 

A finding that transportation providers receive Shipping Information as"service providers,"and 
not pursuant to the direction of the consumer under Cal. Civ. Code § 1798.140(t)(2)(A), would 
fundamentally impair transportation industry operations and would be inconsistent with consumer 
expectations. 

a. Consumers Have Direct Relationships with Package Transportation Providers. 

When an individual consumer directly hires a carrier to ship a package,that carrier clearly acts 
as a business with respect to the consumer, not a service provider. The carrier thus has the 
corresponding obligations of a business under the CCPA,such as to accept and fulfill requests to 
know and requests to delete. 

But if carriers are deemed to constitute service providers, and not businesses, when the 
shipper happens to be a corporate customer,then the carrier's obligation will be to direct a consumer 
submitting a request back to the corporate customer. This is an inefficient result which would create 
a risk of consumer confusion. Indeed, our members'experience is that consumers continue to see 
themselves as having direct relationships with the individual carriers delivering shipments to them, 
whether in connection with tracking shipment status, submitting claims, or requesting privacy-related 
information. 

b. A "Service Provider" Designation under the CCPA Will Create Fundamental 
Operational Issuesforthe Package Transportation Industry. 

The designation of transportation providers as "service providers" would also create a more 
fundamental problem. This is because, as we discuss in Part 1 above, transportation providers 
inherently use Shipping Information received about an individual package for more than simply to 
deliver that package to the designated destination address. Shipping Information is inherently 
embedded into the operations of transportation providers and is therefore used for other 
transportation, planning,and operational purposes in the future. 

While the CTA believes that the uses described in Part 1 fall within the permitted uses for 
service providers under the statutory language in the CCPA,the Proposed Regulations would seem 
to preclude this finding. 

• The CCPA permits corporate customers to share personal information with service 
providers for "business purposes" subject to appropriate contractual terms. The statute 
defines"business purposes"to include using personal information for a service provider's 
"operational purposes, or other notified purposes, provided that the use of personal 
information shall be reasonably necessary and proportionate to achieve the operational 
purpose for which the personal information was collected or processed or for another 
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operational purpose that is compatible with the context in which the personal information 
was collected." Cal. Civ. Code§1798.140(d) 

• The CTA believes that, if deemed service providers, carriers' uses ofShipping Information 
would fall within this definition as "operational purposes, or other notified purposes" that 
have been notified via carriers' consumer-facing privacy policies, and which are 
"reasonably necessary and proportionate ... or... compatible with the context in which 
the personal information was collected [by the corporate customer]." Id. 

Even if this interpretation is correct — which the CTA believes to be the case — we anticipate 
corporate customers may take a different position as a risk management measure because of 
concerns aboutother potential constructions ofthe law. The Proposed Regulations make this situation 
even more perilous for the industry. 

c. If Deemed a "Service Provider" Subject to the Restrictions in the Proposed 
Regulations, Package Transportation Providers Will Need to Disregard and 
Ultimately Discard Shipping Information about Each Individual Package after 
Delivery. This Result Would Impair Commerce and Harm Consumers, with no 
Corresponding Consumer Benefit. 

The draft text of §999.314(c) within the Proposed Regulations published by the Attorney 
General's Office would clarify that the right of service providers to use personal information received 
from customers is limited strictly to delivering the requested service. It states: 

§999.314. Service Providers 

(c) A service provider shall not use personal information received either from a 
person or entity it services or from a consumer's direct interaction with the 
service provider for the purpose of providing services to another person or 
entity. A service provider may, however, combine personal information 
received from one or more entities to which it is a service provider, on behalf 
of such businesses, to the extent necessary to detect data security incidents, 
or protect againstfraudulent or illegal activity. 

As stated above,the CTA believes that package transportation providers are businesses,and 
not service providers, and that when retailers and other corporate customers share Shipping 
Information with carriers they do so at the direction of consumers pursuant to Cal. Civ. Code 
§ 1798.140(t)(2)(A). But unless this is clarified through the Attorney General's rulemaking process, 
we anticipate corporate customers will continue to insist on carriers accepting the designation as 
"service providers" under the CCPA. The current language of §999.314(c), if adopted, would 
therefore preclude transportation providersfrom using Shipping Information forfundamental,inherent, 
and accepted purposes that do not create privacy risks for consumers. 

• For example, if deemed a service provider, then once a carrier delivers a package, the 
carrier would not be able to use that delivery address(which in and of itself may qualify 
as personal information under the CCPA) or any details about the delivery (e.g., the 
precise location of a drop-off point)to facilitate the next delivery to that address. This is 
not in the consumer's interest — as correct address information and details about the 
delivery point enable carriers to operate more efficiently, provider a higher level ofservice, 
and lower costs. And thisfinding would provide no consumer benefit. Carriersthemselves 
are directly accountable to consumers under the CCPA. 
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• Carriers would also apparently be precluded from taking the position that accepted uses 
such as address correction are "proportionate" and "compatible" uses for a permitted 
"business purpose." The CTA submits this would be an anomalous result that would not 
provide any consumer benefit. 

Therefore, if the Attorney General declines to clarify the application of Cal. Civ. Code 
1798.140(t)(2)(A)to Shipping Information processed by the package transportation industry, then the 
CTA would respectfully request the Attorney General to consider revising the Proposed Regulations 
to make clear, in the second sentence, that the use of Shipping Information by carriers to provide 
services to other customers — and indeed to others residing at the same address — and for other 
internal transportation operations-related purposes is permissible. 

3. The Clarifications Requested by the CTA Are also Consistent with the law under the 
European Union General Data Protection Requlation, which Provides that Package 
Transportation Providers Are Controllers, not Processors, as to Shippinq 
Information. 

The European Union General Data Protection Regulation (the GDPR)is arguably the most 
comprehensive and protective privacy law in the world. Even in the EU, under the GDPR, package 
transportation providers are deemed controllers that have the right to determine the purposes and 
means ofthe processing of Shipping Information. 

• As the Attorney General's Office will be aware, the definition of "controller" in the EU is 
analogous to the definition of "business" in the CCPA, in that both a controller and a 
business"determine0 the purposesand means"ofthe processing of personal information. 
Cal. Civ. Code § 1798.140(c)(1); GDPR Art. 4(7). The GDPR also contains the concept 
of a "data processor", which, similar to a service provider under the CCPA,is defined as 
an entity that processes data on behalf ofa controller. The controller/processor concepts 
have existed at the EU level since 1995, when the EU's Data Protection Directive was 
passed,and they continue in effect under the GDPR. 

• European regulators who have addressed the issue have consistentlyfound that package 
transportation companies are best classified as"controllers," not as"processors." As an 
example, the United Kingdom's Information Commissioner's Office issued guidance in 
2014 stating that a delivery service "will be a data controller in its own right in respect of 
any data it holds to arrange delivery or tracking ... such as individual senders' and 

112recipients'namesand addresses. More recently,the Bavarian Office for Data Protection 
Supervision issued 2018 guidance stating that "postal services for letter or package 
transportation" are generally "not data processing," but instead "specialized services" 
offered by"an independent controller."' 

We respectfully suggest that the European practice reflects a recognition of the fundamental, 
inherent, and accepted purposes for which package transportation providers must use personal 
information to perform their daily operations at the level expected by both consumers and customers. 
We request the Attorney General to take a similar approach under the CCPA by clarifying the 

2See Information Commissioner's Officer, Data Controllers and Data Processors: Whatthe Difference Is and What 
the Governance Implications Are at 12(June 5,2014), available at httiDs://ico.orci.uk/media/for-
orqanisations/documents/1546/data-controllers-and-data-processors-dp-quidance.pdf. 
3See Bayerisches Landesamtfur Datenschutzaufsicht[Bavarian Office for Data Protection Supervision],FAQ zur 
DS-GVO:Auftragsverarbeitung, Abqrenzung[GDPR FAQs:Data Processing, Distinguishing[between Controllers 
and Processors]]at2(July 20,2018), available(in German)at 
httos://www.Ida.bavern.de/media/FAQ Abqrenzunq Auftraqsverarbeitunq.pdf. 
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application of Section 1798.140(t)(2)(A)to Shipping Information that transportation providers receive 
from businesses, pursuant to the Attorney General's rulemaking authority under Cal. Civ. Code 
§ 1798.185(b)(2). 

We appreciate the Attorney General's review and consideration of our comments in this 
letter, and look forward to the Attorney General's continued efforts throu h the rulemaking process. 
For any questions orfeedback, please contact me at . Wethank the Attorney 
General and his stafffor the opportunity to provide our views for consideration,and look forward to 
working with you to address the matters outlined above. 

With kind regards, 

Shawn Yadon 

CEO 

California Trucking Association 
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Turning People and Organizations 

Into Cyber GuardiansSecureTheVillage 

November 11,2019 

Attorney General Xavier Becerra 
Attorney General's Office 
California Department ofJustice 
P.O. Box 944255 
Sacramento,CA 94244-2550 

Subject:CCPA and Minimum Reasonable Information Security Practices 

Dear Mr.Attorney General: 

I write to you as thefounder and President of a California nonprofit,SecureTheVillage.We are a 

community ofinformation security practitioners; IT vendors and MSPs;attorneys with a 

practice in Cyber; Cyber-investigators; insurance and risk management professionals;law 

enforcement,including the FBI,Secret Service,and both the Los Angeles County and Orange 

County District Attorney's Office; and others. In addition to our base in Los Angeles,our 

community extendsto Orange County and Sacramento. 

I am writing in regard to the California Consumer Privacy Act(CCPA)Right ofCompensation to 
consumers in the eventofa data breach except when the breached business maintains 

"reasonable security procedures and practices appropriate to the nature ofthe information 
being protected." 

As has been widely discussed,there is a great deal of uncertainty as to exactly what 

"reasonable security procedures and practices" is to mean. 

In response to this uncertainty,SecureTheVillage has developed and published—as a free public 

service—a set of Minimum Reasonable Information Security ManagementPractices. 1 

For the reasons described below,we invite you to use our Minimum Reasonable Information 

Security ManagementPractices in assisting California establish appropriate reasonability 

requirementsfor organizations to follow in complying with CCPA and other information security 

management obligations. 

1 See https://mrso.securethevillaRe.orp/. 

SecureTheVillage 
Organizing Community.Actionable Education. 

https://securethevillage.org/ 
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SecureTheVillage views these minimum reasonable practices as so basic to the responsibility of 

securing private consumer information that a failure to implementthem should be considered 

primafacie evidence that an organization's information security procedures and practices are 

not reasonable. We developed them to be commercially reasonable and reasonably achievable 

for any company subjectto CCPA. 

It is important to note that we are not saying that an organization meeting these minimum 

practices has reasonable practices.To cite one example,the "reasonability" requirementfor a 

large telecommunication or Internet Service Provider is considerably more than our suggested 

minimum.And even a company that meets our minimum standards might still not have 

reasonable standards appropriate to the nature ofthe information being protected. Our 

suggested minimum is designed to establish the floor, notset the bar. 

SecureTheVillage's Minimum Reasonable Information Security ManagementPractices are based 

upon other existing information security standards. These include: 

1. The NIST Cybersecurity Framework 

2. International Standards Organization ISO 27001family,Information Security 
Management 

3. The Center for Internet Security's Critical Security Controls[CIS-20)(Identified by then 
Attorney General Kamala Harris in the California 2016 Data Breach Report) 

4. New York State Department of Financial Services,23 NYCRR 500,Cybersecurity 
Requirementsfor Financial Services Companies 

5. NIST800-171,Protecting Controlled Unclassified Information in Nonfederal Systems and 
Organizations 

SecureTheVillage's Minimum Reasonable Information Security ManagementPractices have nine 

basic elements. 

1. Information Security Management 

2. Information Security Subject Matter Expertise 

3. Security ManagementofSensitive and Private Information 

4. Security Awareness Training/Culture Change(SecureTheHuman) 

5. Security Managementofthe IT Interface 

6. Security Managementofthe IT Infrastructure: Use of CIS-20 Critical Security Controls 2 

Z Atthe present time,our incorporation of the CIS-20 is based upon the Center's Version 6 controls.We will be 
upgrading our minimum to the newer CIS Version 7controls later this year or early in 2020. 
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7. Third-Party Security Assurance 

8. Information Resilience 

9. Information Security Governance 

It would be my pleasure to meet with you and/or your staffto discuss how our Minimum 

Reasonable Information Security ManagementPractices supports California's need for a well-

defined standard for reasonable security practices. 

Thank you for your consideration.Thank you as well for your leadership in helping California 

find the right judicial answers to meetthe challenges ofcyber crime,cyber privacy and 

information security. 

I look forward to hearingfrom you. 

Sincerely, 

~aU4~~QQ 
Stan Stahl,Ph.D. 

SecureTheVillage 

Founder and President 
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Message 

From: Yaakov Shapiro 

Sent: 11/13/20197:16:35AM 

To: Privacy Regulations[PrivacyRegulations@doj.ca.gov] 

Subject: commenton CCPA Propsed Text Regulations 999.312 

Re 999.312 of CCPA Proposed Text Regulations: 

There is ambiguity in the language ofthefollowing paragraph: 

(a)A business shall providetwo or more designated methodsfor submitting requests to know, 
including,at a minimum,a toll-free telephone number,and ifthe business operatesa 
website,an interactive webform accessible through the business's website or mobile 
application. 

The word "or" in the phrase,"the business's website or mobile application"should be clarified. Currently, it can be 
interpreted in two ways: 

1) If the business has a website and mobile application, both must have an interactive webform,or: 

2) If the business operates a website, it is sufficientto have the webform either on the website or on the mobile 
application. 

Yaakov Shapiro 
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Message 

From: Brian Pier 

Sent: 11/18/20196:40:23 AM 

To: Privacy Regulations[PrivacyRegulations@a doj.ca.gov] 

Subject: Commenton the CCPA 

I have a concern regarding the proposed regulations associated with the California Consumers Privacy Act(CCPA). 

Section 999.326 permits an authorized agent to submit a Requestto Know and/or a Requestto Delete(Requests)on 
behalf of a consumer. I foresee businesses who will offer to conduct these requests for consumersfor a fee. These 
businesses may collect contact information about a large number of organizations who maintain data about California 
Consumers - pretty much any business in California who meets the income standard - and will submit the Requests to all 
ofthese organizations,even though many ofthe organizations will have no information about the consumer.Technology 
easily support submitting the requests to thousands of organizations with little effort. 

There would a significant amount of work involved in responding to these request,even if almost every response is"We 
have no information about the consumer'.Just the process of validating these requests would be a significant burden. 
The proposed regulations certainly favorthe professional authorized agents over the companies complying with the 
CCPA. 

I work for a companythat has data that will be governed by CCPA.We never sell information about individuals.We only 
have information about customers,employees and employment candidates. 

Please implementthe regulations in a mannerthat prevents us from receiving a large number of inquiries from authorized 
agents regarding individuals for whom we have no information. I can foresee this becoming a significant burden that only 
generates revenue for a professional "authorized agent". 

While various modifications to the regulations could be incorporated to accomplish this request,could you limit the 
authorized agent requests to companies who sell information to others? Conversely, you could exempt organizations who 
do not sell information(as stated in their privacy policy)from requestsfrom authorized agents. 

Forthose of us who do not sell any personal information,we should not be subjected to a burdensome deluge of requests 
from authorized agents. For us, our customers,employees and job applicants supplied the information to us so they 
already know what information we have aboutthem.We have no other sources of information about individuals beyond 
the individual themselves. While we know we may need to respond to other individuals who submit Requests, I fear what 
professional authorized agents could create significant work for companies in similar situations. 

Regards, 
Brian Pier 
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Message 

From: 

Sent: 11/3/20198:48:56PM 

To: Privacy Regulations[PrivacyRegulations@doj.ca.gov] 

Subject: Comment regarding CCPA and its associated regulations 

************************************************************************************************** 

Judging by this poorly conceived statute,the foolish proposed regulations,and AG Becerra's public statements, I can 
only assume thatthe Attorney General and the Legislature are determined to victimize small businesses and sole 
proprietors like me and drive usoutof California forever. 

First, neither the proposed regulations nor the variousamendmentsthat have passed or been putforward in the 
Legislature have addressed a fundamental ignorance underlying the law:the thresholds of applicability.Judging by the 
first statutory stipulation -- gross revenues of$25 million a year or more -- one may presume thatthe legislatures who 
drafted the CCPA intended it to apply mostly to large and medium-sized corporations.(My total incomefrom all sources 
throughout my entire life has never even approached thatfigure.) However,the stipulation that it applies to any 
business that collects personal information on 50,000or more households per year betraysthe technical ignorance of 
the Legislature and,in failing to usefully clarify it, the OAG.Because the statute defines"personal information"so 
overreachingly broadly,the law likely applies to nearly everyone on the Internet, including individuals with personal 
blogs or even social media accounts; it could easily be interpreted to apply to any person whose Twitter feed receives 
more than 137 individual impressions a day,even if none of those impression arefrom California residents!This is 
patently absurd and seems at odds with the implied statutory intent. 

In this way,the CCPA,and the proposed regulations,treat sole proprietors like me in exactly thesame manner astech 
giants like Facebook or Google,presuming vast legal,technical,and service resources that I simply do not possess and 
am by no reasonable standard able to afford. 

For one,it presumesthat I possess contractual leverage over billion-dollar tech companies. For example,the law expects 
that if my website usesthe Google Fonts service,or posts an embedded YouTube video, I should be able to contractually 
dictate Google's data practices, which companies like Google have no intention oforfinancial incentive to permit. I can 
assure you that no one at Google would ever even respond to a call or email from small fry like me,much less consider 
amending their standard terms ofservice. 

The CCPA also exposes small businesses and sole proprietors meto significant legal liability for simply using modern 
devices,software,or tools such as cloud-based data storage or content delivery networks(CDNs).The normal use ofany 
iPhone or Android mobile device and those devices'associated apps and services may collect significant amounts of 
whatthe law defines as personal information about literally anyone I interact with or even walk past. Any Windows10 
or iOS device is laden with telemetry and data mining tools,some of which cannot be turned off withoutsoftware 
changes that violate the license terms.To mitigate that data gathering to any meaningful degree requires advanced 
technical knowledge and/or specialized tools,and even that cannotstop the full range data collection and sharing that 
CCPA and the proposed regulations seek to control.Simply loading contacts onto my phone or scanning myincoming 
email with an antivirus program that uses cloud services therefore becomes a potentially forbidden disclosure. 

The law further presumesthat all businesses engage in the type of data aggregation and consumer profiling that have 
made Facebook and Google the subject of well-deserved public criticism. For example,the law and proposed regulations 
not only assume,but INSIST that I be able to identify an individual consumer across different devices and types of 
engagement -- that I associate theface of an individual in the background of a photograph I published as part of an 
article with IP addresses in a server log and an email address in a newsletter signup list. For those of us who are not 
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data-mining tech giants,that is neither feasible nor particular desirable. I usually have very little legitimate business 
interest in connecting such dots,and my doing so would be of no benefitto my website visitors or clients. Asa 
consumer, I do not like being the subject ofsuch data mining and routinelytake steps to limit and thwartsuch "big data" 
aggregation. And yet,the State of California wishesto mandate that aggregation and correlation in ways that seem 
contrary to the interests ofconsumers as well as businesses operating in good faith. 

Consequently,the mandatory timeframes proposed for response to requests are frighteningly daunting. I am a sole 
proprietor,and I do not routinely aggregate different types ofconsumer data unless I havesome pressing reason to do 
so.To respond to the extentthe law and proposed regulations require to even a single access request would take me 
days of work.And yet,AG Becerra not only thinks I should be able to respond to an unlimited volume of requestsfrom 
different individuals in a month and a half, but has also expressed his wish that I and my business should be subject to 
personal civil actionsfor failing to do so. Does he insist that I also be able tojuggle plates while standing on my head? 

Furthermore,the opt-out request rules are,for all intents and purposes,technologically impossible to fulfill to the letter 
ofthe law and proposed regulations. For example,if I process an opt-out requestfrom a particular consumer and they 
then access my websites or servicesfrom a device unknown to me,or via a proxy or VPN,their data may again be 
collected by advertisers or provided automatically to other service providers in waysthat the extremely broad 
definitions specified in the statute would deem to befor commercial purposes.Again,this requires no bad faith or 
deliberate action at all -- any website with Google Ads may run afoul of these rules for this reason,even if the website's 
owner has taken reasonable,good faith steps to comply with the opt-out request. 

(As with the GDPR,the law's presumption that an IP address is personal information rests on extremely dubious 
technical grounds. While IP addresses can sometimes indicate an approximate geographical location,an IP address by 
itself can only rarely identify a specific individual,and can generally only do so in combination with other information. 
For example,many Internet service providers use dynamic IP addresses or IP address pools,where any customer with an 
active connection may be arbitrarily assigned an available IP addressfrom the pool; if I turn off my modem for longer 
than about30 minutes,my IP address will likely be different when I reconnect. Furthermore,a substantial number of 
consumers use proxy or VPN services that hide the consumer's actual IP addressfrom any visited sites or services. 
Absentsome other correlation information,there is no reason to assume thatthe actual human user associated with a 
specific IP address recorded in a log is even in thesame country indicated by the IP address,and a single user using a 
proxy or VPN service may be able to visit the same website or service repeatedlyfrom different endpoint IP addresses. 
This is an area where sensible regulation could clarify that IP addresses are only deemed personal information if they 
can reasonably be used to identify a specific individual or household,which is by no means always the case.) 

As a freelance writer,the implications ofthe CCPA for myfree speech rights and my professional livelihood are 
extremely worrisome.The statute exemptsfrom deletion requests information necessary to exercise myfree speech 
rights(or so it says), but if I submit an article containing literally any identifiable information aboutany living Californian 
for publication in any manner that benefits me economically,any person mentioned(even public figures)can prohibit 
that publication by filing an opt-out request -- and,if AG Becerra has his way,personally sue me if I fail to do so,in a way 
thatseems contrary to the intent of California's anti-SLAPP laws.This again is absurd and,despite whatever token 
mention has been made of preserving free speech and the public interest, represents a significant potential chilling 
effect and threat to the exercise of First Amendment rights. 

As a consumer,I'm annoyed that no provision has been madefor me to selectively opt out of disclosures or request 
selective deletion,which forces businesses and online services into an all-or-nothing approach that will ultimately leave 
consumers with fewer options and less control over the use ofour data.This is hardly a desirable outcome. 

My question aboutthis law is"Cui bono?" It is onerousfor most businesses other than Facebook,Google,Apple, 
Microsoft,etc.(which will likely test the limits ofany available loophole,since fines forthem are part ofthe cost of 
doing business). It encourages and mandates data aggregation in a way thatseems directly contrary to the protection of 
consumers'privacy,and it'll bring yet another new load ofconfusing legalese and notification bannersthat most 
consumers will never read. It will impose new burdens on the courts and the OAG to investigate and/or try complaints. 
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It's hard to see any substantive benefit to privacy,and the price tag for what is at best a modest moral victory will be 
extremely high. 

I recognize thatthe OAG is not in a position to change the statutory language ofthe law and its amendments -- a task 
that,to the dismay of most observers, must be left to thefools in Sacramento who contrived this legislation in the first 
place. However,if AG Becerra would temper his determination to punish businesses and businesspeople,reevaluate his 
assumption businesses of any size all have the resources and the bad faith of Facebook,and consider the devastating 
financial impactthis law will have on the state's economy,he COULD direct the OAG to provide common-sense 
clarifications ofthe law's many confusing ambiguities and contradictions and at least bluntthe edge ofthe knife the 
CCPA is sticking between my ribs. 

************************************************************************************************** 
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Message 

From: 

Sent: 11/19/20194:50:51PM 

To: Privacy Regulations[PrivacyRegulations@doj.ca.gov] 

Subject: Comment regarding CCPA and its associated regulations 

************************************************************************************************** 

The proposed regulations would not require any type of verification for opt-out requests.This is a foolish choice that will 
lend itselfto endless abuse,directed not only at businesses attempting to act in good faith, but also against individual 
consumers. 

With no verification requirement,it would be very easy for malicious individuals or their automated "bots"to submit 
bogus opt-out requests on behalf ofany number of legitimate customersor users(e.g.,those who have posted 
commentsor reviews in connection with a purchase). Businesses would have little choice butto respond to most or all 
ofthose bogus requests,since the regulation would effectively prohibitthem from conducting the type of verification 
the other proposed rules require -- and failing to respond to a request(or indeed even responding to say the request 
appearsto befraudulent,even if it's obviously spam)would carry heavy potential legal liability. 

In this way,pranksters or other perpetrators of online abuse could send businesses chasing their own tails trying to 
respond to every fraudulent opt-out request,or sign other legitimate customers out of services that customer wants and 
has expressly requested. For example,if a consumer has asked to receive email updates on sales or special offers,a third 
party could,withoutthe consumer's knowledge or desire,sign the consumer out ofsuch updates by submitting an opt-
out request in the consumer's name. 

That is manifestly ridiculous, particularly given the technical difficulties involved in complying with the opt-out requests. 
Again, it lends itself to abuse, particularly where businesses have provided their consumers options to make a request 
electronically. Any online form is a constant targetfor Spam and malicious activity,and the way this rule has been 
framed would essentially require all businesses to play along with Spam bots, hackers,and other malicious entities,to 
the detriment of privacy and security. 

I gather thatOAG wantsto make sure there is not an undue barrier to consumers exercising their opt-out rights, but I 
see no sensible reason thatopt-out requests should not be subject to the"reasonable degree ofcertainty" verification 
standard described elsewhere in the proposed rules. Doing so would becommon sense and a bulwark againstthe abuse 
the no-verification rule invites. 

************************************************************************************************** 
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Message 

From: Webb Howell 

Sent: 11/21/20198:33:14AM 

To: Privacy Regulations[PrivacyRegulations@doj.ca.gov] 

Subject: Comment 

I would like to see the rule include a definition of"Consumer." I would like to know if"consumer"includes 
business-to-business relationships and data gathering,as most businesses dofor the purpose ofsales and 
marketing. 

Thank you. 

Webb Howell 
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Message 

From: Chris Pedigo 
Sent: 11/7/2019 5:56:59PM 
To: Privacy Regulations[PrivacyRegulations@doj.ca.gov] 
Subject: DCN Comments re CCPA 
Attachments: DCN letter to CA AG 2019-11-07.pdf 

Hi — I am submitting these comments regarding the proposed regulationsfor the enforcementofthe California 
Consumer Privacy Act(CCPA). I have also attached the comments as a pelf. Please let me know if you have any questions 
or if I should submitthese comments in a differentformat. 

Chris Pedigo 
SVP,Government Affairs 
Digital Content Next 

Follow us on Twitter: ''aDCNor~ 
SM,n up for our weekly newsletter,InContext,for insights in digital media. 
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DIGITAL CONTENT NEXT 

November 7,2019 

Privacy Regulations Coordinator 
California Office ofthe Attorney General 
300South Spring Street,FirstFloor 
Los Angeles,CA 90013 

RE:California Consumer Privacy Act Regulations 

Dear Attorney General, 

We appreciate the opportunity to commenton the regulations proposed by your office to 
implementthe California ConsumerPrivacy Act(CCPA).Founded in 2001 asthe OnlinePublishers 
Association,Digital ContentNext(DCN)is the only trade organization in the U.S. dedicated to 
serving the unique and diverse needs ofhigh-quality digital contentcompanies which enjoy trusted, 
direct relationships with consumers and marketers.DCN's members are some ofthe mosttrusted 
and well-respected media brands that,together,have an audience of256,277,000 unique visitors or 
100 percent reach ofthe U.S. online population'.In layman'sterms,every person in the U.S.who 
goes online will visit one ofour member companies'websites at least onetime each month. 

We intend to submit detailed comments with specific questions and concerns aboutthe 
proposed regulations by the December6 deadline.In the intervening time,however,wefeel 
compelled to draw your attention to the possible interplay ofprivacy regulation and market 
dominance,based on our experience complying with the General DataProtection Regulation 
(GDPR)in Europe.Legislation is often written with the assumption that businesses are free to 
negotiate the terms under which they integrate with their suppliers but,as detailed in the open letter 
to GoogleCEO SundarPichai2that we penned in April 2018 alongside three other publisher trade 
associations,that is not alwaysthe case.In Europe,Google opted for an implementation ofGDPR 
compliancethatfavored their interests while going againstthose ofboth publishers and consumers. 
We hopeto preemptively avoid this happening again outofrespectfor consumers who are visiting 
our sites and apps. 

Based on the legislative text ofthe CCPA and the proposed regulations issued by your 
office,when a consumer exercises theirDoNot Sell right, publishers may not sell a consumer's 
data but would be allowed to collect and use it for business purposes(CCPA Sec 1798.140(d)).In 

I comScoreMediaMetrixMultiplatform Custom Audience Duplication,December2017U.S. 

2 Open letter to Google CEO Sundar Pichai,signed by Digital Content Next,the European Publishers 
Council,the News Media Alliance, and the News Media Association. 
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addition,any company acting as athird parry on a publisher's website may not collect and use a 
consumer's data exceptfor a business purpose on behalfofthe publisher. Service providers may 
still assist publishers in delivering their service but only on behalfofthe publisher and are 
prohibited by contractfrom using the datafor any other purpose. This is in line with consumer 
expectations as the data is being collected and used within a single context. 

Where a third-parry company is nota service provider to the publisher,however,they must 
cease using the consumer's data for secondary purposes.For example,companies such as Facebook 
viathe"like"button and Google via their ad technology services would be third parties unless and 
until the consumer directly interacts with those services by clicking on the"like" button orthe ad. 
Similarly,in the case ofGoogle's Accelerated MobilePages(AMP),where Google is providing a 
service to publishers by hosting the content on their server,the consumer has nointention of 
interacting with Google.Indeed,mostconsumers would have no knowledge that Google is involved 
in helping serve the content.In these examples,as third parties,Facebook and Google must cease 
the collection and use ofa consumer's data exceptfor security and fraud purposes or for business 
purposes strictly on behalfofthe first parry as detailed in Sec 1798.140(d)ofthe CCPA.These 
third-party companies mustnotadd data aboutthe consumerto any profile that may be used to 
tailor advertising to that consumer on a different, unrelated website. 

We are concerned that,similar to what happened with the GDPF,somethird-parry 
companies will attemptto avail themselves ofcreative implementations ofcompliance with the 
CCPA such asfor instance declaring themselvesto be a business or an agent ofthe first-party 
business with which the user is interacting —in clear defiance ofconsumer expectations — or by 
attempting to burden publishers with unreasonable compliance requirementson their behalf(such as 
their compliance with section 115(d)ofthe CCPA).Because ofa market structure that is heavily 
dominated by a small number ofcompanies providing services essential to publishing, publishers 
may not have enough marketleverage to negotiate with these third parties to obtain sensible 
contractual terms that align with the reasonable expectations ofconsumers who are visiting our sites 
and apps. 

We are grateful for the opportunity to commenton the proposed regulations issued by your 
office and will provide more detailed comments in the coming weeks.In the meantime,please do 
not hesitate to contact us with any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Jason Kint 
CEO 
Digital ContentNext 

ChrisPedigo 
SVP,Government Affairs 
Digital ContentNext 
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Meeting with Roger McNamee on October 28,2019,memorialized October 28 and 31,2010 

• Four problems: democracy,public health,privacy,competition 
o Antitrustlaw deals with the last 
o All startfrom surveillance capitalism(ShoshanaZuboff's book) 

• Need to assert personal data as a human right rather than as an asset 
o The assertion that you own data ifyou touch it is problematic 
o Risksofdata portability are high: need informed consentfrom everyonetouched 

and need to offsetthe asymmetry thatfavorsincumbent players(Facebook will 
profitfrom data portability) 

o Corporations have data thatthey touch and datathey acquire;they will sell 
everything:Banks,health records(prescription data), menstrual cycle data 
becomesFacebook's property 

o Whatwould consumer protection look like ifdata is a human right? Not"own 
your data," but accountability for social costs,like bans on cloning or private 
nuclear research 

o NotaFirst Amendmentissue because it's notaboutwho posts but whogets 
amplified. Algorithms encourage speech thatleads to fight-or-flight responses 

Going after data can solve problems with democracy and public health 
o No"Occam'sRazor"solution better than this: aim for solution where data cannot 

be used to harm you;it's notan asset but off-limits. 
• Need CCPA regulationsto be as close tothe endpoint as the law will allow. 

o GDPRwasan almost perfect response based on knowledge ofthe problem as 
understood 3-4 years ago.CCPA can fix whatwas missed. 

o First problem: Thoughtthe problem was data transfer on individual sites, notthe 
overall marketplace.Restriction on a particular site only addresses a subsetof 
data. Only0.1-1% ofdata at Google,Facebook,Amazon,Microsoftis directly 
collected. Mostisfrom tracking or is bought. 

Fix bylooking at data minimization/When providing a service,there 
should be limits on whatdata can be used.NotOKfor any site to have all 
health,banking,location records. 
Must protectthe consumer by recognizing that marketing has shifted: 
companies have all the datafrom all the people.From life events they 
determine common patterns and forecast.Need high-quality data. 
They also control access to information and only offer what servesthem. 
The problem is thatthe marketer has nearly perfectinformation and the 
consumer hasonly whatthe platform allows(surveillance capitalism= 
authoritarianism) 
Solution: in perfect world(1)only the first party could use the data. Uber 
can uselocation and phone numberfor one ride only.Uber would have to 
change prices and make explicitthe true costofthe ride.(2)the use of 
data"voodoo dolls" would be banned;can'tuse existing data. Compare 
the chemical industry in the 1950s. Society changed and made the 
companies internalize the externality ofpollution.Need to make 
companies internalize the costs ofundermining democracy 
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First step is to allow litigation. Worth itto try and include a right ofaction 
in the regulations and lose. Some actions have a cost. 

o Second problem(easy one):GDPR allowed platforms to create their own dialog 
boxes;companies used eye tracking and dark patternsto manipulate and 95%of 
Europeans did nottake advantage ofprotections. 

Need afactually accurate dialog box"this company knows everything 
about you and their economic model is to control your choices." 
It's a flaw with CCPAifit can't do this. 
CCPA allows automatic opt-out: Whatabouta tweetthat"Iopt out ofall 
data sale"? 
Buta setting on a phone may work. 
The biggest problem is companies you don'tinteract with: credit card 
processors and health care data companies.Can they use the data ifthey 
launder it? 
Why notalifetime lookback instead of90days? I'd makethis an official 
comment.Data doesn'tget old this quickly.91-day old data is still fresh. 
Whataboutsale vs.transfer? The big scary people(Google,Microsoft, 
Amazon,Facebook)complemented by wannabes:traditional data brokers, 
data marketerslike credit card companies(MasterCard worse than Visa) 

• Current corporations are flexible and morph around regulations(unlike corporations with 
assets like factories). They argue againstthem until they've changed their business 
models. 

o Amazon does microtargeting,but canjustearn moneyfrom retail. 
o Very eastto circumventregulations;surveillance capitalism is inherently 

dangerous 
o Facebook is"swapping"not selling,and maybe stopped in 2015 when it got 

caught.But2010-2014 allowed9million appsto have accesstofriend lists. 
Swapswith hardware platforms(Xbox,P1ayStation,Apple? Android?)Everyone 
on Facebook wasaffected. 

o CCPA can takethe conversation to alevel where it needsto go.DOJ should share 
something it can do and give a list ofthings it can'tsolve yetunder current 
law(e.g.SB 561) 

o Use CCPA regulations to leave California better offthan today 
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software 
association 

November6,2019 

The Honorable Xavier Becerra 
California Department ofJustice 
Office ofthe Attorney General 
13001 Street 
Sacramento,CA 95814 

Dear Attorney General Becerra: 

I enjoyed speaking with you at the Platinum Advisors client retreat in Sonoma recently,and sharing with 

you the prominent role the video game industry plays in California's entertainment and technology 

sectors. During our conversation, I mentioned our industry's interest in the California Consumer Privacy 
Act(CCPA)Rulemaking. I wanted to follow up on that matter, briefly. 

We appreciate the important work of your office in providing much-needed regulatory guidance 
regarding the application ofthe CCPA.For the video game industry,the most critical issue is ensuring 

that there are reasonable means to addressthe security and integrity of online gamesand game 
networks.Specifically,our members who publish video gamesare asking for explicit confirmation that 
the CCPA does not preventthem from protecting players of online video gamesfrom harassment, 
malicious conduct,and cheating by other players and from detecting and preventing cyber intrusions, 

the theft ofservices and infringement of intellectual property related to the game. We believe that the 
text ofthe CCPA supports this interpretation, but we ask that the regulations leave no doubt. 

When tens ofthousands—or,in some cases, millions—of players meet up in online worlds to adventure 

together in competitive games,it is an unfortunate reality thatsome individuals may seek to harass, 

cheat or otherwise make the game less enjoyable for other players or try to gain unauthorized access to 

game content and features.Game publishers invest significant resources to root out and address this 

activity to help ensure that all players have a fun gameplay experience.These measures may include: 

• employing customersupport staffto review reports ofabuse, 

• moderating chat consistent with game terms ofservice and privacy policies, 

• deploying technologies to detect cheating,fraud,grooming,and other harmful behavior,and 

• imposing escalating measuresto enforce the game rules or codes ofconduct and combat 
unlawful activity including, in some cases,suspending, blocking, or banning players and deleting 

their accounts. 

If a game gets a bad reputation because of pervasive cheating or harassment,some players may leave 

the game and new players may be discouraged from joining.Therefore,publishers invest significant 
resources in protecting playersfrom potential cheating, harassment,and other harmful activities. 

Data privacy laws directly impact publishers'efforts to discourage,detect and protect against 

harassment,cheating,and other malicious conduct. For example,a game publisher may need to collect 

and retain personal information—such asscreen names,IP addresses,and device IDs—along with 
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gameplay data,for purposes of detecting anomalous behavior and identifying which particular individual 

is engaged in fraud,cheating,or other harmful activities. 

If data privacy laws do not clearly allow publishers to continue engaging in these activities,some 

individuals may try to use these laws to undermine these important player protections. For example,in 

otherjurisdictions that already have a data access right, our members have experienced some 

individuals abusing that access right to try to learn more about whattriggered the game publishers' 

security,cheat,or fraud detection systems(e.g.,common IP addresses across multiple fraudulent 

accounts)for purposes of evading them in the future. 

We recognize,ofcourse,that most consumers will notabuse the access right in this manner.To be 

clear,we are supportive ofthe CCPA's access right,and members who operate in jurisdictions that have 

access rights already provide players access to personal information as legally required. But it is 

important that the CCPA's access,deletion,and other consumer rights are reasonably qualified to 

ensure that bad actors cannot misuse the CCPA to conductforensic data analysis related to security, 

cheat,fraud and other systemsfor purposes of identifying weaknesses,avoiding future detection,and 

engaging in further fraud or other harmful activities. 

In addition,some individuals may seek to bypass the game's security features,steal servicesfrom game 

networks and/or infringe the game's intellectual property,to the determinant ofthe publisher and often 

other players as well. For example,in a subscription-based massively multiplayer online game, 

fraudsters may steal valid account credentialsfrom a player or use stolen credit card information to 

create a game account,which they then build up and sell on secondary markets(i.e.,through extensive 

gameplay by an expert player,they"level up"the account so that it is quite powerful and then sell the 

game account for real money on an unauthorized third-party site). This conduct violates the publisher's 

termsofservice, results in fraudulent account charges,and frustrates other players whose game 

characters are not as powerful because they followed the game rules and played the game as intended. 

The publisher also is harmed if it later refunds the unauthorized charges once it detects the illegal 

activity. The CCPA regulations should explicitly balance privacy rights with these important consumer 

protection and intellectual property-related concerns. 

We look forward to working with you and your staff on these important issues,and we will be 

submitting more extensive comments in the Rulemaking,including suggested redline language on this 

issue and other matters,in December. Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerel 

T'iomas Fo kes 

4 ce President,State Government Affairs 

Eltertainment Software Association 

601 Massachusetts Avenue,NW•Suite 300 West•Washington, D.C.20001•Tel:(202)223-2400•Fax:(202)223-2401 
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Message 

From: James Harrison-
Sent: 11/19/20192:56:05PM 

To: Privacy Regulations[PrivacyRegulations@doj.ca.gov] 

Subject: Regulatory Impact AssessmentofCCPA 

Attachments: 00395287.pdf 

On behalf of Californiansfor Consumer Privacy,we respectfully submitthe attached comments regarding the 
Standardized Regulatory Impact Assessment prepared on behalfthe Attorney General. If you have any questions 
regarding CCP's comments,please contact me. 

Thank you. 

James Harrison 

James C. Harrison 
Remcho,Johansen& Purcell, LLP 
1901 Harrison Street,Suite 1550 
Oakland,CA 94612 
Office:510-346-6200 

www.rlp.com 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This communication with its contents may contain confidential and/or legally privileged information. It is 

solely for the use ofthe intended recipient(s). Unauthorized interception, review, use or disclosure is prohibited and may violate 

applicable laws including the Electronic Communications Privacy Act. If you are notthe intended recipient, please contactthe sender 

and destroy all copies ofthe communication 
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CALIFBRNIANSFOR 
CONSUMER PRIVACY 

November 19,2019 

The Honorable Xavier Becerra 
Attorney General 
1300 1 Street,Suite 125 
P.O. Box944255 
Sacramento,CA 94244-2550 

Dear Attorney General Becerra: 

We write to with respect to the Standardized Regulatory Impact Assessment: California Consumer 

Privacy Actof2018("CCPA")Regulations, prepared in August 2019 by Berkeley Economic Advising and 

Research,LLC. 

We have multiple questions with respect to the assumptions used,erroneousfacts included,and 

conclusions reached. We believe it vastly overstates the economicimpactofCCPA,as a result of 

guesses made by the authors,as opposed to sound business assumptions. 

We setforth below our commentsand requestsfor additional information. 

In preview,we conclude: 

1) The Assessment grossly overstates the number of businesses that will be covered by CCPA. 
2) The evidence chosen to support conclusions about how many businesses will be covered is 

almost negligent in its scope:two,tiny, non-scientific surveys,the data from each of which has 
been manipulated to support a conclusion that could just as easily have supported a 
diametrically different result. 

3) The Assessment relies on flawed reading ofthe actual underlying statute,SB 1121,and bases 
major conclusions on a fundamental misinterpretation ofthe text. 

4) The Assessment lacks factual data, but nonetheless ascribes extraordinary costs to this law. 
5) The regulatory impactstatement is fatallyflawed,and needsto startfrom scratch to more truly 

reflect actual details. 

Please see attached for an in-depth analysis ofthe Impact Assessment Report. 

All page references are to the original report(herein,the "Report"),which can befound at 

(http://dof.ca.gov/Forecasting/Economics/Major Regulations/Major Regulations Table/documents/CC 

PA_Regulations-SRIA-DOF.pdf). 
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Attorney General Becerra 
November 19,2019 
Page 2 

A. Foundational incorrect assumption with respectto how many businesses would be covered by 
the law,resulting in incorrect assumption about costs. 

One ofthe three tests for which businesses are covered under CCPA reads:"[A business that]alone or in 

combination,annually buys,receivesforthe business'scommercial purposes,sells, or sharesfor 

commercial purposes,alone or in combination,the personal information of50,000 or more consumers, 

households,or devices." 

1) The Report erroneously omits wording from the key definition of what constitutes a covered 
business by substituting "share"for"sharesfor commercial purposes": 

a. See page 7: "The CCPA applies to all businesses in California that meetone or more of 
thefollowing three thresholds: (1)has annual gross revenues in excess oftwenty-five 
million dollars($25,000,000). (2)buys,sells, orsharesthe personal information of 
50,000or more consumers,households,or devices. (3) derives50%or more of its 
annual revenuefrom selling consumers'PI." [Emphasis added] 

b. See page 20,section 2.1:"The law establishes three thresholds[for which businesses 
are required to comply with the CCPA],each of which would trigger compliance 
requirements if reached...2. A business buys,sells, orsharesthe personal information 
of more than 50,000consumers,households,or devices per year"[Emphasis added] 

c. See page 20:"A lack of data prevents usfrom estimating with precision the number of 
businesses that meetthe other threshold requirements in the CCPA. However...any firm 
that collects personal information from morethan 137consumers or devices a day will 
meet the 50,000 threshold." [Emphasis added] 

d. As a result ofthe omission of"commercial purpose,"the Assessmentfundamentally 
misreads the law,which applies to a business only if it is sharing information for a 
commercial purpose. 

e. Thus,the proverbial blog that has 137 visitors a day is notcovered by the law, unlessthe 
blog is collecting personal information and subsequently selling or sharing it for a 
commercial purpose. 

i. Please note that an IP address alone does not qualify as PI, because an IP 
address on its own cannot identify a consumer. 

ii. This means a blog could easily display contextual ads nextto its subject matter 
(putting a garden shop ad nextto a post about composting,for example)in such 
a way that no personal information is shared,meaning that it would not count 
toward the 137/day,50,000/year threshold. 

f. Also, note thateven if one assumes a small business were making over 137 actual 
physical sales a day,which would thus meetthe definition of'sharingfor a commercial 
purpose/ Section 1798.100(e)includes a limitation such thatthe right of access does 
not"require a business to retain any personalinformation collectedforasingle,one-
time transaction,ifsuch information is notsold or retained by the business or to 
reidentify or otherwise link information thatis not maintained in a mannerthat would 
be considered personalinformation."In addition,Section 1789.110(d)reiterates that 
"Thissection does notrequire a business to do thefollowing: (1)Retain any personal 
information abouta consumer collectedforasingle one-time transaction if, in the 
ordinary course ofbusiness, thatinformation about the consumer is not 
retained.(2)Reidentify or otherwise link any data that,in the ordinary course of 
business, is notmaintained in a manner that would be considered personalinformation." 
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Attorney General Becerra 
November 19,2019 
Page3 

i. This meansthatthe entire Right to Know(right of access)is mootfor businesses 
that are simply,for example,operating a store and making sales, unless the 
business is retaining the information in an effort to monetize it in thefuture by 
selling or disclosing it for a commercial purpose. 

ii. Especially with respect to the small online business,the reality is that if a 
business is simply showing an ad for a one-time transaction,and does not retain 
PI as part ofthat transaction,then there is no requirementfor the business to 
keep that information with respect to that consumer,in order to be able to 
present it later in response to an access or opt-out or deletion request;and a 
one-time credit card transaction, if not maintained in a mannerthat would be 
considered personal information,is equally not covered by the law. 

1. Some have stated,incorrectly,that simply collecting an IP address as 
part ofa visit to a website,constitutes collecting Personal Information 
under CCPA,but an IP address in and of itself is not PI because it alone 
cannot identify a consumer. So again,the notion thatthe small online 
business would be covered by CCPA even if it had asfew as 137 visitors 
a day,is incorrect. 

iii. Yet,the vast bulk ofthe Report's costs are driven by the mistaken assumption 
that between 383,328 and 570,066 businesses will be covered because ofthis 
"sharing"test. 

B. Pure guess about how many businesses covered(p.20):"We assume that either50%or75% 
of all California businessesthat earn less than $25 million in revenue will be covered under 
than CCPA." The only backup the Report givesfor this extraordinary claim is that"A survey 
completed bythe International Association Privacy Professionals(sic)(IAPP)found that8out 
of10surveyed businesses believed thatthey would need to take compliance actions as a 
result ofthe CCPA." 

1) There was nofootnote to the report, but an IAPP/OneTrustsurvey"Ready or not, here it comes: 
How prepared are organizations for the California Consumer Privacy Act?" published in March 
2019,surveyed 282 respondents,and has a chart titled "Nearly8in 10 respondents believe their 
employer mustcomply with the CCPA";thus,we assume this is the IAPP report to which the 
authors refer. 

2) Notably,only18%ofthe respondents in the IAPP survey werefrom companies with between 
1and 250employees. 
a. Also notably,21%oftotal respondentsthoughtthatCCPA did NOTapply to their 

businesses. 
b. There are no statistics in the IAPP survey that link these two answers,i.e., charting which 

respondentsfelt their businesses would have to comply with CCPA,against the size ofthe 
business the respondent represented. 

c. Despite this lack of data,the Report authorssomehow concludefrom this IAPP study that at 
least50%,and perhaps75%,of all California businesses with less than $25M in annual 
revenues,will have to comply with CCPA. 

d. An equally plausible conclusion could have been that no businesses with under 250 
employeesfeltthey had to comply with CCPA-18%ofthe survey respondents werefrom 
companies with less than 250employees,and 21%ofrespondentsthoughtCCPA did not 

3 1 Page 
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Attorney General Becerra 
November 19,2019 
Page4 

apply to them. This is actually a more logical guessthan the one the Report authors made 
(i.e., either50%or75%of all businesses would be covered by CCPA. 

i. o buttress this point,note that ofthose who thought CCPA did not apply to them, 
89%thoughtthat was either because their organization didn't collect/sell/disclose 
PI, or because it did not meetthe definition ofa business under CCPA. 

ii. It is not clear what led the Report authorsto conclude thatthe smaller businesses 
were notthe ones who do not collect/sell/disclose PI, or meetthe definition ofa 
business under CCPA. There is literally no indication in the survey about this fact. 

iii. The entire conclusion ofthe Report dependson the authors'assessmentof how 
many businesses are covered,and yetthe statementthat"the 50-75% upper-
bound compliance range is reasonably supported by empirical evidence"is not 
supported by any empirical evidence—itis,in fact,simply a guess with no 
supporting evidence. 

e. The result ofthis assumption,however,is thatthe Report concludes thatsomewhere 
between 383,328 and 570,066 California businesses will have to comply with CCPA(p.23)at 
a cost of between $11 billion and $16.5 billion(page 29). This is a staggering extrapolation 
from what is essentially 'just one way to read a tiny, unscientific survey.' 

C. Absurdly high estimate of how manysmall California businesses covered(Line 761 ofthe 
SUSB):"Number of Firms,Number of Establishments,Employment,and Annual Payroll by 
Enterprise EmploymentSizeforStates,NAICSSectors: 2016"report(choose"States,NAICS 
Sectors"),shows745,791 California businesses with under500employees. 

1) Ofthattotal,465,078 havefrom 0-4employees. 
2) Thus,using the Report's 383,328figure of how manyfirms will be covered by CCPA 

would mean thateverysinglefirm in California with over5employees,and22%ofthe 
firms with between1and4employees,would be covered by CCPA. 

3) Using the Report's 570,066figure would mean thateverysinglefirm in California with 
over5employees,and62%ofthefirms with between 1and4employees,would be 
covered by CCPA. 

4) Neither ofthese assumptions stand the test ofcommon sense. There are 45,000 
construction firms alone in California with between 0-4employees,and 53,000 in health 
care and social assistance. Are the authors suggesting thattens ofthousands ofsmall 
contractors,or home health care firms,are businesses engaging in at least 137 
transactions sharing personal information,every day,365 days a year? 

5) Small firms with under$25M in revenue(which,using the Report's assumption of 
$100,000 in revenue per employee,meansfirms with under 250employees),represent 
at least97%of California firms. The idea thatsome huge percentage ofthese firms are 
monetizing personal information by selling it, or sharing/disclosing itfor a commercial 
purpose(excluding one-time transactions)defies belief. We may live in an information 
economy,butthe vast majority of California firms with four orfive employees are not 
data brokers mining consumer information and the vast majority of businesses are not 
making 50,000sales a year-137times a day,7days a week—day in and day out. 

6) In conclusion,we strongly disagree with the central thesis ofthe reportthat between 
383,000and 570,000small businesses will be covered by CCPA. Indeed,the evidence 
presented to supportthis thesis is no better than a guess. 

41 Page 
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Attorney General Becerra 
November 19,2019 
Page5 

D. On page 11,there is another stunningly bold guess:`The total cost of initial compliance with 
the CCPA,which constitutes the vast majority ofcompliance efforts,is approximately$55 
billion. This is equivalentto approximately 1.8% ofCalifornia GrossState Productin 2018." 
a. No table is included in the report that totals to this$55 billion figure. 
b. It appears nowhere else, with no supporting backup as to how it was arrived at. 
c. The paragraph outlining the$55 billion figure, which is only mentioned once,begins with 

this statement:"we generate[d]a back ofthe envelope cost ofCCPA compliance,including 
both the statute's baseline costs and the incremental costs attributable to the regulations, 
using estimatesfrom the TrustArc survey cited above." 

d. Reading the TrustArcsurvey the Reportrelieson,and upon which this entire conclusion 
wasbased,it turnsoutthat TrustArcsurveyed NOcompanies with under500employees, 
and only68companies with between500and1,000employees. 68companies,nationally. 

e. Let usreiterate:The Reporthad NODATA on99.8%ofCalifornia businesses,theones with 
under500employees—and yetitascribes tensofbillionsofdollarsin costs to these 
businesses. [Note:California EDD data(choose'Number of Businesses, Number of 
Employees,and Payroll by Size of Business(Table 1)'and US Census data diverge here, but 
the point is there are a tiny number of very large firms,and a huge number of small ones.] 

f. The Report doessay in a footnote to this section that"The TrustArcsurvey only sampled 
privacy professionalsfrom firms with at least500employees. Therefore,it is very possible 
thatwe are overestimating the compliance costsfor smallerfirms." 

g. That a formal economic report,ascribing billions of dollars in costs, would not have any data 
on 99.8%of California businesses, is astounding. 

E. Errors:On page 23,the Report incorrectly states thatthe total number offirms with over500 
employees in California, is 9,858. It also incorrectly identifies the Survey of US Businesses data 
from which this total is drawn,asthe 2017Survey of US Businesses(SUSB). In fact, it is the 2016 
data,released on 12/18/2018. Please go to the"States, NAICS Sectors"spreadsheetfor the 
underlying data. 
a. The correct total for California businesses with more than 500employees isfound on line 

762ofthe"Number of Firms, Number of Establishments,Employment,and Annual Payroll 
by Enterprise EmploymentSize for States, NAICS Sectors: 2016"sheet. This number is 
6,191,whereasthe Report uses a figure60% higher(9,858). 

b. Every state's total for numbers of businesses with over 500employeeson that spreadsheet, 
is higher than the individual totals by NAICS Code totals, by a substantial amount,and while 
the employmenttotals tally,the actual number of businesses do not, presumably because 
of multi-sectorial businesses. 

c. This change has a consequence of overstating the costs in the report ascribed to large 
businesses, by60%. 

d. The EDD figures are even starker,and the number of California businesses with over500 
employees is only 2,687. 

e. However,the conclusion is clear:there are nowhere near 9,000+ businesses in California 
with over 500employees. 
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Attorney General Becerra 
November 19,2019 
Page6 

In sum,we offer the following conclusions: 

1) There is no backupfor the $55Bfigure on page 11,i.e. the 'total cost of initial compliance with 
the CCPA'especially in light ofthe IAPP survey that the authors rely on,which states that as of 
early 2019,65%ofsurveyed firms self-rated as being either medium-prepared,or highly-
prepared,for CCPA compliance. Ifthefirms are representative ofthe firms in California—which 
the authors imply by using other parts ofthe survey to determine how many businesses in 
California will be covered—then it appears that 2/3of the respondents were already halfway 
prepared to comply with CCPA. So how doesthe$55B figure fit into this narrative? Are the 
authors suggesting this will be an additional$55B? 

2) The IAPP survey shows39%offirms at medium preparedness,and 26%at high preparedness. 
a. If we assume that medium =50% prepared;and 'highly'=80% prepared,then 

mathematically this works out to businesses having done about40%of the total workload 
(the IAPP chart is titled "Organizations are about halfway to CCPA compliance"). 

b. This would then imply that roughly$22B in compliance costs have already been spent in 
California complying with CCPA,and yetthe Report makes no mention of evidence 
supporting this thesis—and a reasonable reader might be surprised to have seen no stories 
about$22B in compliance costs incurred in the last14 monthssince CCPA passed into law. 

c. The Report doessay that"standards and compliancefor the GDPR have already imposed 
costs on manyfirms that operate in California. This reduces their expected cost of CCPA 
compliance..." but it does not attemptto quantify this reduction, nor to explain if that has 
reduced or will reduce the $55B cost figure. 

We requestthat you withdraw the Report,or at least correct its most blatant errors: 

• Misused definition ofSection 1798.140(c)(1)(B), i.e. substituting'share'for'sharesfor 
commercial purposes,'and the incorrect assumption that merely collecting an IP address 
from 137 visitors a day would qualify a business to become a covered entity. This is 
incorrect per the black letter definitions in the law,and as a result,the number ofcovered 
businesses is vastly overstated. 

• Correcting the'guess'that between 383,000and 570,000small businesses will need to pay 
significant compliance costs as a result of this law,justified simply because of a survey of 
282 US respondents in which 20%ofthe respondents represented small businesses,and 
20%thought CCPA would not apply to their businesses. Relying on a tiny sample size to 
arrive at an outcome suggesting hundreds ofthousands offirms could be covered,which 
could equally have been vastly smaller, is simply guessing without any reasonable basis. 
One responsible course of action here could have been to provide a range of outcomes, 
from no covered firms,to all businesses in California covered by the law,and then to state 
that there is notenough data to know whatthe cost would be. 

• Correcting the errors with respect to the NAICS data, which overstates how many large 
businesses will be covered by as much as a third (especially if cross-referenced with the EDD 
data, which would see the Report overstate the number of large businesses by almost3X). 

• Removing the$55B figure to comply with CCPA,or providing backup;and explaining why,if 
the same survey the authors used to arrive atthe number of covered businesses,states that 
40%ofthe compliance work has already been done,the authors make no mention ofthat 
cost reduction. 

61 . . g 
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In conclusion,we were disappointed with the quality of work in the Report,which takes an authoritative 

tone in attempting to pass off guesswork as detailed fact-based research. 

Yours sincerely, 

/s/ Alastair Mactaggart,Chair 

Californiansfor Consumer Privacy 
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Message 

From: Alvarez, Kira 
Sent: 12/5/20196:14:23PM 
To: Privacy Regulations[PrivacyRegulations@doj.ca.gov] 
CC: 
Subject: ABA section of IP Law comments on the CCPA 
Attachments: ABA-IPL LETTER TO CA AG RE CCPA REGULATIONS.pdf 

To whom it mayconcern, 
Attached please find the commentsofthe American Bar Association Section of Intellectual Property Law on 
theCCPA regulations. 

If you have any questions,please don't hesitate to contact me. 

Respectfully Submitted, 
Kira Alvarez 

Kira.M.Alvarez 
Legislative Consultant 
ABA Section ofIntellectual Property Law 

uwvw.americanbar.org/lplaw 
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December6,2019 

ViaElectronicMail.-PrivacyRegitlations@doj.ca.gov 

Privacy Regulations Coordinator 
California Office ofthe Attorney General 
300South Spring Street,FirstFloor 
Los Angeles,CA 90013 

Re: WHOIS Database Intellectual Property Right Comments on the 
California Attorney General'sProposed Regulatory Action 
Concerning the California ConsumerPrivacy Act(CCPA) 

Dear Attorney General Becerra: 

As Chair ofthe American Bar Association Section ofIntellectual Property Law 
("ABA-IPL Section"or"Section"),I write on behalfofthe Section to provide 
comments on the proposed regulations forthe California ConsumerPrivacy Act 
("CCPA"),published October 11,2019by the California DepartmentofJustice 
("Office"). The views expressed herein are presented on behalfofthe Section of 
Intellectual Property Law.They have not been approved bythe House ofDelegates 
orthe Board ofGovernors ofthe American Bar Association and,accordingly, 
should not be construed as representing the position ofthe Association. 

Since 1894,the ABA-IPL Section has advanced the developmentand 
improvementofintellectual property laws and their fair andjust administration. 
As theforum for rich perspectives and balanced insight on the full spectrum of 
intellectual property law,the Section serves within the ABA as a highly respected 
voice within the intellectual property profession, before policy makers,and with 
the public. 

Recent changesin data privacy law have significantly impaired the ability to 
enforce intellectual property rights. In particular,since the May25,2018 
effective date ofthe General DataProtection Regulation("GDPR"),it has been 
much more difficult to enforce intellectual property rights online against persons 
or entities that register domain names confusingly similar to a registered 
trademark,or whose website offers counterfeit, pirated or otherwise infringing 
content, products or services. 
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The Section is greatly concerned thatthe rights ofintellectual property owners are similarly 
being overlooked in the proposed regulationsforthe CCPA.Weappreciate the difficult task of 
regulating and enforcing a complex statute such as theCCPA in addressing consumer privacy 
concerns.Butunless amended the Office's proposed regulations will exacerbate these 
enforcement difficulties. 

The California legislature expressly acknowledgesthe potential impactofdata privacy laws and 
regulations on intellectual property rights, as the text ofthe CCPA states that your Office"shall 
solicit broad public participation and adoptregulationstofurther the purposes ofthis title, 
including ... establishing any exceptions necessary to comply with state orfederal law, 
including,butnotlimited to,those relating to trade secrets and intellectual property rights, within 
one year ofpassage ofthis title and as needed thereafter"(Cal. Civil Code§ 1798.185(a)(3)). 
Yet,the proposed regulations for theCCPA are silent on intellectual property rights. 

To address this concern regarding the intersection ofintellectual property rights and consumer 
privacy,the Section supportsthe right ofthe public,furthered by the rights ofintellectual 
property owners and the needsoflaw enforcement officials,to access contactinformation for 
registrants ofdomain namesin the WHOIS database administered by the Internet Corporation 
for Assigned Names and Numbers(ICANN),for at leastthe limited purpose ofinvestigating and 
enforcing against violations ofapplicablelaw relating to intellectual property protections. 
Therefore,the Section respectfully requests the Office's proposed regulations be amended to 
clarify that underthe CCPA,a right is reserved for intellectual property ownersthat would 
legally compel the disclosure ofdomain registrant contactinformation by any U.S.entity that 
administers and maintains such contactinformation,upon receipt ofa notice alleging a legitimate 
interest based on the registrant's violations ofapplicable laws relating to intellectual property 
protections. 

I. History and Background on the WHOISDatabase and 
How It is Used to Enforce Intellectual Property Rights 

A straightforward process haslong been available to the general public,including intellectual 
property owners,to obtain domain registrant contactinformation.From atleast as early as 1999 
through 2018,accredited registrars were contractually obligated byICANN to provide an 
interactive web page wherethe public could requestinformation on registered domain names, 
including the name and contact information for the registrant or owner ofthe domain name as 
such information is maintained in the WHOIS database. 

The WHOIS database is a protocol administered byICANN and used to makea variety of 
information about a given domain name available to the public.Forexample,mostWHOIS 
queries disclose the date a domain name was registered,the date it waslast updated with the 
registrar,and the date the domain's registration will expire ifnotrenewed. 

Before the GDPR wentinto effect, contactinformation for mostdomain registrants,such as an 
email address,was also generally available to the public unless the registrant paid for a privacy 
or proxy service.Privacy services allow persons or entities to be listed as the registered domain 
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name holder,but alternative and reliable contact information such as an anonymized mail-
forwarding email address is substituted for the true registrant's personal contact information. 
Proxy services similarly provide alternate contactinformation forthe registrant, but proxy 
service providers also are listed as the registered domain name holder. 

When a privacy or proxy service is used,the registrant atleast could be notified ofthe trademark 
or copyright owner's concerns about any alleged violations ofapplicablelaw relating to 
intellectual property protections. Communications with such registrants would often lead to a 
cost-effective settlement ofthe matter. 

Such settlementofatrademark dispute mightinclude a transfer or cancellation ofthe domain 
registration, withoutany need for costly litigation orthefiling ofa complaint underICANN's 
Uniform Domain Name Dispute Resolution Policy("UDRP"),which requiresafee ofat least 
$1,500 USD.Further,UDRP proceedings are determined based on a record setforth solely by 
the complaint and any formal response by the registrant.' Therefore,a successful UDRP 
complaint mustinclude evidence establishing that,among other things,the registrant has no 
rights or legitimate interest in the domain name,and that the domain name was registered and 
used in bad faith(UDRP,Paragraphs 4(a-c)). The content ofcommunications with domain 
registrants,among other evidence which is only accessible after learning the registrant's email 
address,is often importantto proving such factors in aUDRP proceeding.For example, 
communications can reveal whetherthe registrantis preparing to use the domain name in 
connection with a bonafide offering ofgoods or services in a way that could show the registrant 
has alegitimate interest in the domain. Similarly,communications that reveal the registrant is 
located in ajurisdiction wherethe complainantis not active may indicate the domain was not 
registered in bad faith because the registrant may not have been aware ofthe complainant's mark 
when the domain was registered. 

With respectto online copyright violations,communications with a domain registrant are crucial 
for copyrightownersto protect their exclusive rights and exercise the notice and takedown 
procedure available underthe Digital Millennium Copyright Act("DMCA")in a cost-effective 
manner. When a copyright owner simply wants infringing contentremoved from a website, 
oftentimes a letter or email correspondence to the domain registrant is enough to causethe 
removal.Ifthe registrant posted the infringing content,the registrant may notknow such content 
violated someone's copyright and be morethan willing to remove itto avoid ongoing liability. If 
a user ofthe registrant's website posted the infringing content,then theDMCA provides an 
immunityfrom copyright infringementfor website operators thatremove infringing content upon 
receipt ofaformal notice from the copyright owner(17U.S.C.§512(c)). Accordingly, 
registrants that operate websites with infringing user-generated content are incentivized to 
comply with copyright-based takedown requests.However,these simple options are not 
available ifthe registrant cannot be contacted by a copyright owner concerned about 
infringement.Ifa copyrightowner is unableto contact a registrant potentially involved with 
infringing content,litigation becomesthe only recourse even ifa basic takedown is all the 

'Seegenerally UniformDomainName Dispute ResolutionPolicy,available at 
https://www.icam.org/resources/pages/policy-2012-02-25-en. 
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copyrightowner seeks. Such litigation leadsto additional legal measures,such as asubpoena or 
other court order,to compel disclosure ofa domain registrant's contactinformation,often 
accompanied by a significant financial burden in comparison to a simple exchange of 
correspondence between cooperative parties. 

H. Data Privacy Regulations Can Significantly Affect the 
Availability ofInformation Through the WHOISDatabase 

Before the GDPR,even ifthe registrant paid for a privacy or proxy service,such services would 
list an anonymized email address in the WHOIS record that could be used reliably to direct 
communicationsto the registrant. Whilethere is no guarantee the registrant would respond,these 
anonymous email addresses still provide a meansto communicate concerns over an alleged 
dispute before initiating costly legal action that may notbe necessary. 

After the GDPR wentinto effect,it hasbecome difficult,ifnotimpossible,to locate any usable 
registrant contactinformation evenfrom registrars and registry services located outside of 
Europe.Dueto potential penalties for the unauthorized disclosure ofpersonal data underthe 
GDPR of"up to 20,000,000EUR or ... 4%of[a business's]total worldwide annual turnover ... 
whichever is higher,"2ICANN has released accredited registrarsfrom any contractual 
obligations to disclose registrantinformation,including contactinformation.ICANN also has 
struggled to implementa GDPR-compliantreplacement access model forthe WHOIS database. 
Because ofthis uncertainty,many registrars now hide or redact registrant namesand contact 
information by default.' 

Without any clear obligation to disclose registrant contactinformation,obtaining access to such 
information is now atthe discretion ofeach ofthe thousands ofICANN-accredited registrars and 
registry services. Some registrars,such as eNom,an affiliate ofthe Canadian company Tucows, 
provide atiered access system where enforcement entities can provide"name,legitimate interest 
for access,and domain name(s)for which accessis desired"as part ofan application processto 
request access to a"tiered registration directory."4 Other registrars,such as the French company 
OVH,use anonymized email addresses to direct communicationsto registrants without 
disclosing their identity, similar to how many paid privacy services work.5 

Other registrars are lessforthcoming about an alternate means ofaccessing registrant information 
and may bury trademark and copyright complaint procedures in website policies and agreements. 
Certain registrars expressly prioritize the privacy concerns ofcustomers overthe interests of 

2CouncilRegulation2016/679,GeneralData Protection Regulation,art. 83,2016O.J.(EU). 
3See Brian Winterfeldt,GriffinM.Barnettand JanetLee,TheImpactofGDPR on Online BrandEnforcement. 
LessonsLearnedandBestPracticesfor1PPractitioners,11 LANDSLIDE4,A.B.A.SEc.INTELL.PROP.L. 
(March/April2019),https://www.americanbar.org/groups/intellectual_property law/publications/landslide/2018-
19/march-april/impact-gdpr-online-brand-enforcement-webinar/("Many registrarsare notevencomplying withthe 
continuing mandatory minimuminformation requirementsofICANN ... many have redacted every single WHOIS 
data field relating to registrantcontactinformationasthe default"). 
https://www.enom.coin/help/abusepolicy.aspx#fragment-4 
'See,e.g., https://www.ovh-oo.uk/domains/owo service.xml. 
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intellectual property owners and other enforcement entities. Namecheap,for example,has a 
published policy stating it will forward"a valid and formal notice ofatrademark complaint," 
provided the notice meetsfive specific requirements,to the allegedly infringing customer.6 
However,Namecheap is also clear that after the GDPR,it"will not disclose any personal 
information about our customers unless required by law or pursuantto a court order or 
subpoena."' 

The many competing waysin which registrars handle this issue have caused the WHOIS 
database to becomefar less useful for the enforcement ofintellectual property rights than it has 
been for decades. Thetable below provides a representative sample illustrating the numerous 
ways prominent registrars injurisdictions around the world have handled WHOIS access since 
the GDPR became effective. 

Registrar Location Access Model 

Alibaba Cloud China 
Email registrar 
abuse contact 

DENIC Germany 
Submit paper 

application form 

eNom/Tucows Canada 
Tiered access based on 

legitimate interest 
EURid Belgium Submitemail request 

GoDaddy U.S. 
Available depending on 
location ofregistrant 

Namecheap U.S. 
Subpoena/ 

courtorder/UDRP 
Submitrequestto 

Namegear Japan "Privacy Information 
Support Contact" 

Network Solutions U.S. 
Submit"Report Abuse" 

web form 
Anonymized auto-

forwarding email address 

Public Domain Registry India 
Subpoena/ 

courtorder/UDRP 

These different access modelstend tojust provide a variety ofdead-endsfor intellectual property 
ownersjustifiably seeking to identify any entity thatis violating applicable federal and statelaws 
relating to intellectual property protections. Accordingly,intellectual property owners effectively 
no longer have the right ofaccess they once did to registrant contactinformation for enforcement 
purposes,and there is much less opportunity to resolvethese disputes amicably between the 
parties. 

e https://www.namecheap.com/legal/general/copyright-trademark-policies/. 
https://www.namecheap.com/abouttprivacy-commitment/. 
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Ill. The CCPA'sProposed Regulations Should Be Amended To Restore Certain 
Rights ofAccess to WHOISInformation 

The GDPR set a precedentin data privacy law,which appears to haveinspired the CCPAto 
some degree.However,the GDPR and the complicated patchwork ofstate lawsin the U.S. 
emerging in the area ofdata privacy,ofwhich the CCPA is a dominantcomponent,have yetto 
address the need for intellectual property owners,among others,to identify and contact entities 
engaging in infringing activities online that violate applicable intellectual property laws. 

The Section is concerned the broad applicability oftheCCPA and its proposed regulations could 
have a similarimpacton the availability ofcontactinformation through the WHOIS databasein 
the U.S.,to the extentit was not already affected by the GDPR.8 While consent requirements 
underthe CCPA generally rest on opt-outs rather than the affirmative opt-in consent required 
under the GDPR,registrants who violate intellectual property rights would theoretically receive a 
cost-free means ofavoiding detection for acts violating federal or state law should they choose to 
exercise the opt-out. 

The CCPA specifically gives your Office the authority to issue regulations addressing potential 
conflicts between the privacy obligations ofthe CCPA and trade secrets and intellectual property 
rights granted under state orfederal law(Cal. Civil Code§ 1798.185(a)(3)).Despite this 
invitation from the state's legislature,the proposed regulations makeno mention oftrademark, 
copyright,patent,trade secret or any other kind ofintellectual property protections. 

There is a reasonable compromise between the interests ofintellectual property owners and 
privacy rights with respectto domain registration and the information available through the 
WHOIS protocol. The Section respectfully requests that your office consider the adoption of 
regulations which ensure the right ofintellectual property ownersto have access to domain 
registrant contactinformation upon the showing ofalegitimate interest in enforcing intellectual 
property rights againsta registrant engaged in violations ofapplicablelaw relating to intellectual 
property protections,including,but notlimited to,cybersquatting,trademark or copyright 
infringement,dilution, piracy,counterfeiting,or unfair competition.For example,under 
trademark law,such a legitimate interest could be established by showing ownership ofa name 
or mark that is confusingly similar to the domain name atissue with the relevant registrar or 
registry service. Under copyrightlaw,a similar legitimate interest could be established by 
showing ownership ofa copyright protected work that is copied in website content available 
through the domain at issue,along with any other claims or evidence necessary to make the 
disclosure ofregistrantinformation permissible under applicable law.More specifically,the 
Section submits thatthe proposed regulations should be amended to grant an express rightto 
intellectual property ownersthat would compel access to domain registrant information in the 

8See JustinP.Webb and Sarah A.Sargent,An American Perspective on the GDPR One YearIn,11 LANDSLIDE5, 
A.B.A. Sec.Intell.Prop.L.(May/June 2019), 
https://www.ainericanbar.org/groups/intellectual_property law/publications/landslide/2018-19/mayJune/an-
american-perspective-the-gdpr-one-year-in/("Similarto the GDPR,U.S.companies willbeforced to choose 
between providing the more robust privacy protectionsin the CCPA only to California residentsor spending more 
money and time to provide those rights to all individuals"). 
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WHOIS databaseforthe limited purposes ofenforcement against persons or entities engaged in 
violations ofapplicablelaw relating to intellectual property protections. 

The Section does not suggestany specific information access model given that anyform of 
access likely will need to be compliant in otherjurisdictions. Regardless oftheform ofaccess 
model,access to registrant information in the WHOIS database should be restored forthe 
effective enforcementofintellectual property rights online. The current need to litigate,obtain a 
court order,or initiate a UDRP proceedingjusttoidentify an infringing entity is overly 
expensive and burdensome to partiesjustifiably seeking to enforce rights granted tothem under 
law—while making it easierfor infringersto hidefrom the parties they damage. 

An access model allowing enforcersofintellectual property rights to view contactinformation 
for an allegedly infringing registrantfor the limited purposesofintellectual property enforcement 
would respectindividual privacy rights while also ensuring thatintellectual property ownerscan 
reach entities that are violating applicable laws,such astheLanham Actand the Copyright Act. 
Underthe CCPA,such an access model would identify the enforcementofintellectual property 
rights as amongthe specific reasons an opt-outrequest can be refused.The Section does not 
intend tocommenton European law,butin theory,such an access model would also help 
establish thata violation ofapplicable intellectual property rights isalegitimate interest which is 
not overridden by the interests orfundamental rights orfreedoms ofthe registrant underthe 
GDPR.9 

California law should support a public access system that would legally compel relevant entities 
to disclose contactinformation for persons or entities plausibly alleged to have engaged in 
violations ofapplicablelaw relating to intellectual property protections. Under such an access 
system,entities including,but notlimited to,registrars and registry services should be legally 
required to disclose such contactinformation once the requesting party has established a 
legitimate interestin a legal right potentially violated by the domain registrant at issue. 

Thank youfor the opportunity to submitthese commentsfor the public record relevantto the 
proposed regulatory action. The ABA-IPL Section commendsthe Office for its consideration of 
these issues and appreciatesthe opportunity to offer these comments.Should you have any 
questions or would liketo discussthese issues further,please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Sincerely, 

George W.Jordan III 
Chair,ABA Section ofIntellectual Property Law 

'See CouncilRegulation20161679,GeneralData Protection Regulation,art.6,2016O.J.(EU). 
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Message 

From: POST Jennifer 

Sent: 12/4/2019 3:08:18PM 

To: Privacy Regulations[PrivacyRegulations@doj.ca.gov] 

CC: ZIMENKOVA Valeria 

Subject: California Consumer Privacy Act 

Dear Attorney General Becerra, 

We would like to provide comment regarding the California Consumer Privacy Act(CCPA)for your consideration and 
seek your guidance in accordance with 1798.155(a). 

First Comment:Clarification is required on whetherthe thresholds interpretation of §1798.140(c)operate on individual 
entity or group level . 

1) From the plain language of §1798.140(c), it shall be interpreted assuch: 

In the first step,each "sole proprietorship, partnership, limited liability company,corporation, association, or other 
legal entity" shall be assessed separately to determine if it meets 

a. all ofthe following qualifications: 
L a for-profit business 

ii. does business in California, 
iii. collects consumers'personal data, 
iv. determines alone,or jointly with others,the purposes and means ofthe processing ofconsumers' 

personal information; 
and 
b. one ofthe thresholds listed in §1798.140(c)(1)under(A),(B),and(C). 

Ifthe entity meets the above criteria, it will be directly subject to the CCPA(hereinafter referred to as"140(c)(1)-
qualified entity"). 

In the second step, all entities that control or are controlled by such a 140(c)(1)-qualified entity and that share 
common branding with the 140(c)(1)-qualified entity shall be identified. Such entities will be indirectly subject to 
the CCPA as well(hereinafter referred to as"140(c)(2)-qualified entity"). 

Example:Company A meetsthreshold requirements on a legal entity level, and has HQ in CA,so they are subject 
to the CCPA.All upstream legal entities underthesame branding that control CompanyA and all downstream 
companies that are controlled by CompanyA are therefore also subjectto the CCPA. 

2) There is ongoing legal debate between academics,whetherthe thresholds of §1798.140(c)shall be applied on a 
group level by combining numbers of all entities that share common branding with, control or are controlled bythe 
entity that meets 

a. all ofthe following qualifications: 
L a for-profit business 

ii. does business in California, 
iii. collects consumers'personal data, 
iv. determines alone,or jointly with others,the purposes and means ofthe processing ofconsumers' 

personal information; 

Example:Company A,B,and C share the same branding,and only Company A does business in California. 
Alone,Company A does not meetthe threshold requirements of§1798.140(c)(1). However,when grouped on a 
global level with Companies B and C,the thresholds are met. In this interpretation, Company A,B,and C fall 
within the scope ofthe CCPA. 

Second Comment:In its currentform, it is unclear if the thresholds under§1798.140(c)(1)(A),and(B)shall be 
interpreted to include the California-nexus as follows: 

(A) the $25 million threshold shall include only revenue derived from California; 
(B) the 50,000 thresholds shall include only California households and devices. 
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Where(B)and(C)thresholds referto consumer,which is a defined term and means California residents,the 
California-nexus is obvious. Where(A)and(B)thresholds referto revenue, households and devices,the California-nexus 
doesn't exist. 

Example: Legal entity A meets all qualifications under§1798.140(c)(1)and now we are analyzing whether it 
meets one ofthe thresholds listed in §1798.140(c)(1)under(A), (B), and (C). 

a) Legal entity A's revenue derived from California is less than $25 million, but more than $25 million worldwide. 
b) Legal entity A operates a website that is accessible worldwide for marketing purposes. No sales are 

generated through this website.The website collects visitor's personal information (e.g., IP addresses)and 
has more than 50,000 visitors per year. However,there are only 20,000 visitors from California. 

Third Comment:Clarification is required, how "doing business in California" shall be interpreted. In its currentform, it is 
unclear when a legal entity with no physical presence in California is considered to do business in California. The decisive 
criteria should be defined. 

Example: Legal entity A in the United Kingdom operates an online sales platform that is accessible worldwide. 
Legal entity A ships its products worldwide,including California. It is unclear if this type of business would fall underthe 
scope ofthe CCPA. 

Thank you for yourtime and consideration. 

Best Regards/ Mitfreundlichen GrOen 

Jennifer P. 
Corporate Paralegal 
Hexagon Legal Department 
Intergraph PP&M Deutschland GmbH 
Reichenbachstr.3 
85737 Ismaning,Germany 
hexagon.com I Linkedln I Facebook I Twitter 

Diese E-Mail wurde versandtim Auftrag des Unternehmens Intergraph PP&M Deutschland GmbH,Geschaftsbereich Hexagon PPM. 
Hexagon PPM ist Teil von Hexagon. 
Vertretungsberechtigter Geschaftsfilhrer: Danail Kuzarow 
Sitz der Gesellschaft: Reichenbachstr.3,85737Ismaning, Deutschland,Tel.+49(0)89/96106-0 
Handelsregister B des Amtsgerichts Munchen,HRB 176455 
Umsatzsteuer-Identifikationsnummer gemarb§27a Umsatzsteuergesetz/VAT-ID: DE 263419952 
Steuer-Nummer:143/150/50708 

This E-Mail has been senton behalf ofthe company Intergraph PP&M Deutschland GmbH d/b/a Hexagon PPM. 
Hexagon PPM is part of Hexagon. 
Authorised Managing Director: Danail Kuzarow 
Registered office and German headquarters: Reichenbachstr. 3,85737Ismaning,Germany,phone+49(0)89/96106-0 
The company is recorded in the commercial register B ofthe Munich District Court under number HRB 176455 
VAT-ID: DE 263419952 
German Tax ID: 143/150/50708 

Diese E-Mail(mitzugehorigen Dateien)entNaft moglicherweise Informationen, die vertraulich sind,dem Urheberrecht unterliegen oder ein Geschaftsgeheimnis 
darstellen. Falls Sie these Nachricht irrtumlicherweise erhalten haben,benachrichtigen Sie uns bitte umgehend,indem Sie eine Antwort senden,and loschen Sie 
bitte these E-Mail and Ore Antwort darauf.Samtliche aufgefiihrten Ansichten oder Meinungen sind ausschlieRlich diejenigen des Autors and entsprechen nicht 
notwendigerweise denen des Unternehmens Hexagon. 

This E-Mail(and any attachments)may be confidential and protected by legal privilege. If you are notthe intended recipient please notify us immediately by 
replying to thesender and delete this E-Mail and your reply from yoursystem. All the views and opinions published here are solely based on the author'sown 
opinion and should not be considered necessarily as reflecting the opinion of Hexagon. 
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Message 

From: Borowski,Emily 

Sent: 12/5/2019 2:46:41 AM 

To: Privacy Regulations[PrivacyRegulations@doj.ca.gov] 

Subject: CCPA - Written CommentSubmission 

Attachments: CCPA-Hearings-Talking Points_Written.docx 

Thank you for your consideration. Mycomments in response to the proposed regulations are attached. 

Emily 
Emily Borowski 
AVP,Compliance 
3201 California Street,San Francisco,CA 94118 

SF Fire Credit Union 
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SF Fire Credit Union 

CA ConsumerPrivacy Act(CCPA) 
Prepared Comments 

Thank you for the opportunity to share my comments. My name is Emily Borowski and I oversee the 
day-to-day regulatory compliance effort of the San Francisco Fire Credit Union. We are a State-
Chartered Privately Insured not-for-profit financial cooperative. We have served the local firefighting 
community since 1951 and in the late nineties we began to serve anyone(including family members)who 
live, work, or attend school in San Francisco, San Mateo, or Marin counties. We serve about 72,000 
members, we have four branches, employ about 240 employees and our asset size is approximately 
$1.4B. 

Our concerns with the implementation ofthe CCPA include the following: 

• Effective Date 
• Lack ofModel Notices 
• Confusion with existing laws 

Effective Date 
• We believe that88 days—which is actually 54 work days--is neither a reasonable or adequate time to 

understand the requirements of the statute and the proposed regulations prior to designing and 
implementing acomprehensive compliance program. 

• Given how general the statute is and how detailed the proposed regulations are, the effective date 
should be extended. We recommend the Attorney General and Governor delay the effective date by 
two years. 

Model Notices and Training 
• For all required notices, the proposed regulations require the notices be easy to read and 

understandable by the average consumer and provide some standards to achieve that. Yet, this 
direction is subjective and does notcontemplate a method or metricto assessthe readability. 

• Since all affected businesses need to provide the required notices, an employee training program and 
standardized model notices would help ensure the consumer's understanding ofthe notices,simplify 
the requirements for businesses,and create an objective review on whether our notices and employee 
training programs meetthe required standards. 

GLBA and California Financial Institution Privacy ActExemptions 
• There is significant confusion regarding the definition of"personal information". The term is defined 

much more broadly in the CCPA than in the federal Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act(the GLBA)and the 
California Financial Information Privacy Act(the CFIPA). 

SFFire Credit Union Page 1 of2 
CCPAProposed Regulations —Talking Points December 2019 
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SF Fire Credit Union 

• Because of the inconsistent terms, the exemption provided in Calif. Civil Code 1798.145(e)'is 
unclear and can be interpreted in different ways such as: 

1. When "personal information" is collected from a consumer in connection with providing a 
financial product or service pursuantto the GLBA and the CFIPA,then the personal information 
isexemptfrom requirements ofthe CCPA. 

2. When "personal information" that is in the same category as "personally identifiable financial 
information"underGLBA is covered bythe exemption and therefore notsubjectto the CCPA;or 

3. We could find ourselves exempt from CCPA in some instances but not others even though the 
same information is collected in the same mannerfrom the same source. Such as when the data 
collection results in a"transaction"the data could be considered exempt under the exception but 
ifthe data collection does not result in a transaction,then the data is not considered exempt and 
thus subjectto the CCPA. 

• Dueto the inconsistentterms,the manner in which the exemption is written in the statute,and various 
interpretations being considered,it is essential the final regulations provide clarification. 

To conclude, we respectfully request a more reasonable timeframe to develop our compliance program 
once the Regulation is final. We ask for guidance from the Attorney General that helps our not-for-profit 
credit union with model forms and training aids so that we can be confident in our effort to comply. We 
would like consistency in the personal information definition between the final implementing regulation 
for CCPA and the existing federal and state requirements, which will help us confidently interpret the 
final regulation. Thank you for the opportunity to share our thoughts on this important and timely 
regulation. 

1 1798.145(e)This title shall notapply to personal information collected,processed,sold,or disclosed pursuantto 
the federal Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act(PublicLaw 106-102),and implementing regulations,orthe California 
Financial InformationPrivacy Act(Division 1.4(commencing with Section4050)ofthe Financial Code).This 
subdivision shall not apply to Section 1798.150. 

SFFire Credit Union Page2of2 
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Message 

From: Andrew Wippl 

Sent: 12/5/20196:57:23PM 

To: Privacy Regulations[PrivacyRegulations@a doj.ca.gov] 

Subject: CCPA and higher education institutions 

To whom it may concern, 

We applaud the CCPA initiative! However,there is no clause in the CCPA thatspeaksto how higher education 
institutions should comply;only public vs.for-profit. So,only our clients that are private institutions are asking how we 
will comply. We believe this is notthe intended purpose ofthe CCPA. Since my company does not sell student data,we 
are exemptfrom some ofthe requirements in the legislation. These higher education institutions need to collect data 
about students thatthey cannot remove,even if a student requests it. For example,our student conduct solution allows 
universities to track and keep meticulous notes on Title IX cases. That data, much of which is collected by the students 
entering it into the appsthemselves,cannot be deleted and must be provided to state orfederal authorities if needed. 

While my company does not sell the student data,other higher EdTech companies may,and we understand that. We 
propose that you add some guidance into the CCPA of how higher education institutions should comply with legislation. 

Thank you, 
Andrew 
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Message 

From: Mary Lou Heighes 

Sent: 12/4/2019 12:13:20AM 

To: Privacy Regulations[PrivacyRegulations@doj.ca.gov] 

Subject: CCPA comments= Complliance Plus,Inc. 

Attachments: CCPA Complliance Plus.pdf 

Thank you for the opportunity to speak at today's hearing in Los Angeles. My written comments provide additional 
information and examples. 

Mary-Lou Heighes 
Compliance Plus Inc. 

PO Box 1203 
Lakewood CA90714-1203 

Compliance Help! 
Timely Compliance Assistance:Answersto compliance questions;Consulting;Training; Marketing Reviews; Website 
Compliance 
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Privacy Regulations Coordinator, December 3,2019 
California Office ofthe Attorney General, 
300South Spring Street, First Floor, 
Los Angeles,CA 90013 

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the proposed privacy regulations. The task of 
developing regulations encompassing all industries dealing with public information is particularly 
daunting and assuch leave little room for the intricacies of providing financial products or 
services. However,the statue and proposed regulations provide specific challenges to credit 
unions and small community banks.Today I will address a couple specific areas: information 
collected in non-electronic format;consumers covered under the Gramm-Leach-Bliley exception 
to CCPA;and the45to 90day response requirement. 

Protecting the privacy and confidentiality ofsensitive financial information is a high priority for 
credit unions and community banks. Not only are financial institutions including credit unions 
and community banks subjectto the privacy notification requirements and restrictions under the 
Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act and implementing regulations,as well as the California Financial 
Information Privacy Act, but also the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act requirements for safeguarding 
information'and implementing regulations to safeguard information, manage and control risk 
and controlling the sharing of information with service providers, often times titled "Information 
Security Program".Thesame protections that applyto accountholders are in placefor any 
consumer information obtained related to a financial product or service. 

Information Collection Offline 999.305(e) 
This section addresses offline collection and the notification to consumers attime of collection. 
The proposed regulations also have an exception to this notification if the information was not 
provided directly to the business by the consumer. Collection of information in paperformat is 
particularly problematicfor CCPA compliance because the information is not stored in a 
retrievable format.A branch for example may offer a promotion to existing accountholders to get 
friends and family to open an account. The accountholder may be providing the name and 
addressfor example,of individuals who have no current relationship with the financial institution 
in exchange for a deposit to their account if the referral opens an account. This information is 
usually provided on paperforms and the branch then sends out an invitation to open an 
account. This information may be retained in the paperformatfor a period oftime and/or used 
to send a second invitation. This information would not be searchable in the institution's 
database if it is not entered into a computer system. Raffles and drawings to promote the 
institution at community events are another source ofsuch non-accountholder information that 
may not be entered into any type of computerized system.These arejusttwo of many 
examples. 

Information obtained and retained in paperformatis not likely to be sold ordisseminated or 
used forany otherpurpose. It also is notsubjectto a data breach orothertheftorexfiltration. 
Forthatreason,information obtained and retained in paperformatshould not be subject to 
CCPA orthis implementing regulation. 

Information Subjectto the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Exception 1748.305(e) 
Although not specifically addressed in the proposal,the definition of information collected 
processed,sold, or disclosed pursuant to the federal Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act(GLBA)needs 
further definition to specify that the exemption applies to all consumers whose information is 
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necessary to process, effect, enforce,facilitate or administer a transaction. I bring this up not 
only from a rulemaking standpoint but also from an enforcement perspective. 

An example would be collecting on a delinquent loan whereby a collector may be obtaining 
information about a consumer other than the debtor to assess the potential location or contact 
information for the debtor. There are many other instances where handling a transaction would 
put information aboutconsumers into the hands of a financial institution for the purpose of 
processing a transaction that benefits not only the accountholder ofthe specific financial 
institution butthe other consumer(non-accountholder)as well. This information is necessary to 
process financial transactions including loans. 

This was an issue during the four years of negotiating with the legislature over the SB1 privacy 
notices also. Certain information must be obtained and shared(and retained under state or 
federal law or regulation)when a financial transaction takes place. Withoutsuch collection, 
retention and sharing there could be no ATM,Debit Card, Credit Card or check writing or check 
cashing for example. While the GLBA exception definitively covers the account holder ofthe 
specific institution, there are consumers involved in these transactions who do not have an 
account at the institution that obtained the information through the processing ofa transaction or 
in conjunction with an accountfor an accountholder. 

Specific(non-exhaustive)examples include: 
• Pay on death beneficiaries under CA Multiple Party Accounts Law (similar to 

beneficiaries listed on IRA and retirement plans) 
• References on loan applications 
• Payees on checks written by an accountholder when deposited to the payee's account, 

images ofthose checks are returned to the accountholder's institution and retained for7 
years under CA Uniform Commercial Code 

• Makers of checks deposited to an account at a financial institution 
• Payees on cashier's checks or teller's checks purchased by an accountholder payable to 

a non-accountholder 
• Wire transfer information on an originator or receiver who is not an accountholder at one 

ofthe institutions that is party to the transfer 
• ACH information for originators or receivers who are not an accountholder at one ofthe 

institutions that is party to the transfer 
• Person-to-person or bill payer payments to natural persons 
• The information on a natural-person seller of a motor vehicle in a private party car sale 

being financed by the borrower's institution — and if the vehicle still is financed by the 
seller's institution, the financial institution name and account numberfor the seller 

• Non-borrowers making a loan paymenton behalf of a borrower by check, plastic card or 
other means 

• A consumer using an ATM that does not belong to the consumer's financial institution 
through a network such as Cirrus, Star, or Co-Op, which captures card information, PIN 
numbers and potentially visual images 

• Information required for completing a Currency Transaction Report when the person 
conducting the reportable transaction is notan accountholder — this information is 
required under the Bank Secrecy Actto be obtained and retained for5 years 

• Information acquired through collection efforts or skip tracing that is on a consumer who 
is not the borrower or guarantor 

• Information contained in a legal process such as a subpoena or levy that is related to a 
consumer who is not a party to the account atthe institution. 
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As mentioned above,this list is not all inclusive, but does demonstrate the need to treat this 
type of information collection differently than the CCPA type of information collection. 

Because the information obtained and retained to process, effect, enforce,facilitate or 
administera transaction is notlikely to be sold, ordisseminated or used forany otherpurpose, 
thatinformation should be covered by the GLBA exception and therefore outside the scope of 
CCPA. Transaction information is subjectto thesamesafeguardsfor both accountholdersand 
non-accountholders. 

Forpurposes ofCalifornia civil Code 1798.145(e)the term "personalinformation"wouldinclude 
anyinformation aboutanyconsumer necessary to effect, enforce, facilitate oradministera 
financialtransaction. 

Responding to Requeststo Know and Delete 
Unlike the mega-technology giants,financial institutions rarely store information in one, 
centralized database. Instead, information can be stored on a variety of differenttechnology 
platforms and other locations. 
• For the information covered by the GLBA exception, this does not pose an issue. 
• It does pose a problem when information not covered by the GLBA exception 
(particularly as it applies to non-electronic information or information about non-
accountholders)is stored in a variety of places. For that reason,the45day timeframe 
for responding to an information request may not be attainable. I do appreciate the 
clarification ofthe conflicting information regarding the 90day timeframe. The45-day 
extension is also very necessary.The regulations should clarify whether it is business 
days(preferable for compliance purposes)or calendar days(which may not be 
attainable for information stored offsite). 

• For the 10 day acknowledgement notice, it should be clarified that it is 10 business days, 
not calendar daysfrom the date of receipt ofthe request. 

• In addition, the 15 day requirement to delete should specify 15 business days,with an 
additional 15 business days or longer if needed to pass the request along to any third 
party. 

Thank you for the opportunity to commenton this very important regulation. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Mary-Lou Heighes, President 
Compliance Plus, Inc. 

Compliance Plus, Inc. provides compliance training and consulting services to credit unions and 
community banks nationwide. 

'The Guidelines for Safeguarding Member Information (Guidelines)set forth standards pursuant to 
sections 501 and 505(b),codified at 15 U.S.C.6801 and 6805(b),ofthe Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act.These 
Guidelines provide guidance standards for developing and implementing administrative,technical,and 
physical safeguards to protect the security, confidentiality, and integrity of member information.These 
Guidelines also address standards with respect to the proper disposal ofconsumer information pursuant 
to sections621(b)and 628 ofthe Fair Credit Reporting Act(15 U.S.C.1681s(b)and 1681w). 
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Message 

From: Field Garthwaite-

Sent: 12/4/2019 3:15:58 AM 

To: Privacy Regulations[PrivacyRegulations@doj.ca.gov] 

Subject: CCPA Commentsfrom IRIS.TV,a startup based in Los Angeles 

Greetings, 

My name is Field, I'm the Co-founder and CEO of a startup that interacts with hundreds of millions of 
consumers each month and we have focused on building a company that takes Privacy Preserving 
Computing seriously and we've always protected consumer privacy since founding the business. 

I'd like to open by saying that we are thankful that California is taking a leadership position in 
defining what is likely to become a national data privacy law. 

There are some ambiguous definitions in the legislation that we and our clients will need to abide by 
and I hope this will help. 

Article 3,Section 317.Training: Record-Keeping,Specifically sections: 

• (c)The records may be maintained in a ticket or log format provided that the ticket or log 
includes the date of request, nature of request, manner in which the request was made,the 
date of the business's response, the nature of the response, and the basis for the denial of the 
request if the request is denied in whole or in part. 

"nature of request" and "manner in which request was made" should be clearly defined 
so it is not ambiguous. This could be as simple as a "digital request" so that every 
company who is complying can know exactly what is necessary to be compliant. 

• (g) (3) Establish, document,and comply with a training policy to ensure that all individuals 
responsible for handling consumer requests or the business's compliance with the CCPA are 
informed of all the requirements in these regulations and the CCPA. 

This is quite vague and guidance or best practices should be provided to the public. 

With the goals of the legislation itself, it is not clear that the law will properly address and penalize 
the largest offenders who are capitalizing on consumers data. Specifically companies like Google and 
Facebook. They are all advertising businesses these companies offer free services to consumers— 
meaning all of their market value is derived from their product, but more specifically from the 
attention, interactions and data from consumers who use their products. 

We highly recommend that you all as law makers take an approach that is heavy handed against 
companies generating > $10,000,000,000 annual revenues derived from digital transactions, and 
step up regulation, fines and mandates of transparency. Article 6, section 337 of the current draft 
lists some excellent ways to do so and the regulation could be improved substantially by raising the 
requirements for companies who can afford to provide more transparency. If don correctly, this 
section would result in consumers having true transparency on Calculating the value of 
consumer data which would provide insight into how much consumers are actually contributing to 
these companies market value. 

This would be one of the most important steps forward that California could make nationally. Data 
privacy is a bi-partisan issue with strong supportfrom democrats and republicans nationally, meaning 
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that your leadership here could help pave the way for a national law. By helping consumers 
understand the distributed value that individual consumers contribute in creating the market value of 
these companies, it will be a powerful reminder that someone is getting paid when you scroll through 
a social feed and how consumer attention is being turned into profit. 

Today this is understood by a small percentage of the public and that needs to change.This would 
be a powerful way to remind consumers of better ways to spend our time, be more active and 
valuable contributors to our economy and our society,and be less susceptible to psychographic 
profiling and powerful propaganda that has been proven to swing elections and change the behavior 
ofour electorate. 

Thank you. 

Field Garthwaite 

Co-Foundcr.CEO I IRIS.'I \ 

I R IS.TV 
Watch howlarge broadcasters and publishers use video intelligence to inform programminq strateqy and drive revenue. 

Fto 
J.J.HEL 

1~s~ l 

This email (including any attachments) is for its intended-recipient's use only. This 
email may contain information that is confidential or privileged. If you received this 
email in error, please immediately advise the sender by replying to this email and then 
delete this message from your system. 
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Message 

From: Annalee Akin 

Sent: 12/5/20198:27:59PM 

To: Privacy Regulations[PrivacyRegulations@doj.ca.gov] 

CC: Mike Belote 

Subject: CCPA Regulations - Public Commentsfrom California Advocates 

Attachments: CCPA Comments 12-5-2019.pdf 

Good afternoon Privacy Regulations Coordinator, 

Attached are public written comments by Mike Belote of California Advocates regarding the proposed California 

Consumer Privacy Act regulations. Please let us know if anything else is needed.Wethank the Attorney General for 

considering these comments in its rulemaking process. 

Best, 

Annalee 

Annalee Akin 

Legislative Assistant 

California Advocates,Inc. 

925 L Street,Suite 1250 

Sacramento,CA95814 
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CALIFORNIAADvoCATES, INC. 

>r 

December 5,2019 

Michael D.Belote 

Dennis K.Albiani 

Faith Lane Borges 

Erinn P. Ryberg 

Anthony Molina 

California Office ofthe Attorney General 
Attn: Privacy Regulations Coordinator 
300South Spring Street 
Los Angeles,CA 90013 

RE:CALIFORNIA CONSUMER PRIVACY ACT RULEMAKING 

Dear Privacy Regulations Coordinator: 

We have discussed the proposed California Consumer Privacy Act Regulations with 
various clients represented by our firm and appreciate the opportunity to provide 
input. The California Legislature's work to enact the CCPA reflects an important 
commitmentto protecting Californians'constitutionally protected rightto privacy.The 
proposed CCPA regulations provide important clarity and guidance that will further 
the Legislature's goal of protecting consumer privacy in California. 

Our clients are supportive of the CCPA and draft regulations. We encourage the 
Attorney General to consider how some of the proposed regulations may have 
unintended adverse effects on consumers, or inhibit the ability of businesses to 
innovate their practices and privacy protections to reflectchanging technologies over 
time. We respectfully ask that the California Attorney General consider the 
comments below regarding the proposed CCPA regulations. 

I. Consumers should be alerted to material changes to how businesses use 
their personal information, not inundated with requests for consent to 
minorchanges. 

Wesupportthe goal ofensuring thatconsumers havethe opportunity to review clear, 
accurate,and up-to-date notices ofa business's privacy practices. However,we are 
concerned that requiring businesses to obtain express consumer consent to use 
previously collected personal information for any new or different purpose, even if 
such use is closely related to the disclosed purpose and would be reasonably 
expected by consumers, will undermine these goals by creating consent fatigue, 
incentivizing businesses to provide broadlyframed descriptions of how they will use 
personal information, and causing consumer confusion. Such an outcome would 
limit consumers'ability to make meaningful decisions aboutthe use oftheir personal 
information as there would be no meaningful distinction to consumers between 
communications on material and immaterial changes,in practice leading consumers 
to simply ignore the many messages and click "agree" without review. Additionally, 
the"re-consent"requirement has no basis in the CCPA'stextand is inconsistentwith 
longstanding, robust FTC guidance regarding changes to privacy practices. 

925 L Street,Suite 1250 Sacramento,CA95814 phone: email: 
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California Consumer Privacy Act Public Comments 

Page 2of13 

Under the CCPA, businesses are obligated to provide pre-collection notice of the personal 
information they will collect and how such information will be used. Cal. Civ. Code§1798.100(b). 
Businesses are also prohibited from collecting new categories of personal information or using 
previously collected personal information for new purposes without providing an updated notice 
prior to the new collection or use. The CCPA notably does not include any obligation to obtain 
consumer consent either for the initial collection of personal information or for changes to how a 
business collects or uses personal information. Under the CCPA, if a business wishes to collect 
information, it only needs to provide the required notice at or before the time of collection. 
Similarly, if a business's practices change,the statute only requires that consumers be provided 
with an updated notice—notthatthey separately provide express consent. This approach strikes 
a reasonable balance between the CCPA's underlying transparency goals and the practical need 
to avoid overburdening consumers with consent requests that will add friction or delay to every 
consumer encounter with a business. 

The proposed regulations upset the balance between transparency and consumer convenience 
by requiring that a business "obtain explicit consent from the consumer to use [personal 
information]for[new purposes]."§999.305(a)(3).This broad consent obligation does not include 
any materiality or significance threshold and would therefore seem to apply to new purposes that 
are only slightly differentfrom and compatible with previously disclosed purposes.In many cases, 
the use of data for similar and compatible purposes would likely be expected and welcomed by 
consumers. The absence of a materiality threshold is also inconsistent with other privacy laws, 
such asthe California Online Privacy Protection Act(CalOPPA)'and thefederal Health Insurance 
Portability and Accountability Act(HIPAA),2 which require notice of changes to privacy policies 
only when the changes are material. 

Adding an explicit consent requirement for any change, no matter how slight, would trigger an 
onslaught of requests for consumer consent. For example, consumers would frequently be 
prompted to consent to revised privacy policies, every time they open an app, visit a website, or 
even check out ata brick and mortar retailer.Some businesses may even condition their ongoing 
relationship with the consumeron the consumer consenting to a new policy. Faced with a barrage 
of pop-ups and requests for consent, many consumers likely will respond by reflexively selecting 
"OK," or "I Accept' rather than pausing to review and consider the change. Conditioning 
consumers to accept new privacy terms on a regular basis undermines the CCPA's goals of 
informing consumersand encouraging them to assert control over their personal information.The 
risks posed by a flood of consent request are not hypothetical. The GDPR's rules relating to 
consent resulted in consumers being overloaded with emails, popups and other messagesfrom 
businesses, both as the law took effect, and then again as businesses made changes.The news 
media has reported extensively on the problem of "click fatigue" in the GDPR context, and this 
aspect ofthe GDPR is often criticized as having been ineffective in practice.3 

Click fatigue also undermines consumer privacy by weakening the effectiveness of other, 
successful mechanismsfor protecting consumer privacy. For example, mobile operating systems 
and browsers enhance user privacy by normally requiring that consumers consent prior to 
providing businesses with sensitive information, such as geolocation data. These important 

1 Cal. Bus.&Prof.Code§22575(b)(3). 
2See,e.g.,45CFR§164.520(b)(3). 
s See,e.g., Whatshould1do aboutall the GDPRpop-upson websites,The Guardian(July 5,2018),available at 
https://wevw.theguardian.com/technology/aslcjack/2018/jul/05/what-should-i-do-about-all-the-gdpr-pop-
ups-on-websites;The tyranny ofGDPRpopupsand the websitesfailing to adapt,Wired(August29,2018), 
available at https://www.wired.co.uk/article/gdpr-cookies-eprivacy-regulation-popups. 
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requestsfor consent would inevitably blend into a flood of requests for consent to minor changes 
in personal information collection/use practices, thereby making it less likely that consumers give 
meaningful consideration to more significant consent requests. 

The draft regulations' consent requirement would also create a perverse incentive for businesses 
to be as vague as possible when drafting privacy notices in order to avoid triggering additional 
notice and consentrequirements at a later date. For example,a business may avoid citing specific 
products and services in a privacy notice out of concern that any minor change to those products 
and services, even changes that consumers are clearly informed about, will require consumer 
consent. In contrast, if the business simply includes a vague description of its use of personal 
information for products and services in general, it arguably would not need to obtain consumer 
consent before making minor changes to its products and services. Such an outcome is contrary 
to the CCPA's goal of increasing consumer awareness of the collection and use of personal 
information by businesses. 

It is importantto note that removing the consent requirementfrom the proposed CCPA regulations 
would not give businesses a blank check to make major revisions to their privacy policies without 
consent, or to implement "bait and switch' tactics. Under the FTC's long-standing guidance, 
businesses must inform consumers and get express affirmative consent to opt in when making 
material changes to their privacy policies for data that has already been collected. As an 
expectation that exists under federal law, this requirement would remain in force if the consent 
regulation was modified or removed from the CCPA regulations. If the expansive consumer 
consent requirement is included in the final CCPA regulations, it may have the harmful effect of 
making California consumers less likely to pay attention to the request for consent to material 
changes to privacy policies that they receive from businesses pursuant to the FTC guidance. 

I n addition, the CCPA already provides consumers with the ability to protect themselves from 
unexpected uses of personal information by a business. For example, the notice requirements 
will ensure that consumers are made aware of changesto the collection and use of their personal 
information. Additionally, consumers who take issue with changes in the collection/use of their 
personal information may request that the business delete their personal information or request 
to opt-out of any sale of their personal information. 

For the reasons discussed above, the Attorney General should strike the proposed § 
999.305(a)(3) or modify § 999.305(a)(3) to add a materiality requirement in order to avoid 
burdening consumers with a flood of unnecessary consent requests and preserve consumers' 
ability to make meaningful choices about the use of their personal information. 

II. The obligation to provide an estimate of the value of data in a notice of financial 
incentive should be removed because it ignores the complexity and dynamic nature of 
such valuations, will create significant implementation challenges,and fails to provide 
meaningful benefits to consumers. 

Determining a monetary value for personal information is a complex and inherently imprecise 
process that is ill-suited to many scenarios in which businesses use consumer personal 
information. The proposed regulations would force businesses to estimate the value of personal 
information as a condition of offering financial incentives, resulting in estimates that will likely 
reflect guesswork and vary widely across businesses—and therefore not meaningfully help 
consumers understand the implications of participating in a financial incentive program. 
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In some contexts, it may theoretically be possible to use a relatively straightforward method for 
estimating the value of personal information; such as examining the monetary benefit that a 
business directly derives from its collection of personal information in exchange for a particular 
good or service. For example, a service that earns 30% more revenue when a user who has 
provided personal information clicks on an advertisementthan when a user who has not provided 
personal information clicks on the same advertisement has a reasonable basis for estimating the 
monetary value associated with the collection of consumer personal information. However,few, 
if any businesses experience such a direct and calculable connection between the collection of 
personal information and revenue. 

Consider instead a business that collects personal information to provide a customer with a more 
tailored experience. The value of that data at the time of collection is negligible. However, if the 
more tailored experience; initially provided for the consumer's benefit, results in the consumer 
returning for additional services or continuing to use the business's services, the business would 
derive value from the data collected in the first instance. It is impossible to calculate the value of 
such data, especially before the program has been implemented—it varies widely across 
products, services, markets, and consumers. As a result, businesses will have to estimate, 
including about participation rates, average selling prices, and other factors that affect valuation. 
And each of these estimates will further inflate the margin of error to the point that statements of 
value will frequently be highly imprecise. Two businesses that offer similar services and have 
similar models for using consumer personal information may come to completely different 
valuations for the same consumer's personal information. Such outcomes are contrary to the 
CCPA's transparency goals. 

Calculating the value of personal information is also difficult to include in a notice at the time the 
consumer enrolls in a financial incentive program, in part because the value of personal 
information can vary over time. For example, many businesses collect personal information to 
facilitate product development efforts. An element of personal information provided today may 
have no immediate value to the business. However, one year later, the information might be 
extraordinarily valuable in the development of a new product or service. Conversely, personal 
information might be collected with the expectation that it wil l be particularly valuable; only to have 
an expected use not materialize or not prove commercially viable, rendering the value of the 
personal information to the business nearly nothing. Product developments, inflation, and other 
factors could affect such valuations, along with economic trends, new technologies, and 
regulatory shifts or other developments. 

The challenges of accurately valuing consumers' personal information are particularly significant 
for businesses that offer a range of products and services. A company that offers ten separate 
services to its consumers, of which the consumers may pick any combination; would offer 
numerous potential combinations of services. The value of a consumer's personal information 
may fluctuate wildly depending on which combination a consumer selects. Requiring a business 
to estimate the value of a consumer's data for each of these combinations would be extremely 
burdensome. It would also undermine the CCPA's goal of providing consumers with clear, 
concise, and easy to read privacy notices that empower consumersto take meaningful actions to 
protect their privacy. Any explanation of the differences in valuation would be lengthy and difficult 
to comprehend for the average consumer. 

Finally; for some businesses, the disclosure of personal data valuations would result in the 
disclosure of competitively sensitive information. Such disclosures might indicate to competitors 
which products or services are particularly lucrative, or which are not performing particularly well. 
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Competitors may also infer the success or value of a given financial incentive program from the 
disclosures. 

The CCPA gives California consumers an unprecedented level of insight into and control over 
their personal information. Businesses are expected to be precise, accurate, and to provide 
consumers with meaningful opportunities to understand how their personal information would be 
used. The proposed requirement to disclose the value of personal information in the context of 
financial incentive programs; however, wil l result in consumers being presented with imprecise, 
inaccurate information that will not be actionable for them. Therefore, the regulations should be 
revised to remove the obligation to provide an estimate of the value of the consumer's data and 
the methodology for calculating that value. 

I ll. The obligation to treat unverifiable deletion requests as opt-out requests creates a 
significant risk of unauthorized action to the detriment of bona fide consumers and 
should be removed. 

The proposed regulations currently provide that a business shall treat an unverifiable deletion 
request as a request to opt-out of the sale of personal information. This provision is at odds with 
other key provisions of the CCPA,and it creates a risk of harm to consumers. 

First, in cases where the unverifiable request is not submitted by the actual consumer (i.e., an 
unauthorized request); the execution of a sale opt-out request is a clear violation of the 
consumer's fundamental right to privacy. And such violations can lead to additional consumer 
harms. For example, a consumer may use a free service that is supported by the sale of the 
consumer's personal information. If the consumer is opted-out of such sales via an unverifiable 
(and unauthorized) opt-out request, it is possible that the consumer will lose access to that free 
service (perhaps also causing the consumer to wonder whether they have been the victim of 
identity theft). Additionally, a consumer who is subject to an unauthorized opt-out request will be 
required to go through the potentially burdensome two-step sale opt-in process in order to undo 
the sale opt-out. 

Second, fulfilling an unverifiable request in any capacity conflicts with the CCPA's and the 
regulations' strong focus on verification. The Attorney General has gone to great lengths to set 
out a verification process that is intended to ensure that consumers are in control of when and 
how their CCPA rights are exercised. Requiring that an unverifiable deletion request be treated 
as an opt-out request undermines the CCPA's goal of balancing consumer control over personal 
information with appropriate data security practices. Requests that cannot be verified should 
simply be denied, with appropriate notice to the consumer. 

Third, automatically converting an unverifiable deletion request into an opt-out request is 
inconsistent with consumer intent. Deletion requests and sale opt-out requests have 
fundamentally different purposes. A deletion request is backward-looking — it applies to data that 
has already been collected by the business. In contrast, a sale opt-out request sets an indefinite 
prohibition on the further sale of the consumer's personal information. It is entirely possible a 
consumer may wish to delete previously collected data while allowing the business to continue 
selling newly collected data on a go-forward basis. Therefore, a consumer who submits a deletion 
request withoutthe information that is necessary for verification may befrustrated to find thatthey 
have instead been subject to a sale opt-out. 
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Lastly, businesses will have limited recourse to remedy their error if a deletion request that was 
converted into a sale opt-out request conflicts with the consumer's actual preferences. Under the 
CCPA, businesses must wait 12 months after a consumer has been opted-out of sales before 
requesting that the consumer re-authorize the sale of their personal information. Therefore, if a 
consumer complains about an unintentional opt-out, some businesses may be deterred from 
requesting that the consumer opt back in to sales out of concern that such an action might run 
afoul of the law. 

To avoid the potential negative consequences described above, the Attorney General should 
remove the proposed obligation to treat an unverifiable deletion requestasa sale opt-out request. 

IV. The obligation to disclose the method used for deletion may confuse consumers and 
should be removed. 

Currently,the CCPA describes three methodsfor complying with a deletion request—erasing,de-
identifying, and aggregating. Properly implemented, any of the three specified deletion methods 
is sufficient to transform personal information into data that no longer qualifies as the consumer's 
" personal information." As a result, a business's decision to use one of these methods over the 
others should not have any impact on the consumer, whereas disclosure of the specific method 
may provide a roadmap to bad actors who may intercept or hack databases containing 
deidentified or aggregated data. 

Despite the draft regulations' apparent equal treatment of the three deletion methods, the 
regulations require that a business's response to a deletion requestdescribe"the manner in which 
[the business] has deleted the personal information."§ 999.313(d)(4). Such a requirement may 
confuse consumers and may erroneously suggest that one method provides a greater level of 
privacy protection, or is required for certain types of data. 

This risk of this confusion is exacerbated by the fact that businesses,especially large businesses, 
will likely use a combination of all three methods to complete deletion requests. The appropriate 
methodology will vary depending on the type of information and how it is stored. Providing deletion 
methodology information may cause further unnecessary consumer concern by raising questions 
about whether the request was properly handled, while providing no privacy benefits to 
consumers. 
Moreover, disclosing when personal information was subject to deidentification or aggregation 
may provide insights to bad actors who seek to gain access to information that may be improperly 
deidentified or aggregated. It may also lead to the inefficient use of time and resources of the 
Attorney General's office by causing consumers to file complaints with the Attorney General 
regarding deletion practices that are fully compliant with the law. To avoid such negative 
consequences, this unnecessary obligation should be removed. 

V. The Attorney General should clarify that businesses that do not currently sell personal 
information may omit the "Do Not Sell My Personal Information" link from their 
webpages. 

Under the CCPA,the obligation to post a"Do Not Sell My Personal Information"(DNSMPI)link is 
limited to businesses that actually sell consumer personal information. CCPA §1798.135(a). 
However,the draft regulations appear to conflict with the statute by obligating businesses that do 
not currently sell personal information to post the DNSMPI link. Section 999.306(d) expressly 
exempts a business from providing a notice of right to opt-out if it, among other things,"states in 
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its privacy policy that that it does not and will not sell personal information." The inclusion of this 
exemption in the draft regulations suggests that businesses may only omit the DNSMPI link if they 
make a commitment not to sell personal information in the future. Such a requirement would 
effectively force a business that does not currently sell personal information to take one of three 
bad options for approaching this obligation. 

First, the business may simply post the DNSMPI link. This approach will undoubtedly lead to 
consumer confusion as the business's customers will be confused as to why a business that 
otherwise indicates that it does not sell personal information (in fact and as reflected in its privacy 
policy) still includes a DNSMPI link on its website. This apparent contradiction may lead 
consumers to distrust the business and thereby cause the business to lose current and/or 
potential customers. Additionally; the obligatory posting of the DNSMPI link by businesses that 
don't actually sell personal information would undermine the value of the DNSMPI link as an 
indicator that a consumer can quickly look to on a website to determine if the business actually 
sells consumer personal information. 

Second, the business may omit the DNSMPI link and comply with all of the exemption 
requirements set out in section 999.306(d). By stating in its privacy policy that it "will not sell 
personal information;"the business significantly constrains its strategy going forward. Given that 
the Federal Trade Commission had indicated that businesses should keep their forward-looking 
promises to consumers,the business may open itself up to the risk of FTC enforcement if it later 
determines that it needs to adjust its business strategy to allow for the sale of some consumer 
personal information. 

Lastly; the business could omit the DNSMPI link but not explicitly state in its privacy policy that it 
"will not" sell personal information. As discussed above, it is unclear if this approach would be 
fully compliant under the requirements of the regulations, creating potential enforcement risk. 

All of the options outlined above have significant negative consequences, including: consumer 
confusion and the undermining of consumer trust in businesses; unreasonable constraints on 
businesses'future use of personal information; the exposure of businesses to FTC enforcement; 
or the exposure of businesses to CCPA enforcement actions. The Attorney General can easily 
avoid these negative consequences by revising the section 999.306(d)exemption to remove the 
obligation for the business to state in its privacy policy that it "will not sell personal information." 
By removing this unreasonable constraint on future business strategies, the Attorney General will 
make it much easier for businesses that do not sell personal information to rely on the section 
999.306(d)exemption to justify their omission of a DNSMPI link from their website. 

This slight revision to the section 999.306(d) exemption remains consistent with the CCPA 
protections against unexpected sales of consumer personal information. If a business chooses to 
rely on this exemption, the regulations will still prohibit it from selling the personal information of 
consumers collected during the time period when the notice of the right to opt-out was not posted. 

VI. The obligation to confirm the receipt of a rights request within 10 days, regardless of 
the method of submission, should be revised to avoid imposing an unreasonable 
burden on businesses. 

I n most circumstances, the obligation to confirm receipt of a CCPA rights request within 10 days 
is a reasonable means of ensuring that consumers know their request is being processed. 
However, given that the regulations appear to require confirmation of all "requests," including 
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requests not submitted through designated methods, well-meaning businesses may not be able 
to comply with the 10-day confirmation requirement in all cases. This issue can be addressed by 
limiting the 10-day confirmation period to requests submitted via the methods designated in the 
business's privacy policy. 

TheCCPA statute requires that businesses specify mechanismsfor receiving consumer requests. 
The draft regulations require that a business "consider the methods by which it interacts with 
consumers when determining which methods to provide" for consumers to submit requests. 
Regulations § 999.312(c). These two provisions, working in concert, will likely result in the 
overwhelming majority of requests coming through designated methods. However, the draft 
regulations anticipate that some consumers wil l choose to submit their requests via other 
methods. When this happens, the draft regulations still refer to the consumer as sending a 
'request" and require that the receiving business either 'treat the request as if it had been 
submitted in accordance with the business's designated manner, or provide the consumer with 
specific directions on how to submit the request or remedy any deficiencies with the request, if 
applicable." Regulations§999.312(e)(1). 

If the term "request" is not constrained to inquiries submitted through methods designated by the 
business,then the methods by which consumers could conceivably submit a"request" are without 
limit. Consumers may submit requests by presenting them to overseas offices. They may mail 
them to post office boxes intended for other purposes.They may presentthem to representatives 
at trade shows. In these circumstances, even a business with a strong CCPA-compliance 
program may be unable to confirm the request within 10 days. Employees reviewing requests 
sent through other methods may not immediately recognize a CCPA request. If they do, it may 
take time for them to forward the request to the appropriate department within the company. 
Additionally, despite efforts to train employees on CCPA compliance requirements, some 
employees may not be aware of the 10-day confirmation requirement. As a result, the request 
may not make its way to the business's CCPA compliance team until after 10 days have passed. 

Because most requests can be expected to be made through the designated methods; modifying 
the 10-day confirmation rule to exclude requests submitted through other methods will likely not 
have a material impact on consumers. 

VII. The regulations should allow businesses to use information maintained for CCPA 
record-keeping purposes for other reasonable and disclosed purposes, such as 
i mproving consumer rights response processes. 

To efficiently and accurately process consumers'CCPA requests, businesses wil l need to create 
new records reflecting how the business receives, processes, and responds to such requests. 
The draft regulations currently restrict businesses to using these records for "record-keeping 
purposes" only. However, consumers would likely benefit from allowing businesses to use this 
information for certain other notified purposes that are transparently disclosed in a business's 
privacy notice. 

The current over-restriction of the use of CCPA records will preclude reasonable uses that could 
benefit consumers and that should instead be encouraged. For example, under the draft 
regulations, businesses could not review records of rights requests to develop models for 
preventing fraudulent requests. Businesses would also be prohibited from analyzing the records 
to identify process or staffing changes that might make the rights request process more 
convenient or efficient. Given that many businesses operating in California are creating entirely 
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new processes to respond to CCPA requests and may be generally unfamiliar with the concept 
of data subject requests,there will likely be a need to improve the processes over time based on 
the experience of responding to actual requests. The ability to review records of prior requests 
will be critical to such improvement efforts. 

As another example,businessesthat receive a high volume of requests will likely need to regularly 
audit records of responses to maintain an accurate and up-to-date understanding of their CCPA 
compliance.To avoid denying businesses a valuable tool for assessing and improving compliance 
with the law,the restrictions on the use of CCPA records should be revised to allow for additional 
reasonable uses that are disclosed to consumers in accordance with the CCPA, including for 
internal compliance audits. 

VIII. The obligation to publicly disclose certain CCPA compliance metrics should be 
removed because it will incentivize lax verification processes and hasty responses 
to rights requests and may violate businesses'free speech interests. 

Currently, the proposed regulations require businesses that handle large amounts of consumer 
personal information to compile and publish in their privacy policy the following metrics: 

• The number of requests to know that the business received,complied with in whole or in part, and 
denied: 

• The number of requests to delete that the business received, complied with in whole or in part, 
and denied; 

• The number of requests to opt-out that the business received, complied with in whole or in part, 
and denied; and 

• The median number of days within which the business substantively responded to requests to 
know, requests to delete,and requests to opt-out. 

Although businesses may voluntarily choose to compile and use the above information to analyze 
and improve their CCPA processes, the required publication of such information could harm 
consumers and businesses. 

For example, it may encourage lax verification standards and hasty responses. While all 
businesses should strive to be responsive to CCPA requests, the sensitive nature of the 
information involved and the complicated work required to fulfill requests necessitate caution and 
thoroughness, not speed. This requirement strongly deters a methodical and thorough approach 
by potentially making a business that quickly fulfills all requests seem more consumer-friendly 
than a business thatfrequently denies requests(because it sets a high bar for verification in order 
to protect consumer personal information from bad actors) and typically longer to respond (to 
ensure that it is thorough in identifying all of the relevant personal information). Faced with this 
public pressure, otherwise CCPA-compliant businesses may be incentivized to be less rigorous 
in verifying and responding to CCPA requests. Such an outcome would ultimately harm 
consumers by increasing the likelihood of unauthorized disclosures of sensitive personal 
information and the incomplete fulfillment of requests. 

Given thatthe CCPA hasexpress deadlinesfor responding to consumer requests, public pressure 
is not needed to ensure that businesses promptly respond to consumer requests. If a business 
regularly fails to meet the prescribed deadlines, consumers can report their experience to the 
Attorney General, who can then bring an enforcement action against the business. 
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Lastly, the required disclosure of certain CCPA compliance statistics potentially infringes on 
businesses' free speech interests. Although public disclosure requirements are imposed on 
businesses in some instances, such content-based regulations of speech generally must serve a 
compelling government interest and not be unduly burdensome. As discussed above, the public 
disclosure of CCPA compliance statistics does not promote a compelling government interest. To 
the contrary, it arguably undermines the public's interest in ensuring that businesses properly 
verify and thoroughly fulfill CCPA requests. Additionally, the disclosure requirement is highly 
burdensome to businesses due to the time, cost, and effort required to compile the statistics and 
the public pressure to speed responses that businesses will experience as a result of the 
publication of the statistics. 

Given thatthe CCPA compliance disclosure requirements increase the risk of harm to consumers 
and impose significant burdens on businesses while offering minimal benefit; they should be 
removed from the proposed regulations altogether or revised to require annual, internal 
compliance reviews rather than public disclosure. 

IX. Businesses that do not sell minors' personal information should not be required to 
establish and document processes for allowing a sale opt in for minors. 

Currently, the proposed regulations require that all businesses that have actual knowledge that 
they collect or maintain the personal information of minors who are at least 13 but under 16 years 
of age to establish, document,and comply with a reasonable process for allowing opt-in to sales. 
The imposition of this requirement on all businesses, regardless of whether they actually sell 
personal information, wil l likely cause consumer confusion and impose unnecessary costs on 
businesses without providing any benefit to consumers. 

The blanket requirement to set up an opt-in process is inconsistent with the CCPA statute's more 
nuanced approach to sale-related obligation. For example,in the absence ofany sales of personal 
information, the CCPA statute reasonably provides that a"Do Not Sell My Personal Information" 
button is not required. Regulations § 1798.135(a). In contrast, the proposed regulations do not 
take into account whether any sales of personal information are actually occurring; and instead 
broadly require that any business that collects or maintains the personal information of children 
under 16 establish, document, and comply with a process for receiving opt-ins for the sales of 
such minors' personal information. Regulations § 999.330(a). The business must also include a 
description of this process in its privacy policy. Regulations § 999.332(a). Such an outcome is 
nearly guaranteed to confuse consumers,who will wonder why a business that states that it does 
not sell minors' personal information nonetheless outlines a process for opting in to the sale of 
personal information in its privacy policy. 

Consumer confusion regarding the sale of personal information is likely to be particularly impactful 
for businesses that intentionally provide goods or services to minors. Given the relative sensitivity 
of minors' personal information, many such businesses choose to not sell that information. Even 
under the CCPA's expansive definition of "sale," it is likely that many of those minor-focused 
businesses will adjust their practices, if necessary, in order to avoid selling such information. An 
obligation that undermines such businesses' ability to convey that message will be particularly 
damaging and may even deter businesses from taking a clear stance against selling personal 
information. 

I n addition to confusing consumers,the opt-in process requirement will also harm businesses by 
requiring them to bear the cost ofsetting up an unnecessary opt-in process,as well as by deterring 
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potential customers. Forexample,consider a small businessthat operates an educational website 
that is targeted towards middle school students. Such a business would likely maintain the 
personal information of consumers that the business knows are in the 13-16 age range. Even if 
the business has made a firm commitment to not sell its users' personal information, it will 
nonetheless be obligated to expend time and financial resources setting up a sale opt-in process. 
Additionally, potential users who read the business's privacy policy may be deterred from signing 
up out of concern that the description of the sale opt-in process suggests that the business 
actually does sell consumer personal information or is likely to do so in the future. 

Instead of broadly requiring that all businesses that have actual knowledge that they collect or 
maintain the personal information of minors who are at least 13 but under 16 years of age to 
establish, document; and comply with an opt-in process, the regulations should instead clearly 
provide that such a process is required only when a business actually engages in the sale ofsuch 
minor consumers' personal information. This revision would significantly reduce the risk of 
consumer confusion and eliminate an unnecessary burden that is placed on businesses that 
choose to not sell personal information. 

X. The Attorney General should revise the regulations' definition of "categories of third 
parties" to ensurethat consumers receive complete information regarding the types of 
entities with which their personal information is shared. 

The proposed regulations' current definition of"categories of third parties" may cause businesses 
to provide consumers with incomplete notices that do not describe the full extent to which 
consumer data is shared. Under the proposed regulations, the term "categories of third parties" 
is defined as `types of entities that do not collect personal information directly from consumers." 
The narrow phrasing of this definition appears to cover only entities that, under no circumstances, 
collect personal information directly from consumers. While this may coversome third parties that 
receive personal information from businesses; such as certain data brokers, it fails to capture 
many other types of entities with whom consumer personal information may be shared. 

For example,other businesses that collect personal information directly from their own customers 
would notseem to qualify for inclusion in a list of"categories of third parties." Therefore, if retailer 
A sells its own customers' personal information to retailer B (which collects data from its own 
customers), retailer A would not be obligated to include the sale ofconsumer information to retailer 
B in a response to a consumer's request to know the "categories of third parties to whom the 
personal information was sold or disclosed for a business purpose" because Retailer B is an entity 
that does collect personal information directly from consumers. Such an outcome would result in 
consumers receiving an incomplete understanding of how the retailer is sharing their personal 
i nformation. 

To ensure that CCPA notices and disclosures fully capture the range of third parties with whom 
personal information is shared,the definition of"categories of third parties" should be revised. 
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Appendix 1: Proposed Text Changes 

§999.305(a)(3): 
Strike; or 

Revise §999.305(a)(3): A business shall not use a consumer's personal information for 
any purpose other than those disclosed in the notice at collection. If the business intends 
to use a consumer's personal information for a purpose that was not previously 
disclosed to the consumer in the notice at collection, the business shall provide notice 
directly notify the consumer of this new use. If a new use is materially differentfrom 
and incompatible with the purposes set out in the previously provided notice,the 
business shall obtain explicit consentfrom the consumer to use the previously 
collected personal information 4for this new purpose. 

§999.307(b)(5): 
Strike§999.307(b)(5): An explanation of why the financial incentive or price or s 
difference is permitted under the CCPA,including: 
(a) A,gGed faith estimate c)f the value of the rGAGIAs6imer's data that fc)rms the basis fe 
effeFing the-fiRa„Gial iRc-e4Ve ̂ r any~eOr seNiEe di#e ewe; 
{b)A description of the method the business used to calculate the value ofthe 
consumer's data. 

§999.313(d)(1): 
"For requests to delete, if a business cannot verify the identity of the requestor pursuant 
to the regulations set forth in Article 4, the business may deny the request to delete. The 
business shall inform the requestor that their identity cannot be verified. and-shalt 
instead treat the request as a request to opt out of sale." 

§999.313(d)(4): 
in its response to a Gonsumer's request to delete, the business shall speGify the manne 
in which it has deleted the personal information. 

§999.306(d)(2): 
"A business is exemptfrom providing a notice of right to opt-out if... It states in its 
privacy policy that that it does not and will not sell personal information." 

§999.313(a): 
"Upon receiving a request to know or a request to delete through a designated method 
ofsubmission pursuant to section 999.312; a business shall confirm receipt of the 
request within 10 days and provide information about how the business will process the 
request." 

§999.317(e): 
"Information maintained for record-keeping purposes only and which would not 
otherwise be maintained by the business shall not be used for any other purposes 
without notice as required underthe CCPA and these regulations." 

§999.317(g): 
Strike: or 
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"A business that alone or in combination, annually buys, receives for the business's 
commercial purposes, sells, or shares for commercial purposes,the personal 
information of 4,000,000 or more consumers, shall:(1) Compile the following metrics for 
the previous calendar year:(a)The number of requests to know that the business 
received, complied with in whole or in part, and denied;(b)The number of requests to 
delete that the business received, complied with in whole or in part, and denied;(c)The 
number of requests to opt-out that the business received, complied with in whole or in 
part, and denied; and(d)The median number of days within which the business 
substantively responded to requests to know,requests to delete, and requests to opt-
out.(2) Annually, review the metrics compiled in subsection(1)and amend 
processes and resourcing as appropriate to help ensure the business's timely 
compliance with verifiable consumer requests. Disclose on compiled in 
subsection (g)(1) within their privacy policy or posted on their website and accessible 
from a link included in their privacy policy." 

§999.331(a): 
"A business that has actual knowledge that it collects or maintains the personal 

information of minors at least 13 and less than 16 years of age and which engages in 
the sale of personal information shall establish, document,and comply with a 
reasonable process for allowing such minors to opt-in to the sale of their personal 
information, pursuant to section 999.316." 

We thank the Attorney General for considering these comments in its rulemaking process. 

Sincerely, 

r't 

Michael D. Belote 
President, California Advocates, Inc. 
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CommentsonProposed CCPA Regulations 

Ihave severalconcernsaboutthe proposedCCPA regulations. 

Explicitnotice beforeresale.Section 1798.115(d)ofthe statute saysthat"athird party shall 
notsell personalinformation aboutaconsumerthathasbeen sold tothethird partybya 

business unlessthe consumerhasreceived explicit notice and is provided an opportunity W.-
exercisethe rightto opt-outpursuantto Section 1798.120."Thestatute did notdefine 
"explicit notice' A 

.~ ~ :1 

One mightassumethatthelegislature meantthelegalterm ofart"actualnotice."Butthatis. 
nottheterm thelegislature chose andthis is notconsistentwithlegislation passed withthe.. 
CCPA.Asdefinedin section 1798.99.80,a"databroker"is abusinessthat"collects"pe'sonal 
informationbutdoesnothaveadirectrelationship with consumers;inother words,itis 
essentiallyathird partywhich does nothaveadirect relationship with consumers.Aspage'8 
ofthe March 2019committeereportforAB-1202(enacted as section 1798.99.80etseq.) 

pointed out: 

;w 

y' 
a 

In thecase ofdata brokers,explicitnoticemaybecame difficult when thereisnodirect 
relationship with theconsumerandthe data brokerdoesnothavetheconsumer's 
currentcontactinformation. 

Thatis,thelegislature recognizedthatit wouldbe difficult orimpossiblefor athird parryto 
comply with 1798.115(d)ifithad to provide actual notice to consumerswith whomitdoes not 
have arelationship.Theimplication isthatthelegislature envisioned compliance where 
"explicitnotice"doesnot necessarilymean"actualnotice"butinstead thatthecompanyhas 
publicly postedthe privacy policy disclosures required bysection 1798.120. 

Thesource ofthisambiguityisthe usage ofthe undefinedterm"explicitnotice"andthe 
structure of 1798.115(d)which doesnotmakeclear whethersection 1798.120 definesboth 
therequired disclosuresand the required opt-outunder 1798.115(d),or merelytherequired 
opt-out. 

Proposed regulation999.305(d)addressesthe question ofwhatis required by explicitnotice" 
under 1798.115(d)forathird-partyto resellpersonalinformationto anotherthird-party.It 
offerstwo methodsofgiving"explicitnotice": 

A businessthatdoesnotcollectinformation directlyfrom consumersdoesnotneed to 
providea noticeatcollection to theconsumer,butbeforeitcan sellaconsumer's 
personalinformation,itshalldoeitherofthefolloi4dng. 

(1)Contacttheconsumerdirectlytoprovidenotice thatthe businesssellspersonal 
information abouttheconsumerandprovide theconsumerwith a noticeofiightto 
opt-outin accordance with section 999.306;or 
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(2)Coritactthesourceofthepersonalinformation to.a. Confirm thatthesource 
provideda notice atcollection to theconsumerin accordance with subsections(a)and 
(b)[ofsection 999.3051;andb. Obtain signedattestationsfrom thesourcedescribing 
howthesourcegave thenoticeatcollection andincludingan exampleofthe notice. 
Attestationsshallberetainedbythe businessforatleasttwoyearsandmadeavailable 
to theconsumerupon request, 

Proposed regulation999.305(d)(1)requiresthe resellingthird partyto contactthe consumer 
directly to provide notice;this favors companieslike Facebook with afirst-party online 
ecosystem whocan pop-up notices wheneverthey wishto provide noticestoconsumers, 
which isironicbecause Facebook's CambridgeAnalyticascandalwasin nosmall part 
responsibleforthe passage ofthe CCPA. 

Onthe other hand,businesses which do nothave contactinformationforconsumersare 
unable to availthemselvesofthis provision.This meansthatsomebusinesses willby 
necessity startto collectandstore contactinformationforconsumersin order to contact 
consumersas needed,which decreasesconsumer privacy.The experiencein Europeisthat 
one ofthe mosteffective waysto protectuser privacyisthe"principle ofdata minimization;' 
meaning thatbusinesses collectand use onlythe data which is necessarytosuccessfully 
accomplish agiven task.Proposed regulation999,305(4)(1)is notcompatible withthe 
principle of data minimization. 

The requirementthatreselling third.parties directly contactconsumersis notcompatible 
withlegislative intent,asstated above,andis notnecessary given thatthese third parties will 
eitherhave a directrelationship with consumersorbelisted onthe attorney general's data 
broker registry.Theattorney general'sjustification for this proposed regulation,thatit 
"furthersthe purposesofthe CCPAbyensuringthatconsumershavean opportunityto 
opt-out ofthe sale oftheir personalinformation before it is sold bythose businesses,"is not 
factuallyaccurate.Thereis norequirementthatthe resellingthird party obtain consent 
before reselling the personalinformation orthatit allow enoughtime to processan opt-out 
before effectuatingthe sale.Beingthe case,consumers will needto rely on the attorney 
general's databrokerregistryanyway,which meansthe costand privacy riskscausedby 
999.305(d)(1)arefor nothing. 

Proposed regulation999.305(d)(2)requiresthe resellingthird partyto obtain certain records 
fromthe"source"and keepthemfortwo years,maltingthem available upon request.This 
provisionfavorscompanieslike Experian which obtain recordsinbulkfrom afew data 
collectors such asbanksand utilitycompanies,which is ironicbecause Experian recently 
sufferedthelargest databreach in history.'This provision also deniesconsumersthe 
opportunitytoknow whois resellingtheir data.Thereis no requirementthatthe notice 

Note thatconsumer reporting agencies are excludedfrom the CCPAinsomecases(under 
1798.145(d)),howeverthe pointremainsthatthe provisionfavorscompanies whichbuy 
consumer datain bulk. 
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consumersreceive atthe pointofinitialcollectionidentify any ofthe reselling third-parties 
underproposed regulation 999.305(d)(2).Aslong asthe reselling third parties store the 
necessary paperworkintheir files,an infinite numberofthird parties can resellthe personal 
information with nofurther notice to consumers.Therefore,the attorney general'scomment 
with respectto 999.305(d),"Sincesuch businesses[resellingthird parties]collectpersonal 
information primarilyin orderto sellit,the subdivision[999.305(d)]will provideconsumers 
with moreeffective notification ofthe business's collection practicesthan any alternative;'is 
justnottrue. 

Ifthe attorneygeneralis willingto allow resales underproposed regulation 999.305(d)(2) 
withoutfurther notification to consumers,the attorney generalshould allow thesamefor 
businesses which donothavecontactinformationforconsumers. 

It's worth pointingoutthat atthe pressconference wherethe attorney generalannouncedthe 
proposed regulations,he criticized the timethatthe retailer Targethad deduced thata 
teenager waspregnantandsenther pregnancycoupons,surprising herfatherwhohad not 
knownshe waspregnant.However,none ofthe onerous rules proposed bythe attorney 
generalwouldhavepreventedTargetfrom doingthis.The data analysishadbeen done 
in-house atTargetbyastatistician named Andrew Pole based onpurchase dataTargethad 
collected itself. (̀Andthe pregnancy couponshadbeensentthrough the postalservice;this 
anecdote has nothingto do with online advertising.)Aslong asretailers provide de minimis 
notice atthetimeofsale,theycan continuetodoin-house data analysisandtargeted ad 
campaigns. 

Moreover,the economic analysisconductedtojustifythe proposed regulations entirely 
ignore the practicaldifficulties ofimplementing proposed regulation 999.305(d).The 
analysis states: 

Weassumethatnoneoftheeconomicimpactsassociated with thesenotification 
requirementsare directlyattributable to theproposedregulation.Becausenotification 
requirementsarerequired underthe CCPA,theeconomicimpactsofdevelopingthese 
notificationsarepartoftheregulatorybaseline. TheDOJregulationsprovideguidance 
to businessesonhow theyrnuststructure thenotificationrequirementsbutthe 
resourcesrequired to do thisarenotlikcely to be differentthan whatbusinesses would 
otherwise do to meetCCPArequirements. 

Thisissimplynotcorrectfor companieswhich,by design,do nothave contactinformation 
forconsumers.Based onthe plainlanguage ofthestatute and the committee reports ofthe 
legislature,it appearedthattherequirements of 1798.115(d)could be metby registration asa 
databrokeras well asproviding necessarydisclosures on thethird party's website.Butwith 
the proposed regulations,there is no practicalwayforthecompanies responsible for most 

htips://www.nytimes.com/2012/02/19/magazine/shopping-habits,html 
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internetadvertising to satisfy either ofthe alternatives provided.To explainthe effectof 
CCPAonthe online advertisingindustryitis necessary to briefly explain how adtech works. 

Almostall adsthatausersees online are puttherethrough an online auction process.Ifthe 
owner ofa web site wishes to display anadvertisementonaweb page,he or she willinserta 
special"tag"intheHTMLsource code ofthe web page.Whentheconsumer'sbrowserloads 
the web page,the"tag"causesthebrowser to requestan ad to displayfrom acompanycalled a 
"supplyside platform"(or SSP),whosejob it is to work with the ownersof websites.TheSSP 
thenreadsa cookiefromthebrowserthat contains anumberidentifyingthe consumer.The 
SSPthen holdsan auctionforthe opportunityto show an ad to thatuser.TheSSPreachesout 
to othercompanies called"demand side platforms"(orDSPs)who work with advertisers and 
askshow muchthey are willingto payto displayan ad to thatuser.The DSPs are willingto 
pay differentamountsdependingontheinformationtheyhave associated with that 
identifyingnumber,suchas:theconsumerislikely male orthe consumer has visited a 
particular advertiser'shomepage.The DSPssubmitbidsand the winningDSPsendsanad to 
the consumer.Theentire process occursin afew milliseconds. 

In orderto protectuserprivacy,neithertheSSPnorthe DSPshave contactinformation for 
the consumer orthe opportunityto contactthe consumer;they onlyhaveinformation 
associated with arandomlyassigned number.Howevertheinformationtheyhave is 
considered"personalinformation"underthe CCPA.Itis possible thattheSSPand DSPsare all 
consideredthird partiesand therefore would needto meettherequirementsofproposed 
regulation 999.305(d).However,astheylack the users'contactinformationtheycannot: 

Contacttheconsumerdirectlytoprovidenotice thatthe businesssellspersonal 
information aboutthe consumerandprovide theconsumer with a notice ofrightto 
opt-nutin accordance with section 999.306 

and complywith proposed regulation 999.305(d)(1).There is also no wayinthe real-time 
bidding processforthe DSP to contactthe owner ofthe web page to: 

Obtain signedattestationsfrom thesource describinghow thesourcegave thenotice 
atcollection andincludingan exampleofthe notice.... 

and comply with proposed regulation 999.305(d)(2). 

Over half ofallad dollars are spentondigital advertising,which goesto payforthe online 
mediaand servicespeople takefor granted.Twoof California'slargestindustries are adtech 
and the mediaindustry.Thoughtless regulations will have a massiveimpactonthe California 
economy.Atthe veryleast,the proposed regulations will cause aconcentrationinthelargest 
Internetcompaniessuch as Facebook and Google which,either due to their size or their 
abilityto contactindividualusers,willbe able to comply with the proposed CCPAregulations. 
There hasneverbeenaserioussecurityincidentwithanSSPorDSP.The databreachesthat 
makethenewssuchasCambridge Anal-.yticaorExperianandtheanecdotesabout 
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out-of-controlmarketinglike Targetinvolvecompanieswhich haveidentifyinginformationt 
aboutusers. 

Requestedchange to theregulations:Change proposed regulation999.305(4)to"Abusiness 
thatdoesnot collectinformation directlyfrom consumers doesnotneed to provide a notice at 
collectionto the consumer,butbefore itcan sellaconsumer'spersonalinformation,it shall 
register asadatabrokerundersection 1798.99.80:' 

Inthe alternative,"A businessthat does not collectinformation directlyfrom consumers does 
notneed to provide anotice at collection to theconsumer,provided thatthebusiness 
reasonablybelieves thatthe consumer wasprovided witha notice compliantwith subsections 
(a)and(b)" 

Response tolikelyobjection:Certainlysome people are opposed to the idea ofonline 
advertisingin general,howeveritis beyondthe authority ofthe attorney generalto 
effectively outlaw online advertising.Europe hasshown(e.g.,throughtheTransparencyand 
ConsentFramework)that itis possible to haveaworkablesystem ofproviding notice and 
obtainingconsentfrom consumersand passing signalsthrough the adtech ecosystem to 
honor consumer preferences. 

9O periodforopt-outs.TheCCPAimposesnorequirementto passon opt-out-day 
requests.Once personalinformation hasbeen"sold"to athird party,the selleris notrequired 
to haveanyfurther contactwiththatthird party.Proposed regulation 999.315(f)addsanew 
requirementfor the seller to passon opt-outrequests to third-parties to whom personal 
information was sold overthe previous90days: 

A businessshallnotifyallthirdpartiesto whomithassold thepersonalinformation of 
theconsumer within90dayspriorto the business'sreceiptofthe consumer'srequest 
thattheconsumerhasexercised theirrightto opt-outandinstructthem nottofurther 
selltheinformation. Thebusinessshallnotifytheconsumer when thishasbeen 
completed. 

This requirementis notcontemplated bythe CCPA statute and notnecessary giventhe data 
broker registry provided bysection 1798.99.80.Itis also totally unworkable asa practical 
matter.The reality is thatwhen personalinformationis received byabusiness,the personal 
information isimmediatelyintegrated into the datathebusiness already has.It is not possible 
to goback and excise particular nuggets ofpersonalinformation afterthe fact.The only 
workable solutionisforthebusinessto treata passed-on opt-outas an opt-outofall ofthe 
consumer's personalinformation.Thisis unwisein the extreme and willhaveunexpected 
consequencesfortheconsumer.The"do notsell mypersonalinformation"choiceis not 
simplyachoice aboutwhetheraconsumerreceives online advertising.Rather,the"donot sell 
my personalinformation"flag applies to allbusinesses,and mostbusinessesare notinthe 
adtech or databrokeragebusiness.There aremanybusinesses wherethe"sale"ofpersonal 
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informationisintegralto(directly or indirectly)performing servicesforthe consumer.'Ifa 
consumerexercises her"do not sell myinformation"rights with one company,the consumer 
is notexpectingthatothercompanies willsetthe flag as well.Theconsumer would nothave 
any notice thathis or her serviceshave effectively been discontinued withthat other 
company.In short,the choice to"do notsell mypersonalinformation"should onlybe 
exercised with theconsumer'sthoughtand expresschoice. 

Itis also very difficultforabusiness to keep track ofwhich personaldata was"sold"overthe 
previous90 days.This is especially truefor adtech companies whichhandle vastnumbersof 
microscopic pieces ofpersonaldata.The only workable solution is for manybusinessesisto 
keep a master list of allconsumerswho have exercised their"do notsell myinformation" 
rights andtosend thatlistto all of their partners on aregular basis.Howeverthere is no 
standardforhow this data willbeinterchanged anditisburdensometo makeacustom 
solutionfor each partner.Itis also likelythatbad data willbeinjected into the process,which 
will exacerbatethe problem ofunexpected opt-outs.Tonamejustoneexample,the IAB's draft 
Compliance Frameworkfor Publishers&Technology Companiesrecommendsthatfalse 
"opt-out"signalsbe generatedinorderto pass dataoutside outside ofaCCPA"sale"(e.g., 
treating the datatransfer asa disclosure to a"service provider"). 

Moreover,the economicanalysisconducted tojustifythe proposed regulationsentirely 
ignoredthe practical difficulties ofimplementing proposed regulation 999.315(£)inthe 
adtech context.Theanalysis stated: 

Theincrementalcompliancecostassociated with thisregulation is theextra work 
requiredbybusinessesto notifythirdparties thatfurthersaleisnotpermissi-ble. 
Reliable data wasnotavailable to quantify thisimpact,which wouldrequireknowing 
howmanybusinessessellpersonalinfoimation to thirdparties.However.,businesses 
thatdosellpersonalinformation willneed to retain records to track thesesalesand 
mustallocateresources tocommunicating with thirdpartiesoncean opt-outrequest 
ismade.Forlargercompanies,itisquite plausible thatthisnotification process willbe 
builtinto automatedsystemssothatadditionalstaffresourcesarenotrequired.Ifthis 
isthe case,theincrementalcompliancecost willbecostassociated with buildingthis 
capacityinto the data mappingstrategyandback-endtechnologies. 

Astatementthat"itis quite plausible thatthis notification process willbe builtinto 
automated systemsso thatadditionalstaffresources are notrequired"is simply notsufficient 
and is contraryto reality,as explained above.This analysis also ignoresthe impactof 
unintended opt-outs. 

3Forexample,the"sale"mightbea datatransferatthe direction ofthe consumer toa 
recipientwhichfails the definition of"service provider"for technicalreasons.Orthe"sale" 
mightbe necessaryto protectthe consumer.UntiltheenactmentofAB-1146in October 
2019,forexample,consumers exercising theirCCPArights would notreceive noticesof 
automobile recalls. 
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Requestedchange to theregulations:Delete proposed regulation 999.315(f). 

Response tolikelyobjection:The attorney generaldefendedthe proposed regulationas 
follows: 

ThissubdivisionisnecessarytofurtherthepurposesoftheCCPA in givingconsumers 
controloverthesaleoftheirpersonalinformation and to address,in part,concerns 
raisedbythepublicduringtheAttorneyGeneral'spreliminaryrulemakingactivities 
thatconsumersmaynotknowtheidentityofthe companies to whom businesseshave 
sold theirinformationin order to makeanindependentrequest.In orderto exercise 
the righttoopt-outofthesaleoftheirpersonalinformation,a consumermustknow 
which businesseshold theirinformation. Therealitiesoftoday's data-driven 
marketplaceleave mostconsumersig-norantaboutwhatinformation isbeingcollected 
aboutthem,whoiscollectingit, whatis beinginferredfrom it,howitisbeing used, 
and with whomitisbeingshared.Consumersmayknowthe business theyhavea 
directrelationship with,buttheyrarelyknow theidentitiesofthe businessesivith 
whom thatbusinessshared theirpersonalinformation.Because theCCPA only 
requiresbusinesses to disclose the categoriesofthirdparties with whomitsold the 
consumer'sinformation,andnottheirspecificidentities, thissubdivision placesthe 
onuson the businesstoforward theconsumer'srequestto those businessesthatitsold 
theirinformation within the90daysprior toreceivingthe consumer'srequest. 

This assertion isfactuallyinaccurate.Thereissimply no needfor this90--daylookback 
(which,to reiterate,wasnotcontemplated by the CCPA)given thatthe attorney general 
operatesadatabrokerregistry undersection 1798.99.80. 

Imp-hestopt-outs.Thesecond half ofproposedregulation999.315(g)addresses opt-outs which 
are not madethroughthebusiness's"do notsellmyinformation"page.It reads: 

User.-enabledprivacycontrols,such asa browserplugin orprivacysettingorother 
mechanism,thatcommunicateorsignaltheconsumer'schoice to opt-outofthesale of 
theirpersonalinformation shallbeconsideredarequestdirectlyfrom theconsumer, 
notthrough an authorized agent. 

There are numerousexisting mechanismsforauserto express privacy preferences, 
includingthe NAI'sconsumer opt-outpage andthe"do nottrack"setting in web browsers. 
The regulation is unclear whether those privacypreferencesshouldbeinterpreted as"the 
consumer'schoiceto opt-out ofthe sale oftheir personalinformation."Ifso,this proposed 
regulationseemsunwiseinthe extreme. 

The"do notsellmypersonalinformation'choice is notsimplya choice aboutwhethera 
consumerreceives online advertising.The choice tolimitad tracking andblock adsis easily 
made with simple browser add-ins.Rather,the"do notsell my personalinformation"flag 
appliesto all businesses,andthere aremanybusinessesutherethe"sale"ofpersonal 
information is integralto performingservicesfor theconsumer.Imagine thataconsumer 
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setsthe"do nottrack"flagin her browser andthenlogsintothatbusiness's website.The 
business seesthe"do nottrack"flag andtreats it as an exercise ofthe consumer's rightto not 
sell her personal.information.Theconsumerwould nothave anynotice thathis or her 
serviceshave effectivelybeen discontinued.In short,the choice to"do notsell mypersonal 
information"should only be exercised withthe consumer'sthoughtand express choice. 

Requestedchange to theregulations:Delete the third sentence ofproposed regulation 
999.315(g). 

Response tolikelyobjection:Some mightsaythatconsumersshould havetheabilityto use an 
automated system to optoutof"sales"oftheirpersonalinformation,however given the very 
broad definition of"sale"thisis unwise.Theattorney generalcan revisithis regulationsina 
year or ttvo ifexperience provesthatsuchasystem is necessary. 

Definition of"serviceprovider,"The CCPA containstwo inconsistent definitions of"service 
provider."Oneisinsection 1798.140(v)whichreads: 

S̀erviceprovider"meansasoleproprietorship,partnership,limitedliabilitycompany, 
corporation,association,orotherlegalentity thatisorganizedoroperatedforthe 
profitorfinancialbenefitofitsshareholdersorotherowners,thatprocesses 
information on behalfofa businessand to which the businessdisclosesa consumer's 
personalinformationfora businesspurposepursuanttoa written contract,provided 
thatthecontractprohibitsthe entityreceivingtheinformationfrom ret. ping,using, 
ordisclosingthepersonalinformation fox.•anypurposeotherthan forthespecific 
purposeofperformingtheservicesspecifiedin the contractforthe business,oras 
otherwisepermittedbythis title,includingretaining, using,ordisclosing thepersonal 
infoi7nationforacommercialpurpose otherthanprovidingtheservicesspecifiedin 
thecontract with the business. 

Another is implied bythe definition of"third party"in section 1798.140(w)which reads: 

"Thirdparty"meansaperson whoisnotanyofthefollowing:(1)The business that 
collectspersonalinformationfrom consumers under this title.(Z)(A)Aperson to 
whom the business disclosesa consumer'spersonalinformation fora business 
purposepursuantto a written contract,provided thatthe contract:(i)Prohibitsthe 
person receivingthepersonalinformationfrom:(1)Selling thepersonalinformation. 
(11)Retaining;using,ordisclosingthepersonalinformationforanypurpose other 
thanforthespecificpurpose ofperformingtheservicesspecifiedin thecontract, 
includingretaining,using,ordisclosing thepersonalinformationfora commercial 
purposeotherthan providingtheservicesspecifiedin the contract.(111)Retaining, 
using,ordisclosingtheinformation outside ofthe directbusinessrelationship 
between theperson andthe business.(ii)Includesa certification madebytheperson 
receivingthepersonalinformation thattheperson understandstherestrictionsin 
subparagraph(A)and willcomply with them. 
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Thatis,section 1798.140(w)states thata personto whom personalinformation is disclosed 
musthavein his contracta certification thathe understands the restrictions ofbeing a 
service provider and mustcomplywith them,otherwise he is consideredtobe athird party.In 
effect,therefore,section 1798.140(w)includesan additionalrequirementto be aservice 
provider.This requirementisburdensomein practice;there are many existingbusiness 
contracts wherethe cleartermsofthe contractmeettherequirementsin section 1798.140(v), 
butit is necessaryto renegotiatethe contractsto add the certification required under section 
1798.140(w)in orderto comply with the CCPA. 

Notably,proposed regulations999.314(a)and(b)donotreferencethis additionalcertification 
requirement,which appears to be an oversight. 

Requestedchangeto theregulations:The attorney generalshould add asection to proposed 
regulation999,314stating somethinglike"A sole proprietorship,partnership,limited 
liability company,corporation,association,orotherlegalentity thatis organized or operated 
for the profit orfinancialbenefit of its shareholders or other owners,which meetsthe 
requirementsofsection 1798.140(v)shall be considered a'service provider'and nota'third 
party'evenifthe contractunder which it processesinformationlacksthe certification 
requiredby 1798.140(w)(2)(A)(ii)." 

Response tolikelyobjection:Some mayargue thatthe requirements for being aservice 
provider shouldbe keptasstringentas possible.However,I view thisrequirementasa 
needlessformalityand aconfusinginconsistencyint_he law. 

Household data.Proposed rule 999.318(a)says"abusiness mayrespondtoarequesttoknow 
or requestto delete as it pertainsto household personalinformationby providing aggregate 
household information'—butit does notmakesense to respondtoarequestto deleteby 
providinginformation.Thisappearstobe a drafting error. 

Requestedchange to theregulations:Insert"in response to the requesttoknoworignoring 
therequestto delete"after"providing aggregate household information." 

Response tolilcelyobjection:Icannotimaginethe opposition to thischange. 

Datapointsrequired.Proposed regulation999.325is overly prescriptive.Itprescribes howa 
businessshould authenticate aconsumerwho doesnothave apassword-protected account 
with it. Itreads: 

(a)Ifaconsumerdoesnothaveorcannotaccessapassword-protected account with 
the business,the businessshallcomplywithsubsections(b)through(g)ofthissection, 
in addition tosection 999.323. 

(b)A business'scompliance with arequesttoknowcategoriesofpersonalinformation 
requires thatthe business verifytheidentityoftheconsumermakingtherequestto a 
reasonabledegreeofcertainty.A reasonable degree ofcertaintymayincludematching 
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atleast- two datapointsprovidedbytheconsumer with datapointsmaintainedbythe 
business, which the businesshasdetermined to bereliableforthepurposeofverifying 
theconsumer. 

(c)A business'scompliance with arequesttoknowspecificpiecesofpersonal 
informationrequiresthatthe business verify theidentityoftheconsumermakingthe 
requesttoa reasonablyhigh degreeofcertainty, which isa higherbarfor verification. 
Areasonablyhigh degreeofcertaintymayincludematchingatleastthreepiecesof 
personalinformation providedbythe consumer with personalinformation 
maintainedbythe business thatithasdetermined tobereliableforthepurposeof 
verifying the consumertogether with asigned declaration underpenaltyofperjury 
thattherequestoristheconsumer whosepersonalinformationis thesubjectofthe 
request.Businessesshallmaintain allsigneddeclarationsaspartoftheir 
record-keepingobligations. 

Some data pointsarefar moreidentifyingthan othersandit doesnotmakesense to require 
two data points.A web service canreadacookie outofthe user'sbrowserand be certain with 
onedatapointwhothe useris.Butabusinessthatasksthe user hisgender and whatstate he 
livesin is muchless certain. 

Additionally,thesameconcernsaround theconceptofa"password-protected account"apply 
here. 

Requestedchange to theregulations:Delete proposed regulations 999.325(a),(b)and(c). 

Response tolikely objection:Some mightargue thatremovingthese guidelines makesit more 
difficultfor abusinesstoknow whatconstitutesan acceptablelevel ofverification.However, 
imposinganarbitrarystandard enablesbad-faith businesses to skirtCCPA complianceona 
technicality while nothelpingbusinesses whoin good faith intendto comply with the CCPA. 

Notice atthepointofcollection.Proposed regulation 999.305(a)(2)(e)is notconsistentwith 
how web technology works.It reads: 

[ThenoticeshalldBe visibleoraccessible whereconsumers willseeitbeforeany 
personalinformationiscollected.Forexample, when a businesscollectsconsumers' 
personalinformation online,itmayconspicuously-postalink to thenoticeon the 
business's websitehomepageor the mobile application'sdownloadpage,oron all 
webpages wherepersonalinformation is collected. Whena businesscollects 
consumers'personalinformation off7ine,itmay,forexample,include thenotice on 
printedformsthatcollectpersonalinformation,provide theconsumer with apaper 
version ofthenotice,orpostprominentsignage directingconsumersto the web 
address where thenoticecan befound. 
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As atechnical point,to delivera web page requiresthe establishmentofa TCP/IP connection 
with the user'sbrowser.'Establishingthe TCP/IP connection requires"receiving"(therefore 
"collecting")the user'sIPaddress.Therefore,before a web page is displayed,the web site 
necessarily collects the consumer'spersonalinformation.Because this regulation 
contemplatesthatthe notice maybeprovided onthesameweb page where personal 
informationis collected,it appears tobe adrafting error that"consumers willsee[the notice] 
before any personalinformationis collected." 

Requestedchange to theregulations:Change to"consumers willsee itcontemporaneously 
with or before any personalinformationis collected" 

Response tolikelyobjection:Ifind ithard toimagine an objection to this requested change as 
the verysame proposed regulation contemplates providing notice onthesame web page 
where personalinformationis collected. 

Section 1798.100ofthe statute requiresthatany businessthat collects aconsumer's personal 
information,ator before the pointofcollection,inform consumersasto the categories of 
personalinformation to be collected and the purposesfor whichthe categories of personal 
information shallbeused.Ifthe business wishesto usethe personalinformationfor 
additional purposes,it mustprovide the consumer with notice.The statute is unrealisticin 
lightof-the experience ofjurisdictions which have operated with strong privacylawsfor 
decades.InEurope,the GDPR allows processingfor anotherpurpose ifthe new purposeis 
compatible with the originalpurpose,which recognizesthatitis notalways practical to 
provide noticefor new purposes. 

Yetproposedregulation 999.305(a)(3)makesthe statute materially more stringentby 
requiring notjust notice butconsentfor anyadditionalpurposes.Itseemsunwise to make 
further restrictions withouthavinganyexperienceinhow section 1798.100willapplyin the 
real world.Theattorney general'sjustification for the change wasthat"the consumer could 
havereasonablyrelied ontheinformation provided inthe notice at collection when 
interacting withthebusiness"However,thisjustificationis notsound.I would arguethat 
consentis notnecessarybecause,after receiving notice,the consumer would have therightto 
exercise data deletion rightsiftheconsumer doesnot wish his orher datatobe usedforthe 
new purpose. 

Requested change to theregulations:Delete"and obtain explicitconsentfrom the consumer 
to use itfor thisnew purpose! 

Response tolikelyobjection:Thischange maybe objected to as decreasing privacy 
protections,howeverforthereasonsstated above Ibelieve the change is prudent.Secure 
self-serviceportal Proposed regulation 999.313(c)(7)says that users can use asecure 
self-service portalifthebusiness maintainsapassword-protected account withthe consumer, 
butthe qualification doesnotmake sense.First,passwords arebecoming obsolete,there are 

4 Or QUIC,the distinction isimmaterialhere. 
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many methodsof authenticating usersnowadays(e.g.,a device-linked identifier,biometrics, 
one-timecodes,etc.)so references to a"password-protected"accountmake itunnecessarily 
difficult to applythe regulations astechnologyadvances.Second,the rule alreadysays"a 
secure selfservice portal"—eitherthe portalis secure,or it's not.Ifthe portalissecurethen it 
doesn't matterwhetherthe consumer hasapassword-protected account. 

Requestedchangeto theregulations:Delete"I£aconsumer maintains apassword-protected 
accountwith theconsumer"from proposed regulation 999,313(c)(7). 

Response tolikelyobjection:Icannotimaginewhatthe oppositionto this change wouldbe. 

Absenceofguidanceon "businesspurpose."The CCPA distinguishesbetweena"sale"of 
personalinformationandadisclosure to a"service provider"pursuanttoa"business 
purpose,"thelast ofwhich is definedin section 1798.140(d): 

B̀usinesspurpose"meansthe useofpelsonalinformationforthe business'sor 
serviceprovider'soperationalpurposes,orothernotifiedpurposes,provided thatthe 
useofpersonalinformation shallbereasonablynecessaryandproportionate to 
achievetheoperationalpurposefor which thepersonalinformation wascollectedor 
processedorforanotheroperationalpurpose thatiscompatible Y4th the contextin 
which thepersonalinformation wascollected Businesspurposesare: 

(1)Auditingrelated toacurrentinteraction with theconsumerandconcurrent 
transactions,including,butnotlimited to,countingadimpressions to unique visitors, 
ve.tifyingpositioningandqualityofadimpressions,andauditingcompliance with this 
specification andotherstandards. 

(2')Detectingsecurityincidents,protectingagainstmalicious,deceptive,fraudulent, 
orillegalactivity,andprosecutingthoseresponsibleforthatactivity. 

(3)Debuggingtoidentifyandrepairerrors thatimpairexistingintendedfunctionality. 

(4)Short-term,transientuse,provided thepersonalinformation thatisnotdisclosed 
toanotherthirdpartyandisnotused to buildaprofileaboutaconsumerorotherwise 
alteranindividualconsumer'sexperience outside thecurrentinteraction,including, 
butnotlimited to,the contextualcustomization ofadsshown aspartofthesame 
interaction. 

(5)Performingserviceson behalfofthebusinessorserviceprovider,including 
maintainingorservicingaccounts,providingcustomerservice,processingor 
fulfillingordersand transactions, verifvingcustomerinformation,processing 
payments,providingfinancing,providingadvertisingormarketingservices, 
providinganalyticservices,orprovidingsimilarserviceson behalfofthe businessor 
serviceprovider: 
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(61 Undertakinginternalresearchfortechnologicaldevelopmentand demonstration, 

(7)Undertakingactivitiesto verifyormaintain the qualityorsafetyofaservice or 
device thatisowned,manufactured,manufacturedfor,orcontrolled bythe business, 
andtoimprove,upgrade,orenhance theservice ordevice thatisowned, 
manufactured,manufacturedfor,orcontrolledbythe business, 

The meaning of"business purpose"is notclear.It couldbe any`operationalpurpose,or 
other notified purposeU,"Itcouldbeany operationalor notified purpose which is analogousto 
the specific exampleslisted.Orit couldbelimited to the specific exampleslisted,exceptfor 
section 1798.140(d)(5)which is explicitly open-ended.Argumentsforand againstthesethree 
interpretationsfollow. 

In supportofthe first interpretationis the plain meaning ofthe first sentence ofthe section: 
"Businesspurpose"meansthe useofpersonalinformationfar•the business'soraservice 
provider's operationalpurposes,orothernotifiedpurposes,providedthatthe use ofpersonal 
information sho1Tbereasonablynecessaryandproportionate to achieve theoperational 
purposefor which thepersonalinformation wascollectedorprocessedorforanother 
operationalpurpose thatiscompatible with the contextin which thepersonalinformation 
wascollected.In oppositionto thefirstinterpretation is the clear statementinthe second 
sentencethattheseven categories"are"the business purposes.Additionally,the first 
interpretation violatesthe canon ofstatutoryinterpretation that,ifpossible,every word and 
every provision is tobe given effect,asthere isno reason to provide alist ofbusinesspurposes 
ifany operationalpurpose or other notified purpose qualifies as abusiness purpose. 

Insupport ofthe second interpretation is thesecondsentence ofthe section:Business 
purposesare:, which does notsay"examples ofbusiness purposes are"or"businesspurposes 
include."Thesecondsentence makesaclearstatementthattheseven categories"are"the 
business purposes.In oppositionto thesecondinterpretation is the plain meaning ofthefirst 
sentence and the unduerestrictiveness ofthesecondinterpretation.For example,it issurely 
notthe case that due diligence in anM&A context(which issubjectto obligations of 
confidentiality and notaprivacy risk)isintended to be considereda"sale"to athird party, 
with the requirementof"explicit notice"before the due diligence can occur,howeverdue 
diligence does notfit into anyofthe categorieslisted because it is neitheran audit nora 
service onbehalfofthebusiness(the due diligence is done on behalfofthe prospective buyer). 
Thesecondinterpretation also violates thesamecanonofstatutory constructionin thatthere 
would be no reason for. section 1798.140(d)(5)to say"orproviding similar services"if all 
seven categorieswereintended toinclude analogous purposes. 

Thesamecommentsforthesecondinterpretation mostlyapplyto the third interpretation as 
well.Thethird interpretation is even more restrictive butdoesnotviolate the canon of 
statutory construction with respectto section 1798.140(d)(5). 

Beyondthe basic question ofwhether"businesspurpose"is intended tobe open-ended or 
close-endedis the apparentconflictbetween sections 1798.140(d)(4)and 1798.140(d)(5).The 
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former allows"short-term,transient use"in the context of online advertising,provided that 
the personalinformation is notused to buildaprofile aboutaconsumer.Howeverthelatter 
statesthat"providing advertising or marketingservices"isan allowablebusiness purpose 
withoutqualification.Because(d)(4)and(d)(5)are alternativebasesto meetthe definition,it 
would appearthat alladvertising servicesare allowed asa"business purpose"evenifthose 
advertising services use personalinformationfor morethan ashort-term useand even if 
those advertising services build user profiles. 

Requestedchange to theregulations:TheAGshould addaregulation stating somethinglil<e, 
"Thelist ofbusiness purposesinthe second sentence ofsection 1798.140(d)is exemplaryand 
in no waylimits whatbusiness purposes are permissible underthefirst sentence.' 

Response tolikely objection:Therequested change maybe criticized onthe basisthatthis 
expandsthe"service provider"exceptiontoobroadly,howeverthe use ofthe service provider 
exceptionislimitedin severalrespects.First,theformalitiesinsection 1798.140(v)mustbe 
mettobeaservice provider.Second,the business purpose mustbe stated to theconsumerat 
the pointof collection pursuantto proposed regulation 999.305(a)(3).Third,the service 
provider mustmeettherequirementofnotcombining personal datafrom multiple 
businesses pursuantto proposed regulation 999.314(c). 

Absenceofguidanceon "homepage."The statute's definition of"homepage"isverybroad. 

"Homepage"meanstheintroductorypage ofan Internet Web site andanyInternet 
Webpage wherepersonalinformationiscollected ... 

As stated above,establishingtheTCP/IP connection to deliveraweb pagerequires"receiving" 
(therefore"collecting")the user'sIP address,whichis personalinformation.Therefore,all 
web pagesare"homepages"under this definition andtherefore all web pages operatedbya 
business require a"do notsellmypersonalinformation"button. 

The statute's definition of"homepage"makesthefirstpartofthe definition redundantand is 
notconsistentwiththecommonunderstanding ofwhatahomepageis.Mostpeople would 
understand ahomepageto meana"main page"or"introductory page."Itcouldbethe 
top-levelpage on a web domain,e.g., Google.com or Microsoft.com.But it doesnothave tobe, 
forexample,https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/surface is titled"OfficialHomeof Microsoft 
Surface"suggestingthat Microsoftviews this page asahomepage too. 

Requestedchange to theregulations:TheAGshould add a definition of"homepage"alongthe 
lines of,"`Hornepage'meansthetop-levelpageonaweb domain orthe introductorypage ofa 
thematically grouped setofweb pages withina web domain! 

Response tolikelyobjection:The requested change maybe criticized on the basisthatfewer 
pages will give usersan opportunity to click the"do notsell my personalinformation"button. 
I would disagree,asthebutton wouldbe easilylocated on anywebsite.However,ifthe 
attorneygeneral'sintentis to havesuch abutton on every webpage,itshould clearly define 
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"homepage"to meaneveryweb page.heaving"homepage"withthe statutory definition will 
cause unnecessaryconfusion.Thecorrectinterpretation ofaregulationshould notdependon 
havingdeep technicalknowledgeofhowthe Internet works. 
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Message 

From: Gifford,Jeffrey 
Sent: 12/5/20198:37:32PM 
To: Privacy Regulations[PrivacyRegulations@doj.ca.gov] 
CC: Fickel, Ashley 
Subject: CCPA Response to Requestfor Public Comment 
Attachments: 0101cs.ibc.com_Exchange_12-05-2019_13-00-20.pdf 

To whom it may concern: 

Please see the attached submission on behalf ofour client, International Bancshares Corporation. 

Sincerely, 

Jeff Gifford 

Jeffrey C.Gifford 112 E.Pecan Street, Suite 1800
DykEMA Member San Antonio,Texas 78205 

www.dykema.com 

*** Notice from Dykema GossettPLLC:This Internet message may contain information that is privileged, 
confidential,and exemptfrom disclosure. It is intended for use only by the person to whom it is addressed.If 
you have received this in error, please(1)do notforward or use this information in any way;and(2)contact me 
immediately. Neither this information block,the typed name ofthe sender, nor anything else in this message is 
intended to constitute an electronic signature unless a specific statement to the contrary is included in this 
message. 
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IBC 
International Bancshares 

Corporation 

December 5,2019 

Via e-mail- PrivacyRegulations@doj.ca.gov 

Privacy Regulations Coordinator 
California Office of the Attorney General 
300 South Spring Street, First Floor 
Los Angeles,CA 90013 

Re: California Consumer Privacy Act("CCPA")— Response to Requestfor 
Public Comment 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

The following comments are submitted by International Bancshares Corporation 
("IBC"), a multi-bank financial holding company headquartered in Laredo, Texas. 

IBC maintains over 189 facilities and more than 286 ATMs, serving 89 
communities in Texas and Oklahoma. With approximately $12.0 billion in total 
consolidated assets, IBC is one of the largest independent commercial bank 
holding companies headquartered in Texas. IBC is a publicly-traded financial 
holding company. IBC does not have a physical presence in the State of 
California and conducts limited business with California residents. 

This letter responds to the California Attorney General's Office invitation to 
provide comments regarding the draft regulations in connection with the 
forthcoming California Consumer Privacy Act("CCPA")that were released by the 
Attorney General's Office on October 10,2019. 

IBC is committed to ensuring the privacy of its customers' information, and 
among other things, takes measures to comply with federal privacy laws such as 
the Graham Leach Bliley Act("GLBA"). IBC, however, believes that comment is 
necessary with respect to the lack of clarification contained in the proposed 
regulations regarding some threshold definitional issues in the CCPA. 

IBC is concerned that without further clarification in the form of regulations from 
the Attorney General's office, IBC and other similarly situated companies could 
be forced to engage in costly compliance with a California law based on limited 
business relationships (either existing or potential) with California residents. As 
presently drafted, California Civil Code section 1798.140(c) defines a covered 
"business" as one that is "doing business in California" and meets one of the 
following threshold tests: 

4811.9535-3518.1 

P.O. DRAWER 1359, LAREDO,TEXAS 78042-1359 
IBC-6011-01 
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1. Has annual gross revenues in excess of$25 million. 
2. Alone "or in combination", annually...receives... or "shares", alone or "in 

combination," the personal information of 50,000 or more CA consumers, 
households or devices, or 

3. Derives 50% or more of annual revenues from selling CA consumers' 
personal information. 

As an initial matter. the CCPA fails to define what it constitutes to "do business in 
California" as this term as used is defined in varying contexts in California law. 
Without further clarification, it is impossible for businesses to accurately predict 
whether they are in fact ̀ conducting business" in California for purposes of the 
CCPA. Similarly, the $25 million revenue threshold is also undefined. 
Businesses that primarily conduct business outside of California are left to guess 
whether the $25 million revenue threshold applies to revenues earned solely 
within California or are meant to include revenues earned outside the state. 
Without clear guidance from the Attorney General's Office, many similarly 
situated business will be forced to incur considerable expense to attempt to 
comply with a California statute even it conducts a very minor part of its overall 
business with California residents. 

IBC wishes to also comment on the exception for GLBA information that is 
inherently confusing and for which the proposed regulations contain no further 
clarification. The CCPA does not apply to personal information "collected, 
processed, sold, or disclosed pursuant to the federal Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, 
and implementing regulations . . . ." California Civil Code § 1798.145(e). The 
CCPA, however, applies to a much broader set of personal information than is 
covered by the GLBA—and financial services companies often collect a personal 
information that is subject to the GLBA in one context and is subject to the CCPA 
in another context. 

For example,a financial institution will often collect personal information from a 
customer from various sources,such as a loan application which would be 
covered by the GLBA while obtaining that same information in the course of a 
marketing campaign,which would not be covered by the GLBA(but would now 
be covered by the CCPA). Unless a clarifying regulation is issued about how to 
handle personal data that has been obtained in two different contexts,the 
CCPA's GLBA exemption could be rendered meaningless to qualifying financial 
institutions. 

Thank you for the opportunity to share our views. 

Sincerely, 
--I 

Dalia F. Martinez, Executive Vice President Operations of 
International Bank of Commerce,Laredo 
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Message 

From: Dale Smith 

Sent: 12/5/20196:45:05PM 

To Privacy Regulations[PrivacyRegulations@doj.ca.gov] 

CC: Dale R.Smith Jr. 

Subject: CCPA Written Commenton Proposed Regulations Due December6(Transmitting) 

Attachments: 20191205-ccpa1010-comment.pdf 

Dear Privacy Regulations Coordinator: 

Attached to this email is our.pdfdocument 
containing PrivacyCheq's submission ofcommentfor the CCPA Proposed 
Regulation(period closes on December 6). 

I have assumed that a.pdfsubmission is acceptable. Ifsubmission in an 
alternative format is necessary,please specify and I will respond quickly. 

Thank youfor the opportunity to comment. 

Dale Smith 

DALE R.SMITH, CIPT 

Futurist 

PrivacyCheq 
View my blogat:privacvelephantcom 
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OPrivacyCheq 

December 5,2019 

The Honorable Xavier Becerra 
Attorney General 
ATTN:Privacy Regulations Coordinator 
300South Spring Street, First Floor 
Los Angeles,CA 90013 

Comments on Proposed Regulations 

Dear Mr. Becerra: 

I am writing on behalf of PrivacyCheq,a Pennsylvania corporation. We specialize 
in the design and implementation oftransparency and consent management 
software solutions embracing consumer privacy. 

In our work,wefocus squarely on optimizing the consumer's overall privacy 
experience as they interact with businesses to share personal information. 

As such,we wish to commend you on the"consumerfriendliness" ofthe 
proposed regulations, noting our agreement with the following concepts in 
particular: 

• The regulations clearly setforth thatthere is a difference between a privacy 
policy'and a privacy notice2. A clear distinction is drawn between the 
purpose ofthe privacy policy3 and the purpose ofthe Notice at Collection 
relating to their respective use during data collection. The regs make it 

1 §999.301(m)"Privacy policy" meansthe policy referred to in Civil Code section 1798.130(a)(5),and meansthe 
statement that a business shall make available to consumers describing the business's practices, both online and 
Z §999.301(i)"Notice at collection" meansthe notice given by a business to a consumer at or before the time a 
business collects personal information from the consumer as required by Civil Code section 1798.100(b)and 
specified in these regulations. 
3§999.308(a)(1)The purpose ofthe privacy policy is to provide the consumer with a comprehensive description of 
a business's online and offline practices regarding the collection, use,disclosure,and sale of personal information 
and ofthe rights ofconsumers regarding their personal information.The privacy policy shall not contain specific 
pieces of personal information about individual consumers and need not be personalized for each consumer. 
4 §999.305(a)(1)The purpose ofthe notice at collection is to inform consumers at or before the time of collection 
of a consumer's personal information ofthe categories of personal information to be collected from them and the 
purposesfor which the categories of personal information will be used. 

PrivacyCheq,146 Pine Grove Circle,York,PA,17403,USA 
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clear thatthe privacy policy document is static and all-inclusive, while the 
notice is designed to support and promote "just-in-time" individual 
interactivity. 

• In defining and specifying three new types of notices5 designed to better 
inform the consumer,the regulator has obviated the "click the I AGREE box 
or go away" modelfor transparency at consumer touchpoints. This is a 
huge benefit to California consumers. 

• The regulations clearly state the requirementfor Notice at Collection of 
Personal Information prior to collecting PI. As well,they setforth the need 
for notices to be in plain,straightforward language,avoiding technical and 
legal jargon,in a readable format(including on smaller screens),accessible 
to consumers with disabilities, and useful with venue signage. This is 
another major bonusfor California consumers. 

• Using Privacy by Design? principles, drafters ofthe regulations have 
leveraged important relevant research$.The resulting"performance-based" 
notice design raises the bar for privacy regulation well beyond California's 
borders as the privacy world looksfor thought leadership in how to 
effectively communicate privacy information to consumers. 

Butthe October 10th regulations stop short of prescribing or even suggesting 
whatformatthe new notices mighttake in actual operation. 

PrivacyCheq believes that over time,the presentation ofjust-in-time privacy 
notice information will evolve to a loose standard. We believe that CCPA has a 
golden opportunity at this time to provide general guidance around what an 

5
§999.305. Notice at Collection of Personal Information,§999.306. Notice of Right to Opt-Out ofSale of Personal 

Information,and §999.307. Notice of Financial Incentive 

6§999.305(a)(5)If a business does not give the notice at collection to the consumer at or before the collection of 

their personal information,the business shall not collect personal information from the consumer. 

7 Cavoukian,Ann Privacy By Design..., Available at 

https://iapp.org/media/pdf/resource_center/Privacy%20by%2ODesign%20-

%207%20Foundational%20Principles.pdf 
8
Schaub,et al., A Design Spacefor Effective Privacy Notices,Symposium on Usable Privacy and Security(SOUPS) 

2015,Available at https://www.usenix.org/system/files/conference/soups2015/soups15-paper-schaub.pdf 

PrivacyCheq,146 Pine Grove Circle,York,PA,17403,USA 
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PrivacyCheq 

acceptable paradigm for "just in time" notice delivery might look like. It is in that 

spirit that we present the following analysis and suggestion: 

• Whatform would a new paradigm for 

transparency take? What is a real-

world example of how enterprises 

regularly inform citizens of copious and 

complex information in a way that is 

explicit, specific, intelligible, concise, 

and easily accessible? We believe that 

one example ofsuch a paradigm is the 

ubiquitous Nutrition Facts-style label 

(Figure 1). 

• The Nutrition Facts title name and font 

are familiar and iconic around the 

world. The label's gridded framework 

supports clear and plain language 

presenting a prospective buyer/user 

with a select, concise list of best 

q uestions about this specific product. 

Each issue or question prompts a clear 

and explicit answer. The user can 

Nutrition Facts 
Serving Size 1 cup(240rnQ 
Servings Per Container about4 

Amount Per Serving 

Calories 5 Calories from Fat0 
%Daily Value* 

Total Fat Og 0% 

Saturated Fat Og 0% 

Trans Fat Og 
Cholesterol Omg 0% 

Sodium 140mg 6% 

Total Carbohydrate 1g 1% 

Dietary Fiber Og 0% 

Sugars 1g 
Protein 1 g 

Vitamin A0% • Vitamin C0% 
Calcium 0% • Iron 0% 
'Percent Dailv Values are based on a 2.000 calorie diet 

Figure 1 

digest every detail of the information (unlikely),focus in on a fact of 

particular interest(calories,sodium,carbs?)or choose to ignore the notice 

completely ("I trust this business,and know that the facts are here if I ever 

need them"). 

• This nutrition facts information format goes a long way towards organizing 

the transparency requirements of CCPA, buttwo major concepts are 

missing that would make this disclosure format ideal for operational privacy 

notices. 

• First, privacy is much more complicated than food. Single digit or single-

word right-hand "answers" to elements of the framework are often 

inadequate to describe privacy concepts. For privacy facts, each answer 

PrivacyCheq,146 Pine Grove Circle, York, PA,17403,USA 
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needs to have "dril l down"capability to present multiple sublayers of 

information on request. 

• Secondly, unlike the flat visual nutrition presentation, a privacy facts notice 

needs to be interactive. It needs to place digital control into the hands of 

the consumer to navigate, view,select, drill down on,expand on, respond 

to, and exit or ignore the presentation. 

• Both of these issues can be overcome by purpose-built Privacy-by-designed 

application software, wherein "drill-down" simplicity and user interactivity 

become key features. For our purposes, PrivacyCheq has named the 

resulting tool a Privacy Facts Interactive Notice or PFIN. 

• Fully enhanced with drill down and interactive functionality, here are three 

successive screenshots of how a PFIN might look on a mobile device as a 

California consumer first views the Notice at Collection (Figure 2), chooses 

to learn about categories(Figure 3), then chooses to investigate purposes 

(Figure 4). 
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Figure2 Figure 3 Figure4 

• A major benefit emergesfrom marrying nutrition label simplicity with 

modern digital technology. The resulting consumer-paced dialogue now 

becomes operational across the full spectrum of consumer-facing 

touchpoints(websites,tablets,smartphones, mobile apps, IoT devices, 

venue signage, QR codes, etc.). 

• This concept places privacy control into the hands ofthe consumer to 

navigate, view,select, drill down on,expand on,respond to, and exit or 

ignore the presentation. 
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• Like nutrition facts labeling,the simplicity and familiarity of PFIN notices 

operate to build trust between business and consumers. Implementation 

of this new notice paradigm could go a long way towards simplifying and 

standardizing businesses'compliance with CCPA ... a major benefit to 

California consumers. 

I n summary,PrivacyCheq is enthusiastic about operationalizing CCPA under the 

proposed regulations to deliver on Californians' right to privacy by giving 

consumers positive and effective control over their personal information. 

Additionally, we have proposed an open paradigm for notice delivery that we 

believe could be useful as CCPA regulations face operationaIization in the real 

world. Thank you for the opportunity to comment. We stand ready to help 

however we can. 

Sincerely, 

Dale R. Smith, CIPT 

Futurist 

via email to: PrivacyRegulations@doj.ca.gov 
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Message 

From: Elaine Morgan 

Sent: 11/29/2019 11:21:58 PM 

To: Privacy Regulations[PrivacyRegulations@doj.ca.gov] 

Subject: CHAPTER 20. CALIFORNIA CONSUMER PRIVACY ACT REGULATIONS PROPOSED TEXT OF REGULATIONS 

CHAPTER 20.CALIFORNIA CON5UMER PRIVACY ACT REGULATIONSPROP05ED TEXT OF 
REGULATIONS 

§ 999.301. Definitions 

There is no definition of "Business" as it relates to the regulations. 

The Department of Motor Vehicles is a business in California in which they have average 
earnings of $50,000,000 a year through the sale of California driver's personal information. 

There is no identifying information as to what"businesses" are subjected to these regulations 

and whether the legislature has once again carved out an exception to laws that commercial 
businesses in California must abide by but government agency businesses do not. 

If this regulation is truly for the privacy protection of California citizens, we must be given 
that protection by ALL businesses, not just those that are chosen for us by legislators. 

A complete definition should be provided within "5 999.301. Definitions" defining all 
businesses that the regulations apply to. 

W E Morgan 
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Message 

From: Greg Badovinac 

Sent: 12/2/20196:31:19PM 

To: Privacy Regulations[PrivacyRegulations@a doj.ca.gov] 

Subject: Comment Letter on CCPA Regulations 

Attachments: CCPA Regulations - Nov 2019.pdf 

Please accept this comment letter on the proposed CCPA Regulations. 

If you have any problems downloading this letter or questions, please feel free to contact me. 

Greg Badovinac 
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November 29,2019 

Privacy Regulations Coordinator 
California Office of the Attorney General 
300 South Spring Street, First Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90013 

Re: California Consumer Privacy Act 

Dear Attorney General Becerra: 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed regulations implementing 
the California Consumer Privacy Act(CCPA). With more than 30 years dealing with 
compliance issues for credit unions and serving as the head of compliance for three 
credit unions over the past 15 years, I hope my questions and concerns can assist in 
making the regulations workable for financial institutions while protecting the privacy 
rights of Californians.(These opinions are mine alone and do not necessarily represent 
my current or previous employers.) 

Impact of Federal laws on the CCPA Regulations 

As the head of compliance for a federal credit union here in Southern California, we 
have a number offederal laws(and implementing regulations)that require financial 
i nstitutions to maintain information for a designated period of time,and in some cases, 
permanently. 

For example,the Federal Credit Union Act requires federal credit unions to keep 
information about its member-owners(customers) permanently along with information of 
their accounts(account statements).The Bank Secrecy Act requires specific 
information be maintained for at least five years(and some until five years after the 
account relationship ends). The Equal Credit Opportunity Act requires keeping account 
applications for a period of 25 months after the decision whether or not to grant credit 
(loan)to the applicant. 

These requirements appear to be inconsistent with the provisions of the CCPA about 
the abil ity of a California consumer to "request to delete." 

I am asking your office to consider these federal laws in terms of the ability of 
consumers"request to delete" and not penalize financial institutions for keeping such 
records in accordance with federal laws(and regulations). 

It would be appreciated to have your office reaffirm the financial institution's inability to 
release any information about the filing of Suspicious Activity Reports(SARs)to any 
entity other than law enforcement and regulatory agencies. 
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Notice of Privacy Policy 

Currently, financial institutions must provide their consumers(member-owners)a 
privacy notice consistent with the federal Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act(Consumer Financial 
Protection Bureau Regulation P — 12 CFP Part 1016)and the California Financial 
I nformation Privacy Act(Financial Code 4050 et seq.). The proposed regulations would 
require a third privacy notice be given to these consumers at the time of account 
opening. 

Based upon my experience, it will just be another notice(among many that Congress; 
the California Legislature and regulatory agencies require)that the consumer wil l toss 
away when they leave the financial institution. In addition, requiring such a notice to be 
given every time a consumer wants a financial service is regulatory overload and a 
waste of resources. 

I suggest that one notice be provided to consumers when they start a relationship with a 
financial institution and; if the information in that notice does not change, no additional 
notice be provided to consumers when new services are requested. Of course, should 
the privacy notice be changed by the financial institution, then a new notice should and 
m ust be provided to the consumer. 

Within your proposed regulation 999.305 dealing with this notice, it uses the terms"easy 
to read and understandable to an average consumer." But there is no clear guidance 
about what your office means by this. This is encouraging legal action by consumer 
attorneys against financial institutions over what is ̀ easy to read and understandable." 

I suggest that your office provide guidance within the regulations or along with the 
regulations what wil l meet the requirements of 999.305. 

Multiple Notices Under CCPA 

Currently, the proposed regulations require multiple notices to be provided to 
consumers.The Notice at Collection of Personal Information (999.305), Notice of Right 
to Opt-Out(999.306), Notice of Financial Incentive (999.307), and Privacy Policy 
(999.308). 

For businesses that do not have physical locations, al l those notices wil l be online and 
available to their consumers at little additional cost. However, most credit unions in 
California(and other financial institutions) do have branch locations in this state. Thus; 
these four notices must be created on paper and provided to the consumer at the 
appropriate time. This is a tremendous waste of resources imposed upon the financial 
institution and goes against the public policy of Governor Gavin Newsom about 
reducing the carbon footprint and climate change. These costs were not included within 
your Economic and Fiscal Impact Statement(Std 399)filed with these proposed 
regulations. 
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It does not appear that your office considered these requirements within the Std 399 
form you filed with the Office of Administrative Law(OAL).There must be an easier and 
less expensive manner to comply with the CCPA. I would suggest making these forms 
available on the business' website for consumers to view if the consumer begins the 
relationship with the business in person. 

Methodsfor Submitting Requests(999.312) 

Again, your office appears to make businesses with a physical presence in California at 
a significant disadvantage. This is due in part to the proposed regulations not 
considering that business option. 

And,the more options required by the regulations to submit these requests impose 
more financial burdens on businesses. Who makes the final determination if the 
business is providing all applicable options for the consumers to submit these requests? 
This appears to be a regulatory trap in which the Office of the Attorney General can 
bring financial institutions into court for not providing "the manner in which the business 
primarily interacts with the consumer." 

Unless it can be determined that the business is intentionally trying to evade the 
proposed regulations, the decision of the business to offer methods for submitting 
requests should be considered enough to comply with regulation 999.312. 

Responding to Requests to Know and Requests to Delete(999.313) 

This regulation is imposing a burden upon businesses that is not contained within the 
CCPA.There is no requirement in the CCPA for the business to confirm receipt of the 
request within 10 days. This is an additional regulatory burden imposed upon 
businesses that is not included in the Std 399. 

Financial institutions wi l l either have to hire additional personnel to comply with these 
regulations to meet the two responses required for each consumer request or take 
these employees away from meeting the financial services needs of the financial 
institutions customers/member-owners reducing the level of services provided. Either 
way, there are costs that must be incurred and covered by the financial institution which 
can increase prices on services and/or reduce earnings on deposit(share) products. Is 
this good public policy? 

Authorized Agent(999.326) 

This is a section of the regulation that is providing third-part fraud actors with an 
opportunity to impose many burdens upon businesses like financial institutions. 

Currently, financial institutions receive many"questionable" requests that claim to meet 
the requirements of the Fair Credit Reporting Act(FCRA).These requests are usually 
form letters with mechanical signatures of the consumer that seek removal of itemsfrom 
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a credit report without the specifics required by the FCRA. How are financial institutions 
supposed to determine a genuine request if the "agent" took the authorization via the 
internet? There would be no way for the financial institution to be sure of the genuine 
request and would place the financial institution in either denying the CCPA information 
request or the CFPB Regulation P financial privacy protections. Neither is a good option 
for the financial institution. 
I recommend that the proposed regulation be strengthen and require the authorized 
agent provide specific information (detailed in the regulation)to the financial institution 
and, if followed; gives the financial information immunity for releasing information if the 
authorized agent is not fully honest. 

General Exception if the Financial Institution Does Not Sell Information 

Many credit unions use third parties to provide services for its member-owners that it 
cannot(or chooses not to do so because offinancial considerations) provide on its own. 
These include, but are not limited to, statement processing; debit/credit card processing, 
check/ACH processing and data processing. These were granted exemptionsfrom 
privacy requirements within the California Financial Information Privacy Act. Credit 
unions must be able to rely upon those privacy protections in order to provide financial 
services to their member-owners. The CCPA must not impose any additional regulatory 
burdens on credit unions using those specific third parties. 

Information Gathered But Not Indexed or Recorded 

The proposed regulations are unclear about how financial institutions must research 
consumer information if that information is not recorded in an easily searchable format. 

I nformation that would be included in that would be information obtained on paper and 
saved in the member-owner's electronic file such as beneficiary of the account upon the 
death of the account owner, references provided on a deposit or loan account 
application or employer information for Direct Deposit of paychecks. This information is 
maintained but is not searchable. 

Other information would include payees of deposited checks; persons involved with wire 
transfers of money, appraisers involved with real estate loan applications, and payees 
on checks written by consumers. That information is included within the records of the 
financial institution but is not searchable. The only way to retrieve such information is to 
look at each and every applicable transaction dating back over a specific period of time. 

The costs and regulatory burdens upon the financial institution would be staggering 
especially when that information is not used in any way by the financial institution once 
the transaction is completed. I request your office include within the regulations that 
such information is not subject to the "requests to know"and "requests to delete' 
provisions of these regulations. 
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Conclusion 

Your office was given a tremendous burden by the Legislature and did a finejob 
creating the proposed regulations. However,they were written for businesses that were 
notfinancial institutions subject to otherfederal and state laws. Short of giving financial 
institutions exemptionsfrom the law which cannot be done, I strongly encourage your 
office to take into consideration those other laws that require recordkeeping of 
documents and the inability of the financial institution to obtain certain account 
information of consumers within your final regulations. 

If you have any questions or if I can be of additional assistance, please feel free to 
contact me at 

Sincerely, 

Greq-3a.dovbnac 

Greg Badovinac 
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Message 

From: 

Sent: 11 23 2019 12:12:14 AM 

To: Privacy Regulations[PrivacyRegulations@doj.ca.gov] 

Subject: Comment regarding CCPA and its associated regulations 

************************************************************************************************** 

The regulations governing the CCPA really must,to the extent the underlying statutes permit,provide allowances and/or 
exemptionsto the access and deletion rights based on a business entity's reasonable,good-faith efforts. 

My work involves a great deal ofresearch;to that end, I have accumulated literally tens ofthousands of published 
books,magazines, photographs,and other media,and accessed thousands more through libraries and other resources. 
Many ofthose research materials are not in any machine-readableform,and even those that are(such as my collection 
of digital photographs)are not indexed in any way that associates them with any specific individual or household.The 
prospect of my having to comb through every single one ofthose materials to compile a detailed accounting of every 
individual person whose name or other information might be mentioned in or inferred from those materials --
particularly within the timeline the regulations envisage -- is categorically absurd. Likewise,the prospect of my having to 
review every one ofthe tens ofthousands of print or digital photograph I possessto see if any ofthefaces in a crowd 
appear to be that ofthe individual making the access request is utterly infeasible. Each individual request that required 
such a search would take me months offull-time labor,and even then might not necessarily be comprehensive. I 
shudder to think how these implications would play outfor archives or libraries with larger collections than mine. 

These are practical limitations that will create substantial risk for many businesses and business entities,even where 
they are attempting in good faith to comply.A law or regulation framed in a waythat makescompliance functionally 
impossible is an invitation to abuse and harassment. 

Similarly,the regulations should,to the extent permissible by statute,clearly exemptfrom deletion requests material in 
published workssuch as books or magazines.The idea that an individual consumer(particularly one who's a public 
figure who may appear or be mentioned in thousands of published works)could potentially compel meto not only 
enumerate,but also destroy my research library is untenable. It's also ridiculousfrom the standpoint ofthe law's intent; 
even if I could be compelled to destroy my individual copy ofa published book or other work under these rules,doing so 
would hardly protect the privacy ofany person mentioned in that work! 

I remain deeply concerned thatthe CCPA invites many avenuesfor abuse, particularly abuse aimed at squelching free 
expression and free speech.The potential for the law to create a chilling effect or allow individuals to squelch legally 
protected journalism,reviews,or commentary is substantial. For example, I see little to stop a public figure from using 
CCPA access,deletion,and/or opt-out requests to effectively suppressthe publication of unfavorable information, 
expose journalists'sources,destroy evidence,and/or even legally punish writers and publishers in ways California's anti-
SLAPP laws would otherwise discourage. 

The Attorney General and the OAG really need to deeply consider those risks in framing these regulations. 

************************************************************************************************** 
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Message 

From: Karen Davis I 
Sent: 12/3/2019 11:20:11PM 

To: Privacy Regulations[PrivacyRegulations@doj.ca.gov] 

CC: Clark Malak April Uzzardo 

Subject: Commentsfrom Vigilant on Proposed California Consumer Privacy Act(CCPA)regulations 

Attachments: Vigilant_comments_on_proposed_CCPA_regs.pdf 

Good afternoon, 
Please acceptthe attached commentsfrom Vigilant on behalf ofour member companies,regarding the proposed 
regulations on the California Consumer Privacy Act(CCPA),asthey pertain to employers. 

Thank you, 

Karen Davis I Senior Employment Attorney 
503.620.1710(main) www.vigilant.org I Follow Vigilant: Linkedln 
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V I G ILAN T 
•counsel for employers 

December 3,2019 

Privacy Regulations Coordinator 
California Office ofthe Attorney General 
300South Spring Street, First Floor 
Los Angeles,CA90013 

Submitted via email to: PrivacyRegulations@doj.ca.gov 

Re:Proposed California Consumer Privacy Act(CCPA)regulations 

To Whom It MayConcern: 

On behalf of Vigilant and our membercompanies,please acceptthe following 
comments in response to the proposed regulations to implementthe CCPA.Vigilant 
is a nonprofit 501(c)(6)trade association for employers,with member companies in 
California,Oregon,Washington,Idaho,and Montana. Mostofour members are 
engaged in manufacturing. None are engaged in the business of collecting or selling 
personal information.We are concerned aboutthe CCPA provisions that apply to all 
for-profit employers with gross annual revenues of more than $25 million. 

We understand that our membercompanies will become subjectto two provisions 
ofthe CCPA effective January 1,2020:(1)they must give applicants and employees 
a "right to know"disclosure and(2)they are subject to statutory damagesfor data 
breaches that occur ifthey fail to implement reasonable security procedures.We 
recognize thatthe full array ofCCPA requirements is scheduled to be imposed on 
these employers effective January 1,2021,but we are hopeful that corrective 
legislation will eliminate such an extremely burdensome and unnecessary 
requirement in the employmentcontext. In the meantime,we are concerned about 
one problematic provision in the proposed regulations on the "right to know" 
disclosure,as well as a potential misunderstanding on the timing ofthe 
enforcement ofthis disclosure requirement. 

Privacy policy requirementshouldn'tapplyto employers 
Section 999.305(Notice at Collection of Personal Information)ofthe proposed 
regulations appearsto go beyond the statute in imposing a requirementfor all 

3835 N.Freeway Blvd.,Ste.250 1 Sacramento,CA 195834 1 www.vigilant.org 
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covered businesses to include a link to the business's privacy policy in the"right to 
know"disclosure. Specifically, proposed paragraph(b)states: 

(b)A businessshallinclude thefollowing in its notice at collection: 
(1)A list ofthe categories ofpersonalinformation aboutconsumers to be 

collected. Each category ofpersonalinformation shall be written in a 
manner thatprovides consumersa meaningful understanding ofthe 
information being collected. 

(2) For each category ofpersonalinformation,the business orcommercial 
purpose(s)for which it will be used. 

(3) Ifthe businesssells personalinformation, the link titled "Do NotSellMy 
PersonalInformation"or"Do NotSellMyInfo"required bysection 
999.315(a),or in the case ofoffline notices, the web addressfor the 
webpage to which it links. 

(4)A link to the business's privacy policy,orin the case ofoffline notices, the 
web addressofthe business's privacy policy. 

We agree that items(1)and(2)ofthe "right to know"disclosure apply to all 
covered businesses,including employers who are pulled in only because theytake 
in gross annual revenues above$25 million. Item(3)appropriately says it only 
applies to businesses that sell personal information. 

The problem is with item (4).As written, it appears to applyto all covered 
businesses, but in fact it should only apply to a for-profit business that(a)buys, 
receives,sells, or shares personal information on 50,000 or more consumers, 
households,or devicesfor commercial purposes;or(b)derives50 percent or more 
of its annual revenue from selling personal information. 

The only requirementsfor the "right to know"disclosure which apply to covered 
employers(those subject to the CCPA only because they have gross annual 
revenues above$25 million)arefound in California Civil Code Section 1798.100(b): 
"A business that collects a consumer's personal information shall,at or before the 
point of collection,inform consumers asto the categories of personal information 
to be collected and the purposesfor which the categories of personal information 
shall be used.A business shall not collect additional categories of personal 
information or use personal information collected for additional purposes without 
providing the consumer with notice consistent with this section." 

Vigilant 
Commentson Proposed California Consumer Privacy Act(CCPA)regulations 
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AB 25,signed by Governor Newsom on October 11,2019,amended the CCPA to 
provide a one-year exemption for employersfrom the CCPA's requirements which 
would otherwise take effect on January 1,2020,with onlytwo exceptions: 
subdivision(b)ofSection 1798.100and Section 1798.150, both from the California 
Civil Code.There is nothing in either ofthose two sections that requires a privacy 
policy or any disclosures related to a privacy policy.Therefore we recommend that 
item(4)in the proposed regulations be amended to say: 

(4)A link to the business's privacy policy,orin the case ofoffline notices, the 
web addressofthe business's privacy policy,ifthe business(a)buys, 
receives,sells, orshares personalinformation on 50,000or more 
consumers,households,or devicesforcommercialpurposes;or(b) 
derives50percentor moreofits annualrevenuefrom selling personal 
information. 

Enforcementof"rightto know"notice needs clarification 
California Civil Code Section 1798.185(c)states that"[t]he Attorney General shall 
not bring an enforcement action under this title until six months after the 
publication ofthe final regulations issued pursuantto this section or July 1,2020, 
whichever is sooner."Some attorneys who have given public presentations on the 
CCPA have stated that once this statutory enforcement delay has been completed 
and the Attorney General begins enforcing the law,any enforcement actions may 
look back retroactively at anyconductthattakes place on or after January 1,2020. 
This position seems completely contrary to the concept ofthe delayed enforcement 
date contained in the statute,and in fact renders it meaningless. It would be helpful 
for the final regulations to provide clarification on this point,and to specify the date 
that enforcement will begin. 

We should also like to respectfully requestthe Attorney General to issue the final 
regulations as soon as possible,and no later than January or February 2020. 
Employers need enough time to review the final regulations,draft their"right to 
know" notices,and work with computer security consultants to establish 
reasonable electronic security measures. 

Conclusion 
Thank you for considering these comments.It is importantthatthe regulations on 
the "right to know" notice reflect the statutory exclusionsfrom coverage for 

Vigilant 
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  employers,as provided in AB 25. It is also importantto ensure thatemployers 

understand exactly when they are required to begin providing the new "right to 

know" notices to their applicants and employees.They need clarity on the Attorney 

General's enforcementtimeline,as well as sufficient advance notice ofthe final 

regulations in order to ensure the notices are compliant. 

If you have any questions aboutthese comments,please feelfree to reach outto us 

by calling ourfront desk at800-733-8621 or emailing us at or 

Sincerely, 

/s/Karen E. Davis /s/Clark G. Malak 

Karen E. Davis Clark G. Malak 

Senior Employment Attorney Employmentand Labor Attorney 

Member ofthe Oregon State Bar Member ofthe California State Bar 

VIGILANT VIGILANT 

Vigilant 

Commentson Proposed California Consumer Privacy Act(CCPA)regulations 
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Message 

From: Anne Kimbol 
Sent: 12/3/20198:18:24PM 
To: Privacy Regulations[PrivacyRegulations@doj.ca.gov] 
Subject: Commentson Notice ofProposed Rule Making Action Re:CCPA 
Attachments: HITRUST Commentson CCPA draft rules.pdf 

Attached please find our comments on the draft CCPA rules. Thank you for your consideration, Anne Kimbol 

Anne Kimbol 
Asst. General Counsel and Chief Privacy Officer

HITRUST 

CONFIDENTIALITYNOTICE:The contents ofthis email message and any attachments may contain 
confidential, proprietary or legally privileged information and/or may be subjectto copyright or other 
intellectual property protection and be legally protected from disclosure. Thisinformation is intended only for 
use ofthe addressee or addressees named abovefor its intended purpose.Ifyou are notthe intended recipient of 
this message or their agent,or ifthis message has been addressed to you in error, pleaseimmediately alert the 
sender by reply email and then delete this message and any attachments.Ifyou are nottheintended recipient, 
you are hereby notified that any use,dissemination,copying,or storage ofthis message or its attachments is 
strictly prohibited. 
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December 3,2019 

Privacy Regulations Coordinator 
California Office ofthe Attorney General 
300South Spring Street 
FirstFloor 
Los Angeles,California90013 

Sent via email: PrivacyRegtilations'cz)doj.ca.gov 

Re: Comments on DraftCCPA Regulations 

On behalfofHITRUST,Ithank youfor the opportunity to provide commentin response to the 
Notice ofProposed Rulemaking Action(NPRA)released by the California DepartmentofJustice 
on October 11,2019including draft regulations concerning the California ConsumerPrivacy Act 
(CCPA).Overall,HITRUST appreciatesthe work your office has done to clarify how businesses 
can comply fully with the CCPA. 

Founded in 2007,HITRUST Alliance is a not-for-profit standards organization whose mission is 
to champion programs that safeguard sensitive information and manage information risk for 
organizations across all industries and throughoutthe third-party supply chain.In collaboration 
with privacy,information security and risk managementleadersfrom both the public and private 
sectors,HITRUST develops, maintains and provides broad accessto its widely adopted common 
risk and compliance managementand de-identification frameworks;related assessmentand 
assurance methodologies;and initiatives advancing cyber sharing,analysis,and resilience. 

The foundation ofall HITRUST® programs and services istheHITRUST CSF®,a certifiable 
framework that provides organizations with a comprehensive,flexible and efficient approach to 
regulatory compliance and risk management.Developed in collaboration with information 
security professionals,theHITRUST CSF rationalizes relevant regulations and standards into a 
single overarching privacy and security framework. 

The HITRUST CSF isa risk-based controlsframework thatincorporates the HIPAAPrivacy and 
Security Rules and the NISTFrameworkforImproving CriticalInfrastructure Cybersecurity,or 
Cybersecurity Framework. The most recent edition ofthe CSF also includes privacy controls 
based on internationally recognized privacy frameworks,including the FairInformation Practice 
Principles(FIPPs),the Organization forEconomic Cooperation and Development(OECD) 
Privacy Principles,and the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation(APEC)Privacy Framework. 

Commentson Draft Regulations 

Article 2. Notices to Consumers 
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HITRUST recommendsthatthe CCPA Regulations recognize the use oflayered notices. A 
layered notice effectively communicatesinformation in a mannerthatis easy for a consumer to 
digest. Guidancefrom the European Union on their General DataProtection Regulation 
recognizes the usefulness oflayered notices as a method ofbalancing consumer interests in a 
short and easy to read format which allows consumers interested in greater detail the ability to 
access more information. TheCCPA Regulations acknowledgethe potential ofconsumer and 
business-friendly options as evidenced by its inclusion ofan opt-out button orlogo,and 
HITRUST believes a layered notice approach is consistent with this philosophy. 

Article 3 

HITRUST notes thatin §999.312(a),the DraftRegulations would require a toll-free number as a 
means ofsubmitting a rightto know.In AB-1564,the California Legislature clarified that a 
business that operates exclusively online and has a direct relationship with the consumer does not 
need to provide a toll-free line. HITRUSTrecommendsthattheCCPA Regulations either 
include the same exception or,when your office is publicizing the Draft Regulations,emphasize 
this difference between the legislation and the DraftRegulations. 

HITRUST recommends clarification in §999.315 and how it relates to other provisions in the 
Draft Regulations.HITRUST'sinterpretation ofthe language in §999.315 is that businesses that 
must comply with the CCPA and related regulations must also abide by consumer opt-out 
preferences in their browser,such asDoNot Track features. While this is a sensible approach,it 
is not clear how businesses would be able to determine when the opt-out wasimplemented, 
which would be problematic when attempting to provide information on how personal 
information was used and disclosed in a certain time period relating to the opt-out designation,as 
well as ensuring that third parties to whom the information has been sold within 90daysofthe 
request can be properly informed ofthe consumer's preferences. 

Security-relatedLanguage 

The Draft Regulations contain requirementsfor reasonable security in §999.313(c)(6)and(7)as 
well as in §999.323(d).HITRUST recommendsthat your office provide a safe harborfor this 
and other CCPA security languagefor businesses certified under privacy and security 
frameworksor certified through a proper third-party validation process such as theHITRUST 
CSF Assurance Program.The HITRUST Approach isjust one ofthe methods entities can use to 
seek certification against strong privacy and security standards. Aswith the HITRUST CSF, 
many ofthese programs have aided entities in detecting and mitigating issues in their own 
practices as well as allowingthem to mitigate third party risk by only contracting with service 
providers who have also been certified or accredited.HITRUST supports the implementation of 
a safe harbor option for entities that complete a recognized certification program as a meansfor 
showing an entity has reasonable and appropriate security policies and proceduresin place.No 
system is breach-proof,and those who have developed,implemented,and maintained 
appropriate policies and procedures should receive recognition that they have done the right 
thing,even ifa breach occurs. California should rely on existingframeworks and recognize that 
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the private sector has responded to data protection concerns and offers appropriate methods of 
measuring the strength ofdata protection programs. 

HITRUST thanks you again for the opportunity to provide these comments and applauds the 
work you have done in helping businessesimplementthe CCPA and abide by their consumers' 
privacy preferences. 

Very truly yours, 

A, 
AnneKimbol 
ChiefPrivacy Officer& Assistant General Counsel 
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Message 

From: Aloni Cohen 

Sent: 12/5/2019 3:35:39 AM 

To: Privacy Regulations[PrivacyRegulations@doj.ca.gov] 

Subject: Comments on Proposed Regulations 

Attachments: CCPA Comments.pdf 

To whom it may concern, 

Please find attached a letter from regarding the Attorney General's proposed regulations, dated 4December 
2019. 

Sincerely, 
Aloni Cohen,PhD 
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The Honorable Xavier Becerra 

Attorney General 

ATTN: Privacy Regulations Coordinator 

300 South Spring Street, First Floor 

Los Angeles,CA 90013 

Aloni Cohen,PhD 

December4,2019 

The California Consumer Privacy Act(CCPA),which goes into effect next year, gives 

consumers far more control over the data that companies collect about them. This promising 

step forward risks being thwarted, however, by a flawed definition of"personal information". 

While CCPA will cover information that is clearly identifying (e.g., your email), the legislation's 

wording is vague about other data that could nevertheless be used to identify you. 

The legislation has a flawed definition of"probabilistic identifiers," a specific type of personal 

information. Specifying the meaning of"probabilistic identifiers" is critical to delineating the 

scope of CCPA.Probabilistic identification is serious business in the digital advertising industry. 

It powers cross-device tracking, the linking of consumer behavior across devices and contexts. 

This issue is completely overlooked in the proposed regulations. The Attorney General has the 

power and mandate to clarify the meaning of the term through regulation, providing an 

opportunity to make needed changes to ensure that the Act accomplishes its intended goals. 

Failing to do so will lead to uncertainty in the best case. In the worst; it risks leaving open a 

regulatory loophole that would allow probabilistic online tracking to continue unabated. 

The remainder ofthese comments is organized in three parts. First, we describe three high level 

principles of a sound definition of probabilistic identifiers. Second; we propose specific 

regulatory language, with explanation and justification. We conclude by providing additional 

context supporting the Attorney General's power to include the proposed language in the 

regulations. 

I am writing as an individual with relevant expertise. I earned my PhD in computer science at 

MIT where I conducted research on re-identification of anonymized data,and am continuing this 

work as a Postdoctoral Associate in Computer Science and Law at Boston University. These 

comments are submitted on behalf of myself alone. 

Principles for Defining Probabilistic Identifiers 

The Attorney General's CCPA regulations should provide that: 
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• Probabilistic identifiers can take many forms: 

Probabilistic identification is used to track and identify users online by making best-guess 

inferences using data that is not traditionally considered personally identifying. For 

example; a company can identify an individual user with a high degree of certainty by 

collecting asfew asfour or five non-personally identifiable pieces of information about a 

user -- like their neighborhood, gender, ethnicity, age and which devices they use. 

The data used to probabilistically track users online comes in many forms, including 

those described below. The Attorney General's regulations should clarify that al l of these 

forms are covered by the law. Doing so would further clarify that the regulation covers 

datasets that have already been shown to enable probabilistic identification. 

A collection of information about multiple consumers or devices from which a 

probabilistic identifier may be inferred (e.g., raw data, device network). 

A digital application or interface from which a probabilistic identifier may be 

inferred (e.g., interface to device network). 

A collection of multiple attributes or other data about an individual consumer or 

device (e.g., inferred profile, information used for browser fingerprinting). 

Any other information that can be used for probabilistic cross-device tracking or 

device-fingerprinting. 

• The power of the data, not its form._ is important: 

The definition of"probabilistic identifier" is constructed inconsistently from the other 

definitions of information and identifiers in CCPA.The regulations should clarify that a 

"probabilistic identifier" is information which can be used to identify or recognize a 

consumer or device, rather than the identification of the consumer or device itself. 

Probabilistic identifier is currently defined as the "identification of a consumer." This 

focuses the definition on the form of the data, not its power,what has been done with the 

data, not what can be done with it. Data may be treated differently than inferences drawn 

from it. 

The authors of the CCPA recognized this distinction in the definitions of"personal 

information"("information that identifies..."), "unique identifier"("a persistent identifier 

which can be used to recognize..."), and "deidentified"("information which cannot 

reasonably identify"). The difference is one of the many inconsistencies born of CCPA's 

frenzied passage and should not be considered a sign of legislative intent. 
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• Probabilistic identifiers might not consist of personal information: 

The Act suffersfrom a circular definition of"probabilistic identifier". It is a sub-type of 
personal information, but must be based on "categories of personal information." This 

creates an ambiguity that threatens to strip probabilistic identifiers of all meaning. 

Taking the circular definition literally, the probabilistic identification of a consumer based 
on a collection of many discrete data points may not be considered a "probabilistic 
identifier" if each ofthe data points separately do not rise to the level of personal 
information. It is hard to believe that the legislature intended this interpretation. 

The regulations should clarify that---while based on categories of information included in, 

or similar to, the categories enumerated in the definition of personal 
information---probabilistic identifiers may consist of a collection of multiple pieces of 

information that do not separately constitute personal information or unique identifiers. 

Proposed Regulatory Language 

Current languagefrom the Act 

1798.140(p)"Probabilistic identifier"meansthe identification ofa consumerora device 
to a degree ofcertainty ofmore probable than not based on any categories ofpersonal 

information included in, orsimilar to, the categories enumerated in the definition of 
personalinformation. 

The only other occurrence ofthe term probabilistic identifier in the Act is in the definition of 

"unique identifier," which is one type of"personal information."The Attorney General has the 
power and mandate to update these definitions through regulation. Relevant excerpts from the 

legislation are included atthe end of this document. 

Proposed regulatory language 

"Probabilistic Identifier"meansinformation thatcan be used to identifya consumeror 

device to a degree ofcertainty more probable than not, and thatis based on categories 

ofinformation included in, orsimilar to, the categories enumerated in the definition of 
personalinformation. 

Probabilistic information mayconsistofa collection of multiple pieces ofinformation that 

are notindividually personalinformation, unique identifiers, orprobabilistic identifiers. 
Probabilistic identifierincludes, but is notlimited to, the following(ifit can be used to 
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recognize a consumerordevice to a degree ofcertainty more probable notand thatis 

based on categories ofinformation included in, orsimilarto, the categories enumerated 
in the definition ofpersonalinformation]: 

(a)A collection ofmultiple attributes or otherdata aboutan individualconsumer 

ordevice,including, butnotlimited to, information collected overa period oftime; 

(b)A collection ofinformation about multiple consumers ordevicesfrom which a 
probabilistic identifier maybe inferred; 

(c)A digital application orinterface from which a probabilistic identifier maybe 

inferred, including, but notlimited to, a cross-device oridentitygraph oran 
interactive statistical tool;and 

(d)Otherinformation thatcan be used forprobabilistic cross-device tracking or 

device- or browser-fingerprinting. 

Discussion ofProposed Regulatory Language 

Current language: "Probabilistic identifier"meansthe identification ofa consumerora 
device to a degree ofcertainty ofmore probable than not. . . 

Proposed change: "Probabilistic Identifier"meansinformation thatcan be used to 

identifya consumerordevice to a degree ofcertainty more probable not, . . . 

The current definition of"probabilistic identifier" is constructed inconsistently from the other 
definitions of information and identifier in the legislation. Probabilistic identifier is defined as the 

"identification ofa consumer." 

This focuses the definition on the form ofthe data, not its power,what has been done with the 
data, not whatcan be done with it. This is very differentfrom and inconsistent with the 

definitions of"personal information"("information that identifies..."),"unique identifier"("a 
persistent identifier which can be used to recognize..."), and "deidentified"("information which 

cannot reasonably identify"). 

The regulation should clarify that a "probabilistic identifier" is a type of information which can be 
used to identify or recognize a consumer or device, rather than the identification ofthe 

consumer or device itself. 

Current lanauage:. . . based on any categories ofpersonalinformation included in, or 
similar to, the categories enumerated in the definition ofpersonalinformation. 
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Proposed change:. . . and that is based on categories ofinformation included in, or 

similar to, the categories enumerated in the definition ofpersonalinformation. 

Probabilistic information mayconsist ofa collection of multiple pieces ofinformation that 
are notindividually personalinformation, unique identifiers, orprobabilistic identifiers.. . . 

The current definition is circular. Probabilistic identifiers are a sub-type of personal information 

(1798.140(o)(1)(A)and 1798.140(x)). As passed, probabilistic identifiers must be based on 
certain "categories of personal information.""Probabilistic identification" is a term typically used 
in industry to describe the identification ofan individual based on many different types of 
information (e.g., operating system, browser,IP address, websites visited). Even though these 

data are in the"categories ... enumerated in the definition of personal information,"they 
arguably do not individually constitute personal information because they cannot by themselves 

be linked to a particular consumer or device. 

This interpretation would render the notion of probabilistic identifiers toothless,and it is hard to 
believe that the legislature intended this reading.The suggested language changes the wording 

in the first sentence to clarify, and adds a new sentence to make this point explicitly. 

Proposed addition: Probabilistic identifierincludes, but is notlimited to, the following[ifit 
can be used to recognize a consumerordevice to a degree ofcertainty more probable 

notand thatis based on categories ofinformation included in, orsimilar to, the 
categories enumerated in the definition ofpersonalinformation]. 

(a)A collection ofmultiple attributes or otherdata aboutan individualconsumeror 

device,including, butnotlimited to,information collected overa period oftime,... 

A large collection of data can very often be used to single out an individual. Examples include: 
• Browser fingerprinting:' Details about computer hardware and software that can be used 

as a "fingerprint" online. This data is collected all at once. 
• Browsing history: What websites you visit or apps you use 

• Location or I address over time: Where you are at various times of day. 
• Netflix Prize dataset:Z Some Netflix users rate movies after they watch them.This has 

been used to identify them in publicly released datasets. 

The first three are widely in the advertising industry and are the mostcommon sources of data 
used for probabilistic cross-device identification. 

Proposed addition:(b)A collection ofinformation about multiple consumers ordevices 

from which a probabilistic identifier may be inferred; and . . . 

'panopticlick.eff.org 
2 https://arxiv.org/abs/es/0610105 
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Data that underlies the probabilistic identification may be collected en masse and only later 
analyzed to extract individualized information. As the wellspring of probabilistic identifiers, this 

data is itself a probabilistic identifier. Examples include: 
• The not-yet-identified raw data aboutthe browsing activity thousands of users and 

devices that can be used to probabilistically identify individuals. 
• The data releases published by the US Census Bureau based on the 2010 Decennial 

Census,which have been shown to allow the accurate reconstruction and 
reidentification oftens of millions of Americans.3 

Proposed addition:(c)A digital application orinterface from which a probabilistic 

identifier may be inferred, including, but notlimited to, a cross-device oridentity graph or 
an interactive statistical tool. 

Within the advertising(and other)industries, access to data is often through some sort of 

application or interactive interface that givessome sort ofaccess to underlying data. These 
interfaces allow one to make requests for information and automatically generates responses. 

Examples include: 

• Cross-device graph API:A bedrock ofthe advertising industry is a continuously updated 

graph ofthe connections between various devices(e.g., this phone and this computer 
are owned by the same person). Companies construct this graph by making inferences 

from various data sources. Other companies then pay for some type of access to this 
graph in order to improve or measure the effectiveness of their advertising campaigns. 

An interface might allow access to individualized information or only provide aggregated 
statistical information. However,even aggregated statistical information can often allow 

information aboutan individual to be inferred. 

• Interactive government(or business)statistics: Governmentssometimes make 
webpages which allow users to discover statistics based on confidential government 

surveys(e.g., Australian Bureau of Statistics Table Builder, Israeli Central Bureau of 

Statistics). Similar technology is in development in private industry(e.g., Diffix). These 

systemssometimes allow the underlying data to be reconstructed by querying many 
statistics aboutthe underlying data and then probabilistically reconstructing it.° 

This language is meantto clarify thatthese interfaces, which may reveal or communicate 

probabilistic identifiers, are themselves probabilistic identifiers. 

Proposed addition:(d)Otherinformation thatcan be used forprobabilistic cross-device 
tracking ordevice fingerprinting. 

3 https://twitter.com/john_abowd/status/1114942180278272000?lang=en 
° https://www.haaretz.com/surveys-not-as-anonymous-as-respondents-think-1.5288950, 
https://arxiv.orq/abs/1902.06414, https://arxiv.orq/abs/1810.05692. 
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Probabilistic identification is most often used in the ad tech industry to refer to probabilistic 

cross-device tracking and device fingerprinting. Both of these techniques exist solely to infer the 

identity of an individual (or device)when identification cannot be done with certainty. Information 

used for these purposes are by their very nature probabilistic identifiers. 

Without regulatory clarification, the meaning of probabilistic identifiers under CCPA will remain 

unclear. The proposed language closes potential loopholes that would allow probabilistic online 

tracking to escape CCPA regulation. 

Addendum: Attorney General's Power and Mandate To Update 

The Act's Definitions Through Regulation 

The only occurrence of the term probabilistic identifier in the Act(aside from the definition itself) 

is in the definition of"unique identifier;" which is one type of"personal information." The relevant 

definitions are(emphasis added): 

1798.140(0)"Personalinformation"meansinformation thatidentifies, relates to, 

describes, is reasonably capable ofbeing associated with, orcould reasonably be 

linked, directly orindirectly, with a particularconsumer or household. Personal 

information includes, but is notlimited to, the following if it identifies, relates to, 

describes, is reasonably capable of being associated with, orcould be reasonably 

linked, directly or indirectly, with a particularconsumer or household: 

(A)Identifiers such asa real name, alias, postal address, unique personal 

identifier, online identifier, Internet Protocol address, email address, account 

name,social security number, driver's license number,passport number, or other 

similaridentifiers. . . . 

1798.140(x)"Unique identifier"or"Unique personal identifier"meansa persistent 

identifier thatcan be used to recognize a consumer,a family, ora device that is linked to 

a consumer orfamily, overtime and across different services, including, but notlimited 

to, a device identifier an Internet Protocol address; cookies, beacons, pixel tags, mobile 

ad identifiers, orsimilar technology:customernumber unique pseudonym, or user alias: 

telephone numbers; or otherforms ofpersistent or probabilistic identifiers thatcan be 

used to identify a particularconsumer or device.. . . 

The Attorney General has the power and mandate to update these definitions through 

regulation. The Act provides that(emphasis added): 

1798.185(a)...[T]he Attorney General shall solicit broad public participation and adopt 

regulations to further the purposes ofthis title, including, but notlimited to, the following 

areas: 
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(9)Updatingas needed additionalcategories ofpersonalinformation . . . in 

orderto addresschangesin technology, data collection practices, obstacles to 
implementation,and privacyconcerns. 

(2)Updatingas needed the definition ofunique identifiers to address 
changesin technology, data collection, obstacles to implementation,and privacy 

concerns,.. . 
(b)The Attorney General mayadoptadditional regulations as necessary to furtherthe 

purposes ofthis title. 
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA GAVIN NEWSOM, Governor 

PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
505VAN NFS4AVENUE 
SAN FRANCISCO,CA 94102-3298 

December5,2019 

California DepartmentofJustice 
Attn: Privacy Regulations Coordinator 
300S.Spring Street 
Los Angeles,CA 90013 

Re: California Consumer Privacy ActProposed Regulations 

The CaliforniaPublic Utilities Commission(CPUC)submits these commentsin the 
California DepartmentofJustice's(DOJ)notice ofproposed rulemaking action(NOPA) 
concerning the California Consumer Privacy Act(CCPA). On October 11,2019,the 
DOJissued a proposed set ofregulations!intended to establish procedures to facilitate 
consumers'new rights under the CCPA and provide guidance to businessesfor how to 
comply. 

The CPUChas reviewed the CCPA and the proposed regulations and submits these 
comments on the statutory and regulatory exceptions contained in Civil Code 
§ 1798.105(d)(8)1and Civil Code§1798.1453and elaborated on in proposed regulation 
§999.313(d)(6)a. These provisions provide basesfor a business to deny a consumer's 
requestto delete personal information. The CPUCinterprets the proposed regulations 

1TheNOPA proposes to adopt sections §§999.300through 999.341 ofTitle 11,Division 1, 
Chapter 20,ofthe California Code ofRegulations(CCR). 

2Civ.Code§ 1798.105(d)"A business or a service provider shall notbe required to comply with 
a consumer's requestto delete the consumer's personal information ifit is necessary forthe 
business or service provider to maintain the consumer's personal information in order to: ... 
(8)Comply with a legal obligation." 

1Civ.Code§ 1798.145,"(a)The obligationsimposed on businesses by this title shall not restrict 
a business's ability to: 

(1)Comply with federal,state, or local laws. 

(2)Comply with a civil, criminal,or regulatory inquiry,investigation,subpoena,or 
summons by federal,state, or local authorities." 

320412229 
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California DepartmentofJustice 
December5,2019 
Page2 

broadly,in conjunction with all the exceptions in Civil Code§ 1798.105(d)and Civil 
Code§1798.145,to adequately supportthe State's public utilities' ability to decline 
customer deletion requests based onCPUCregulatory activities,including CPUC orders 
thatrequire or authorize a utility to collect,utilize or share customer data. Further,the 
CPUC does notread the"optoutofsale" provisions ofCivil Code§ 1798.120 and 
proposed regulation §999.316 as impacting the public utilities' data collection and 
sharing practices,because the information is used for a public purpose,notfor a 
commercial purpose bythe utility. 

The CPUCis a constitutionally-created agency with expansive legislative andjudicial 
powers.! TheCPUChas broadjurisdiction over public utilities and is empowered to"do 
all things" necessary in the exercise ofits regulatoryjurisdiction over every public utility 
in the States In its oversightrole,the CPUC has wide-ranging authority to order the 
collection,retention,and provision ofutility customer data,and to issue rules and 
regulations governing the treatmentand use ofsuch data. 

The CPUCand itsjurisdictional entities require customer specific datafor the provision 
ofsafe,reliable,and nondiscriminatory services. The CPUC also has a strong 
commitmentto privacy concerns and the need to protect customer-specific information. 
The CPUC balances these competing interests carefully,and has established a number of 
programs,rules,and regulations concerning the use and treatment ofcustomer-specific 
data. These regulations cover a broad array ofactivities,including operational needs, 
providing service, developing and implementing conservation,low-income,and other 
public purpose programs,promoting competition,ensuring nondiscriminatory access,and 
protecting public safety. Utilities are required or authorized to collect and retain 
customer-specific data,provide that datato the CPUC,and share certain data with 
government entities,researchers,or other customer-authorized third parties in order to 
further public purposes. Below is a list ofjust afew examples ofCPUC actions that 
govern the retention ofcustomer-specific data,create privacy rules,or carve out 
exceptions to those rules in furtherance ofpublic purposes: 

• General Order 107-B — Rules and Regulations Concerning the 
Privacy ofTelephone Communications,provides rules to ensure the 
privacy and/or maintain the secrecy ofcommunications over 
communications lines; General Order 168 — MarketRules to 
Empower Telecommunications Consumers and to Prevent Fraud, 

!See,Cal. Const. Art. XII;see also, e.g., Wise v. Pacific Gas&Electric Co.(1991)77 
Cal.App.4't1 287 

Cal.Pub. Util. Code§ 701. 
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California DepartmentofJustice 
December5,2019 
Page 3 

provides thatconsumers have a rightto personal privacy,to have 
protectionfrom unauthorized use oftheir personal information and 
records,and to reject intrusive communications and technologies. 

• General Order 157-E requires charter party transportation carriers to 
retain information on the number and percentage oftheir customers 
who requested accessible vehicles,and how often the carrier was 
able to comply with requestsfor accessible vehicles. Carriers also 
mustretain information describing any instances or complaints of 
unfair treatment or discrimination ofpersons with disabilities. This 
General Order also requires carriers to retain and report waybills 
which contain passenger-specific information. 

• Commission decisions and resolutions establish authorization and 
guidelinesfor the release ofcustomer-specific information to local 
government(city and county)and wholesale water agencies for the 
purpose ofcalculating local taxes,sewer fees,miscellaneous city 
fees and water conservation and rationing efforts. See, e.g.,D.09-
02-006;Resolution(Res.)W-4834. Standard Practice U-15W6 
provides guidelinesfor the use and release ofcustomer information 
for billing purposes. 

• Decision(D.)11-07-056 adopted privacy rules for customer energy 
data collectedfrom Smart Metersin order to advance State policies 
including improving the environment,encouraging the development 
ofrenewable energy resources,and promoting energy conservation 
programs. To balance the competing interests in providing access to 
data and in protecting privacy,D.11-07-056 adopted a series of 
privacy rules that clearly state whatinformation is covered by the 
privacy rules,whatrules apply to information used for a primary 
purpose,and whatrules apply to all other information. 

• D.12-08-045 applied similar privacy protections adopted for the 
customers ofelectrical corporationsto gas corporations,Community 
Choice Aggregators(CCAs),and Electric Service Providers(ESPs). 

6 Available at 
http://does.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/Published/G000/M088/K234/88234069.PDF. 
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• D.13-09-025providesfunding for"green button" data infrastructure 
—a program to foster the innovation and use ofonline energy 
managementtools. The decision authorizes customer energy usage 
data to third parties whenrequested by the customer,adopts criteria 
thatthird parties must meetin order to be eligible to receive 
customer data,and establishes a process to movea datarecipientto a 
"prohibited providers" list. 

• D.14-05-016,among other things,sets forth rules and authorizes 
accessto customer energy usage and usage-related data to local 
government entities,researchers,and state and federal agencies for 
research and public purposes such as energy efficiency and 
conservation measures and low-income programs. 

TheCPUC utilizes a variety ofregulatory meansto obtain information or direct utilities 
to share data with third parties. In addition to the decisions,general orders,and 
resolutions listed above,public utilities also have CPUC-approved tariffs on file that 
codify privacy rules and govern customer relationships. TheCPUC uses lessformal 
regulatory tools as well. For example,during the recentPublic Safety Power Shutoffs 
(PSPS),the CPUC'sExecutive Directorissued a letter ordering Pacific Gas and Electric, 
San Diego Gas&Electric,and Southern California Edison to provide medical baseline 
information on a confidential basis to county and tribal governmentemergency response 
personnel when aPSPS protocol is initiated.'- The immediate sharing ofinformation was 
necessary to identify and protect customers that are dependenton life sustaining medical 
equipmentthatdependson electricity. The CPUCinterprets the"regulatory exception" 
provision broadlyto cover bothformal and informalregulatory activities. 

Infinalizing these proposed regulations,the DOJ should be cognizant ofthe need to 
preserve the CPUC'sregulatory and oversight role overthe State's public utilities. The 
CPUCshould notbe impeded in its mandate to protect public safety and welfare,or its 
efforts to promote State policies such as energy and water efficiency and conservation. 
TheCPUC believes that the exceptions contained in the CCPA itself(i.e., Civil Code 
§ 1798.105(d)and Civil Code§ 1798.145)as well as the"regulatory exception" 
contained in proposed regulation §999.313(d)(6)(a)preserve the CPUC'sexisting data 
and privacy rules asthey pertain to the utilities' collection,maintenance and provision of 
customer datafor established purposes. TheCPUC appreciates the opportunity to submit 
these comments. 

1 Letterfrom Alice Stebbins toPG&E,SCE,and SDG&Edated Oct.8,2019,available at 
https://www.cpuc.ca.gov/uploadedFiles/CPUCWebsite/Content/News_Room/NewsUpdates/201 
9ALetter%o20on%2OMedial%2OBaseline%2OCustomers.pdf. 
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Respectfully submitted, 

AROCLES AGUILAR 
HELEN M.MICKIEWICZ 
KIMBERLY J. LIPPI 

Isl KIMBERLY J.LIPPI 
By: 

KIMBERLY J. LIPPI 

California Public Utilities Commission 
505 Van Ness Avenue 
San Francisco,California94102 

Attorneysfor the California 
Public Utilities Commission 
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Message 

From: Walsh,Kevin 
Sent: 12/4/20194:01:05PM 
To: Privacy Regulations[PrivacyRegulations@doj.ca.gov] 
CC: Levine,David 
Subject: Commentson the proposed California Consumer Privacy Act Regulations 
Attachments: Spark CCPA Regulations Comment Letter Final.pdf 

Please find attached The Spark Institute,Inc.'s comments on the proposed text ofthe California Consumer 
Privacy ActRegulations. Weappreciate this opportunity to participate in this rulemaking initiative. 

Regards, 

Kevin Walsh 

Notice: This message is intended only for use by the person or entity to which it is addressed.Because it may 
contain confidential information intended solely for the addressee, you are notified that any disclosing,copying, 
downloading,distributing, or retaining ofthis message,and any attached files,is prohibited and may be a 
violation ofstate orfederal law.Ifyou received this messagein error, please notify the sender by reply mail, 
and delete the message and all attached files. 
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' The SPARK Institute, Inc. 
I llrl 

SHAPING AMERICA'S RETIREMENT~1'I11

December 4,2019 

Privacy Regulations Coordinator 
California Office ofthe Attorney General 
300 South Spring Street,First Floor 
Los Angeles,CA 90013 

Re: California Consumer Privacy Act of2018 Regulations 

Dear Attorney General Becerra, 

TheSPARK Institute,Inc. writesto submitcomments seeking to encourage you 
totake into account the changes madeto the California ConsumerPrivacy Actof2018 
("CCPA")by Assembly Bill No.25(the`Benefits Amendment")when preparing final 
regulations under Chapter20 ofthe California Code("Final Regulations"). Weapplaud 
the CCPA's goal ofproviding consumers with strong protections while still leaving 
employersand their service providers in a position to help employees receive health care 
and meettheir retirement and other savings goals. 

ThePrivacy Amendmentrecognized that special rules are needed to ensure that 
businesses and their service providers are able to continue to"administer benefits"for 
their employees,dependents,and beneficiaries. These"benefits" are wide in scope — 
from retirement programsto health insurance, disability insurance,life insurance and 
similar benefits. In light ofthe Benefits Amendment,we askfor clear guidance to enable 
businesses and their service providers to be ableto confidently continue to provide 
health,retirement,and wellness benefits to California residents. 

TheSPARK Institute represents the interests ofa broad-based cross section of 
retirement plan service providers and investment managers,including banks,mutual fund 
companies,insurance companies,third party administrators,trade clearing firms,and 
benefits consultants. Collectively,our members serve over 100 million employer-
sponsored plan participants. Ourcomments reflect our unique perspective and our goal 
ofadvancing critical issues that affect plan sponsors,participants,service providers,and 
investment providers. 

EXECUTIVESUMMARY 

TheSPARK Institute believes in the protection ofconsumer data and supportsthe 
goals ofthe CCPA,as amended by the Benefits Amendment. Additionally,the SPARK 
Institute welcomesthe proposed regulations under Chapter20 ofthe California Code 
("Proposed Regulations"). Because the Proposed Regulations were issued on October 
10,2019and the Benefits Amendmentwasonly signed intolaw on October 11,2019,we 
request additional guidance to address the change in law. 

9PhelpsLane•Simsbury,CT•06070.860.658.5058 
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Asa result,we encouragethe Attorney General to develop clear and streamlined 
guidance to implementthe Benefits Amendment. Although the Benefits Amendment 
currently sunsets atthe end of2020,near-term guidance is essential. Employers and 
service providers are actively working to harmonize the CCPA's disclosure requirements 
with the unique nature ofemploymentrelated information to ensure they comply with 
CCPA's notice requirements before January 1,2020. Further,should the Benefits 
Amendmentnot be extended or should it be amended,employersand their service 
providers will likely need to incur additional costs beyond the initial notice requirements 
in complying with any changes. As such,weask for clarity on the scope ofthe Benefits 
Amendment as well asofthe specific itemsthat are to be addressed in an employer's 
disclosure ofthe categoriesofinformation to be collected. 

COMMENTSFROMTHESPARKINSTITUTE 

A vital mission ofthe SPARK Institute is the promotion ofemployer-sponsored 
retirement plans,because those plans play a critical role in helping every hardworking 
American retire with financial security. Should the Attorney General not provide 
clarifying guidance,theCCPA could interfere with an employer or service provider's 
ability to effectively provide employee benefits,which are already heavily regulated at 
the federal and state level through the Employee RetirementIncome Security Actof1974 
("ERISA")and other statutes. Private employers,schools and universities,and state and 
local governments all have benefit plansthat could be negatively impacted. 

TheSPARK Institute encouragesthe Attorney General to quickly provide clear 
guidance asemployers and their service providers are already racing againstthe clock to 
comeinto CCPA compliance prior to January 1,2020and the Benefits Amendment 
sunsets on December 31,2020. 

Specifically,the SPARK Institute requests thefollowing guidance related to the 
scope ofAB25: 

• "Benefits"should be defined as"retirement, health,and other benefit programs, 
services,or productsto which consumersreceive accessthrough their employer or 
as a beneficiary ofa consumer whoreceived access through or because ofthe 
actions oftheir employer". The SPARK Institute believes it is importantto define 
benefits broadly. In the health space,there has been a proliferation ofhealth 
wellness programs that are employer-based butthat are not generally part ofa 
federally regulated plan. Forexample,many employers are offering smoking 
cessation programs. In the financial benefitspace,the pastfew years have seen a 
focuson student-debt in addition to retirement. With employers and their service 
providers rapidly innovating to better help employees meettheir debtand savings 
needs,itisimportantthatthe Final Regulations permitemployersto continue to 
meet the needsoftheir employees. 

• "Personal information"should stay within the scope ofthe Benefits Amendments 
special rulesfor employmentrelated information oncethatinformation has been 
shared with service providers. To offer health benefits,employers need to share 
information with insurers,third-party administrators,and others. Similarly,on the 
financial benefit side,employers need to share information with plan 
recordkeepers,investment consultants, plan auditors,and others. Providing 
benefits is notsomething that employerscan doby themselves. The Final 

9PhelpsLane - Simsbury,CT -06070.860.658.5058 
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Regulations should make clear thatthe Benefits Amendmentapplies not only to 
the employer but also tothose it relies upon. 

• "Natural person acting as ajob applicantto,an employee of,owner of,director of, 
officer of,medical staffmember of,or contractor of should be interpreted to 
include beneficiaries ofsuch persons. While it is clear thatthe Benefits 
Amendmentshould be interpreted to include notjustemployees but beneficiaries 
(e.g.,spouses or children who may be entitled to health coverage ora death 
benefit),we ask the Attorney General to makethat point clear in the Final 
Regulations to eliminate any ambiguity. 

Additionally, we requestthe following clarification related to the notice at collection of 
personal information: 

• One disclosure, provided either by the employer or by a service-provider acting 
on behalfofthe employer,should be sufficientto disclose all information that will 
be used solely within the contextofadministering benefits affecting employees. 
In the benefits context,employers,plans,and service providers are required to 
gather information in a variety ofwaysand having each service provider send its 
own notice or having a separate notice provided each time a new category of 
information is needed would becumbersome and impairthe benefits system. For 
example,an employer may collectinformation aboutan employee's initial 
decision to optinto a retirement plan. However,a recordkeeper may be 
responsible for maintaining theindividual's investment allocation and account 
balances. In this role,the recordkeeper may obtain personal information by 
providing the platform for updating beneficiary elections. Similarly,a retirement 
plan may provide accessto service providers whocan provide customized in-plan 
assistance with asset allocation. These vendors may interact with a plan 
participant overthe phone and may need information like social security numbers 
or uniqueID numbersto verify thatthe participant is whothe participant claims to 
be. Requiring morethan onelayer ofdisclosure would be disruptive and makeit 
more difficultfor employeesto accesstheir benefits. 

• Ifa disclosure is provided to an employee,thatsame disclosure should be deemed 
to have been provided to any beneficiary ofsuch employee. For many 
individuals,the first contactthey have with a financial benefit program comes 
after another individual dies. In orderto contact a beneficiary who may be 
entitled to a payment as a result ofthat death,a financial benefit program needsto 
have information on file regarding the beneficiary. Typically,thatinformation is 
provided by the employee;however,occasionally,a spouse or other beneficiary 
directly provides information. TheFinal Regulations should make clear that a 
single disclosure to the employee covers each ofthese scenarios. 

• "Administering benefits" should be considered a category ofuse ofpersonal 
information. CCPAfocuses on"business uses"for information. In the benefits 
context,none ofthe"business uses"fit clearly. A new category should be created 
asa result. The Benefits Amendmentrecognizesthat employers provide a social 
good when they offer benefits and enacted the amendmentto encourage continued 
accessto retirement, health,and wellness benefits. 

• For purposesofthe2020 disclosure,"categories ofpersonal information 
collected" should only include the eleven categories listed in CCPA'stext: 

o Identifiers 
o SelectInformation in CustomerRecords 
o Legally Protected Characteristics 
o Commercial Purchasing Information 
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o Biometric Information 
o Internet or Network Activity 
o Geolocation 
o Information Typically Detected by the Senses 
o EmploymentInformation 
o Education Information 
o Inferencesfrom Above Used to Profile 

• Ifthe Attorney General determines that any additional information contained in 
Article 2,Section 999.305 should beincluded in an employer's notice at 
collection ofpersonal information,the Attorney General should restate whatis 
required,and,ifpossible,provide a model notice to minimizethe burden on 
employers. 

TheSPARK Institute writes to seek critical clarification to ensure thatthelaw is 
implemented as intended,protecting consumers while avoiding interference with 
retirement plans,employer provided student-loan assistance programs,financial wellness 
programs,health plans,and other initiatives where employers provide non-monetary 
benefits or accessto benefits to their employees. 

Welookforward to continued engagementwith California as we seek to ensure 
that CCPA advancesthe privacy goals ofCalifornia residents while also notinterfering 
with the employee benefit programs that California residents rely upon today. 

TheSPARK Institute appreciates the opportunity to providethese commentsto 
the Attorney General. Ifyou have any questions or would like moreinformation 
regarding this letter, please contact me orthe SPARK Institute's outside counsel,David 
Levine and Kevin Walsh,Groom Law Group,Chartered or 

Sincerely, 

Tim Rouse 
Executive Director 
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Message 

From: Joe Doherty 

Sent: 12/5/2019 7:55:12PM 

To: Privacy Regulations[PrivacyRegulations@doj.ca.gov] 

Subject: Commentsto proposed CCPA regulations 

Attachments: SSA-CCPA-CAG-Regulation Comments(125 19).pdf 

On behalfofthe SelfStorage Association,attached are our commentsto the proposed CCPA 
regulations. Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Joe Doherty 
SVP, Chief Legal &t Legislative Officer 
Self Storage Association 
1901 N. Beauregard Street, Suite 106 
Alexandria, VA 22311 

SELF 
STORAGE 
ASSOCIATION 

Participate. Learn. Benefit. Succeed. 
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December 5,2019 

Via Oag.ca.gov 

The Honorable Xavier Becerra 
California Attorney General 
Office ofthe Attorney General 
1300I Street 
Sacramento,CA 95814-2919 

RE: Title 11,Law,Division 1,Attorney General, Chapter20,California,Consumer 
PrivacyActRegulations,Proposed TextofRegulations. 

Dear Attorney General Becerra: 

The SelfStorage Association' ("SSA"or"Association")appreciates the opportunity to comment 
on the implementing regulations for the California Consumer Privacy Act of2018("CCPA'). 
While supportive ofthe efforts ofthe California Attorney General("CAG")to comply with the 
CCPA's directive,the Association has several recommendations to improve the regulations. The 
bolded,underlined text is takenfrom the proposal.The non-bolded text below is the SSA'sinput 
on the particular provision. The SSA requests that the CAG consider the comments, provide 
greater clarity to certain sections, and incorporate specific recommendations in the final 
regulations. 

§999.301. Definitions 

"Household"means a person or group of people occupying a single dwelling. 

TheSSA supportsadding a definition for"household"as itis one ofthe threshold considerations 
for whether the CCPA is even applicable. However,the present definition is ambiguous. For 
example,whatifahousehold iscomprised ofcollegestudents,twoofwhomareconsumersunder 
thestatute and thethird isaColorado residentin Californiaforschool.Thecollectionisnolonger 
a group of"consumers"as the Colorado resident does notfit the definition.Doesthat mean that 
the entire group is no longer a"household"? If not, does that remove their ability to exercise 
rights undertheCCPA?Conversely,doesitremaina"household"and doesthe Coloradoresident 

SSA is nationaltrade association that wasformed in 1975 and is headquartered in Alexandria,Virginia.The SSA 
represents owners and operators ofstorage facilities in all 50states. For more than40 years the Association has 
served as the official trade organization and voiceofthe U.S.and international selfstorage industry.The national 
SSA is formally affiliated with 40 state associations within the United States,including the California SelfStorage 
Association.In addition to its U.S.relationships,the SSA is affiliated with9international organizations representing 
another 12,000 selfstorage facilities worldwide. 
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now possess new authority? The latter seems to be directly contradictory to the intent ofthe 
CCPAto bolster California citizens' privacy rights.Regardless,it should be clarified. 

§999.305.Notice at Collection ofPersonal Information 

(a)(2)Be accessible to consumers with disabilities. Ata minimum,provide information on 
how a consumer with a disability may access the notice in an alternativeformat. 

TheSSAfully supports equal accessto goodsand services.In the contextofcompliance with the 
CCPA,it would be helpfuliftheCAGcould provide more explicitguidance asto howabusiness 
cancomply with the requirements ofthe statute to ensure consumers with disabilities are able to 
exercise their rights. 

(a)(3)A business shall not use a consumer's personal information for any purpose other 
than those disclosed in the notice at collection.Ifthe business intends to use a consumer's 
personalinformation for a purpose thatwas not previously disclosed to the consumer 
in the notice at collection,the business shall directly notify the consumer ofthis new 
use and obtain explicit consentfrom theconsumerto use itfor this new purpose. 

This section appears to place a greater compliance burden on a business if it subsequently 
determines it needs or desires to use information in a manner not previously disclosed.As noted 
in(a)(1),"[t]he purpose ofthe notice at collection is to inform consumers at or beforethe timeof 
collection ofa consumer's personal information ofthe categories ofpersonal information to be 
collected from them and the purposes for which the categories ofpersonal information will be 
used."The businessis notrequired to obtainthe consumer'sconsentbefore usingthe consumer's 
personal information. 

For a business that wishes to use personal information in a particular manner,the consumer is 
informed upfrontofthatintent.However,ifthatsamebusinesslaterdeterminesitneedsor wishes 
to use that same personal information, but in a different way,it must obtain "explicit consent" 
from theconsumer.It appears thattheCAGis placing a higher compliance burden on a business 
merely because ofwhen and how it decided it needed or wanted to use a consumer's personal 
information.From a policy perspective,it is not clear why additional requirements would attach 
to a determination that occurs after the initial notice is provided. The SSA requests that this 
provision be revised to make it consistent with the other notice provisions. 

(d)A business that does not collect information directly from consumers does not need to 
provide a notice at collection to the consumer,but before it can sell a consumer's personal 
information,it shall do either ofthe following: 
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Contacttheconsumer directly to provide notice thatthe business sells personalinformation 
about the consumer and provide the consumer with a notice of right to opt-out in 
accordance with section 999.306;or 

Contact the source ofthe personalinformation to: 

Confirm thatthesource provided a notice at collection to the consumer in accordance with 
subsections(a)and(b);and 

Obtain signed attestations from the source describing how the source gave the notice at 
collection and including an example of the notice. Attestations shall be retained by the 
businessfor atleasttwo years and made available to the consumer upon request. 

This section gives a third-party business the option to contactthe consumer directly or to contact 
the first-party business to obtain the executed attestations before it can proceed with a sale of 
personal information. The flexibility provided by the proposed language is sensible. However, 
giventhattheconsumer relationship is mostimportantto the first-parry business,theSSA requests 
thatthis provision be revised to grant the first-party businessthe authority to direct how the third-
party business seeks out that required consent. Depending upon the preference ofthe first-party 
business, it may instruct the third-party business to contact the consumer directly or may prefer 
thatall consentflow throughtheircompany.TheSSA requeststhatthis section berevised to grant 
thefirst-party businessthatauthority.Thisapproach protectsconsumers'rightsinthesamefashion 
but grants first-party business needed flexibility so thatthatthey may safeguard one oftheir most 
valuable assets:the consumer relationship. 

§999.306.Notice ofRightto Opt-OutofSale ofPersonalInformation 

A business that substantially interacts with consumers offline shall also provide notice to 
theconsumerby an offline method thatfacilitatesconsumer awareness oftheir rightto opt-
out.Such methods include,but are notlimited to, printing the notice on paperforms that 
collect personal information, providing the consumer with a paper version ofthe notice, 
and posting signage directing consumers to a website where the notice can befound. 

It seems that the CAG is attempting to provide businesses with the option to provide a single 
notice asit refersto asingular"method"in the first sentence.However,the second sentence uses 
"and"instead of"or," which suggests all methods are required.A business should be permitted 
to provide notice by any ofthe above-mentioned methods, not all. The SSA requests that the 
CAG clarify that requirement in the final version ofthe regulations,changing the"and"to"or" 
inthe second sentence. 
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A business is exemptfrom providing a notice ofright to opt-outif: 

It does not,and will not,sell personal information collected during the time 
period during which the notice ofright to opt-outis not posted;and 

It states in its privacy policy that that it does not and will not sell personalQ 
information.A consumer whose personalinformation is collected while a notice 
ofrightto opt-out notice is not posted shall be deemed to havevalidly submitted 
a requestto opt-out. 

This is a sensible provision and should remain in the final version ofthe regulations. Most self 
storage operatorsdo notsell personalinformationand thereforeshould notberequired to provide 
anotice ofarightto opt-outofa practice for which they are not presently engaged.Limiting the 
notice requirement to the privacy policy is sensible and provides a reasonable compliance 
requirementfor businesses not engaged in data sales,including selfstorage operators. 

§999.308.Privacy Poliev(,b)The privacy policy shallinclude the following information: 
(5)Authorized Affent(a)Explain how a consumer can designate an authorized agent to 

makea request underthe CCPA on the consumer's behalf. 

The CAG should provide further guidance to businesses as to how a consumer designates an 
authorized agent. It is unclear at present. The supplementary direction is essential so that 
companies may in turn provide additional guidance to consumersin their privacy policies.There 
is general uneasiness with third-party authorized agents attempting to exercise a California 
consumer'srights undertheCCPA,asitseemsripeforscammers.TheCAGmustprovide greater 
clarity onthisissue in thissection,as well asthroughoutthe regulations,so first-parry businesses 
fully understand how a consumer may designate an authorized agent. By extension, this will 
afford companies the understanding of the process to be able to fully explain it to California 
consumers. 

Article 3. Business Practices for Handling ConsumerRequests 

§999.312. Methodsfor Submitting Requests to Know and Requests toDelete 

(b)A businessshallusea two-step processfor online requests to delete wheretheconsumer 
must first, clearly submit the request to delete and then second,separately confirm that 
they wanttheir personalinformation deleted. 

The two-step process is sensible to safeguard consumers' personal information; however, 
expresslimitationsonthenumberoffollow upsshould beincluded inthefinalregulations.What 
isa businesssupposed to doiftheconsumercontactsthe businessand requeststhatit delete their 
personal information butthen does notrespond to the subsequentrequestto confirm theirintent 
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to delete? Must a business keep attempting to contact them? The final regulations should 
explicitly state that the business only mustfollow up one(1)time and ifthey do not respond 
within forty-five(45)days the request can be discarded. Businesses should not be required to 
endlessly follow up with consumers. 

(c)A business shall consider the methods by which it interacts with consumers when 
determining which methods to provideforsubmitting requests to know and requests to 
delete.Atleastone method offered shallreflectthe mannerin which the business primarily 
interacts with the consumer,even ifit requires a business to offer three methods for 
submitting requests to know. 

TheSSA understandsthe intentofthis provision.However,a business should not berequired to 
provide three(3)methods for a consumer to exercise their rights merely because it operates a 
traditional brick-and-mortar location along with a web-based presence.In contrast,the CCPA 
only mandatestwo methods for a business that,for example,operates an e-commerce platform 
with no physical structure.The CAGshould not penalize or reward a company merely because 
of its operational choices. CCPA-covered businesses should all be required to provide t")o 
methods as mandated by the statute. The CAG should not impose additional compliance 
obligations on businesses via these regulations simply because a business allows a consumer to 
interact with it both"online"and"in-person." 

§999.313.Responding to Requests to Know and Requests to Delete 

LA) Upon receiving a request to know or a request to delete, a business shall confirm 
receiptofthe requestwithin 10daysand provideinformation abouthow the business 
will process the request. The information provided shall describe the business's 
verification process and when the consumer should expect a response, except in 
instances where the business has already granted or denied the request. 

The additionalrequirementthat businesses provide an initial notification to aconsumer within ten 
(10)daysofreceiptis unnecessary and should be revised.Nothing in theCCPA mandatessuchan 
action and providing notice when asubstantive response will be given does notprovide additional 
value to the consumer. California businesses already will have to divert resources to respond to 
and comply with requests made under the CCPA. Adding extra requirements through these 
implementing regulations does not provide a substantive benefit to consumers, but rather a 
needless burden on business. While individual businesses may elect to provide an initial 
notification to consumers thatthe request has been received,they should not be required to do so. 

Responding to Requeststo Know 

(11) For requests thatseek the disclosure ofspecific pieces ofinformation aboutthe 
consumer, if a business cannot verify the identity of the person making the 
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request pursuant to the regulations setforth in Article 4,the business shall not 
disclose any specific pieces of personal information to the requestor and shall 
inform theconsumer that it cannotverify their identity.Ifthe requestis denied 
in whole or in part,the business shall also evaluate the consumer's request as if 
it is seeking the disclosure of categories of personal information about the 
consumer pursuantto subsection(c)(2). 

Q For requests that seek the disclosure of categories of personal information 
about the consumer, if a business cannot verify the identity of the person 
making the request pursuant to the regulations set forth in Article 4, the 
business may deny the requestto disclose the categories and other information 
requested and shallinform the reauestor that it cannot verify their identity.If 
the request is denied in wholeorin part,the businessshall provideor directthe 
consumer to its general business practices regarding the collection, 
maintenance,and sale of personalinformation setforth in its privacy policy. 

While the intent ofthe CCPA is to provide California consumers with greater control over their 
private information,there will inevitably be nefarious actors seeking to take advantage ofthe new 
law. As such,these provisions are essential to allow businesses to refuse a request to disclose 
categories or specific piecesofpersonal information ifthecompany is unable to verify theidentity 
ofthe individual makingthe request. 

However, the provision that requires businesses to review the request as an inquiry for the 
categories ofinformation ifthe requestfor specific information is denied is unduly onerous. Ifthe 
business was unable to verify the identity of the requesting consumer for specific pieces of 
information,those issues are almost certainly going to remain for requests for the categories as 
well. The SSA appreciates that the proposed regulations provide criteria to evaluate the request 
againstthe prospectofimproper disclosure,butconcerns persist.The Associationrequeststhatthe 
CAG remove the provision that requires that the business evaluate the request as one for the 
categories ofpersonal information and instead allow the business tojump immediately to direct 
the consumer to its general collection practices. This will expedite and streamline the processfor 
businesses and simultaneously safeguard consumers' personal information. Further still, 
consumers have an immediate remedy available to them should an issue manifest: they simply 
mustprovidethe requested information and re-submitthe request.Giventhe simple"fix"available 
toconsumers,businessesshould notberequiredtocomply withthe"step-down"approachoutlined 
the regulations.This provision should be revised. 

A business shall not provide a consumer with specific pieces of personal 
information ifthe disclosure creates a substantial,articulable,and unreasonable 
risk to the security ofthat personal information,the consumer's account with 
the business,orthe security ofthe business's systems or networks. 

It is practical to protect consumer's information from scammers by including this provision. 
Businesses thatdetectthatarequestisfraudulentor otherwisedoesnotcomply withthe mandates 
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ofthe CCPA and the CAG'simplementing regulations musthave a backstop to ensure thatthey 
do not have to provide information to an unverified individual.It should remain. 

A businessshallnotatanytime discloseaconsumer'sSocialSecurity number, 
driver's license number or other government-issued identification number, 
financial account number, any health insurance or medical identification 
number,an account password,or security questions and answers. 

The SSA fully supports this provision. Businesses should never be put into the position of 
having to disclose the above-listed information.The threat ofimproper use far outweighsany 
potential benefit to the consumer to obtain the information. This clause should remain in the 
final regulations. 

(5 If a business denies a consumer's verified request to know specific pieces of 
personal information,in whole or in part, because ofa conflict with federal or 
state law,or an exception to the CCPA,the business shallinform the requestor 
and explain the basis for the denial. If the request is denied only in part, the 
business shall disclose the other information sought by the consumer. 

The SSA commendsthe CAG for providing greater clarity on how the exceptions to disclosure 
operate.However,additional guidance would be beneficial for businesses.The exceptions in the 
CCPA are worded broadly and additional guidancefrom theCAGwould be helpful.Forexample, 
does the businesses' interpretation of the exceptions always "win"? If the business simply 
conveys that it will not comply with the request and identifies one or more exceptions without 
expanding further,is that sufficientfor the purposes ofcompliance?Doesthe consumer havethe 
ability to contest that determination? Ifso,and ifa conflict arises, whose interpretation carries 
the day?Regardless,itshould be clarified further in the final regulations. 

(6 Ifa business maintains a password-protected accountwith the consumer,it may 
comply with a request to know by using a secure self-service portal for 
consumers to access, view, and receive a portable copy of their personal 
information if the portal fully discloses the personal information that the 
consumer is entitled to under the CCPA and these regulations,uses reasonable 
data security controls,and complies with the verification requirements setforth 
in Article 4. 

This proposed regulation is aligned withthe CCPA and should remain in thefinal text. Business 
owners, including SSA members, are concerned about nefarious actors attempting to extract 
personalinformation aboutconsumers.Allowing businessesto convey information through their 
password-protected accounts provides certainty and security to both the consumer and the 
business.It should remain. 
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Lb Responding to Requests to Delete 

For requests to delete,if a business cannot verify the identity ofthe requestor 
pursuant to the regulations set forth in Article 4,the business may deny the 
request to delete. The business shall inform the requestor that their identity 
cannot be verified and shall instead treat the request as a request to opt-out of 
sale. 

CCPA-covered companies are concerned with individuals making false requests to delete 
information.Permitting businesses to deny the request ifthe identity ofthe requestor cannot be 
verified is sensible. However,the stepped-down approach that requires a business to treat that 
request as one to opt-out instead ofa request to delete defies logic.Ifthe threshold issue is the 
lack ofverification ofthe requester's identity,why would a business deny that requestto delete 
predicated upon that conceim, but then presume that the request is valid and legitimate for the 
purposes ofa request to opt-out? Ifa consumer does not appropriately verify their identity so 
that a business is reasonably certain that the request is from that individual,they should not be 
required tocomply withthestepped downapproach outlined intheproposedregulations.Instead, 
the business should be permitted to simply inform the consumer ofthe issue. This alternative 
approach is bolstered by the reality thatconsumers have an immediate means ofredress:simply 
provide therequested informationto confirm their identity.TheSSA requests thatthis provision 
be amended in the final regulations. 

Additionally,and notspecific to this provision,the SSA requests thatthe CAG explicitly refers 
to the 12-monthlook back period for requeststo delete.Section 1798.130ofthe CCPA refers to 
the 12-month look back period for several sections ofthe statute,including the requestto delete 
provision.TheCAGshould state thislook back period in this section as well asseveral othersto 
align with the statute and generally makecompliance obligations clearer for businesses. 

Ifa business stores any personalinformation on archived or backup systems,it 
may delay compliancewith theconsumer'srequestto delete,with respectto data 
stored on the archived or backupsystem,until the archived or backup system is 
next accessed or used. 

This provision is prudent as many businesses do not access archived or backup systems with 
muchfrequency.Those businessesshould be permitted to delete informationfromthose systems 
whenever they are next accessed. 

In its response to a consumer's request to delete,the business shall sPecifv the 
mannerin which it has deleted the personalinformation. 
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This provision should be clarified.Is it permissible to say thatthe personal information has been 
aggregated or de-identified, for example, or is further information required? If the data is 
completely removed fiom all servers,backup drives,etc.,may the business simply convey that? 
Regardless,the degree ofspecificity that is required should be clarified in the final regulations. 

In responding to a requestto delete,a business may presenttheconsumer with 
the choice to delete select portions oftheir personalinformation only ifa global 
option to delete all personalinformation is also offered,and more prominently 
presented than the other choices. The business shall still use a two-step 
confirmation process where the consumer confirms their selection as required 
bysection999.312(d). 

Affording consumers with the option to delete all or part oftheir data makes sense. There are 
times where it will be advantageousto consumersto maintain certain personalinformation with 
businesses. For example,businesses may offer a loyalty program to customers for their long-
term business relationship. If all their personal information is deleted, there would be no 
practical way to monitor that relationship. Providing options is practical and should remain in 
thefinal text. 

§999.315.Requests to Opt-Out 

(a)A business shall provide two or more designated methods for submitting requests to 
opt-out, including, at a minimum, an interactive webform accessible via a clear and 
conspicuouslink titled"Do NotSellMyPersonalInformation,"or"Do NotSellMyInfo," 
on the business's website or mobile application.Other acceptable methodsfor submitting 
these requestsinclude,butare notlimited to,a toll-free phonenumber,a designated email 
address,aform submitted in person,aform submitted through the mail,and user-enabled 
privacy controls, such as a browser plurin or privacy settinz or other mechanism, that 
communicate or signal the consumer's choice to opt-out of the sale of their personal 
information. 

The SSA requests that the CAG provides greater clarity on the use of privacy controls or a 
browser plug-in to convey arequestto optout.Those applications are controlled bythe entities 
that create them.Therefore,it is difficult for a CCPA-covered business to know ifa consumer 
is attempting to exercise their rightto opt-out by using a browser plug-in or privacy setting. Is 
this provision only operative ifa business explicitly elects to use that mechanism as one ofthe 
two mandated methods for a consumer to opt-out? If,for example,a consumer attempted to 
convey their desire to opt-out by using a browser plug-in,butthe CCPA-covered business was 
unaware,is that business still deemed to be in compliance ifit has two other methods for the 
consumerto exercise their rightto opt-out? Regardless,theSSA encouragesthe CAG to clarify 
use ofbrowser plugins and privacy settings in the final regulations. 
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999.317.Training;Record-Keeping 

(a) All individuals responsible for handling consumer inquiries about the business's 
privacy practices or the business's compliance with the CCPA shall be informed 
of all the requirements in the CCPA and these regulations and how to direct 
consumers to exercise their rights underthe CCPA and these regulations. 

(b A business shall maintain records of consumer requests made pursuant to the 
CCPA and how the business responded to said requests for atleast24 months. 

Lc) The records may be maintained in a ticket or log format provided that the ticket or 
log includes the date ofrequest,nature ofrequest,manner in which the request was 
made,the date ofthe business's response,the nature ofthe response,and the basis 
for the denial ofthe requestifthe request is denied in whole or in part. 

(d) A business's maintenance of the information required by this section, where that 
information is not used for any other purpose,does nottaken alone violate theCCPA 
or these regulations. 

'j Asidefrom this record-lcceping purpose,a business is not required to retain personall 
information solely for the purpose of fulfilling a consumer request made under the 
CCPA. 

TheCAG is essentially dictating to businesses thatthey create additional information and data 
aboutconsumers.Doesthisinformation haveto be disclosed ifaconsumer makesasubsequent 
request under the CCPA?Whatifa consumer is aware ofthis recordkeeping requirement and 
makesasecond requestto deletethatspecifically identifies the recordkeeping component?Can 
the business use one ofthe safe harbor exceptions?This should be clarified inthe final text. 

§999.318.Requests to Access or Delete Household Information 

Where a consumer does nothavea password-protected accountwith a business,a business 
may respond to a request to know or request to delete as it pertains to household personal 
information by providing aggregate household information, subiect to verification 
requirements setforth in Article 4. 

Ifall consumers ofthe household iointly request access to specific pieces ofinformation for 
the household or the deletion of household personal information, and the business can 
individually verify all the members ofthe household subiect to verification requirements 
setforth in Article 4,then the business shallcomply with therequest. 

This provision places too great of a compliance burden on businesses. Mandating that a 
business individually verify that all members of a household are in unison regarding the 
exercise of rights under the CCPA is too onerous. For example, what if a member of a 
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household wantstoknowcertain dataand makesarequestofthe businessto accessinformation 
abouttheirroommate.Or,whatifacoupleisgoingthroughadivorce,butstill technicallyreside 
in the same household. What ifone spouse makes deletion requests to create issues for their 
former spouse? Given their long-standing relationship, it is likely that the nefarious party 
would know and would be able to provide information to the business to "verify" that all 
members desire to delete certain information. This is even more acute if the party solely 
communicatesthrough a web-based form.How would a business ever be able to individually 
verify thateach member ofthe household wishesto exercise a CCPA-provided right? 

There seems to be a large universe ofissues with attempting to know the collective intent ofa 
household.The better approach would beto mandatethateach party makeindividual elections. 
This will substantially reduce confusion for businesses and simultaneously reduce potential 
issues such asthose outlined above. 

Article 4. Verification ofRequests 

§999.323.GeneralRules Regarding Verification 

(a) A business shall establish, document, and comply with a reasonable method for 
verifying that the person making a request to know or a request to delete is the 
consumer aboutwhom the business has collected information. 

(b) In determining the method by which the business will verifv the consumer's 
identity,the business shall: 

Wheneverfeasible,match theidentifyinginformation provided bytheconsumer 
tothe personalinformation oftheconsumeralready maintained bythe business, 
or use a third-party identity verification service that complies with this section. 

Avoid collecting the types of personal information identified in Civil Code 
section 1798.81.5(d), unless necessary for the purpose of verifying the 
consumer. 

Consider the following factors: 

a. The type,sensitivity,and value ofthe personal information collected and 
maintained about the consumer. Sensitive or valuable personal 
information shall warranta morestringent verification process.Thetypes 
of personal information identified in Civil Code section 1798.81.5(d)shall 

2For additional information on this issue generally,see WhyMaritalIdentity TheftIsSoHw-dToFight,Law 360, 
RJ Vogt,December 1,2019.https://www.law360.com/articles/1221505/why-marital-identity-theft-is-so-hard-to-
fight?hp_promo a2j=1 
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be considered presumptively sensitive; 

b. The risk of harm to the consumer posed by any unauthorized access or 
deletion.A greater risk ofharm to the consumer by unauthorized access 
or deletion shall warranta more stringent verification process; 

c. The likelihood thatfraudulent or malicious actors would seek the personal 
information.The higher the likelihood,the more stringent the verification 
process shall be; 

d. Whether the personal information to be provided by the consumer to 
verify their identity is sufficiently robust to protect against fraudulent 
requests or being spoofed orfabricated; 

e. The mannerin which the business interacts with the consumer;and 

f. Available technology for verification. 

TheSSAcommendstheCAGforprovidingthe above-listed factorsto assistbusinessesto confirm 

aconsumer's identity.However,it would be helpful ifthe CAGfurther explained how the factors 

interact and yield a particular outcome.For example,should businesses treat the factors equally 

and employ a balancing approach? 

!(c) A businessshallgenerally avoid requesting additionalinformationfrom theconsumer 
forpurposes ofverification. If,however,the business cannotverify the identity ofthe 
consumerfrom theinformation already maintained bythe business,the business may 
request additional information from the consumer,which shall only be used for the 
purposes of verifying the identity of the consumer seeking to exercise their rights 
under the CCPA,and for security or fraud-prevention purposes.The business shall 
delete any new personalinformation collected for the purposes ofverification assoon 
as practical after processing the consumer's request, except as required to comply 
with section 999.317. 

While businesses,including SSA members,are not eager to request additional information from 
consumers to confirm their identity, inevitably situations will present themselves that require it. 
Assuch,expressly confirming thatthe practice is permissibleinthe regulationsis good policy and 
should beincluded inthe final text. 

§999.324.Verification for Password-Protected Accounts 

La) If a business maintains a password-protected account with the consumer, the 
business may verify the consumer's identity through the business's existing 
authentication practices for the consumer's account, provided that the business 
follows the requirements in section 999.323. The business shall also require a 
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consumerto re-authenticatethemselves before disclosing or deletingtheconsumer's 
data. 

~b If a business suspects fraudulent or malicious activity on or from the password-
protected account,the business shall notcomply with a consumer's requestto know 
or request to delete until further verification procedures determine that the 
consumer request is authentic and the consumer making the request is the person 
about whom the business has collected information. The business may use the 
proceduressetforth in section999.325 tofurtherverify theidentity oftheconsumer. 

This section confirms businesses possessthe authority to directconsumers,ifthey already have 
an account,to utilize it to confirm their identity. This is sensible and will provide businesses 
with an additional level ofassurance thatthe purported consumeris truly that individual.In the 
alternative, it is helpful that the proposed regulation confirms that businesses that suspect 
fraudulent activity may electto notproceed withthe requestand may requestthatthe consumer 
follow additional verification steps to confirm their identity. The provision is sensible and 
should remain in the final text. 

§999.325.Verification for Non-Accountholders 

A business's compliancewith a requestto know categories ofpersonalinformation requires 
that the business verify the identity of the consumer making the request to a reasonable 
degreeofcertainty.A reasonable degreeofcertainty mayinclude matchingatleasttwo data 
points provided by the consumer with data points maintained by the business,which the 
business has determined to be reliable for the purpose ofverifying the consumer. 

The SSA commends the CAG for providing clarity and guidance to verify requests from non-
accountholders. Providing the standard to apply, along with the considerations for what 
constitutesa"reasonable degreeofcertainty,"is helpful.Itshould remain inthefinal regulations. 

A business's compliance with a request to know specific pieces of personal information 
requires that the business verify the identity of the consumer making the request to a 
reasonably high degree ofcertainty,which is a higher bar for verification. A reasonably 
high degree ofcertainty mayinclude matchingatleast three pieces ofpersonalinformation 
Provided by theconsumerwith personalinformation maintained by the businessthatit has 
determined to be reliable for the purpose ofverifying the consumer together with a signed 
declaration under penalty of perjury that the requestor is the consumer whose personal 
information is the subject ofthe request.Businesses shall maintain all signed declarations 
as part oftheir record-keeping obligations. 

Mandating that consumers provide a signed declaration under the penalty ofperjury is sensible, 
especially for requests to know specific pieces ofpersonal information.In the wrong hands,that 
data can be devasting to a consumer's identity. Although likely not perfect,the requirementthat 
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the signed declarations accompany the request along with three pieces ofpersonal data should 

ensure that requests are legitimate. 

However,withthatsaid,itseemsprobablethatscammers will attempttoforgethose declarations. 
Itwould be helpfuliftheCAGprovided atemplate forthoseformsas partofthefinal regulations 
or somewhere on its website. Additional requirements, perhaps a mandate that the form be 

notarized, would provide an additional level of certainty to businesses that the request is 
legitimate while simultaneously safeguarding consumer's personal information. 

A business's compliance with a request to delete may require that the business verify the 

identity ofthe consumer to a reasonable degree or a reasonably high degree of certainty 
depending on the sensitivity of the personal information and the risk of harm to the 

consumer posed by unauthorized deletion.Forexample,the deletion offamily photographs 
and documents may require a reasonably high degree of certainty, while the deletion of 
browsing history may require a reasonable degree ofcertainty.A business shall actin good 
faith when determining the appropriate standard to apply when verifying the consumer in 

accordance with the regulations setforth in Article4. 

The delineation of whether a business should apply a "reasonably high degree" standard 
compared to a"reasonable degree"standard is helpful. Specifically,the inclusion ofthe above-
listed examples provides helpful guidance. However,the SSA encourages the CAG to provide 

one or two additional examples for businesses to compare against to ensure the appropriate 

standard is applied to a specific request. 

§999.326.Authorized Agent 

(a) When a consumer uses an authorized agent to submit a request to know or a 
request to delete,the business may require that the consumer:(1)Provide the 
authorized agent written permission to do so; and(2)Verify their own identity 
directly with the business. 

(b) Subsection (a)does not apply when a consumer has provided the authorized 
agentwith power ofattorney pursuantto Probate Codesections4000to4465. 

fcj A business may deny a requestfrom an agent that does not submit proofthat they 
have been authorized by the consumer to act on their behalf. 

Businesses,including SSA members,are wary of"authorized agents" exercising third parties' 

rights under the CCPA.This area seems ripe for scammers and other nefarious actors to hold 

themselves outto businesses as"authorized" in order to obtain personal information or have it 

deleted.Itis sensibleto mandatethatbusinessesconfirm theidentityoftheconsumer,evendoing 
so directly when an authorized agent attempts to act on their behalf. However,if that is the 
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threshold for confirmation absent a power ofattorney, why permit authorized agents to act on 
the individual's behalf at all? Since the individual consumer must participate in the process 

anyway,why would an authorized agent be necessary? Direct requestsfrom consumers should 

berequired to eliminate confusion and confirm the intentofthe individual. 

§999.336.Discriminatory Practiceg 

(a) A financial incentive or a price or service difference is discriminatory, and 
therefore prohibited by Civil Code section 1798.125, if the business treats a 
consumer differently because the consumer exercised a right conferred by the 
CCPA or these regulations. 

(b) Notwithstanding subsection(a)ofthis section,a business may offer a price or 
service difference ifit is reasonably related to the value ofthe consumer's data 
as thatterm is defined in section 999.337. 

(c) A business's denial ofa consumer's request to know,request to delete, or request to 
opt-out for reasons permitted by the CCPA or these regulations shall not be 
considered discriminatory. 

M A business shall notify consumers of any financial incentive or price or service 
difference subiect to Civil Code section 1798.125 that it offers in accordance with 
section999.307. 

The CCPA directs businesses to treat all consumers equally,even ifthey elect to exercise a 
right provided by the statute. The SSA and its members fully support equal treatment of 

consumers. However, businesses should be free to incentivize consumers regarding 
utilization oftheir personal information as permitted by the CCPA.Confirming that ability 
in the textofthe regulations is important and should be maintained in the final version. 
Further,confirmation thata denial under one ofthe exceptions provided by theCCPAis not 

discriminatory provides needed clarity and should remain. 

§999.337.Calculating the Value ofConsumer Data 

(a) The value provided to the consumer by the consumer's data,as thatterm is used 
in Civil Code section 1798.125, is the value provided to the business by the 
consumer's data and shall be referred to as"the value ofthe consumer's data." 

To estimate the value ofthe consumer's data,a business offering a financialincentive 
or price or service difference subiect to Civil Code section 1798.125 shall use and 
document a reasonable and good faith method for calculating the value of the 
consumer's data.The business shall use oneor more ofthefollowing: 
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The marginal value to the business of the sale, collection, or deletion of a 
consumer's data or a typical consumer's data; 

The average value to the business of the sale, collection, or deletion of aQ 
consumer's data or a typical consumer's data; 

(3) Revenue or profit generated by the businessfrom separate tiers,categories,or 
classes ofconsumersor typicalconsumerswhose data provides differingvalue; 

(4) Revenue generated by the business from sale, collection, or retention of 
consumers'personalinformation; 

(5) Expenses related to the sale, collection, or retention of consumers' 
personalinformation; 

~6 Expenses related to the offer, provision, or imposition of any financial 
incentive or price or service difference; 

~7 Profit generated by the business from sale, collection, or retention of 
consumers'personal information; and 

(8) Any other practical and reliable method ofcalculation used in good-faith. 

It is essential that businesses have wide latitude to use the appropriate valuation mechanism 

regarding a consumer's personal information. Affording companies with several options to 

appropriately calculatethe valueofthatdataisgood policy.Finally,the ability to utilizea practical 
and reliable method outside those prescribed in the regulations is sensible and should remain.The 

SSA requests thatthe CAGkeep this section as written in the final regulations. 

Conclusion 

The SSA appreciates this opportunity to commenton the proposed implementing regulations for 

the CCPA.The Association respectfully requests that the comments and proposed revisions be 

incorporated into the final version ofthe text. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Josdph L.Dohe 
,ChiefLegal&Legislative Officer 

Attacllmcnt(1) 
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Why MaritalIdentity TheftIs So Hard To Fight 

By RJ Vogt I December 1,2019,8:02PMEST 

When cases ofidentity theft also often involve spousal abuse,victims can find themselves blocked from 
obtaining a police reportto help undo the damage. 

Whensomeone steals your identity,getting a police report can be invaluable in correcting your credit 
history,contesting collections suits and seeking damages— but accessing law enforcementcan be 
uniquely challenging ifthe culprit is your husband. 

Women looking to hold their spouses accountable for identity theft often confront implicit biases in the 
justice system,according to Naomi Young,an Equal Justice Worksfellow embedded with the nonprofit 
Her Justice. Young said she's seen dozens ofwomen encounter echoesofold legal precedents that held 
women to be the property ofmen. 

"There's this assumption thatifyou marry someone,you're consenting to letthem do whatever they 
want to your body,to your identity —orto your credit," Young said. 

Intimate identity theft cases are morecommon than you may think.In 2018,roughly 2.2 million 
Americans experienced identity theft atthe hands ofpeople they knew.Making up 15%ofall fraud 
victims,this group has increased sevenfold since 2015,according to Kyle Marchini,a senior analystof 
fraud management with the advisory firm Javelin Strategy. 
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Recently published research in the Violence Against Womenjournal indicates that many ofthese cases 
may involve spousal abuse.A study ofcallers to the National Domestic Violence Hotline found that 
more than70%ofdomestic violence survivors said their partners had hidden financial information from 
them.Over one in two reported that an abusive partner put debtin their name through a fraudulent-or 
coercive transaction. 

Katie,one ofYoung's clients who spoke on the condition ofanonymity,suffered identity theft atthe 
hands ofher estranged husband,a man she says verbally abused her for almosta decade before they 
separated several years ago. 

Without her knowledge or consent,he's beenjointly filing federal taxes using her name.Asa result, 
Katie's recent application for affordable housing was denied due to income he'd reported for the two of 
them but never shared with her. 

"I was very upset because he caused me notto get the apartment," Katie,who crashes on the couches of 
friends and family,told Law360."I don't have a place ofmy own." 

She also learned thathe applied for loans under her name.Butwhen she tried to file a police report, 
officers told her thatshe needed to first geta divorce,a daunting hurdle for someone with no legal 
training andfew resources. 

"She ended up going to the police,I think,a total offive times to try and report this," Young said."But 
the police were notat all accessible to her. We gave up on getting the police report." 

According to New York Police Department Detective Ahmed Nasser,there's no special requirement that 
people like Katie provide proofofidentity theft or an underlying divorce when seeking help.He said 
police are supposed to"take the wordsfrom the complainantand then pursue." 

"Then an investigation has to be done,and that might require additional evidence," he added. 

But Katie's lived experience and research by CAMBA Legal Services Inc.,Fordham Law School 
Feerick Center for Social Justice and The Legal Aid Society paint a different picture. 

In a September2018 report,the organizations noted that police reports are often impossible for survivors 
to obtain. 

"Many New York City police precincts refuse to take police reports for identity theft victims,especially 
when the survivor does not have the account documentation or a copy ofhis or her credit report,"the 
report stated."Asafurther challenge for survivors,marital status is often used,illegally,as a basis to 
deny police reports when the perpetrator was a spouse." 

Melissa Koven,an attorney with CAMBA and co-chair ofthe city's Domestic Violence and Consumer 
Law Working Group,said accessing account documentation and creditreports is especially hard for 
victims ofeconomic abuse. 
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"It's very commonfor clients to have not had any access to or knowledge oftheir financial situation 
when they were in an abusive relationship,"Koven said."They might not have even had access to the 
mail." 

Other barriers persist as well: Young pointed out that many ofher clients don't know their identities 
have been stolen until they're contacted by creditors or denied opportunities due to their defrauded 
credit histories.By the time they realize what's going on,they might already be facing collection 
lawsuits in courtfor debtthey never incurred. Young said an estimated98%ofrespondents in New 
York City collections casesface their creditors alone,without counsel. 

"It's a poverty trap," Young said."You not only face the direct consequence ofgoing to court and owing 
money,butalso don't have access to things you need to survive,like credit and housing." 

After NYPD wouldn'tissue a report,Young advised Katie to file a complaint with the Federal Trade 
Commission instead. She's also helped her client file for divorce and an order ofprotection due to her 
husband's ongoing harassment. 

"I don't wantother women to experience whatI've gone through,"Katie told Law360."There are alot 
ofpeople outthere who don'tknow how to get help." 

In addition to the legal and law enforcement barriers that can makejustice hard to accessfor victims of 
marital identity theft, Marchini said many survivors may not be emotionally prepared to accuse people 
close to them. 

"Because the victim may have along history with the perpetrator,they are frequently less willing to 
fully pursue resolution ofthefraud scheme through their bank or by filing a police report that implicates 
someone they know,"Marchini said. 

Asa result,he said three outoffour victims offamiliar fraud end up beating liability and having to 
personally pay outofpocket.They're also three times more likely to spend 10 hours or more resolving 
the problem,according to Javelin's research. 

1 IN 3 
receiving legal services 
for dornestic violence 

also have a legal Issue 
involving consumer debt 

Source:Camba Legal services 

With such cases on the rise,groups around the country are pushing lawmakers to create better 
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In an October 2018 report,the Institute for Women's Policy Research called for more local and state 
governments to redefine domestic violence and assault statutes so thatthey covereconomic abuse. It 
also recommendedjudges,police and prosecutors receive training on ways to hold offenders 
accountable and how to ensure safety. 

"Advocatesfor survivors should request,andjudges should readily grant,economic protections for 
survivors that are available under many civil protection order codes,"the report states."These 
protections may include ... reimbursing survivors for losses suffered as a result ofabuse." 

In 2013,New York lawmakers passed a bill to add identity theft to the list ofoffenses that can serve asa 
basis for family court orders ofprotection,making it easier for victims to seek damages and other relief 
like protective orders. 

Up until this year,New York was the only state in the country that explicitly includes identity theft in its 
definition ofdomestic violence and abuse,according to the National Conference ofState Legislatures. 

Butin September,a new Texas law took effect that amended its definition ofidentity theft to include 
cases in which an abuser compelled a victim to take on debtthrough force,threats or fraud. 

A January report by the policy group Texas Appleseed explained thatsuch"coerced debt"can be 
everything from secretly using credit cards in partners'namesto physically abusing people until they 
sign onto loan applications. 

Onthe federal level,the FTC offers an identity theft reporting portal to help victims recover. Young said 
she routinely advises clients to use the resource in case police are unhelpful. 

For Koven,one ofthe biggest reasons victims ofmarital identity theftand coerced debt don't get help is 
the simple fact that they don'tknow they need it. She said legal services groupscan help people find out 
ifthey've suffered marital identity theft by going to domestic violence shelters and offering credit 
screenings. 

An example ofsuch screenings can be seen in the New York working group'sDV CLARO Project, 
which started in 2010and provides training to shelter staffmembersso they can spotconsumer debt 
issues,pull credit reports for survivors and make referrals. Attorneys with the project also host clinics 
for survivors. 

Though CLARO has been called a"best practice"strategy by city officials, it is limited to two shelters. 
CAMBA'sSeptember2018 report noted that volunteer attorney training and recruitment has also posed 
a challenge. 

"Weknow thatthe need is there,"Koven said."But whether shelters and providers have the resources 
and the funding to provide thattype ofindividualized financial review and screening ... that's another 
question." 
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Message 

From: John Pettitt-
Sent: 11/26/2019 2:17:27 AM 
To: Privacy Regulations[PrivacyRegulations@a doj.ca.gov] 
Subject: Government must be subjectto CCPA 

CCPA comment: 

It' s critically important that government entitles at all levels, for example the CA DMV which makes $50 
million year selling personal data, are subject to the CCPA. Consumers have no ability to opt out of 
provide information to government, however government should be required to obtain explicit permission to 
sell or share that information unless required to by law. 
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Message 

From: Adam Teitelbaum 
Sent: 12/4/20199:33:14PM 
To: Privacy Regulations[PrivacyRegulations@doj.ca.gov] 
CC: MICHAEL BOSTROM 
Subject: Los Angeles City Attorney's Office Letter re Proposed CCPA Regulations 
Attachments: 2019-12-04—Comment Letter.pdf 

Hello, 

Please find attached a commentletterfrom the Los Angeles City Attorney's Office regarding the Attorney 
General's proposed CCPA regulations. 

Regards, 
Adam 

Adam R.Teitelbaum 
Deputy City Attorney 
Affmnative Litigation Division 
LosAngelesCity AttorneysOffice 
City Hall Main 
200N.Spring Street, 14th Floor 
LosAngeles,California 90012 

**** * *Confidentiality Notice ***"""""""-'k?' 
This electronic message transmission containsinformation 
from the Office ofthe Los Angeles City Attorney,which may be confidential or protected by the attorney-client 
privilege and/orthe work product doctrine.Ifyou are notthe intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, 
copying, 
distribution or use ofthe contentofthis information is prohibited.Ifyou have received this communication in 
error, please notify usimmediately by e-mail and delete the original message and any attachments without 
reading or saving in any manner. 
******************************************************************** 
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MIKEFEUER 
CITY ATTORNEY 

December4,2019 

VIA E-MAIL&U.S.MAIL 
Privacy Regulations Coordinator 
California Office ofthe Attorney General 
300South Spring Street,First Floor 
Los Angeles,CA 90013 
PrivacvRegulations@doj.ca.gov 

RE: Commentofthe Los Angeles City Attorney's Office on the Attorney General's 
Proposed RegulationsImplementingthe California ConsumerPrivacy Act 

ToWhom It May Concern: 

I write on behalfofthe Los Angeles City Attorney's Office to commenton the Attorney 
General'sProposed Regulations in furtherance ofthe California ConsumerPrivacy Act(the 
"CCPA'). The City Attorney has been a consistent and vigorous advocatefor consumer 
protection generally,including in the rapidly-evolving and salientfield ofprivacy. Our Office 
looksforward to the implementation oftheCCPA and the Proposed Regulations,which 
represent an enormous step forward in protecting consumer privacy. 

That said,we believethe Proposed Regulations can be further strengthened to better align 
with one ofthe core goals ofthe CCPA: ensuring that consumers are"inform[ed]... as to the 
categories ofpersonal information to be collected and the purposesfor which the categories of 
personal information shall be used." Civ. Code.§ 1798.100(b). With respectto mobile 
applications("mobile apps")that collect personal data, both common wisdom and the academic 
literature strongly suggestthat a disclosure contained in a hyperlink on the app's"download 
page"—which would satisfy this disclosure requirement undertheProposed Regulations—is 
unlikely to be viewed and understood by consumers. Informed by our Office's recent litigation 
on this topic,wesuggestthat wherethe data collection practices ofa covered entity defy a 
consumer's reasonable expectations(i.e., when the data is not being used to further a core 
functionality ofthe mobile app),the entity should be required to disclose such information in a 
mandatory screen or pop-up on the app thatthe consumer mustacknowledge having read. This 

OfficeoftheLosAngelesCityAttorney 200NorthSwingStreet,14th Floor,CityHall,LosAngeles,California90012 
Facsimile:(213)978-2286 
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strengthened requirement would promotetransparency and informed decision-making,consistent 
with the CCPA's central purposes. 

I. Background and Interestofthe City Attorney's Office 

For years,the City Attorney hasfoughtzealously to protect consumersin Los Angeles 
and throughout California using,inter alia, his enforcement powers under the Unfair 
Competition Law,Business and Professions Code §§ 17200,etseq. Forexample,he broughtthe 
first lawsuit against WellsFargofor creatingfake banking accounts—securing$50 million in 
civil penalties,in addition to restitution for victims and other non-monetary relief. In addition, 
our Office instituted litigation combatting youth-targeted marketing in the vaping industry and 
fraudulent marketing practices by online tax service providers,among many other consumer 
protection efforts. 

The City Attorney's dedication to protecting consumersfrom deceptive and fraudulent 
business practices extendsto thefield ofconsumer privacy, particularly as the business models 
ofmany companies have evolved to depend on collecting and monetizing consumers' personal 
information. Earlier this year,our Office filed alawsuit againstIBM and its subsidiary TWC 
Product and Technology,LLC,which own and operate The Weather Channel App. Thelawsuit 
alleges thatthe defendants collected their users' precise, personal location datathrough allegedly 
misleading disclosures—statingto users thattheir location data would be used to providethem 
with "personalized local weather data, alerts and forecasts," whilefailing to conspicuously 
inform those usersthat their data would in factbe monetized and shared with third parties for 
advertising and other commercial purposes entirely unrelated to the app's stated weather 
forecasting services. Although this matterremains in ongoing litigation, it has provided our 
Office with unique insights as to the disclosures necessary to meaningfully inform usersofthe 
purposesfor which their personal data is being collected. 

H. Proposed Revision to Data Collection Disclosure Requirement 

We believe the Proposed Regulations,in interpreting and expounding upon the CCPA, 
make important strides toward the goals ofprotecting consumer privacy and ensuring that 
consumerscan makeinformed choices surrounding the disclosure oftheir data. In particular,the 
Proposed Regulations underscore the need"to inform consumersator before the time of 
collection ofaconsumer's personal information ofthe categories ofpersonal information to be 
collected from them andthepurposesfor which the categoriesofpersonalinformation willbe 
used." Proposed Regulations§999.305(a)(1)(emphases added);see Civ. Code.§ 1798.100(b) 
(prohibiting a covered entity from collecting a consumer's personal information until it provides 
the consumer such notice). Toward that worthy end,theProposed Regulations require that such 
notices be"easy to read and understandableto an average consumer,"including by employing 
"plain,straightforward language,"using"aformatthat drawsthe consumer's attention to the 
notice and makesthe notice readable," and being"visible or accessible where consumers will see 
it before any personal information is collected." Proposed Regulations§999.305(a)(2). 

OfficeoftheLosAngelesCityAttorne 2ooNorthS rim Street,14th Floor,CityHall,LosAngeles,Califomia9001 
,Facsimile:(213)978-2286 
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However,with respectto mobile apps,we are concerned thatthese goals and 
requirements may be undermined by theProposed Regulations'suggestion that a covered entity 
can meet its disclosure obligations by"conspicuously post[ing]alink to the notice on ... the 
mobile application's download page." Id. § 999.305(a)(2)(e). Consumers are unlikely to click 
into and read such disclosures, meaning this provision may serve as aloophole that would allow 
mobile appsthat collect consumers' personal information to comply with the CCPA without 
actually"inform[ing]consumers as to the categories ofpersonal information to be collected and 
the purposesfor which the categories ofpersonal information shall be used." Civ. Code. 
§ 1798.100(b). Informed by our Office's work on The Weather Channel App litigation discussed 
above and the academic literature discussed below,we believe a mandatory screen or pop-up 
within the app that contains a complete summary ofthe required disclosures—which a consumer 
must acknowledge having read,and which links to more detailed disclosures—would befar 
more effective in conveying this information to consumers. 

A. A MandatoryPop-Up Screen Will More Effectively Convey the Disclosures 
Than a Hyperlink. 

First,the literature indicates that privacy notices shown while the app is in use(as 
advocated by this letter)convey theinformation more meaningfully than thoseshown at the time 
ofdownload(as required by theProposed Regulations). See, e.g.,Rebecca Balebako et al., The 
ImpactofTimingon the Salience ofSmartphone AppPrivacy Notices,Proceedings ofthe 5"' 
Annual ACM CCS Workshop on Security and Privacy in Smartphones and Mobile Devices 
(2015)(two web surveys and afield experimentindicated that consumers'recall ofthe content 
ofprivacy notices was significantly greater where shown during mobile app usage as opposed to 
in the app store prior to download). Research indicates that it is preferable to provide such 
notices when the"specific data practice... becomes relevantfor the user"(often called "just-in-
time" notices)because"[d]elays between seeing a notice and making a privacy decision ... can 
changethe user's perception ofthe notice and even cancel out a notice's effect." Florian Schaub 
et al.,A Design SpaceforEffectivePrivacyNotices,Symposium on Usable Privacy and Security 
at5-7(2015)(concluding that,"in the case ofmobile apps,access to sensitive information such 
asthe user's location,contacts, photos,calendars, orthe ability to record audio and video should 
be accompanied byjust-in-time notices")(citations omitted). Our proposal is consistent with this 
research,as well as with the Federal Trade Commission's("FTC")conclusion that"[p]roviding 
such a disclosure atthe pointin time when it mattersto consumers,just prior to the collection of 
such information by apps, will allow usersto makeinformed choices about whetherto allow the 
collection ofsuch information." FTC StaffReport,MobilePrivacyDisclosures:Building Trust 
Through Transparency at 15(2013). 

Moreover,disclosures accessible only through a hyperlink—which the Proposed 
Regulations would permit—arehighly unlikely to beread by a typical consumer,and thus are 
neither"aformatthat drawsthe consumer's attention to the notice"nor"accessible where 
consumers will see it before any personal information is collected." Proposed Regulations 
§§999.305(a)(2)(b),(a)(2)(e). By analogy,privacy policies, which are often accessible only 
through such hyperlinks,are seldom read or understood by consumers: "Thereis a consensus 
that privacy policies have been ineffective at informing individuals about companies' privacy 
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practices." Lorrie Faith Cranor et al.,Are They WorthReading?AnInDepthAnalysisofOnline 
Trackers'PrivacyPolicies, 11 US: J. ofL.&Pol'y forthe Info. Soc'y 325,330-31(2015) 
(summarizing literature). An oft-cited 2008study found thatifinternet users read every such 
policy they encountered online,they would spend more than 200hoursayear doing so. Aleecia 
M.McDonald and Lorrie Faith Cranor, The CostofReadingPrivacyPolicies,4US:J. ofL.& 
Pol'y forthe Info. Soc'y 543,565(2008). Thus,mostconsumers are unlikely to click into and 
read such disclosures. 

Even so,a hyperlink is likely to be effective as asecond-level notice that provides further 
details for users interested in learning morebeyond the high-level(albeit complete)summary 
required in the pop-up. Theliterature indicates that such"multi-layered notice[s]," which 
"combine[]notices shown at differenttimes,using different modalities and interfaces,and 
varying in terms ofcontent and granularity in a structured approach,"may be particularly 
effective at conveying privacy information to consumers. Schaub et al.,supra,at5 
(summarizing literature);see generally Marty Abrams and Malcolm Crompton,Multi.'-Layered 
Privacy Notices —A Better Way,2Privacy L.Bull. 1(2005). Accordingly,wefurther suggest 
thatthe mandatory pop-up,which should contain a complete summary ofthe disclosures,also 
contain a hyperlink to more detailed disclosures. 

Weacknowledge that requiring pop-ups in every instance could run the risk that users 
become desensitized or habituated to clicking through them without actually reading the text. 
See generally Bonnie Brinton Anderson et al.,From Warningto Wallpaper: Why the Brain 
Habituates to Security Warningsand WhatCanBeDoneAboutIt,33 J. ofMgmt.Info. Systems 
713(2016). Therefore,wesuggestthatthe pop-up requirement be limited to situations in which 
the covered entity's purposesfor the data collection would defy the consumer's reasonable 
expectations—i.e.,when the datais not being used to further a core functionality ofthe app. 
Indeed,theFTC has concluded that when"data uses are generally consistent with consumers' 
reasonable expectations,the costto consumers and businesses ofproviding notice and choice 
likely outweighsthe benefits." FTC StaffReport,InternetofThings:Privacy&Security ina 
Connected Worldat40(2015);see also Ashwini Rao et al.,Expecting the Unexpected: 
UnderstandingMismatchedPrivacyExpectations Online,Symposium on UsablePrivacy and 
Security at87(2016)(concluding that unexpected practices constitute only a small set of 
practices described in privacy policies,and creating noticesfocused on those practices reduces 
consumer burden and increases effectiveness ofnotices); Schaub et al.,supra,at4("For each 
audience,oneshould identify those data practices that are likely unexpected for this audience in 
the prevalent transaction or context. Those practices are relevant becausethey cross contextual 
boundaries and thus violate contextual integrity."(citations omitted)). For example,under our 
proposal,ifThe Weather Channel App only collected location data to provide users with local 
weather forecasts,the mandatory pop-up screen would not be required(since weather forecasts 
are a core function ofthe app). However,because we allegethe app collected location data for 
advertising and other purposes entirely unrelated to providing weatherforecasts,a pop-up screen 
containing the required disclosures would be necessary under our proposal. 

Finally,the pop-up screens we advocate are contemplated by,and consistent with,the 
requirements ofthetwo leading mobile app platforms—theiOS App Store and Android's 
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Google Play Store. Under the iOS App Store Review Guidelines,"[a]pps that collect user or 
usage data must secure user consentfor the collection" and,for certain categories ofdata, must 
disclose the purposesfor such collection in"purpose strings"—contained in mandatory pop-up 
screens—that"clearly and completely describe[the mobile app's]use ofthe data." App Store 
Review Guidelines§ 5.1.1(ii),available at https:Hdeveloper.apple.com/app-
store/review/guidelines/#legal. Similarly,under the Google Play Store Developer Policy,"where 
users may not expect that their personal or sensitive user data will be required to provide or 
improve the features of[the]app,"the app must contain"an in-app disclosure" that is notlisted 
only on the app's download page but that is"displayed in the normal usage ofthe app"and that 
"describe[s]the data being collected,""explain[s]how the data will be used,"and "include[s]a 
requestfor user consent." Google Play Store,Developer Policy Center,User Data,available at 
https://play.google.com/about/privacy-security-deception/user-data/#!?zippy activeEl=personal-
sensitive#personal-sensitive. Accordingly,absent an amendment along the lines proposed 
herein,the Proposed Regulations may be less stringent than the requirements ofthese leading 
mobile app platforms,and thus risk having little effect with respect to mobile app disclosure 
practices. 

B. Suggested Revisions to Text ofProposed Regulations 

Consistent with the above discussion,we suggest that the new section 999.305(a)(2)(e)of 
the Proposed Regulations read as follows(suggested changes indicated in bold): 

(2)The notice at collection shall be designed and presented to the consumer in a 
way that is easy to read and understandable to an average consumer. The notice 
shall: 

e.Be visible or accessible where consumers will see it before any personal 
information is collected. For example,when a business collects consumers' 
personal information online through a web browser,it may conspicuously post a 
link to the notice on the business's website homepage. When a business collects 
consumers' personal information through a mobile application for purposes 
other than to supportthe application's corefunctioning,it may completely 
summarize the categories of personal information to be collected and the 
purposes for which the categories of personal information shall be used,and 
include a link to a more detailed description ofsuch information,on a 
mandatory screen or pop-up within the app,which the consumer must 
acknowledge having read before the app may begin collecting consumers' 
personal information. When a business collects consumers' personal 
information offline, it may,for example,include the notice on printed forms that 
collect personal information, provide the consumer with a paper version ofthe 
notice, or post prominent signage directing consumers to the web address where 
the notice can be found.' 

I Ifthe Attorney General declines to impose this mandatory screen or pop-up requirement on all 
categories ofpersonal information covered by the CCPA,ata minimum,the requirement should be 
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Please feel free to contact our Office should you have questions about any ofthe 
foregoing. 

Sincerely 

A,am R. 'eitelbaum 
Des, City Attorney 

imposed on the collection ofhighly sensitive information--such as location data and health or biometric 
data. These categories ofdata are universally viewed as particularly intrusive. See, e.g.,FTC Staff 
Report, Mobile Privacy Disclosures at 3("[M]obile devices can reveal precise information about a user's 
location that could be used to build detailed profiles ofconsumer movements over time and in ways not 
anticipated by consumers."); Louise Barkhuus,The MismeasurementofPrivacy: Using Contextual 
Integrity to Reconsider Privacy in HCI,Proc.Ofthe SIGCHI Conf.on Human Factors on Computing 
Systems at6(2012)(summarizing literature, and concluding that"[t]he prospect ofbeing located is 
therefore also distressing for people ifnot in full control ofthis information");Pardis Emami-Naeini et 
al., Privacy Expectations and Preferences in an IoT World,Symposium on Usable Privacy and Security 
at 5-7(2017)(study indicating that consumers are particularly concerned about"the collection of 
biometric data"). Given the nature ofthese categories ofdata, it is especially important that consumers be 
fully informed that such data may be collected before they begin using an app. 
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December 3,2019 Jeffre M.Dennis 

VIA E-MAIL & HAND DELIVERY 

Privacy Regulations Coordinator 
California Office ofthe Attorney General 
300 South Spring Street, Frist Floor 
Los Angeles,CA 90013 
privacyregulations@doj.ca.gov 

Re: Comments regarding Proposed CCPA Regulations 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

This correspondence provides a written record ofthe public comments made by 
the undersigned on December 3,2019 at the public hearing in Los Angeles, California, 

Introduction 

There can be little debate that the California Consumer Privacy Act(the"CCPA") 
places a significant burden on businesses serving the needs of California consumers, 
under the auspices of consumer privacy rights. I respectfully disagree with the 
monetary impacts set forth on page 14 of the Informative Digest, which are derived from 
the Economic Impact Statement prepared by the Department of Finance. Cost 
estimates of $25,000 for small businesses and $75,000 for large businesses are 
woefully low, and, in my opinion, erroneously ignore the findings set forth in the 
Berkeley Economic Advising and Research Report, dated August 2019, The Berkeley 
report cites a recent TrustArc survey, which found that 29% of impacted businesses 
expected to spend $100,000 or less on CCPA compliance, while 71% expected to 
spend in excess of$100,000 to comply with the CCPA — with 4% of companies 
expecting to spend in excess of $5,000,000. 

A clear disconnect exists between the anticipated impact on businesses 
providing services to California consumers,and reality. As a privacy attorney; I am 
currently working to advise numerous clients on the intricacies of compliance with the 
CCPA — and in my experience,the dollar figures being spent is more in the line with the 
TrustArc survey, as opposed to the Department of Finance conclusions. 

Las Vegas I Newport Beach I Vialnut Creek 
newmeverdillion.com 
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In addition to the high cost ofCCPA compliance for most businesses, confusion 
and lack of clarity in the language of the CCPA and the proposed Attorney General 
regulations adds further burden to companies who want to truly comply with the CCPA. 
I have focused on four provisions which, in my opinion, require modification. 
Additionally, I believe another regulation should be added to clarify the enforcement 
authority ofthe Attorney General's office. 

A. Clarify "Accessibility" Languaqe 

Several sections of the proposed regulations(Sections 999.305(a)(2)d; 
999.306(a)(2)d; 999.307(a)(2)d; and 999.308(a)(2)d) require that various notices and 
the requisite privacy policy "(b)e accessible to consumers with disabilities." While 
further language explains that companies must,"(a)t a minimum, provide information on 
how a consumer with a disability may access the policy in an alternative format,"this 
language is confusing to companies seeking CCPA compliance. What does 
"accessible" mean in this context? Does this language refer to the concepts set forth in 
the Americans with Disabilities Act(the"ADA")or a different standard? Given the 
uncertainly in the courts of what is required for ADA website compliance, clarification 
within the regulations as to what"accessible" means would be quite helpful. 

Rather than leaving businesses to guess how to comply with this portion of the 
regulations,further detail as to acceptable practices in this regard should be provided. 

B. Streamline Methods for Submitting Requests 

Additional confusion arises in the regulations due to differing, seemingly 
contradictory provisions related to methods for submitting requests to know and 
requests to delete. Proposed regulation 999.312(a)appears to require a tol l-free 
number and an interactive webform be provided to submit a request to know. This 
section then goes on to list other acceptable methods for submitting requests. The 
section which immediately follows, provision 999.312(b)takes a different approach for 
dealing with requests to delete. Under 999.312(b),two designated methods are 
requires, but this section provides options — a tol l-free number,a link or online form,a 
designated e-mail address, a form submitted in person, or a form submitted through the 
mai l. There does not appear to be any clear reason for the difference between these 
two provisions. However,the differing approaches leads to unnecessary confusion and 
resource expenditure. 

The following language is humbly submitted as an alternative. As opposed to 
two separate methods for submitting these requests, it is suggested that the two 
sections be combined into a single requirement for submitting requests. The proposed 
language follows: 

"A business shall provide two or more designated methods for submitting 
requests to know or requests to delete. Ata minimum,a business must provide one 
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method from each ofthe following two categories. A business must provide one 
method from the following list of acceptable methods: a toll-free phone number,a form 
submitted in person, or a form submitted through the mail. In addition, a business must 
provide one method from the following list of acceptable methods: a link orform 
available online through a business's website or a designated email address." 

The idea behind this proposed language to simplify and streamline the 
requirementsfor businesses to choosefrom — while ensuring that an option exists for 
the tech-savvy consumer, yet providing an equally effective method for the non-tech-
savvy consumer to make such a request. 

C. Provide a More Reasonable Time to Confirm Receipt of a Request 

Proposed regulation 999.313(a)requires that a business "confirm receipt ofthe 
request" — a request to know or a request to delete — "within 10 days and provide 
i nformation about how the business wil l process the request." This tight timeframe may 
be challenging for businesses to meet — even if they have prepared a form ahead of 
time to confirm receipt of a request. 

The simple suggestion of the change to 10 business days" would allow 
businesses a more realistic timeframe to confirm receipt of such a request, while stil l 
ensuring a prompt acknowledgement to a consumer who makes one ofthese types of 
requests. Otherwise,the existing language provides the opportunity for gamesmanship 
around holidays — when opportunistic consumers may look to unnecessarily challenge a 
company's ability to comply with this section. Adding the term "business" maintains the 
integrity behind this specific regulation, without adding increased pressure on 
compliance. 

D. Allow More Time to Comply With A Requestto Opt-Out 

Proposed sections 999.315(e)and (f) detail a very challenging timeline for 
implementation and notification related to a request to opt-out. 999.315(e)requires a 
business to act upon a request to opt-out within 15 days, while 999.315(f) calls for a 90-
day notification "look back" in which any third party which has received consumer 
information within the past90 days be notified of the opt-out request and instructed to 
not further sell the requesting consumer's information. 

The 15-day requirement to act on a request to opt-out is challenging for any 
business to process within the required timeframe, Given the 90-day look back 
provision, it is unclear why the 15-day requirement is necessary. It is suggested that 
the 15-day requirement to be changed to mirror the 45-day requirement to act set forth 
i n other provisions of the CCPA and the Attorney General's proposed regulations, or, at 
a minimum,allow for one 15-day extension for businesses to comply with this portion fo 
the regulations. 
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E. Include Additional Regulation Clarifyinq the Authority of the Attorney 
General 

Finally, it is humbly suggested that an additional regulation be added to the 
proposed CCPA regulations — addressing the sole and final authority of the California 
Attorney General's office to enforce any violations ofthe privacy regulations setforth in 
the CCPA. 

Civil Code section 1798.155(b)includes language that appears to provide the 
Attorney General with authority to assess and recover civil penalties via a civil action for 
privacy violations ofthe CCPA. However; an understandable concerns exists in the 
business community that opportunistic plaintiffs' attorneys may seek to circumvent this 
provision and utilize either the Unruh Act to increase damages, or bring a Private 
Attorney General Action(a"PAGA"claim")to usurp the Attorney General's authority by 
bringing a private claim, circumvent the intent of the law, and undermine the civil 
penalties stated within the CCPA. 

To alleviate this concern; and further clarify the sole authority of the California 
Attorney General to bring civil claims related to privacy violations, it is suggested that an 
additional regulation be added. The proposed language of this new regulation to clarify 
Civil Code section 1798.155(b) is as follows: 

"The sole authority for enforcement of the civil penalties provided lies with the 
Attorney General ofthe State of California. The Unruh Act is not applicable to this 
statute, and no claims under the Private Attorney General Action("PAGA")doctrine may 
be brought to seek civil penalties or damages." 

This language will bring much-needed assurances to business leaders that the 
CCPA will not lead to a landslide of ill-intentioned civil lawsuits seeking to punish 
businesses for technical violations of the CCPA; while reinforcing the California Attorney 
General's authority to act to protect California consumers. 

Conclusion 

Each of the suggested language changes is humbly submitted to the Department 
of Justice for serious consideration. The suggested modifications should help 
businesses partially offset what has become an onerous,expensive campaign to 
comply with the CCPA. Any language revision which leads to more certainty and 
efficiency will be welcomed by the business community. 
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Thank you for your consideration ofthese requests. 

Very truly yours, 

Jeffrey M. Dennis 

JMD 

9999.JMD/8526531.1 
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Message 

From: Seren Taylor 

Sent: 12/4/20199:16:34PM 

To: Privacy Regulations[PrivacyRegulations@a doj.ca.gov] 

Subject: PIFC Comments Regarding Proposed CCPA Regulations 

Attachments: CCPA AG Privacy Reg Comments Ltr PIFC.pdf 

Attached please find the Personal Insurance Federation of California's(PIFC)commentsand concerns regarding DOYs 

Proposed 10-11-2019CCPA Regulations. If you have any questions please feel free to contact me at or 

by email. 

Thank you, 

Seren Taylor 

Senior Legislative Advocate,PIFC 
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Date December 4,2019 

To: Privacy Regulations Coordinator 
California Office of the Attorney General 
300 South Spring Street, First Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90013 
PrivacyRequlations(E?doj.ca.gov 

SUBJECT: Comments regarding Department of Justice (Attorney General) proposal 
to adopt§999.300through 999.341 of Title 11 ; Division 1, Chapter20,ofthe California 
Code of Regulations(CCR)concerning the California Consumer Privacy Act(CCPA). 

Dear Attorney General Becerra, 

The Personal Insurance Federation of California (PIFC) is a statewide trade 
association that represents six of the nation's largest property and casualty insurance 
companies(State Farm. Liberty Mutual Insurance, Progressive, Mercury: Nationwide, 
and Farmers as well as associate member NAMIC)who write personal lines auto and 
home insurance in California. 

PIFC respectfully submits the following comments and concerns regarding the 
proposed CCPA regulations first published on October 11, 2019 and set for public 
hearing beginning December 2,2019. 

First, we have a generalized concern that these regulations include significant new 
requirements, which impact processes that are already being designed to meet the 
January 1, 2020 effective date of the law. Many of the new regulatory proposals are 
causing insurers to alter their current compliance framework and communications 
protocol under an already tight implementation timeframe. 

Given the complexity of the regulations, and the fact that certain provisions of the 
proposed regulations exceed the substantive and procedural scope of the statute: we 
respectfully request that the effective date of the regulations be at least 18 months 
from final issuance ofthe regulation. Companies must have reasonable time to corne 
into compliance with these comprehensive rules, and the CCPA grants the Attorney 
General discretion to delay enforcement of the regulations. 

I n addition, below we have delineated specific concerns that fall into three broad 
categories: 1)Regulations that need clarification or modification to allow for improved 
implementation, 2) Regulations that should be removed because they exceed the 
bounds ofthe CCPA statute,and 3)Regulations that should be added to be consistent 
with CCPA statute. 

Personal Insurance Federation of California 
£`.: S 
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Regulations that require modification or clarity for irnproved impiernentatio 

Proposed §999.301. Definitions 

The regulations do not describe what is required to Occur when a notice needs to be given in a non-
written communication (telephone conversation). A significant portion of professional 
communications occur via phone interaction, and although it would make sense that these 
communications would be analogous to those of in-person meeting, it is unclear in the proposed 
regulation. To provide clarity, we recommend that the proposed regulation be amended to account 
for an automated phone system directing the consumer to the web for notice or provide an option 
for the consumer to learn about the notice_ 

For example, prior to co lecting any personal information on the phone, a company could provide a 
brief verbal overview and get consumer consent to proceed. This could include reference to a 
url/website if the consumer wants to see the whole notice or a "Press #" option. In this manner the 
consumer has an opportunity to see the "notice at collection" if they so choose. 

(u). The definition of"authorized agent„ is very ambiguous and creeds to be clarified. 

Proposed §999.305 Notice at Collection of Personal Information 

(a)(2)(b):The regulatory req uine,merit to"Use a format that draws the consumer's attention to the 
notice..." is problematic because it is unclear, ambiguous and subject to interpretation. 

Government Code section:. 11349(c)defines "clarity" as meaning "...written or displayed so that the 
meaning of regulations will be easily understood by those persons directly affected by them." 

The clarity standard is further defined in section 16 of title 1 of the California Code of Regulations 
(CCR), which provides, among other things, that a regulation sha I be presumed not to comply with 
the "clarity" standard if the regulation can,on its face, be reasonably and logically interpreted to 
have more than one meaning. 

(a)(3): The proposed regulation specifies that "A business small not use a consumer's personal 
information foranypurpose otherthan those disclosed in the notice at collection." If a business 
does use the information for any other purpose it must direct y notify the consumer of the new use 
and obtain ̀ explicit consent." 

The practical implementation problem is that, in an effort to cover every possible scenario. this 
provision wil force companies to make disclosures that are so broad that it defeats the purpose of 
any meaningful disclosure. We request,the proposed regulation be modified such that a business 
only has to notify the consumer,and provide an opportunity to opt-out , if the use is not compatible 
with previously disclosed uses or world not have been reasonably anticipated based on the original 
disclosure to the consumer. 

Proposed §999.306. Notice of Riqht to Opt-Out of Sale of Personal Information 

(d)(2): This proposed regulation Includes a statement that: "A consumer whose personal 
information is collected while a notice of right to opt-out notice is not posted shall be deemed to 
have validly submitted a request to apt-out." 

This statement imposes an entirely new regulatory requirement. This suggests that: if a company is 
not currently selling data, it is allowed to not include a do not sell button. However, if it begins 
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selling information in 2021 for example, any data collected between now and 2021 would be 
deemed to have opted-out. A company would then have to notify each person and ask them to opt-
in to selling data. This is the reverse of the burden in the CCPA statute. The regulations should 
instead provide that individuals whose data was collected before selling began would be notified by 
an updated privacy notice and then would have the opportunity to opt-out via the do not sell button 
as the statute intended. 

Proposed §999.307 Notice of Financial Incentive 

(a)(1): With regard to the notice of financial incentive; the proposed regulation adds a new element 
of"retention" of a consumer's personal information. 

Existing CCPA law speaks to ̀ collection', `sale" or "deletion", but does riot include "retention". This 
regulation does not take into account that a business may be legally required to offer a different 
price or service ]eve under existing law. Additiona clarification is needed to provide that, where a 
business is legally required to offer a financial incentive based on: risk or service, no notice is 
required. Alternatively; the wort,"retention" could be, removed fioiin 'the proposed iegu]atioE 

Proposed §999.308 Privacy Policy 

The proposed privacy notice requiremen•.ts are overly burdensome and will undermine the intent of 
CCPA by causing companies to write lengthy, confusing and unclear privacy notices that will not 
reveal meaningful information or benefit consumers. Specifically, the privacy notice must specify the 
categories of information collected, the source types, business purposes and third parties that may 
receive the information. The requirements outlined in the proposed regulations do not dovetail with 
the statutory language of CCPA,which is less prescriptive. We suggest that insurers be allowed to 
aggregate information and organize it in a more readable,consumer-friendly format. 

(b)(1)(c)&(b)(Z)(c): The proposed regulations require a business to describe the process it will use 
to verify a consumer request in its Privacy Policy. However, requiring businesses to disclose these 
internal privacy procedures provides a roadr-nap for bad actors to game the system and commit 
fraud. In order to protect consumers, we suggest these "verification disclosure provisions' be 
removed from the draft regulations. 

Alternatively, the consumer would be better served if the process for verification is provided on the 
landing page vvher•. a consumer clicks the link to submit a reques#, or by phone or other method, as 
long as the business provides the information before the consumer is required to submit any 
identifying information. If the proposed regulations are not removed, we request that they be 
modified to allow a business the option of providing this information as part of the request 
transaction; rather than being set forth in the Privacy Policy. 

(b)(3): We request that this section of the proposed regulations include a provision to clarify that the 
right to opt-out of the sale of personal information: does not apply if the Privacy Policy elsewhere 
affirmatively states that the business does not and will not se I personal information. 

(b)(5): The proposed regulation requires that a business explain how a consumer can designate an 
authorized agent to make CCPA requests on: their behalf. We request a modification that simply 
indicates that a consumer"may"designate an authorized agent to make a request. Insurers are not 
in a position to explain how such a request may be done under the CCPA. 
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Proposed§999.315. Requests to Opt-Out 

In order to be technically consistent with the exemption in§999.306(d),this section should be 
amended to clarify that it does not apply if the business does not sell information. 

(e): The proposed regulation requires a business to act upon a request to opt-out no later than 15 
daysfrom date received. However,this timeframe is unreasonably short. Therefore, we request 
that it be changed to 30 days. 

Proposed §999.316. Requests to Opt-In After Optinq Out of the Sale of Personal Information 

In order to be technically consistent with the exemption in§999.306(d)7 this section should be 
amended to clarify that it does not apply if the business does not sell information. 

Proposed §999.325 Verification for Nan-Accountholders 

(c):This proposed regulation provides that a business's compliance with a request to know specific 
pieces of personal information be guided by a reasonably high degree of certainty. While the 
regulation attempts to provide guidance on how to achieve that"high degree"of certainty (i.e., 
matching at least three pieces of personal information "together with a signed declaration under 
penalty of perjury), it ends up being too prescriptive and not consumer friendly. This may delay the 
process and would require another mechanism to send and receive such declarations. We request 
that the regulation be modified to provide businesses flexibility to determine what provides them 
with a high degree of certainty. 

Regulations that should be removed because they exceed CCPA statute 

Proposed §999.312 Methods for Submittinq Requeststo Know and Requests to Delete 

(a): The proposed regulation requires a business that operates a website use an interactive 
webform accessible through the business's website or mobile application. However,the CCPA 
statute only required a webform. Since"Interactive" is not defined and subject to interpretation we 
request that the term be removed from the proposed regulation. 

(d): The proposed new requirementfor a business to use a"two-step process"for online requests 
to delete exceeds what is contemplated in the CCPA statute and poses serious implementation 
problems as it significantly complicates programming. We requestthe new requirement be 
removed from the proposed regulation. 

Proposed §999.313 Responding to Requests to Know and Requests to Delete 

(a):The proposed regulation imposes a variety of new requirements that a business must 
undertake upon receiving a request to know or delete as specified. These exceed the bounds ofthe 
CCPA statute and should be removed from the proposed regulations. 

(c)(?): The proposed regulation requires that, if a business cannot verify the identity ofthe 
requestor seeking specific pieces of information, it must treat request as if seeking categories of 
personal information. 
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This new requirement exceeds the bounds of the CCPA statute and puts an undue burden: on the 
business. Companies should not be expected to treat one type of request as if were another - this 
increases complexity and potential litigation exposure. If a consumers makes a request they should 
be verified for that specific request. 

(c)(9): This proposed regulation requires an "individua ized response to a consumer requesting to 
know categories of persona: information, but it is unc ear what wou d constitute an `individualized 
response'that is not specific pieces of information. Because it is not readily understandable by 
persons directly affected and it exceeds the bounds of the CCPA statute this proposed regulation 
should be removed. 

(d)(I)This proposed regu ation requires a business, if unable to verify consumer,to treat any 
request to delete as a request to "opt out". This provision exceeds the bounds of the CCPA statute 
and does not make sense. If a business is unable to verify the consumer then there is no way of 
knowing it is the consumer making the request — thus no action should be taken. The proposed 
regulation adds undue complexity and potential exposure to businesses who may opt-out wrong 
individuals that were not verified. Therefore, we request that it be removed from the proposed 
regulations. 

(d)(4)This proposed regulation requires a business to specify the manner in which it has deleted 
the personal information. This exceeds the bounds of the CCPA statute and is unnecessary. The 
manner of deletion is immaterial as long as it is deleted. 

(d)(&)This proposed regulation requires, under specified circumstances,the partial deletion and 
limited use of retained personal information A business may have multip e exceptions for use.(e.g. 
if it refuses to delete based on a legal reason, such as market conduct requirements: does this 
mean you cannot use for internal use only purposes - which in and of itself is another exception to 
deletion). This new regulation is confusing and problematic to implement. In; addition, it exceeds 
the bounds of the CCPA statute and we request that it be removed. 

Proposed §999.315 Reouests to Opt Out 

(c): The proposed regulation requires that a business treat user-enabled privacy controls, such as a 
browser plug in or privacy setting as an "opt out". This will be challenging to implement and shifts 
the CCPA,which was intentionally drafted as an opt-out regime; to a de facto opt-in regime. Since 
there are other clear opt-out methods mandated by CCPA,this is not a significant erosion of 
consumers'ability to apt-out Similarly, the requirement that companies treat unverified deletion 
requests as opt-out requests moves toward a de facto opt-in regime not contemp ated by the 
CCPA. This proposed regu ation exceeds the bounds of the CCPA statute and may not even be 
implementable subject to technological limitations. Therefore, we request that it be removed from 
the regulations. 

Proposed 3999.317 Traininq: Record Keeping 

(g):The proposed regulation requires a Business with 4,000,000 or more consumers to compile 
metrics and disclose them in their privacy policy or on website. This exceeds the bounds of the 
CCPA statute, and will impose an unnecessary and costly new burden. It is unclear how adopting a 
new record keeping metric is necessary to further the purposes of the CCPA. Therefore, we 
request that it be removed from the regulations. 
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Regulations that should be added to be consistent with CCPA statute 

Protect ritelleCtUal Property 

0fthCaliforniaCivil Code,the CCPA 

General authority to establish "any exceptions necessary to comp ywith state Vr federal aw. 
in[Juding, but not limited to, those relating UJ trade secrets and iDt8|9otuG| pr0pedy rights, within 

In Subdivision /a\/3A Of Section 1798.185 of grants the Attorney 

theFeaftS[^
one year Of passage of this title and @S needed 

I n this regard, we~ nequ9SttheA Geneng|,through rule making, to establish on exception 1ionn 

the Actfor intellectual property or for data. The {}CP/\ clearly should not apply to information that is 
the protected intellectual property of buSinesS, including information subject to copyright, patent, 

service nlark and/or trade secret protections. 

Unstructured Data 

The regulations should specify that businesses are not required to include "unstructured data" when 

responding tn data subject requests for access oFd8e1iOnOf information. Such data is not the type 

nf marketable data that the[|CPA intended LO target and requiring businesses to search documents 

and emails on all systerns and repositories for unstructured sources of data would be costly and 
excessive. 

Further. the regulations should provide a non-exhaustive list of situations in which requests from a 
consumer could be considered manifestly unfounded or excessive, allowing businesses to charge a 
reasonab|e[eeorrefusetoactonthereqU8sLunderC|vi|CodeQ1788145.Ouchex8nnp|eSshVV|d 
include requests that would require the business to expend G disproportionate amount oftime, 

effort, and cost to ascertain the information that the consumer has requested or to provide the 

information t0 the consumer inmfornnaf that does not inadvertent y reveal the personal information 

uf another consumer in the process, In particular, the regulations sh0u d clarify that businesses are 

allowed to charge a reasonable fee or refuse to act -on requests for hard copies or unstructured 

data. Providing clarity On this point would further the goal of protecting reasonable requests and 

Would help protect oonsumer information from incidenta|exposure b ebusiness 

Cnnc!union 

~ ~8kiOg Action", Government Code section 

11840.5.subdivision (8)(3\(D)requires the Attorney General tGev8uote whether the proposed 

regulations are inconsistent or incompat ble with existing state regulations. After conducting a 

review for any regulations that wou d relate to or affect this area,the Attorney General concluded 

that these are the only regulations that concern the CCPA "The Attorney General has determined 

these proposed regulations are no inconsistent or incompatibe with any existing state regulations, 
because there are noexiating regulations that address the specific Subject matter nf the proposed 

In closing note that, per the"Notice Of Proposed RU|O1 

" 
regulations. 

We believe this assertion i& factual y inaccurate. For insurers,the California Oeoortn78n1 of 
Insurance(C[}|)iS charged with proteCting insurance consumers and currently and fully regulates 
the insurance business,specifically including the irri.plernentation and enforcement of the nSUC3nC8 
I 'nformation and Privacy Act[CA Insurance Code Section 791]and the market conduct practices of 
insurers doing business in California. 

The challenge with nlU|tip|S r9g3|8tGrS prODlU|gaUDQ regu|atioDS, examining coDdUct and taking 
enforcement action is significant.A more effective and efficient solution is to charge regulators that 
already oversee industries with the enforcement of the rules relating to that induStn/, in this case the 

~ 
~ 
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CDI over the insurance industry. The CDI has staff expertise in insurance and privacy, and 
procedures for examining insurer conduct and handling consumer complaints in place. Therefore, 
we strongly recommend that the Attorney General defer to the CDI regarding investigation(market 
conduct)and/or enforcement ofthe CCPA. 

It is clear that adoption ofthese regulations will have a significant,statewide adverse economic 
impact directly affecting 400,000 business, including the ability of California businesses to compete 
with businesses in other states. Asthe Attorney General acknowledges,the proposed regulations 
impose a number of significant reporting, recordkeeping and other compliance requirements on 
companies doing business in California. The Standardized Regulatory Impact Analysis(SRIA) 
provided by the Attorney General estimates that the total cost of initial compliance with the CCPA, 
is approximately $55 billion. This enormous cost is equivalent to approximately 1.8% of California 
Gross State Product in 2018,and will assuredly impact hard working Californians and their families. 

We appreciate the Attorney General's willingness to work with stakeholders to develop fair 
regulations that can be implemented in a manner that best serves Californians as intended, and 
preferably without imposing undue burdens and costs. We look forward to continued work on these 
important regulations. 

Sincerely, 

Feren Tay%/r 
Senior Legislative Advocate 
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Message 

From: Gilbert Lara 

Sent: 12/5/20198:24:00PM 

To: Privacy Regulations[PrivacyRegulations@doj.ca.gov] 

CC: David Nelson 

Subject: Privacy Act Regulations - California Asian Chamber of Commerce 

Attachments: CalAsian Privacy Act.pdf 

Dear Attorney General Xavier Becerra, 

On behalf ofthe California Asian Chamber ofCommerce we are respectfully submitting our comments related to 
implementation related to the California Privacy Act. 

Respectfully 

Gilbert Lara 
Public Policy Coordinator 

CALASIAN 

2331 Alhambra Blvd,Suite 100,Sacramento,CA 95817 
F(916)446-7098 1 calasiancc.org 
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access education opportunity CALASIAN 
chamberofcommerce 

December 5,2019 

Privacy Regulations Coordinator 
California Office ofthe Attorney General 
300South Spring Street, First Floor 
Los Angeles,CA 90013 

To Whom It May Concern: 

The CalAsian Chambers wasfounded in 2010and is currently the largest statewide ethic chamber in 
California. The CalAsian Chambers represents over 600,000 Asian Pacific Islander owned businesses that 
generate over $181 billion in annual revenue;employ over910,135 individuals and generate over$26 billion 
in payroll. The CalAsian Chambersfosters economic prosperity for Asian and Pacific Islanders and for this 
reason we appreciate the opportunity to provide comments to the draft California Consumer Privacy Act 
(CCPA)regulations issued by your office in October of this year. 

As written,the law and draft regulations create confusion for business and consumers,impose costs that are 
too high, and layer additional requirements beyond what is already in the CCPA,all of which heighten the 
difficulty for small and medium size business to develop in good faith a compliance regiment in a very narrow 
window oftime given the complexity ofthe CCPA. It is our understanding that the finalized regulations will 
not be released before the spring of2020,with an enforcement date of July 1,2020. That only provides for a 
few monthsfor small and medium size businesses once the final regulations are made public. 

We appreciate your work to reconcile the CCPA and the many"clean-up" bills that were passed to clarify the 
original bill, but California business owners are similarly struggling to understand their compliance 
requirements. With less than a month to go, business owners are largely unsure of where to allocate 
resources, what kind of consultants are needed in order to ensure compliance,and what software is needed 
to upgrade their systems. 

Speeding towards January 1, businesses are being required tofundamentally change their operations to 
become compliant with a law veryfew can understand, at very high cost. As determined by the economic 
impactassessment prepared for your office, implementation of CCPA,as passed by the Legislature, will cost 
California businesses$55 billion, equivalent to 1.8% ofthe state's Gross Domestic Product, in just initial 
compliance costs. And the estimated cost of$50,000for small business to hire a lawyer,engage a 
technology business, buy software, and maintain records and respond to requests is more than many small 
and medium size businesses can afford. 

We are concerned thatthe regulations exceed the requirements in the CCPA. Rather than facilitating and 
encouraging compliance,we believe the current regulations will lead to more confusion and noncompliance. 
The regulations appear to require business to comply with heightened notice requirements,establish 
enhanced privacy policies, and produce more information to consumers upon requestfor personal 
information. Additionally, the regulations impose new requirements for responding to consumer requests 
without considering the time necessary to verify the request. This is exemplified by the new requirement to 
calculate the value of consumer data. Forcing businesses to calculate the value of consumer data is beyond 
what is written in statute. Further there are too many variables that go into this calculation making any value 
created subjective and unreliable. 

The regulations also fail to provide enough direction around establishment of an opt-out policy. Small and 
medium-size businesses subject to the CCPA need more clarification of the opt-out and opt-in requirements 

2331 Alhambra Blvd, Suite 100 1 Sacramento,CA 95817 F(916)307-5251 1 www.colosioncc.org 
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access education opportunity CALASIAN 
— chamberofcommerce 

in order to present consumers with a legally sufficient and effective means of establishing their privacy 
preference. 

We are concerned about the broad definition of personal information and the requirement that a business 
identify all personal information reasonably capable of being linked to a consumer. Many businesses voiced 
concern about the possibility that consumer requests will create privacy issues by requiring a business to 
connect disparate pieces of information to respond to the consumer request. This policy seems inconsistent 
with the purpose of protecting privacy; potentially actionable from a security standpoint and incredibly time-
consuming for a business trying to meet consumer needs. Also; the regulations are still confusing regarding 
household information. We are mandated to protect individual privacy but required to release household 
information without a means of verifying the identity of the requestor. 

The regulations further introduce a process for businesses to give notices in person and gives individuals the 
ability to submit requests in person. This additional requirement is concerning for small business owners who 
might have not the bandwidth or expertise to comply with this process. The issues here are expounded by 
the requirement that business compile and post annual metrics from the previous year. Not only is this an 
onerous requirement but risks unfairly portraying small businesses in an unfavorable light despite good faith 
efforts to comply. This would especially be the case for small businesses who are being forced into 
fundamental changes of their business while under an expediated timeline. 

We are also concerned that the new private right of action will lead to a cottage industry of phony complaints, 
much like the scams associated with the Americans with Disabilities Act(ADA). The misuse of the ADA took 
nearly a decade to reform and drove many small business owners into financial trouble. Here, the statutory 
damages that will arise from even a small data breach will be staggering — forcing many businesses to settle 
rather than fighting a costly legal battle over the reasonableness of their data security procedures. Worse; 
recovery of damages does not require a plaintiff to prove that they were actually been damaged by the 
breach. 

We are concerned that the regulations and the passage of AB 25 provide a temporary solution for handling 
information relating to employees. While some of the CCPA requirements were deferred, other provisions of 
the CCPA will take effect in January. The regulations attempt to clarify the requirements imposed on a 
business but have left many unsure about whether to continue to keep employees'files for the purpose of 
determining compensation; reviewing performance, handling possible violations of business policy or keeping 
records of leave and other operational matters. Much of the employee information in question is contained in 
company software. Given the uncertainty around a one year "fix" and the need to comply with remaining 
requirements, business will need to decide how to modify their current procedures or simply replace their 
current system. This uncertainty makes compliance more complicated and costly. 

For many small and medium-size businesses, digital advertising has become the great equalizer in 
competing with larger entities that have a national footprint or a big traditional advertising budget. Our 
members are unclear about whether digital advertising wil l still be an effective means of reaching customers. 
Small and medium-size businesses have limited resources. We are not interested in accumulating personal 
information; we are simply trying to connect with our customers or potential customers. The proposed rules 
will likely make customer acquisition more expensive for small businesses by significantly limiting the 
availability and effectiveness of targeted advertising. Clarity around permissible interactive engagement 
would help us to understand how we can operate within the limitations of the law. 

2.331 Alhambra Blvd, Suite 100 1 Sacramento,CA 95817 1 F(916)307-5251 1 www.colosioncc.org 
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We strongly support efforts to protect consumer privacy. But in doing so,we also mustensure that the rules 
governing these protections are laid out in a way that allows businesses to reasonably and successfully 
comply with the law. Protecting consumer's privacy is an importantand laudable goal — but not a goal to be 
pursued at any cost. Rather,we believe the goal should be to pursue sensible, cost-effective privacy rules. 
Consumers count on us to protect their privacy; however,they also rely on us to maintain a functioning 
economy as well as ensure their access to internet services. We trust thatas your office finalizes the 
regulations, you will ensure that all these goals can be achieved. 

Sincerely, 

pa~-.7,-,'xrF),~";~b 

Pat Fong Kushida 

President/CEO 
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Message 

From: D.Barstow 
Sent: 12/5/20198:41:19 AM 

To: Privacy Regulations[PrivacyRegulations@doj.ca.gov] 

Subject: publiccommentsfor California for DeptofJustice for CCPA 

For the record: 

Because I've been a privacy advocate my whole life, I have never applied for or used a credit card. Instead,I 
have a Visa debit card,which is exactly the same,but it doesn't earn money for the banks. Therefore,they don't 
like them. 

In fact,it is the3 credit companies who madeup the silly idea that a secured credit card is "better" than a debit 
card,and that debit cards are worthless to establish someone's trustworthiness in business. 

Igot evicted from my home,after 19 happy years there, because the landlord,Steven Taylor,rated worst 
Landlord in Los Angeles by curbedLA,boughtour building and handed out eviction notices everywhere.I have 
been homeless now for9 months because I can't rent a new apt without credit. Ihave no credit history at all. 

I applied for a credit card recently with Chase Bank,whereIhave banked for over30 years. They said they 
won't give mea card without proofofwhereIlive,my drivers license,and myORIGINAL Social Security 
Card.Igavethem the first 2,but don't have my original SS card anymore.Meanwhile,they have been cashing 
my checksfrom theLA Times,Harvard BusinessReview,WSJ and hundreds ofother mediafor30 years. But 
they still think I don't deserve to live or work or do businessin this country.They ignore my bank account,my 
brokerage,my history and even refused meservice when Iwentto the bank in person. 

Maybe California can'tfix the incredibly devolved and corrupt creditsystem in this country,but you should 
NOT allow any financial institution to refuse service to or bully California citizens by making them show any 
more proof-including drivers licenses or SS cards-than they askfrom anyone else,when they already have 
these people as clients or knowthem from business. Thank you. 

DonnaBarstow 
http://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/ink-blots-cartoons 
http://donnabarstow.com/ 
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Message 

From: Jan Stieger 

Sent: 12/5/20196:12:27PM 

To: Privacy Regulations[PrivacyRegulations@doj.ca.gov] 

Subject: RMAI Comments:CCPA 

Attachments: Final Commentsto the CCPAfrom the Receivables Management Assn,International.pdf 

Thank you for the opportunity to submitcomments regarding the proposed CCPA regulations. 
Please find attached RMAI's comments. 
Jan 
Jan Stieger,CAE,CMP 

Executive Director 
Receivables Management Association International 

nnaintl.org 

1050Fulton Avenue,Suite 120 

Sacramento,CA 95825 

,AtlN0U5TRY INTO FOCUS 

ANNUAL CONFERENCE 
February4-6,2020•LAS VEGAS 

Networking • Knowledge.Exhibitors 
NOTICE:RMAI email addresses are issued to employeesfor the purpose of conducting official business of the corporation. Any correspondence 
inconsistent with the positions, policies,and procedures of RMAI are the personal opinions and views ofthose individualsfor which RMAI does not 
accept liability. 
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RECEIVABLES MGMT. ASSOC, INTL. 

S ETTING THE GL 08Al. SIANDA ft 

1050 Fulton Avenue A120 
Sacramento,California 95825December,5,2019 

Privacy Regulations Coordinator 
California Officeofthe Attorney General 
300S.Spring Street,First Floor 
Los Angeles,CA 90013 

Sent via email,PrivacyRegulalfons@(io1.ca..e(iv 

Re:RMAIComments on Proposed Regulations Concerning the California Consumer Privacy 
Actof2018 

Dear Privacy Regulations Coordinator: 

The ReceivablesManagementAssociation International("RMAI')appreciatesthisoppoitunityto 
submit the following iulemaking comments regarding the California Consumer Privacy Act of 
2018("CCPA"). 

I. BACKGROUND 

RMAIis the nonprofittrade association thatrepresents morethan 500companiesthatpurchase or 
supportthepurchaseofperformingand non-performingreceivablesonthesecondary market. The 
existence ofthe secondary market is critical to the functioning ofthe primary market in which 
credit originators extend credit to consumers. An efficient secondary market lowers the cost of 
creditextended to consumers andincreases the availability and diversity ofsuch credit. 

RMAI is an international leader in promoting strong and ethical business practices within the 
receivables managementindustry.RMAIrequires all its member companies who are purchasing 
receivables on the secondary market to become certified through RMAI's Receivables 
Management Certification Program CRMCP")t as a requisite for membership. The RMCP is a 
comprehensiveand uniformsourceofindustrystandardsthathasbeenrecognizedbythecollection 
industry'sfederal regulator,the BureauofConsumerFinancialProtection,as"best practices.i2 

1 RMAI,RAMIReceivablesManagementCertificationProgram,llttps:/.h'inassociation.orgicertitication (last accessed 
March 2,2019). 
2 Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, Small Business Reviav Panelfor Debt Collector and Debt Buyer 
Rulemaking, OutlineofProposals Under Consideration,July 28,2016,p.38, 
llttp://tiles.constlnlerfnance.gav/f/docu.nients%20160727 cfpb Outline of, pronosals.pdf (last accessed March 2, 
2019). 
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In addition to requiring that certified companies comply with local, state and federal laws and 
regulations concerning collection activity,3theRMCP goes aboveand beyond the requirementsof 
local,state and federal laws and regulations by requiring its member companies to comply with 
additional requirements not addressed by existing laws and regulations. The debt buying 
companies certified by the RMCP hold approximately 80 percent ofall purchased receivables in 
the country,byRMAI'sestimates. 

RMCPcertified companies are subjectto vigorous and recurring independentthird-party audits to 
demonstrate toRMAItheir compliance withtheRMAICertificationProgram. This auditincludes 
an onsite inspection ofthe certified companiesto validate full integration ofRMCPstandards into 
the company's operations. Following a company's initial certification,review audits continue to 
be conducted every two to three years. 

RMAI's Certification Program was recognized by a resolution ofthe Michigan State Senate as 
"exceed[ing]state and federallaws and regulations through a series ofstringentrequirements that 
stress responsible consumer protection through increased transparency and operationalcontrols.. 
,A 

At the state level, since 2013,RMAI has worked with legislators and regulators in California, 
Connecticut,Colorado,Maine,Maryland,Minnesota,New York,Oregon,Washington and West 
Virginia toward the enactment of enhanced laws and regulations regarding the collection of 
purchased consumer debts. 

1I. COMMENTS 

Article 1.GeneralProvisions 

,& 999.301.Definitions 

Clarification is Needed with Respect to the CCPA Dcyinidions of "Business" and `Sell," 
"Selling,""Sale,"or"Sold" 
Although the following terms were defined in the CCPA,RMAl urges the Attorney General to 
provide clarification as described below. 

"Business." 
To meetthe definition ofa"business"underthe CCPA,5 an entity mustbeonethat"does business 
in the State ofCalifornia"and them meets one ofthe three specified thresholds.In other words,it 
is a prerequisite that the entity be doing business in California.Ifthat prerequisite is not met,it is 
irrelevant whetherthe entity also meets one or moreofthe thresholds. 

3 The federal laws to which member companies are subject include but are not limited to the Fair Debt Collection 
Practices Act, Fair Credit Reporting Act, Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, Electronic Funds Transfer Act, Telephone 
Consumer Protection Act,and the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act. 
a Michigan Senate Resolution 33,adopted March 26,2015. 
https://www.legislature.iTii.gov/(S(cO]55]irzil5jml)uaxb4uv0;f))/mileg.aspx?pap-e=getobject&objectname=2015-SR-
0033&query=on(last accessed March 2,2019). 
5 Cal.Civ.Code§ 1798.140(c). 
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However,the CCPA provides no definition for "does business in the State of California." This 
lackofclarity leavesforeign corporations without guidance as to whether their levelofactivity in 
California constitutes"doing business"in the state. 

California has several statutes related to this question. The Revenue and Tax Code provides a 
specific definition for "doing business" with respect to potential franchise tax liability,6 and the 
Corporations Code defines what it means to be "transacting intrastate business"for purposes of 
requiring acertificateofqualification.'California's long-aim statute,'as interpreted bythe courts, 
conceivably provides further guidance. 

Because whether a business "does business in the State of California" is a threshold question, 
RMAIurgesthe Attorney Generalto provide guidanceasto the interpretation ofthat phrasesothe 
applicability ofthe CCPA is not a"guessing game"for foreign corporations. 

"Sell,""selling,""sale,"or"sold." 
RMAIrespectfully requests the Attorney General provide clarification thatthe CCPA's definition 
of"sell,""selling,""sale,"or"sold"9 applies only when the primary objectofthe"sale,"(i.e.,the 
thing ofvalue for which "monetary or other valuable consideration" is received)is the personal 
information itself. 

This clarification would address the common situation in which a consumer's contractual 
obligation is sold,typically as partofa portfolio,and it is the value ofthe obligation,rather than 
the consumer's incidental personal information,thatis the objectofthe sale. 

This concern was raised atthe Sacramento and Riverside Public Hearings: 

Many financial institutions regularly sell portfolios within their business. 
So,forexample,a credit card portfolio oraloanportfolio,another example 
would be like a delinquent account portfolio. In those cases,the personal 
information associated with those accounts is transferred with the 
commercial sale of that portfolio. The terms of that customers' contract 
don'tchange.It would really be helpful ifthe regulations would clarify that 
selling those types ofportfolios -- portfolios ofthat nature and transferring 
the corresponding personal information to some commercial purchasers 
excluded from the definition ofsale. These types ofcommercial sales are 
common in the financial industry, and they don't impact the customers 
directly.'° 

6Cal.Rev.&Tax Code§23101. 
Cal. Corp.Code§ 191. 

B Cal.Civ.Proc.Code§410.10. 
9 Cal. Civ.Code§ 1798.140(t). 
10Transcript,Public Hearingon the CaliforniaConsumerPrivacyAct(CCPA),Riverside,CA,January24,2019,p. 
9.ht4)s://oag.ca.gov/sites/all/files/agweb/l)dfs/urivacy/ccpa-ptiblic-forum-riverside-012419.pdf?(lastaccessed 
November20,2019). 
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As written,the act does not apply to personal information collected, sold, 
processed, or disclosed pursuant to GLBA. Many financial institutions 
regularly sell portfolios within then businesses,and in doing so,consumer 
personal information is transferred with the commercial sale of the 
portfolio. Although the individual transactions that are partofthe portfolio 
are protected byGLBA,the sale ofthe portfolio itself,such as a creditcard 
portfolio or a delinquent account portfolio, does not appear to technically 
fall within this exclusion. It would be helpful ifthe regulations excluded 
from the definition of sale the selling of these types of portfolios and 
transferring of corresponding personal information to the commercial 
purchaser." 

The CCPA defines sale to include any data transfer for monetary or other 
valuable consideration. It's not clear whether the monetary consideration 
mustbereceived forthe purchase ofpersonal data asopposedtosomeother 
business arrangement wherethe data is notthe subjectofthe exchange.12 

The receivables secondary marketplace is where ownership of performing and nonperforming 
receivables (i.e. the asset) are purchased by companies that were not a party to the originating 
transaction. A common example"is when a bank sells the ownership ofits defaulted credit card 
receivablesto adebtbuyingcompany.Asaresultofthe sale,the ownership ofthereceivables and 
all legal rights associated with that asset are now held by a company not a party to the original 
transaction."13 

The secondary marketplace benefits original creditors by allowing them to monetize performing 
and nonperforming receivables,thereby allowing for business growth and the extension ofnew 
lines ofcredit. Consumers likewise benefit because the "receivables secondary market provides 
consumers who have defaulted on a debt the single most expedient, efficient, and cost-effective 
wayto improve their credit rating," providing the greatest opportunity during the life ofthe debt 
to settle the accountfor the lowestamount.14 

Ifaconsumer'srighttoopt-outofthesaleoftheir personalinformationundertheCCPAiswrongly 
interpreted to disallow thetransferenceoftheconsumer'spersonalinformation associated with the 
sale oftheir legal obligation,their de-identified legal obligation would be virtually unenforceable. 
This would disable the receivablessecondary marketplace and potentiallylead to theabandonment 
ofportfolios."This outcome would leavethe consumer with no solution to resolvethe contractual 
obligation on the account,make payments,repair their credit rating,dispute the debt,bring legal 
action,or even to protect their confidential information from falling into the wrong hands."15 

1 Transcript,Public Hearing on the California ConsumerPrivacy Act(CCPA),Sacramento,CA,February 5,2019, 
p. 52. https://oag.ca.gov/sites/all/files/agweb/pdfs/privacy/ccpa-public-fortnn-sac-020519.pdf? (last accessed 
November20,2019). 
12Id. atp.30. 
13 RMAI, The Value ofResale on the Receivables Secondary Market, April 2016, p. 3. hN)s://rmaintl.org/wp-
content/uploads/2017/04/RMA White Paper Value of Resale.pdf(last accessed March 3,2019). 
14Id. at pp.6-78. 
15Id. at9. 
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For these reasons,RMAIrespectfully requests clarification that a"sale" ofpersonal information 
does not occur when it is the obligation with which it is associated that is the asset for which 
"monetary or other valuable consideration"is received. 

Article 2.Notices to Consumers 

4999.305.Notice at Collection ofPersonalInformation 

§999.305(a)(2)c. 

Compliance with the CCPA ShouldNotRequire Translation ofDisclosures 
A person in a trade or business, who negotiates primarily in Spanish, Chinese, Tagalog, 
Vietnamese, or Korean, orally or in writing, in the course of entering into a contract with a 
consumer,must give the consumer a written translation ofthe proposed contract in the language 
ofthe negotiations.16 The translation must accurately translate every term and condition in the 
contract or agreement. 

Ifthe businessthatisrequired to provideaforeign language translation fails todoso,the consumer 
can rescind the contract.17 The consumer can cancel the contract even if it has been sold and 
assigned to a financial institution. 

The law requiring translation ofcontracts negotiated in a language other than English applies to 
(1)creditsale contractsinvolving consumer goodsand services ofall kinds,including automobile 
purchases and leases;(2) virtually all loans or other extensions of credit for use primarily for 
personal,family or household purposes,exceptloanssecured byreal property;(3)consumerloans 
secured by real property, ifarranged by a real estate loan broker,or made by a personal finance 
company;(4)contractsfor the rental,lease or sublease ofapartments orother dwellings(including 
mobile homes)for a period longer than one month(month-to-month and week-to-week rental 
contracts are notcovered);(5)contractsinvolving the paymentoffeesorchargesforlegal services 
furnished bylawyers;(6)reverse mortgages;and(7)mortgageforeclosure consulting contracts.i8 

The foreign language translation requirements do not apply to home improvement contracts, 
contracts involving a seller who is not engaged in a trade or business,and contracts in which the 
consumernegotiated thecontractthrough hisor herown interpreter subjectto certain limitations.19 

The business must give the consumer a foreign language translation ofthe original contract and 
anysubsequentdocuments that modify the original contract2°or substantially change the rights 
and obligations ofthe parties.21 For example,a borrower is entitled to a Spanish translation of 

16 Cal. Civil Code§ 1632(b).
" Cal.Civil Code§ 1632(k);see also Cal. Civil Code§ 1688,etseq.(cancellation ofcontracts). 
'$Cal. Civil Code§ 1632(b)(1)-(7). 

tg Cal. Civil Code§ 1632(g),(h). 
20 SB 1201 now requires a supervised financial organization that negotiates a loan modification on a residential 
mortgage loan in Spanish,Chinese,Tagalog,Vietnamese,or Korean to deliver a specified form at the time the final 
loan modification offer is made. See Cal Civil Code§ 1632.5. 
21 Cal. Civil Code§ 1632(g);see also Cal Civil Code§2923.3(translation offoreclosure notices). 
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deficiency or repossession notices, based on California's foreign language disclosure law,where 
the borrower did notspeak English and the auto loan was negotiated primarily in Spanish.22 

However, the law does not require a foreign language translation for any later documents 
authorized or expected to be made under the original contract or its modification.23 Examples of 
those documents which need notbetranslated include"periodic statements,sales slips orinvoices 
representing purchases made pursuant to a credit card agreement,a retail installment contract or 
account or other revolving sales or loan account,memoranda ofpurchases in an add-on sale,or 
refinancing ofa purchase as provided by,or pursuantto,the original document." 

RMAIdoes not believe that the CCPA's requirements would be considered a substantial change 
to the parties' rights and obligations to warrant the translation of disclosures. Business must 
safeguard customer information or risk exposing themselves to liability.24 The information debt 
buyers and debtcollectors use to service and collect the debtis notsubject to deletion.'2 Nor are 
these companiesengagedinthe businessofselling personalinformation. Thus,RMAIexpectsthe 
benefits ofproviding disclosures translated in the languages in§ 1632 will be minor. 

RMAI acknowledges that the marketing, negotiating, and malting of certain disclosures at 
origination inalanguage other than English could reasonably lead consumers to expectthatpost-
closing documents will also be in the non-English language. However, providing accurate 
disclosures in the languagesin§ 1632 would add significant costs to the collection ofa debt. 

RMAIrequests thatthe Attorney Generalclarifythatcompliance withtheCCPAwouldnotrequire 
businesses to translate the disclosures. In the event that any notices must be translated,RMAI 
encourages the approval ofdisclosureformsin acceptable language translations.26 

§999.305(a)(2)d. 

Consumers Deserve Uniform Compliance with ADA Accessibility Standards and Alternative 
Formats 
Section 999.305(a)(2)d statesthatthe notice atcollection must"[b]e accessible to consumers with 
disabilities."RMAIbelieves it would be helpful for the Attorney General to provide guidance as 
to what the accessibility standards should be when the notice at collection is presented via: 1) 
website;2)"printed forms"or"paper versions";and 3)"signage."27 

Section 999.305(a)(2)d also requires that the notice should "provide information on how a 
consumer with a disability may access the notice in an alternative format." RMAI urges the 
Attorney General to provideexamplesofthe types ofalternative formats thatwould be compliant 
with the CCPA when the notice at collection is presented via: 1)website;2)"printed forms" or 
"paper versions";and 3)"signage."28 

22Reyes v. Superior Count(1981)118 Cal. App.3d 159. 
23Cal.Civil Code§ 1632(g). 
24 Cal.Civil Code§§ 1798.84, 1798.150. 
Cal. Civil Code§ 1798.145(a),(e). 

zs Cal.Civil Code§ 1632.5(i). 
27 Section 999.305(a)(2)e. 
28 Section 999.305(ax2)e. 
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§999.305(a)(2)e. 

Guidance isNeededRegardingProvision oftine Notice at Collection 
Section 999.305(a)(2)e states that a website link to the notice at collection must be "posted 
conspicuously" or be on "prominent signage." RMAI seeks guidance on whether it would be 
allowable,with respect to paper versions ofthe notice,to include the notice onthe reverse side of 
a letter provided there is language on the front directing the consumer to the notice,such as"SEE 
REVERSESIDEFORIMPORTANTINFORMATION." 

Additionally, some businesses may collect information directly fi-om the consumer over the 
telephone priorto the consumer visiting a website with alinkto the notice atcollection or prior to 
receiving a paper versionin the mail.RMAIseeksguidanceon how the notice at collection can be 
provided in those situations. 

Finally,RMAIsuggests it would be helpful for the Attorney Generalto provide asample notice at 
collection so businesses have a standard template to follow and consumers will not be confused 
by varying formats ofthe notice that will otherwise be developed. 

§999.305(a)(3). 

Consumers Deserve Uniformity ivith Respect to How They Are "Directly Notified"and Hoiv 
TheyMustProvide "ExplicitConsent" 
Section 999.305(a)(3) provides that "[i]f the business intends to use a consumer's personal 
informationforany purpose otherthanthose disclosed inthenotice atcollection,thebusinessshall 
directly notify the consumer ofthis new use and obtain explicitconsentfrom the consumer to use 
it for this new purpose."(emphasis added). RMAI requests clarification and examples of the 
various waysa business may"directly notify"the consumer and"obtain explicit consent." 

§999.305(b)(1). 

Consumers Deserve Uniformity with Respect to How Categories of'PersonalInformation are 
Defined 
Section 999.305(b)(1)requires that the notice at collection include "[a] list ofthe categories of 
personal information about consumers to be collected." However,no clarification is provided as 
to how narrowly or broadlythe categories should be defined. 

The CCPA states "[t]he categories of personal information required to be disclosed pursuant to 
Sections 1798.11.0 and 1798.115 shall follow the definition of personal information in Section 
1798.140."29 However,the definition of"personalinformations31containsanon-exhaustive listof 
specific pieces ofinformation,rather than a list ofcategories.The definition also includes"[a]ny 
categories of personal information described in subdivision (e)of Section 1798.80."31 Again, 

29Cal.Civ.Code§ 1798.130(e). 
30Cal.Civ.Code§ 1798.140(o). 
31 Cal. Civ.Code§ 1798.140(o)(1)(B). 
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however, that section of the Civil Code also lists specific pieces of information rather than 
categories.32 

For these reasons,RMAIrequests that the Attorney General provide clarification with respect to 
"categories of personal information" and examples, including examples that demonstrate 
"meaningful understandingofthe information being provided." 

§999.305(b)(4). 

Provision Should beMadeforBusinesses ThatDoNotMaintain Websites 
Section999.305(b)(4)requiresthe notice atcollection to include"[a]linktothe business'sprivacy 
policy,or in the case ofoffline notices,the web address ofthe business's privacy policy."Thus, 
while§999.305(a)(2)e appearsto accommodate businessesthatdo nothave a website,this section 
appears to mandate that every business subject to the CCPA have a website. RMAI seeks 
clarification as to how a "brick and mortar" business that has no website, and does not have 
consumers physically visiting its building, should provide consumers direction to its privacy 
policy. 

4 999.306.Notice ofRightto Opt-OutofSale ofPersonalInformation 

§999.306(a)(2)c. 

Please see commentto §999.305(a)(2)c. 

4999.307.Notice ofFinancialIncentive 

§999.307(a)(2)c. 

Please see continentto §999.305(a)(2)c. 

§999.308.Privacy Policy 

§999.308(a)(2)d. 

Please see commentto § 999.305(a)(2)d,above. 

§ 999.308(a)(2)e. 

Please see comment to § 999.305(a)(2)e,above. 

§ 999.308(a)(3). 

Provision Should beMadeforBusinesses ThatDoNotMaintain Wehsiles 

" "'Personal information'meansanyinformation thatidentifies,relatesto,describes,or iscapableofbeingassociated 
with,a particularindividual,including,butnotlimited to, his or her name,signature,social security number,physical 
characteristics or description,address,telephone number,passportnumber,driver's license orstate identification card 
number, insurance policy number,education,employment,employment history, bank account number,credit card 
number,debit card number,orany other financial information,medical information,or health insurance information. 
..." Cal Civ Code§ 1798.80(e). 
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Section 999.308(a)(3)requires that"[a] business that does not operate a website shall make the 
privacy policy conspicuously availableto consumers."RMAIseeksclarification asto howa"brick 
and mortar" business that has no website, and does not have consumers physically visiting its 
building,should provide consumers its privacy policy. 

§999.308(b)(1)d.l. 

Please see commentto §999.305(b)(1),above. 

§999.308(b)(1)d.2. 

Requiring Information be Provided for Each Category of Personal Information Will 
Overwhelm Consumers 
Section 999.308(b)(1)d.2 requires the privacy policy to include,"rfJor each category ofpersonal 
information collected,[]the categories ofsources from which that information was collected,the 
business or commercial purpose(s)for which the information was collected,and the categories of 
third parties with whom the business shares personal information."(emphasis added). 

In contrast,the CCPA does notrequire that the"categories ofsources,""business or commercial 
purpose," or "categories of third parties" be provided for each separate category of personal 
information.33 

Thus, the proposed regulation would not only impose upon businesses a more complicated 
requirement than what is authorized by statute, it would require more information than is 
reasonably necessary for consumers to understand the collection and use of their personal 
information.As with anyconsumer notice,therecomesa pointat whichtheamountofinformation 
can overwhelm,rather than educate,the consumer.34 

§999.308(b)(2). 

Consumers WillBe Confused by the Notice oftheRightto Deletion When theBusinessIsNot 
Requiredto Delete 
Section 999.308(b)(2)requires that the privacy policy include an explanation ofthe consumer's 
right to request deletion ofher or his personal information. However,businesses do not have to 
comply with a requestto delete certain information. 1 Including an explanation ofa right that the 
consumer does notor maynothave will undoubtedly resultinconsumer confusion andfrustration. 
RMAI encourages that this provision not be mandated when it is inapplicable (i.e., all of the 
personal information possessed by the business is exempt from the requirement to delete upon 
request) or, alternatively, that businesses be permitted to inform the consumer that the right to 
deletion may not be applicable in all circumstances. 

33 Cal.Civ.Code§ 1798.110. 
34 The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, in its Notice ofProposed Rulemaking,noted .the potential for such 
confusion by seeking comment on whether certain "content requirements risk overwhelming consumers and 
decreasing their understanding, thereby making the proposed disclosures less effective." Notice of Proposed 
Rulemaking, Debt Collection Practices(Regulation F), Docket No.CFPB-2019-0022,May 6,2019,p.236. See: 
https.Hflles.consumerfinaiice.gov/t%documents/cfib debt-collectionNPRM.pdf(last accessed Nov.21,2019). 
35 For example,ifretention ofthe personal information is necessary for any ofthe reasons listed in Cal. Civ.Code§ 
1798.145,or ifthe personal information is necessary for the reasons stated in Cal.Civ.Code§ 1798.105(d). 
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§999.308(b)(3). 

Consumers WillBe Confusedbythe NoticeoftheRightto opt-out When theBusinessDoesNot 
SelltheirPersonalInformation 
Section 999.308(b)(3)requires that the privacy policy include an explanation ofthe consumer's 
righttoopt-outofthesaleofher or hisinformation.Ontheother hand,Section999.306(d)exempts 
a business from providing a notice ofthe rightto opt-out ifit"does notand will not sell personal 
information" and "[i]t states in its privacy policy that that it does not and will not sell personal 
information." 

RMAI respectfully suggests that § 999.308(b)(3) be amended to clarify that if a business falls 
within the exemption provided by §999.306(d),it need not include an explanation ofthe right to 
opt-out within its privacy policy. 

Article 3. Business Practices for Handlint;Consumer Disputes 

999.312.Methodsfor Submitting Requests to Know and Requests to Delete 

Businesses that Operate only Informational Websites Should Not Be Required to Accept 
Requests Using a Webform. 
A survey conducted ofRMAImembers revealed thattwenty percent(20%)operate websites that 
are notdesigned to collectinformationfrom or otherwise interact with consumers.These websites 
are designed as online brochures and are primarily used to advertise to the credit and collection 
industry. They do not engage consumers. Because the proposed regulation would apply to any 
business that "operates a website," regardless of whether the website collects information of 
consumers,it imposes an unnecessary burden. The proposed subpart(c)contemplates this very 
situation,noting that"[a]business shall consider the methodsby which itinteracts withconsumers 
when determining which methods to provide for submitting requests to know and requests to 
delete."Thus,where a businessdoesnotuse a website to interact with consumers,itshould notbe 
required to provide a webform to receive requests. 

Requiring Requests to Know orRequests to Delete through Webforms or1-800Numbers Will 
Confuse Consumers WhoHavea Validation Rights tender the FederalFDCPA. 
Requiring RMAI members to allow consumers to submit requests to know or requests to delete 
using a toll-free number or through a website could lead to consumer confusion. 

RMAI members that are subject to the federal Fair Debt Collection Practices Act(FDCPA),15 
USC§1692,etseq,are required to notify consumersofthe rightto obtain"verification"ofadebt. 
15 USC § 1692g(a). A consumer can obtain verification by contacting the debt collector "in 
writing."RMAIbelieves thata"requestto know"underthe CCPA is very similarto a requestfor 
verification under the FDCPA, as both are requests for information the debt collector has 
concerning the consumer36 It is likely that a consumer will believe that by submitting a"request 
toknow"usinga 1-800telephone numberora webforrn,theconsumerhasexercised her validation 

Sec, 15 U.S.C.§ 1692g. 
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rights under the federal.FDCPA. This would not be the case since neither communication was 
made"in writing.s37 

RMAIbelievesthatflexibilityis neededin determiningthe bestmeanstoallow consumersto make 
the requests in a manner that does notlead to confusing consumersoftheir rights under otherlaw. 
Therefore,RMAIrequests thatthefinalrule reflectthatabusiness maychoosetwomethods which 
are reflective oftheir usual interaction with consumers. 

4999.313.Responding to Request to Know and Requests to Delete 

A Request to Delete under the CCPA Will Conflict with a Debt Collector's Responsibility to 
Provide Verification to Consumers undertheFDCPA 
As pointed out in the comment to § 999.312,RMAI members that are subject to the federal Fair 
Debt Collection Practices Act(FDCPA)15 USC§ 1692,etseq,are required to provideconsumers 
with the opportunity to obtain "verification" ofa debt. 15 USC 1692g(a). A "request to know" 
undertheCCPA is very similar to arequestfor verification undertheFDCPA as both are requests 
for information the debt collector has concerning the consumer.38 A natural conflict arises for 
businesses to comply with the requirements of consumer protection statutes related to debt 
collection as such company cannot delete information. Accordingly,RMAIrespectfully requests 
clarification thatbusinessesregulated under theFDCPA are exemptfrom responding torequestto 
delete information. 

GuidanceisRequiredforBusinessesthatOnly CollectPersonallitformation Coveredby GLBA 
RMAIrespectfully requests the Attorney General provide guidance regarding the applicability of 
§ 999.313 to a business that holds only personal information collected, processed, sold, or 
disclosed pursuant to the federal Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act("GLBA Information"). The only 
information that could be provided by that business in response to a request for information or 

.deletion is GLBA Information,which is notcovered bythe CCPA 39As proposed,§999.313 does 
not provide that business with an option to respond to the request without going through the 
burdensome and unnecessary process required by § 999.313(a)and (b). Requiring the business 
that holds only GLBA Information to comply with § 999.313(a)and (b)will cause substantial 
increases in operation cost as well as confusion to a consumer because the business will have to 
deny that request pursuantto§ 999.313(c)(5).Furthermore,although §999.313(c)(9)permits the 
business to refer to its general practices outlined in its privacy policy ifthose are the same for all 
consumers, the regulations do not provide a streamlined method for responding pursuant to § 
999.313(c)(5)or(9)at the time thata requestfor information or deletion is received. 

Finally, RMAI suggests it would be helpful for the Attorney General to provide a samples or 
exemplars related to various communications falling under this section so businesses have a 
standard template to follow and consumers will not be confused by varying formats ofthe notice 
that will otherwise be developed. 

37 See,Mahon v. CreditBureau,Inc., 171 F.3d 1197,1202(9th Cir. 1999)("Tfno written demand is made,`the 
collector may assume the debtto be valid,"'citing Avila v. Rubin,84 F.3d 222,226(7th Cir. 1996);15 U.S.C.§ 
1692g(a)(3))• 
38 See,15 U.S.C.§ 1692g. 
39 Cal,Civil Code§ 1798.145(e). 
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§999.313(c)(1)and(c)(2). 

Guidance isRequired toPreventaSecurity Risk to Consumers 
Section 999.313(c)(1)and(c)(2)state that ifthe request is denied in whole or in part because the 
business is unable to verify the consumer's identity,the business shall"inform the consumerthat 
it cannot verify their identity."RMAIrequests guidance on the method by which a business is to 
inform the unverified consumer. Communication with a non-verified consumer, even without 
disclosure ofthe information can by itselfcreate risk to the security ofthe information. 

§999.313(c)(5). 

ExamplesandSample Notices WillPromote Uniformity 
RMAIrequeststhatthe Attorney General giveexamplesofwhen itis appropriate to denyarequest 
under§999.313(c)(5)and provideasampleofadenial notice to illustrate the meaningof"explain" 
as used in this subsection. 

999.315.Requests to Opt-Out 

Businesses that Operate only Informational Websites Should Not Be Required to Accept 
Requests to Opt-Out Usinga Webform. 
As pointed outin the comment to §999.312,a survey conducted by RMAIrevealed that twenty 
percent(20%)ofrespondingmembersoperate websitesthatarenotdesignedtocollectinformation 
from or otherwise interact with consumers.These websites are online brochuresthat advertise the 
business' services to the credit and collection industry. They do not engage consumers.Because 
the proposed regulation would apply to any business that "operates a website," regardless of 
whether the website collects information ofconsumers, it imposes an unnecessary burden. The 
proposed subparts(b)and (c)contemplate this very situation, as subpart(b)provides that"[a] 
business shall consider the methodsby whichitinteracts with consumers when determining which 
methods consumers may use to submitrequests to opt-out..." Subpart(c)would apply only if"a 
business collects personal information from consumers online"Thus,where a business does not 
use a website to interact with consumers or collect information from consumers,it should not be 
required to provide a webform to receive such requests. 

Businesses that Collect Information Whose Sale is Authorized by Federal or State Law or 
Excepted by the CCPA,should be Permitted to Deny Opt-Out Requests Concerning Such 
Information. 
A consumer cannot opt-out of the sale of personal information collected, processed, sold, or 
disclosed pursuantto the federal Gramm-Leach-Bliley ActGramm-Leach-Bliley Act(GLBA)(15 
U.S.C.§§6801,etseq).Asproposed,§999.315,and particularly subpart(d),does not provide the 
business with an option to advise consumersofthis exception in response to a requestto opt-out. 
In the case of requests to know,the proposed § 999.313(c)(5) allows a business to provide a 
response indicating thatthe information will notbe provided"becauseofa conflict withfederal or 
state law,or an exception to the CCPA."Likewise,in response to a requestto delete,proposed § 
999.313(d)(6),providesthe business with the ability to respond with a denial analogousto thatof 
proposed §999.313(c)(5).RMAIrequests clarification that a business may similarly deny an opt-
outrequest whenthe requestconflicts with federal or state law or an exception to the CCPA. 
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4999.317.Training,Record-Keeping 

§999.317(a). 

A Plain-Language GuideforBusiness willPromote Compliance 
To ensure consistent training and application of the CCPA,RMAI requests that the Attorney 
General distribute a plain-language guide for businesses that businesses can then provide to the 
individuals responsible for handling consumer inquiries or a business's compliance with the 
CCPA40 

§999.317(g). 

Clarification of"Sell,""Selling,""Sale,"or"Sold"isNeeded 
Asdiscussed in RMAI'scommentto§999.301,RMAIrespectfully requeststhe Attorney General 
clarify that the sale ofaconsumer's contractual obligation is not considered to bethe sale ofthat 
consumer's incidental personal information for purposes of the CCPA. This clarification will 
confirm RMAI's understanding that the additional compilation, disclosure, documentation, and 
compliance requirements contained in § 999.317(g)do not apply to RMAI members that do not 
buy,receive,sell,or share personal information exceptas incidental to the contractual obligation 
thatisthe objectofthe sale ortransfer. 

999.318.Requests to Access or Delete Household Information 

§999.318(b). 

ThisSection is Confusing to Businessesand Consumersand WillProduceHarmfulResults 
Proposed § 999.318(b) requires a business to comply with a request to know or delete, if"all 
consumers of the household jointly" make the request. Proposed section 301(h) defines a 
household as a person or group ofpeople occupying a single dwelling. RMAI understands this 
definition to include unrelated persons who happen to be present in the same dwelling at any 
moment,even if it they do not reside at the "single dwelling." This is because the definition of 
"household"proposed in§999.301(h)uses the word"occupying"rather than"residing."The use 
of"occupying"issignificant.Merriam-Websterprovidesadefinition of"occupy"to mean"totake 
up(aplace orextentin space)or"totake or fill(an extentintime).,,41 By using"occupying"rather 
than"residing,"the proposed rule can be interpreted to include persons who arc merely present at 
a "single dwelling," no matter how brief their presence. Thus, a person can occupy a single 
dwelling without being a resident of that dwelling, regardless of the occupation being only 
transitory or momentary. In contrast, Merriam-Webster provides a definition of"reside" as "to 
dwell permanently or continuously:occupy a place as one's legal domicile.s42 

Although the occupation ofthe single dwelling may only be momentary or transitory, proposed 
318(b)requires a business to comply with arequest to know or delete, if"all consumers ofthe 
householdjointly"makethe request.In thefirst instance,becauseofthe momentaryand transitory 
nature of"occupying"a"single dwelling"(asopposedto a person residing ata"single dwelling"), 

q0Forexample,see https://www.tic.gov/tips-advice/business-center/guida»ee/how-comply-privacy-consumer-
financia1-information-rule-gratntn 
41 See,liups://w%vw.f»erriam-webster.com/dictionary/occupy last accessed November22,2019. 
42See,https://wwm,.jnerriam-webster.coin/dictionary/reside last accessed November 22,2019. 
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a business can never be certain whether "all consumers"(emphasis added)who occupy a single 
dwelling have jointly made the request. RMAI members likely will not have information 
concerning the persons who occupya particular single dwelling when the requestis made.This is 
because consumers can cease occupying a single dwelling quite easily,as opposed to establishing 
residence. Furthermore, it is possible for multiple consumers to occupy a single dwelling,even 
though one or more ofthose consumers reside at a different place. The difference is significant 
because aconsumer can occupy a"single dwelling"simply by being present atsuch a place for a 
few hours. 

The verification guidance proposed by Article4 is ofno assistance in resolving this dilemma.A 
business may ask the consumers to provide verification that they all occupy the single dwelling, 
but it is likely that the evidence provided to demonstrate occupation will instead be indicative of 
consumers residing at the single dwelling,such as copies ofutility bills, driver's licenses or the 
like. But this information does not encompass the broader definition of"occupying" the single 
dwelling,whichcan besatisfied by a person's mere presence in the single dwellingfor any period 
oftime. 

RMAIurges use ofthe word"reside" iz) place ofoccupying to avoid such confusion. 

§999.318(b). 

ThisSection RisksDisclosureofthe Consumer'sInformation in Violation oftheFDCPA 
RMAIalso understandsthe proposed definition to included unrelated persons"occupyinga single 
dwelling."Thus,RMAIunderstands a household to include persons who have nofamilial or legal 
relationship(i.e., it includes persons who are notspouses,parents,children,or legal guardians). 

In the context ofa request under proposed § 999.318(b), the request can come from unrelated 
persons. In the case of a request-to-know sent to an RMAI member subject to the Federal Fair 
Debt Collection Practices Act(FDCPA)(15 U.S.C.§§ 1692,etsect.)the information revealed in 
response would necessarily include a consumers' financial information. However, 15 U.S.C.§ 
1692(c)(b) prohibits a debt collector from communicating with any person in connection with 
collection ofa debt, absent the debtor's "prior consent" with few exceptions,none ofwhich are 
applicable here.43 It is thus likely that a request under proposed § 999.318(b) would cause the 
disclosure ofinformation protected fi-om disclosure by 15 U.S.C.§ 1692(c)(b). 

RMAI does not believe that the proposed Article 4 verification is consistent with the "prior 
consent" requirement of 15 U.S.C. § 1692c(b), which permits a debt collector to communicate 
aboutthe debt with third parties withthe"prior consentofthe consumer given directly to the debt 
collector." This is because proposed § 999.323(a)provides that the purpose ofArticle 4 is for a 
business to "establish, document, and comply with a reasonable method for verifying that the 
person making a request.to know or a requestto delete is the consumer about whom the business 
has collected information." The stated purpose is not to assure a consumer has provided prior 
consent to the disclosure ofinformation to the person making the request. 

"̀ See IS IJ.S.C.§ 1692c(b). 
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As RMAI commented with respect to proposed § 999.312 and § 999.315, RMAI proposes to 
remedy this conflict by including in proposed § 999.318(b)a provision allowing businesses to 
respond to requests to delete or know by denying the consumer's request to the extent it would 
conflict with federal orstate law or fall within an exception to the CCPA. 

Article 4.Verification ofRequests 

4999.323.GeneralRules Rep-arding Verification 

Additional Guidance is Required to Ensure Consumers'Identities are Accurately Verified in 
Compliance with the CCPA 
Section 999.323(a)requires that a business "establish, document,and comply with a reasonable 
methodfor verifying thatthe person making a requestto know or requestto delete isthe consumer 
about whom the business has collected information." Although Section 999.323(b)(3) provides 
factors for a business to consider in establishing its verification method,RMAIrequests that the 
Attorney General provide guidanceand examplesofwhatwould constitutea"reasonable method" 
ofverification as well as how the factors listed should be weighed. 

Additionally, and in comparison, Section 999.325(b), related to verification of non-account 
holders, requires that a business "matcho at least two data points" in verifying a consumer's 
identity in relation to a.request to know "categories of personal information" maintained or 
collected,while Section999.325(c)requiresabusinessto"matcho atleastthree piecesofpersonal 
information"in verifyingaconsumer's identityin relation to arequestto know"specific piecesof 
personal information" maintained or collected. It would be helpful for the Attorney General to 
provide guidance regarding how the requirement to establish a "reasonable method" for 
verification pursuantto Section999.323isto beapplied and interpreted in consideration ofSection 
999.325(b)&(e)which contain specific methodsofverification". 

Section 999.323(a)also requires that a business"document"its compliance with the method of 
verification it establishes.TheProposed Regulations-Purpose,Necessity,and Benefitsexplainthat 
thedocumentationrequirement"providestransparency intotheprocessand aneasywayto confirm 
thatthe business hassetupa method and isfollowing it."However,subsection(b)(2)requiresthat 
a business "avoid collecting the types of personal information identified in Civil Code section 
1798.81.5(d), unless necessary for the purpose of verifying the consumer" and subsection(c) 
requires that any new"personal information" collected for purposes ofverifying the consumer's 
identity be deleted after processing the consumer's request. It would be helpful for the Attorney 
General to provide guidance regarding the interplay between these sectionsofthe Regulation and 
how businesses can achieve compliance both with its requirementto"document"verifications as 
well as to"avoid"and"delete"personal information collected during the verification process. 

Section 999.323(b)(1)uses the term "avoid"when discussing a business's collection ofpersonal 
information. It would be helpful for the Attorney General to provide guidance regarding how the 

as While Section 999.325 isspecificto"non-accountholders",this scenario is defined asinstances wherea"consumer 
doesnothave orcannotaccessapassword-protected accountwith the business".Id., at(a).However,wherea business 
does not provide for an individual to access his/her account via a password-protected portal or otherwise, but the 
individual still is an "account holder" with the business, the Regulations are ambiguous as to what method for 
verification would be required. 
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term "avoid"is to be interpreted when considering a business's compliance with this Regulation 
as well as examples ofpermissible collection and retention ofsuch personal information. 

Section 999.323(b)(1)'s requirement that businesses avoid collection of personal information 
during the verification process is also inconsistent with Section 999.317(b) which requires that 
"[a] business shall maintain records ofconsumer requests made pursuant to the CCPA and how 
thebusinessrespondedto said requestsfor atleast24months."Itwould behelpfulforthe Attorney 
General to provide guidance regarding how Section 999.317(b)'s requirementto maintainrecords 
ofaconsumerrequestmay beinterpreted consistent with Section 999.323(b)(1)'srequirementthat 
a business avoid collecting personal information related to verifying anysuch consumer request. 

Section 999.323(c)requires that a business that collects additional consumer information during 
the verification process shall delete such new information collected"as soon as practical."RMAI 
requeststhatthe Attorney General provide guidance regarding how theterm"assoon as practical" 
is to be interpreted when considering a business's compliance with this Regulation as well as 
examples of when it may become "practical" to delete such information as this Regulation 
anticipates. 

Section 999.323(d)requires that a business "implement reasonable security measures to detect 
fraudulent identity-verification activity and prevent the unauthorized access to or deletion of a 
consumer'spersonalinformation."RMAIrequeststhatthe Attorney Generalprovide guidanceand 
examples of what would constitute a "reasonable security measure" in compliance with this 
Regulation. 

999.325. Verification forNon-Accountholders 

Proposed§999.325HarmsConsumers whoSeek Verification ofDebts UnderSection 1692g(b) 
ofthefederalFDCPA 
As explained in RMAI's commentsto proposed § 999.312,§ 1692g(b)ofthe federal Fair Debt 
Collection Practices Act requires a debt collector to provide verification ofa debtupon receiving 
a written request in accordance with the requirements of that section. As explained in that 
comment,a"request to know"under the CCPA is very similar to a requestfor verification under 
the FDCPA as both are requests seeking information the debt collector has concerning the 
consumer. It is quite likely that a consumer may believe that by submitting a"requestto know" 
theconsumerhasexercised the validation rightsprovided bysection 1692gofthe federalFDCPA. 

Thepurposeofvalidation under§1692gisto"eliminatethe...problem ofdebtcollectorsdunning 
the wrong person or attempting to collect debts which the consumer has already paid."45 In 
providing verification under 1692g, RMAI members indicated in survey responses that they 
provide one or more ofthe following concerning the debt being collected: 

• accountnumber; 
• nameofthe original creditor; 
• name ofthe creditor at charge-off; 

43 Chaudhry v. Gallerizzo, 174 F.3d 394,406(4th Cit. 1998).See also,Dunham v. Portfolio.Recovery Assocs.,.LLC, 
663F.3d997,1003(8th Cit.2011);Clark v. CapitalCredit& CollectionSews.,460F.3d 1162,1173(9th Cir.2006). 
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• balance at charge-off; 
• current balance due; 
• the debtor's social security number(or a portion ofit,such as the lastfour digits); 
• the debtor's last known address; 
• the debtor's lastknown phone number;and, 
• accountlevel documents.46 

The degreeto whichRMAImembersprovide verification informationcan depend on thefactsand 
circumstancesofeach consumerrequest.For example,aconsumer whosimply disputesadebtand 
requests validation mayreceive only minimal information. While a consumer who acknowledges 
the debt,but disputes the amount,may receive more detailed information. 

There is nothing in section 1692g which allows a debt collector to condition the provision of 
verification information onthe consumerfirst establishing they are the correct debtor or providing 
any information to the debt collector to verify their identity. And courts liberally construe the 
FDCPA"to effectuate its stated purpose[s]."47 

Proposed § 999.325 subparts(b)and(c)conflict with the requirements of§ 1692g and frustrate 
their intended consumer protections. The proposed regulation requires a business subject to the 
CCPA and the FDCPA to condition the disclosure of personal information in response to a § 
1692g(b)verification request on two or three"data points provided by the consumer."However, 
consumers subject to debt collection activity are often unwilling to provide any information to a 
debt collector, let alone the "personal information" contemplated by proposed 325 subparts(b) 
and(c).After all,apurposeof§1692g validation isto"eliminatethe...problem ofdebtcollectors 
dunning the wrong person ..."4R Proposed § 999.325 frustrates this purpose by prohibiting a 
businessfrom providing§ 1692g verification absent"data points provided by the consumer." 

Therefore,RMAIproposes to remedy this conflict by including a provision excepting businesses 
from proposed §999.325 when providing consumers with personal information consistent with a 
business' obligations underfederal or state law. 

III.CONCLUSION 

RMAIthanksthe California Officeofthe Attorney Generalforitsconsiderationofthesecomments 
and looksforward to issuance ofthe final regulations. 

Please let meknow ifyou leave questions or ifIcan be ofany assistance. 

Sincerely, 

ACR,-, 

Jan Stieger,Executive Director 

A6"Account level documents,"could include billing statements,loan agreements or loan applications. 
44 Taylor v. Fin.RecoveryServs.,Inc.,886F.3d212,214(2d Cir.2018).See also, Vien-Phuong ThiHo v. Recontruat 
Co., NA,858 F.3d 568,579(9th Cir.2017)("theFDCPA mustbe liberally construed in favor ofthe consumer."). 
48 Chaudhry v. Gallerizzo,174 F.3d at406. 
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A Community-Based Response to theSecureTheVillage Cybercrime and Privacy Crisis 

December 3,2019 

Attorney General Xavier Becerra 

Office ofthe Attorney General 

State of California Department ofJustice 

Subject: CCPA and Minimum Reasonable Information Security Practices 

Dear Mr. Attorney General: 

I speak to you asthe founder and President of a California nonprofit,SecureTheVillage. We are a 

community ofinformation security practitioners; IT vendors and MSPs;attorneys with a practice in 

cyber;cyber-investigators;insurance and risk management professionals;law enforcement,including 

the FBI,Secret Service,and both the Los Angeles County and Orange County District Attorney's Office; 

and others. In addition to our base in Los Angeles,our community extends to Orange County and 

Sacramento. 

The experience and expertise ofour organization's members runs deep.Speaking personally, I entered 

the field ofcomputer security in 1980 as a young Ph.D.in mathematical logicfrom The University of 

Michigan. In those early years, I was privileged to work securing advanced technology systemsfor the 

White House,Strategic Air Command,NASA and other national assets.Seventeen years ago, I co-

founded an information security managementfirm, Citadel Information Group,to assist mid-market 

and smaller organizations manage their information security needs. In the9 years prior to founding 

SecureTheVillage in 2015, 1 served as President ofthe Los Angeles Chapter ofthe Information Systems 

Security Association. 

I speak to you today regarding the California Consumer Privacy Act(CCPA)RightofCompensation to 
consumers in the event of a data breach except when the breached business maintains "reasonable 

security procedures and practices appropriate to the nature ofthe information being protected." 

As has been widely discussed,there is a great deal of uncertainty asto exactly what"reasonable 

security procedures and practices" is to mean. 

In response to this uncertainty,SecureTheVillage has developed and published—as a free public 

service—a set of Minimum Reasonable Information Security ManagementPractices. 1 

1 See https://mrsp.securethevillage.org/. 

SecureTheVillage ... Turning People and Organizations into Cyber Guardians. 

https://securethevillage.org/ 
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For the reasons described below,we invite you to use our Minimum Reasonable Information Security 
ManagementPractices in assisting California establish appropriate reasonability requirementsfor 
organizationsto follow in complying with CCPA and other information security management 
obligations. 

SecureTheVillage viewsthese minimum reasonable practices asso basic to the responsibility of 
securing private consumer information that a failure to implementthem should be considered prima 
facie evidence that an organization's information security procedures and practices are not reasonable. 
We developed them to be commercially reasonable and reasonably achievablefor any company 
subject to CCPA. 

It is importantto note that we are not saying that an organization meeting these minimum practices 
has reasonable practices.To cite one example,the "reasonability" requirementfor a large 
telecommunication or Internet Service Provider is considerably more than our suggested minimum. 
And even a companythat meets our minimum standards might still not have reasonable standards 
appropriate to the nature ofthe information being protected.Oursuggested minimum is designed to 
establish thefloor, notsetthe bar. 

SecureTheVillage's Minimum Reasonable Information Security ManagementPractices are based upon 
other existing information security standards.These include: 

1. The NISI Cybersecurity Framework 

2. The International Standards Organization ISO 27001family,Information Security Management 

3. The Center for Internet Security's Critical Security Controls[CIS-20] 

4. The New York State Department of Financial Services,23 NYCRR 500,Cybersecurity 
Requirementsfor Financial Services Companies 

5. NIST 800-171,Protecting Controlled Unclassified Information in Nonfederal Systems and 
Organizations 

SecureTheVillage's Minimum Reasonable Information Security ManagementPractices have nine basic 
elements. 

1. Information Security Management 

2. Information Security Subject Matter Expertise 

3. Security ManagementofSensitive and Private Information 

4. Security AwarenessTraining/Culture Change(SecureTheHuman) 

5. Security Management ofthe IT Interface: Use of CIS-20 Critical Security Controls 2 

6. Security Managementofthe IT Infrastructure: Use ofCIS-20 Critical Security Controls 

2 At the present time,our incorporation ofthe CIS-20 is based upon the Center's Version 6controls.We will be upgrading 
our minimum to the newer CIS Version 7 controls later this year or early in 2020. 
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7. Third-Party Security Assurance 

8. Information Resilience 

9. Information Security Governance 

A natural question is why not use the CIS-20 asthe standard of reasonability. After all,the CIS-20 was 
identified by then Attorney General Kamala Harris in the California 2016 Data Breach Report as 
providing a minimum reasonableness standard. 

SecureTheVillage believes the CIS-20standards are — in part -too weak to be reasonable and — in part -
too strong. 

We believe the CIS-20 is too weak to meetthe reasonableness threshold in thatthey do not naturally 
encompassthe aspects ofinformation security managementthat lie outside of managing the 
technology infrastructure: Organizational management,Governance,Leadership,Training, Cultural 
adaptation,etc. We believe these elements — included in ISO 27001,the NIST Framework,23NYCRR 
500 — need to be included in any reasonable definition of reasonableness. 

Likewise, we believe some ofthe CIS-20 controls are not commercially reasonable for smaller 
organizations which might be subject to the CCPA.Penetration testing is a good example as it is not 
cost-effective for smaller companies.These companies can get considerably more risk-driven value 
from network vulnerability scanning and phishing simulations. 

For more information,we invite you to review the details ofSecureTheVillage's Minimum Reasonable 
Information Security ManagementPractices.They are available atthe link noted above and also 
accessible from the Resources Section on our website: www.SecureTheVillage.org. 

It would be my pleasure to meet with staffto discuss further how SecureTheVillage's Minimum 
Reasonable Information Security ManagementPractices supports California's need for a well-defined 
standard for reasonable security practices. 

Thank you for your consideration.Thank you as well for your leadership in helping California find the 
right judicial answersto meetthe challenges ofcyber-crime,cyber privacy and information security. 

Sincerely, 

Stan Stahl, Ph.D. 

SecureTheVillage 

Founder and President 
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Message 

From: Giz H 
Sent: 12/4/20194:33:24PM 
To: Privacy Regulations[PrivacyRegulations@doj.ca.gov] 

Subject: Selling personal info 

I wanted to make my voice heard.Iam a disabled retiree. Ilike the saying"Don't call us...we will call you" 
attitude. Rather putit,instead ofhavingto opt outofeverythingfrom all companies/businesses it should be the 
consumer's choice on whetherto receive annoying communications be it by mail,email or phone calls. These 
nuisances are a waste oftime,energy,resources,and money. 

Thank you for your time, 
Adrian Hansen 
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Message 

From: Steve Denis 

Sent: 12/5/2019 7:42:52PM 

To: Privacy Regulations[PrivacyRegulations@a doj.ca.gov] 

Subject: Small Business Finance Association Comments 

Attachments: CCPA AG Comment Letter SBFA(1).docx 

Please see attached. Thank you. 

Steve Denis 
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Submitted by Electronic mail to:PrivacyRegulations@doj.ca.gov 

Privacy Regulations Coordinator 

California Office ofthe Attorney General 
300South Spring Street,FirstFloor 
Los Angeles,CA 90013 

Re: File No.: Second Invitation for Comments on California Consumer Privacy Act 
RegulationsProposed TextofRegulations("Invitation") 

Dear Attorney General Xavier Becerra, 

The Small Business Finance Association("SBFA')would like to thank the Office ofthe 
Attorney General("AG")for reaching out to stakeholders and inviting them to provide input on 
the above referenced proposed regulations. 

We appreciate the AG requesting comments regarding its proposed Regulations for the 
California Consumer Privacy Act C'CCPA"). While the SBFA understands the importance of 

protecting customer data and wants to insure that its customer data is protected, we would 
appreciate additional changes, clarity and guidance in order to insure that SBFA member 
companies are able to comply with CCPA as well as continue to operate their business in an 
effective manner. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Small Business Finance Association(SBFA)is a non-profit advocacy organization 
dedicated to ensuring Main Street small businesses have accessto the capital they need to 
grow and strengthen the economy. SBFA's mission is to educate policymakers and 
regulators about the technology-driven platforms emerging in the small business lending 
market and how our member companies bridge the small business capital gap using 
innovativefinancing solutions. SBFA is supported by companies committed to promoting 
small business owners'accessto fair and responsible capital. 

11. PFRSONALINFORMATIONCOLLECTED FOR COMMERCIALPURPOSE 

A. Customers Intentionally Providing Personal Information For Commercial Financing 

One ofthe main purposes of the CCPA is to make sure that California residents know 
what information about them is being collected. If a California resident expressly 
provides information to a company it is evident by the process ofgiving the information 

that they are aware that that information is being collected by the company. In this 
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scenario,a notice that such information is being collected is not needed and will serve to 
confuse the consumer. The consumer knows this information is being collected and 
requiring all of this information to be listed will simply obscure the fact that other 
information the consumer did not provide is also being collected (e.g. IP address). This 
frustrates the main purpose ofthe CCPA. 

SBFA member companies collect various information from small businesses that are 
looking for financing. That information includes personal information of the owners of 

the small business. However,the information is being provided directly by the business 
owners and they are fully aware that in order to obtain the commercial financing they 
need to provide this personal information. The customers are seeking out financing 

companies to provide financing and are deliberately providing the personal information 
in order to obtain the financing for the business. Because the client is deliberately and 
purposefully providing the information, the CCPA provisions requiring notice about the 
collection ofthis information should not apply. To the extent SBFA member companies 
collect other information about business owners (such as IP address, website history, 
etc.), the CCPA clearly would apply and notice would need to be provided(subjectto the 
business exemption addressed below). Permitting finance companies to limit their CCPA 
disclosures to information the customer did not directly provide will be more valuable to 

consumers as the CCPA notice will highlight the information the customer did not know 
was being collected (as opposed to a long disclosure that lists everything the consumer 
knew they were providing and mixing in information they did not know was being 

collected). 

B. Business to BusinessExemption 

There is currently an exemption in Section 1798.145(1), which provides for information 

collected in a business to business transaction to be exempt exemption from the CCPA 

through January 1, 2021. However, this exemption is limited to information provided 
"within the context ofthe business conducting due diligence regarding or providing, or 
providing or receiving a product or service to orfrom such company ...." The wording 
in this section is confusing and it is not clear ifthis language was intended to exempt all 
information collected in a business to business transaction (including marking, 
negotiating,contracting, servicing and collections)orjustinformation collected as part of 
the "due diligence." We request that this be made clearer. It is our belief that this 
language wasintended to exemptthe collection ofinformation between two businesses in 
all circumstances provided the information is collected for the purpose of one business 
providing another businessa good or service. 
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III. NOTICEOFCOLLECTION OFPERSONALINFORMATION 

A. Notice At The Time OfCollection ofPersonal Data 

There are multiple ways customers can apply for small businessfinancing. Customers 
can apply via the financing company's website,through athird party website or by 
telephone. Section 999.305 ofthe proposed Regulations requires that a company provide 
the notice ofinformation collected ator before the time ofcollection. Whilethere is 
guidanceforthe privacy policy disclosure as to a business website,landing pages,and 
mobile phone,there is no guidance for when a customer directly calls a financing 
company trying to obtain small businessfinancing. Thecustomer may not have visited 
any ofthefinancing companies'websites nor received any printed forms with the privacy 
policy. Therefore,the first contact with the financing company would be on the phone. 
Because ofthis, prior to engaging in any conversation,thefinancing company would 
haveto either provide a verbal disclosure ofall the categories ofpersonal information 
thatmay be collected orinform the customerto visitthe privacy policy beforethe 
financing company can even speak with the customer.Readingthe entire privacy police 
or notice will provide for a horrible customer experience. Moreover,there is no clarity as 
to whether a verbal disclosure ofthe privacy policy or personal information collected 
would be sufficient underthe CCPA.Based on the examplejust provided,thefinancing 
company cannoteven email alink to the privacy policy asthe collection ofthe email 
address would require the client receive the notification prior to collecting the email 
information. 

We would recommend some guidance as to how the AG would instruct companiesto 
handle notice ofcollection ofpersonal information when acustomer calls a company and 
thatcompany will collect at leastsome personal information during the initial phone call. 

B. Information Collected By A Third Party 

The proposed Regulations state that"a businessthat does notcollect information directly 
from the consumers does not need to provide a notice at collection to the consumer.... 
"Many financing providers obtain a customer'sinformation directly from athird party 
and have minimal contact with the customer. For instance,athird party may refer the 
customerto thefinancing company and provide thefinancing company with the 
customer's information(e.g. application,copy ofdriver's license, etc.). In this instance, 
thefinancing company has not directly requested theinformation from the customer but 
is in receipt oftheinformation based on the customer requestingfinancing. Moreover, 
the financing company may require additional information from the applicantto fully 
underwritethe small business.In this instance,the financing company will inform the 
third party that it needs additional personal information butthe third party is the company 
that is actually requesting the personal informationfrom the company.Based on the 
wording ofthe proposed Regulations,the financing company would never have directly 
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(first party communication with the customer)collected the personal information and 
would notneed to provide the CCPA notices. Itis unclear ifthis wasthe intention ofthe 
proposed Regulations.Wewould request clarity on how the AG would consider the 
"directly" requests information from the customer asthe person who will use the 
information orjustthe person whois asking for it. 

IV. PERSONALINFORMATION 

A. CategoriesofPersonal Information 

The CCPA requires companies to list the categories of personal information to be 

collected. The proposed Regulations are vague as to what exactly is a category. Could 
one category simply be any and all information the customer provided or is that too 
vague? As previously stated, SBFA member companies provide commercial financing 
and can obtain an extensive amountofpersonal information that the customer voluntarily 
provides. Because ofthe amountofdifferent categories ofpersonal information that may 
be collected(as each customer may not provide all the different categorical information) 
and in order to make the privacy policy more user friendly (not only online but on a 
mobile phone) we would recommend that the Regulations allow for some examples of 
what personal information may be collected and also state that one category can be"any 
personal information that the customer provides." 

B. Personal Information From Customer Communication 

In the eventa customer does request that the personal information be deleted, it is unclear 
exactly what information must be deleted. The CCPA makes it clear that the deletion 
request would apply to personal information the company collects and assembles for 
analytical reasons. However,what about random information the customer provides that 
is not part ofany intentional data collection effort. For example,there may be multiple 
email communications with a customer. In the event of a deletion request, would a 
company have to delete the actual email (all emails have personal information as they all 
have the customers email address). Also, would a company have to delete all contracts 
with customers even ifthose contracts are basically saved in an electronic file where the 
data in the contracts is not scrubbed and "collected" for analytical reasons? These 
provision ofthe CCPA are so broad that they create an impossible standard (delete all 
information from the customer in any format)and will open the flood gates oflitigation. 

We would request clarification as to what exactly would be covered as personal 
information and if that would extend to the entirety of customer communications. 
Additionally, we believe the proposed Regulations should provide an exemption for any 
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company that does not sell consumer information for any reason and only uses the 
information it collectsfor internal purposes. 

V. DELETION OFDATA 

A. Deletion OfData Generally 

Ifa company agrees to delete the customer's personal information, it is imperative that 
the company maintain certain data points. The reason being that the person may need to 
be contacted in the future for various reasons,the customer may want to request certain 
records oftheir transactions with the business in the future, or the customer may wish to 
opt-out ofreceiving certain marketing material. In all ofthese situations, the customer 
file (at least some aspects of it) must be maintained or the business will be unable to 
respond to the customer,law enforcement,etc. For example,ifa customer has requested 
to beremoved from any marketing material(e.g. email or direct mailers),in order for the 
company to comply with the customer's request, the company must maintain the email 
address, name and address to make sure that the customer is suppressed from any future 
marketing campaigns. Also, if the customer stated that someone fraudulently applied or 
stole his/her identity,the company needs to make sure they have the information so that 
not only do they not market to the customer but if the customer's information is used 
again, they know upfront that it is fraud and can stop the application. Additionally, if a 
business is not subjectto a state orfederal do not call listlaw but maintains alist asa best 
practice, it would appear the CCPA prohibits the maintenance ofany such list as there is 
no applicable exemption from the deletion rules. In this case,the CCPA would seem to 
require the information be deleted but then the customer will not be suppressed from the 
calling list in the future. This is not alogical outcome but one the CCPA wording seems 
to require. Werequest that the proposed Regulations be revised to include an exemption 
from the deletion requirementfor these types ofsituations. 

B. Deletion OfData And Fighting Fraud 

While there are exceptions for deletion of data based on Section 1798.145(a)(2)(3)(4), 
investigations,law enforcement,or defending claims,our concern is that a customer may 
requestthe deletion ofthe information prior to any legal claim being filed,subpoenafrom 
law enforcementor other investigation. This may not only prejudice the company as it no 
longer has responsive information to defend itself in a legal claim but also assist law 

enforcement or federal or state governments with its investigation. SBFA member 

companies have a wealth of information to fight fraud and assist in investigations into 
fraud rings or identity theft; however, if the company is required to delete the 
information,it will not be ofany assistanceto itselfor othersin fighting future fraud. 
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Although the SBFA understands that the CCPA is attempting to protect the privacy of 
California residents,there are unintended consequences by allowing a resident to request 
deletion of data related to a transaction they requested. It is a concern that the people 
who are committing the fraud will request deletion of data in order to continue the 
fraudulent scheme because there may no longer be an indication that the person 

submitted a fraudulent application or documents. It is imperative that the AG allow for 
retention ofcertain data in orderto reduce fraud. 

C. When Businesses AreNotRequired to Comply With Customer Deletion Requests 

The CCPA requires that businesses delete a verified request from a customer. However, 
Section 1798.105(d) provides for certain situations where a business does not have to 
comply with the deletion request. The SBFA would like clarity on these exemptions to 
insure that SBFA member companies comply with the law while satisfying their 
legitimate business needs. SBFA member companies enter into contracts with their 
customersfor commercial financing.Once the contract has been paid,the customer either 
proceeds to obtain additional financing,decides notto obtain additional financing or may 
at a later date decide to obtain additional financing. Although the customer has paid in 
full and the account is closed, every commercial financing company retains all of the 
customer information along with the contracts. The companies use this data for risk 
modeling, customer reacquisition and faster application process if a customer decides 
down the road to return for additional financing. It is also used to prevent fraud or to 
respond to customer inquiries in the future (e.g. customer may want a record of its 
transactionstwo years after they are paid in full for tax purposes).However,ifa customer 

can request to delete the personal information, this would create material risk for the 
financing company. SBFA would like clarification that finance companies are not 
required to delete applicant or customer personal information that is uses internally for 

risk modeling, customer service, fraud prevention or other purposes necessary for 
financing companies to conduct business. Below are examples of where additional 
clarification would be much appreciated: 

a. Section 1798.105(d)(7) — This section permits a business to maintain personal 
information if"reasonably aligned with the expectations" ofthe consumer. It is 
impossible for SBFA members to know what the customers reasonable 
expectations are with respectto data they submitted to apply for financing. Does 
an applicant reasonably believe that their performance data will be used to update 
risk models even years after they are paid in full (this is how risk models are 
created)? Additionally, would this exemption from deletion extend to any 
personal information that is provided to a company even ifthe customer was not 
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approved for commercial financing (decline information is just as important as 
performanceinformation when creating a risk model)? 

b. Section 1798.105(d)(8) — This Section allows for compliance with "legal 
obligation(s)," but would that just be legal statutory or regulatory obligations or 
does this also apply to contractual obligations that exist between a financing 
company and its senior lending facility (e.g. the contract between the financing 
company and the senior lending facility requires the financing company to 
maintain all customer informationforfive years.)? 

c. Section 1798.105(d)(9) — Additional clarification and guidance on this Section 

would be helpful as there is no definition as to what is "lawful." It could be 
argued that by keeping the data it is not lawful since the customer requested its 
deletion. It would be assumed that the financing company is retaining the 
personal information and contracts in accordance with its ordinary business 
practice and in response to the customer applying and/or obtaining commercial 
financing. 

D. Deletion OfData On Backup Servers 

In the event a customer requests a company to delete its personal information, the 
company, after verification and agreeing to delete the information, has to comply with 

Section 999.313(d)(2)ofthe proposed Regulations in order to be in compliance with the 
CCPA. Section 999.313(d)(3) on the proposed Regulations further goes on to discuss 
how the company must delete the information from an"archived or backup systems...." 
However, neither the proposed Regulations nor the CCPA define what an archive or 

backup system is. Does this just include electronic copies or would it include any 
hardcopy documents or tapes? Moreover, companies store the information on multiple 
systems and make multiple images to insure that the data is not lost or destroyed in the 
event one system is compromised. It would be nearly impossible to actually delete or de-
identify the data across the entirety of those systems. We would request guidance and 
clarity from the AG as to what the definition ofan archive or backup system is and how 
companies can a comply with Section 999.313(d)(3) when the information may be 
"backed-up"in hundreds ofcopies. 

VI. SELLINGDATA 

Ifa commercial financing company is unable to provide financing to a customer,that financing 

company, with the customer's permission, may refer the customer, along with the personal 
information, to another commercial financing company. In the event the other financing 
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company actually provides financing, the referring financing company may receive a 
commission for the referral. Section 1798.140(t)(2)(A), states that the aforementioned is not 
considered selling if the customer "uses or directs the business to intentionally disclose" the 

personal information "provided the third party does not also sell the personal information .. . ." 
It is unclear how the finance company that denied the application and then forwarded it to 
another finance company pursuant to the applicant's request can verify that the financing 
company who was transferred the information (pursuant to the applicant's request) sells the 
information. This fact pattern becomes even more difficult to address as many times 
applications areforwarded multipletimes(and each time pursuantto the applicant's request). 

VII. CONCLUSION 

We appreciate the AG's effort to draft meaningful proposed Regulations. However, 
based on all the above, we believe the proposed Regulations need additional edits and clarity in 
order to make sure companies are able to comply with the CCPA and are not subject to 
mountains oflitigation. 

Thank you for considering our comments. Weremain committed to working with you to 
implementregulations that provide value to small businesses. We hope you appreciate our letter 
and recognize that it exhibits our commitment to working with you to make sure the final 
regulations work and provide value. We would be happy to discuss these matters in person or by 
telephone. You may reach me at 

Respectfully, 

Steve Denis 
Executive Director 
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Message 

From: D.Barstow 
Sent: 12/5/20198:22:14 AM 
To: Privacy Regulations[PrivacyRegulations@doj.ca.gov] 
Subject: this is public commentfor the process ofCCPA 

Social Security has been using Equifax to gather all the personal info ofthe whole country for several 
years: https://www.ssa.gov/hlp/mySSA/df-idverification.html 

Itis outrageous and unthinkable thattheUSfederal govtis using aPRIVATE,FOR—PROFIT companyto 
investigate citizensl I I I I They obviously havelost control oftheir own responsibilities, which are to guard our 
privacy!! ! 

Please makesure the state ofCalifornia never allows any deptto use the vile credit companiesto hold, 
investigate,or be part ofany state department. And maybe you can make it illegal that Social Security uses 
Equifax at all. I have been unableto set up an online account or even make a phone call to SS because you have 
to gothrough Equifax! Grrr! 

Thank you forincluding this comment. 

Donna Barstow 
http://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/ink-blots-cartoons 
http://donnabarstow.com/ 
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Message 

From: Standish, Karri K. 

Sent: 12/5/20196:55:14PM 

To: Privacy Regulations[PrivacyRegulations@doj.ca.gov] 

CC: Stefan II, Jeffrey M. 

Subject: wejo Ltd.commentsto the California Office ofthe Attorney General's Proposed Regulations underthe California 

Consumer Privacy Protection Act 

Attachments: wejo Ltd.Commentsto California Attorney General Proposed CCPA Regulations.PDF 

Please see the attached commentson behalf of wejo Ltd.in response to the California Office ofthe Attorney General's 
Proposed Regulations underthe California Consumer Privacy Protection Act. Should you have questions or concerns 
regarding this matter, please contactJeffrey M.Stefan by phone at r by e-mail at 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Karri Standish 
Legal Assistantto Eric M.Nemeth,Tiffany K.Snow,Jeffrey M.Stefan and David F.Wrublewski 

VARNUME 

Varnum LLP Main:(313)481-7300 
160W.Fort Street, Fifth Floor Fax:(313)481-7340 
Detroit, Michigan 48226 www.varnumlaw.com 
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December6,2019 

Email: PrivacyRegutations@doi.ca.gov 
Privacy Regulations Coordinator 
California Office of the Attorney General 
300South Spring Street, First Floor 
Los Angeles,CA 90013 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

Re: Comments of Wejo Ltd. on the California Attorney General's Rulemaking Pursuant to 
the California Consumer Privacy Act 

wejo Ltd.("wejo")is pleased to offer its comments below in response to the California Office of 
the Attorney General's ("Attorney General") Proposed Regulations under the California 
Consumer Privacy Protection Act("CCPA"). 

WEJO'S MISSION 

wejo is creating a leading connected vehicle and mobility service, which optimizes data and 
intelligence from connected vehicles in order to maximize its intrinsic value for drivers and 
manufacturers alike. wejo is a trusted partner for global automakers and its connected data 
products enable safer, smarter and more sustainable transportation solutions. wejo seeks to 
use securely collected and analyzed data intelligence to facilitate improvements in safety,and 
mobility. wejo's services enable consumers and the public to benefitfrom sharing data through 
enhanced services and personalized experiences. By way of example, wejo's technology can 
serve cities and communities by solving mobility and urban planning problems, expediting 
emergency responsiveness,reducing emissions,and improving traffic flow efficiency. wejocan 
also help drivers locate parking spaces in real-time, shorten their commutes, avoid traffic 
congestion,and accident hotspots. 

WEJO'S COMMITMENTTO DATA PRIVACY ANDSECURITY 

wejo is pioneering the connected vehicle data marketplace,and puts drivers and passengers 
first with its secure and flexible ADEPT platform -- a high-performance data exchange platform 
designed specificallyfor connected vehicle data. wejoworks ethically and collaboratively with 
like-minded partners to create value from connected vehicle data. 

As demonstrated by wejo's privacy by design framework, wejo maintains an unwavering 
commitmentto consumer data privacy and security and takes its responsibilities to be a trusted 
and ethicaldata steward very seriously. wejo's solutions are built with data privacy and security 
at the forefront — never merely a compliance obligation or an afterthought. As a data privacy 
champion, wejo commends the California legislature and the Attorney General in its efforts to 
safeguard consumer data privacy. 

Connected vehicle services and their extended benefits enabled by wejo have the potential to 
save lives, improve environmental outcomes,emergency services, decrease traffic congestion, 

wejo Ltd. Part of the wejo Group 

Registered office address:Chowley Court,Chowley Oak Lane,Tattenhall,Cheshire, UK,CH39GA 

t.08002343065 1 e.info@weio.com j Company Number:08813730 
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and deliver tremendous consumer benefits. wejo is concerned, however, that without 
reasonable interpretations and exclusions,certain provisions of the CCPA create the potential 
to negatively impact beneficial connected vehicle services without any meaningful 
corresponding increase in consumer privacy protection. To address the unique privacy 
considerations created by connected vehicle data, wejo urges the Attorney General to clarify 
several items in its final regulations, in particular the six items highlighted below. 

WEJO'S REQUESTS FOR CLARIFICATION IN THE ATTORNEY GENERAL'S FINAL CCPA 
REGULATIONS 

First, the Attorney General should provide regulatory security safe harbors that offer 
predictability,and encourage best practices. 

The CCPA's private right of action creates potential liability for a business's"violation ofthe duty 
to implement and maintain reasonable security procedures and practices appropriate to the 
nature of the information" where that violation results in the disclosure of "non-encrypted or 
non-redacted personal information." I To secure passage, CCPA proponents assured 
lawmakers that this language was designed to facilitate statutory "safe harbors" that would 
protect businesses operating in good faith and taking reasonable precautions to protect their 
customers'data from disclosure.2 However,the Proposed Regulations do not contain any safe 
harbor provisions for businesses who implement"reasonable security procedures". 

The Attorney General should clarify that the CCPA provides a safe harbor for businesses that 
"implement and maintain reasonable security procedures and practices appropriate to the 
nature of the information".3 A safe harbor makes sense under the CCPA given the importance 
of security, and the fact that security needs are constantly changing based upon new 
technologies and threats. An appropriately tailored safe harbor would incentivize businesses 
to take proactive measures to implement best practices for security and provide predictability 
for both consumersand businesses. 

wejo cautions against a prescriptive approach to security as potential threats can change 
rapidly. Instead,safe-harborsshould be outcome-driven without rigid technical mandates.The 
rules should clarify that this standard is met when a business adopts practices that are 
recommended by an appropriate body such as an industry specific regulator or trade 
association,'or when businesses can otherwise show that they have made good faith efforts to 

Cal. Civ.Code§1798.150(a). 

2See"Understanding the Rights, Protections,and Obligations Established by the California Consumer Privacy 
Act of 2018: Where should California gofrom here?: Informational Hearing Before the Comm.On Privacy and 
Consumer Protection," 2019 Leg. Sess.(Cal. 2019)(beginning at 00:40:11)(statement of Alastair Mactaggart, 
Chairman, Californians for Consumer Privacy, explaining the safe harbor provisions: "So, we give three safe 
harbors because we're trying to incentivize good behavior. And so companies who encrypt your data, that 
redact your data,[...] or that actually just have reasonable security practices and procedures in place don't 
face the right of action.") https://www.assembly. co.gov/media/assembly-committee-privacy-consumer-
protection-20190220/video. 

3 Cal.Civ. Code§1798.150(a)(1). 

"See FTC,"Protecting Consumer Privacy in an Era of Rapid Change: Recommendations for Businesses and 
Policymakers"(2012), available at https://www.ftc.gov/sites/ default/files/documents/reports/federal-trade-
commission-report-protecting-consumer-privacy-era-rapid-change-

wejo Ltd. Part of the wejo Group 
Registered office address:Chowley Court,Chowley Oak Lane,Tattenhall,Cheshire, UK.CH39GA 
t.08002343065 1 e.info@weio.com I Company Number:08813730 
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adoptcompliance programs appropriate for the risks associated with the data they maintain, 
such as the ISO 27001 27001 together with independent compliance audits, e.g., TISAX.5 weio 
believes this approach would be the most effective way to protect consumer data from 
unauthorized access. 

Second, the final regulations should address the unique challenges posed by consumer 
data requests for connected vehicle data. 

The CCPA provides consumers the right to access"the specific pieces of personal information" 
a business has collected about them.6 Certain connected vehicle data could be considered 
personal information if tied to a specific person, like the owner or lessee of the vehicle. 
Connected vehicle providers, and by extension weio, use vehicle data to develop solutions 
aimed at improving safety, traffic congestion and other important public benefits including, 
among otherthings,location,mapping,and vehicle usage system information.The vehiclefrom 
which the data was collected and processed, however, may be jointly owned,driven by the 
vehicle owner'sfamily member orfriend, used to transport third party passengers,or even used 
as a ride hailing vehicle. This dynamic makes it difficult to determine which individual should 
be accurately linked to the data collected by a particular vehicle. 

This is especially problematic when an entity such as weio does not have a direct relationship 
with the consumer,and when the data collected is not readily personally identifiable data(e.g., 
location data,sensor data, driving behavior data). In this case, it would be extremely difficult, 
if not impossible, to verify that the individual is in fact requesting access to their own personal 
information, rather than that belonging to someone else. 

While weio commends the Attorney General for providing detailed verification procedures in 
its regulations, weio respectfully requests that the final regulations take into account these 
unique circumstances particularly to avoid situations where compliance with a consumer 
requestcould result in disclosure or deletion of data atthe request of an individual maintaining 
no actualconnection to that data.To thatend, weio requests the final regulations provide that 
businesses receiving data access requests for connected vehicles be allowed to produce 
aggregate compilations of the personal information collected by the business rather than the 
personal information specifically tied to a particular vehicle. 

If an individualized response disclosing all ofthe types of personal information tied to a specific 
vehicle were required in this context, it could lead to personal information being disclosed for 
individuals (e.g, another vehicle operator or passenger) apart from the person making the 
request. This would actually increase consumer privacy concerns in contravention of the 
CCPA.7 Conversely,aggregate compilations of the personal information collected would allow 

recommendations/120326privacyreport.pdf("The Department of Commerce, with the support of key industry 
stakeholders, is undertaking a project to facilitate the development of sector-specific codes of conduct.")(last 
accessed 11/23/2019). 

5 See International Organization for Standardization, "ISO/IEC 27001 Information Security Management," 
available at https://www.iso.org/isoiec-27001-information-security.htmt(last accessed 11/22/2019). 

6Cal. Civ. Code§1798.100(a). 

SeeCal.Civ.Code§1798.145(j)("The rights afforded to consumersand the obligationsimposed onthe business 
in this title shall not adversely affectthe rights and freedoms of other consumers.") 

weio Ltd. Part of the weio Group 
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consumers to assess what personal information a company processes consistent with the 
CCPA's intent to protect the rights and freedoms of consumers. It would also comport with the 
Attorney General's mandate to establish reasonable procedures and exceptions regarding the 
information businesses provide to consumers. This would provide transparency to consumers 
without introducing additional privacy concerns. 

In addition, the Proposed Regulations'treatment of a business's inability to verify a consumer 
request to delete personal information also create concern in the connected vehicle context. 
The Proposed Regulations require businesses thatcannot verify a consumer deletion requestto 
treat the request as a request to opt-out of sale.8 While a business may deny a request to opt-
out if it has a "good-faith, reasonable, and documented belief that a request to opt-out is 
fraudulent"",this standard remains undefined."Fraudulent" is clearly a higher bar to meetthan 
"unverified". Often, especially where there is no direct relationship between the business and 
the consumer whose information is being requested,the business will have no evidence upon 
which to base a conclusion that the request is fraudulent. wejo submits that the Proposed 
Regulations go beyond the corners of the CCPA in this regard, and impose additional 
obligations that essentially negate a business' ability to refuse a deletion request if the 
consumer cannot be verified and prevent the businessfrom making subsequent beneficial use 
Of such data through a sale. wejo, therefore. respectfully requests that the final regulations 
take into account this issue and clarify thata request to opt-out must be a verifiable request or, 
at the very least, that a business is not obligated to treat an unverified request to delete 
personal information as a request to opt out. 

Third, the CCPA and Proposed Regulations allow consumers to opt-out of the sale of 
particular categories of data or to request the deletion of their data entirely, but do not 
give them the choice to opt-outordelete their data based uponsubsequenttypes ofsales 
and uses for that data. 

A consumer has the right under the CCPA to opt-out of the sale of his or her personal 
information.'0 wejo appreciates that the Attorney General clarified in its Proposed Regulations 
that businesses may respond to requests to opt-out of sales with the choice to opt-out of sates 
of certain categories of personal information, as long as a global option to opt-out is more 
prominently displayed." However, it remains unclear whether the CCPA allows consumers to 
opt-out of particular subsequent types ofsales and uses of their personal information. If, for 
example,a consumer approves ofa connected vehicle provider's sale and use of location data 
to improve roadway safety or reduce traffic congestion, but does not want that location data 
to be sold and used for advertising purposes,the Proposed Regulations would require him or 
her to either opt-out of neither or both uses. 

See Proposed California Consurier Privacy Act Regutations§999.313(d){1). 

Cal. Civ.Cede§999.316(h). 

i0Cal.ON.Ccde§1798120f 1. 

Proposed Rcgutations§999.315(d). 
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wejo requests that consumers be given choices related to their opt-out and deletion rights for 
the sate of data based upon how that data will later be used in connection with the sale.12 
wejo recognizes that consumers may value this choice particularly as it relates to the highly 
beneficial societal uses enabled by connected vehicle data platforms. Offering this option 
would be minimally burdensome,as the CCPA already requires that a business that collects 
consumer personal information inform consumers of"the categories of personal information to 
becollected and thepurposesfor which thecategoriesofpersonalinformation shallbe used'.'', 
Allowing consumers to opt out of the sate of particular categories of information but not 
particular purposes for collecting that information would be inconsistent with the purposes of 
this section ofthe CCPA.In sum,wejoasks thatthe Attorney Generalclarify that businesses may 
offer reasonable options for consumers to choose the type of sales and uses of personal 
information for which they wish to opt-out,rather than requiring them to choose all or nothing. 

Fourth, the Attorney General should clarify what constitutes 'de-identified'data in the 
connected vehicle context. 

TheCCPA providesthat it "shall not restricta business's ability to ...[c]ollect, use,retain, sell, or 
disclose consumerinformation thatis de-identified or in the aggregateconsumerinformation".14 
The CCPA defines"de-identified" information as"information that cannot reasonably identify, 
relate to, describe, be capable of being associated with, or be linked, directly or indirectly,to 
a particular consumer".15 wejo submits that if connected vehicle data is not linked or tied to an 
individualname,addressor other traditional identifiers,and safeguardsare in place to prevent 
such linkage,then the data should beconsidered de-identified underthe CCPA.Thisapproach 
to de-identification comports with the FTC's 2012 privacy report, Protecting Consumer Privacy 
in an Era of Rapid Change:Recommendations for Businesses and Policymakers(2012), which 
notes that data is "not reasonably linkable" to the extent that a company takes reasonable 
measurestode-identify the data,publiclycommits notto re-identifythe data,and contractually 
prohibits downstream recipientsfrom trying to re-identify the data".16 

Connected vehicle data can include vehicle identification numbers(VINs)or variationsthereof, 
which may be linked, directly or indirectly,to the owner ofthe vehicle. But this vehicle-specific 
data and other vehicle level data should not be treated as personal information under the 
CCPA if measures are in place to prevent that data from actually being tied to an individual. 
Acontraryapproach could impedethedevelopmentof highly beneficialtransportation benefits. 
Connected vehicle data tied to a VIN can be used to improve safety, congestion. and other 
societal benefits. Analysis of this data can provide numerous societal benefits ranging from 

12 Notably, this is something that is alloyed urger the EU General Data Protection Regulation(GDPR)in its 
.Rightto Object"section. SeeGDPR,Articles 12,21, Recital70. 

13Cal.Civ. Code§1798.100(10. 

14 Cal.Civ.Code§1798.145(a)(5). 

15Cal.Civ.Code §1798.140(h) 

T8See FTC,"Protecting Consumer Privacy in an Era of Rapid Change: Recommendations for Businesses and 
Policymakers" at 21(2012), available at httpsJ/\nnAsw.ftc.gov/sites/ default/filesidocuments."reports./federat-
trade-commission-report•-protecting-cor)surrier-•privacy-era-rapid-charlge-
reco£emendations/120326privacyreport.pdf(lastaccessed 11/23/2019). 

wee,€.td,Pirt of 1:h*- vweic, 
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improved safety to positive environmental outcomes. As noted by the FTC in its 2015 Report 
regarding the Internet of Things, maintaining de-identified data may promote "beneficial 
societal uses of the information."'1 Accordingly, wejoasks thatthe Attorney General make clear 
in its final regulations that information is de-identified if it is maintained and used in a manner 
that does not reasonably support identification with appropriate physical, technical, and 
administrative safeguards. 

Fifth, the Attorney Generalshould harmonize the GDPR and CCPA. 

While there are numerouscommonalities between the GDPR and CCPA,there are also several 
compliance distinctions which should be harmonized to avoid needless and duplicative 
compliance costs for impacted businesses. Examples of compliance distinctions between the 
CCPA and the GDPR include, among other things, the format upon which businesses must 
transmit data, the scope of opt-out rights, and what constitutes a "sale" of personal 
information.113 One key additional distinction exists between the CCPA and GDPR's "public 
interest" exceptions. While the GDPR does not require consumer consentfor processing where 
it "is necessaryfor the performance of a task carried out in the public interest or in the exercise 
of official authority vested in the controller,";9 theCCPA providesa much more limited exception 
pertaining to "peer-reviewed scientific, historical, or statistical research."zQ Carving out a 
broader CCPA exception to use personal information for public interest purposes could allow 
businesses to engage in an array of socially beneficial activities ranging from emergency 
evacuation planning and improvements to highway safety. 

Moreover, many businesses covered under the CCPA will already be compliant with the GDPR. 
The differences between the standards under the CCPA and GDPR could lead to 
unpredictability in enforcement and could impose significant compliance costs on businesses. 
Assuch,wejoasksthatthe Attorney General harmonize,tothe extent possible,the requirements 
of the CCPA and the GDPR in order to promote consistency and predictability and to reduce 
compliance burdens on businesses. 

Sixth, the Attorney General should clarify the enforcement timeline of the CCPA's 
compliance obligations. 

wejo asks that the Attorney General consider delaying the enforcement date(uly 1, 20£20)to 
allow businesses time to comprehend its final regulations or, at a minimum, clarify that any 

=TC,"The lntti?rnet of Thir£gs: Privacy and Security in a Connected',Aiorld" at 27 (7..015), avai able at 
l?ttps:iiuv,rv.ftr...C~~,vl5y$tP..'"F'tiflleS+(;(?::4.£i?"Fent$i•'':?pprt$ife(.~er.'.'£t-trf.FdP..-^~.mmtSS£J£'.-St!:`f-rel'i4?rt-n:;~lemlier-.~.~.~113-

works-hop-entitled- nternet-things-privocy!150127iotrpt.pdf(lastaccessed 11%22%2019). 

£8See generally GDPR Articles 12,20 Recital68,Cal. Civ. Code§1798.100(d),Cal. Civ. Code§1798.135,GDPR 
Articles 12,21 Recital70. 

19 See GDPR Article 6. See also Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council 
concerning the respect for private life and the protection of personal data in electronic communications and 
repealing Directive 2002/58/EC, Regulation on Privacy and Electronic Communications, §17(aa)("Metadata 
such aslocation data can providevaluable information,such asinsights in human movement patternsand traffic 
patterns.Such information may,for example,be used for urban planning purposes. Further processing forsuch 
purposes other than for which the metadata where initially collected may take place without the consent of the 
end-users concerned,provided thatsuch processing is compatible with the purpose for which the metadata are 
initially collected: certain additional conditions are metand safeguards are in place....") 

7°See Cal.Civ.Code§1798.105(d)(6). 
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enforcement action is premised upon conduct that occurs on or after the enforcement date-
not based on conductthat occurs between the CCPA's effective date(January 1,2020),and the 
enforcement date. The CCPA currently provides that"the Attorney General shall not bring an 
enforcement action under this title until six months after the publication of the final regulations 
issued pursuantto this section or July 1, 2020,whichever is sooner".21 Under the plain language 
of the CCPA, it is ambiguous whether the Attorney General is prohibited from bringing an 
enforcement action for conductthat occurs prior to July 1, 2020. 

Thank you in advancefor your consideration ofthesecomments. Should you haveany questions, 
please do not hesitate to contact me or Rob Epstein, Head of Public Policy and Regulatory 
Affairs. 

Yours faithfully, 

~? s 
0 i .1 

s 

Richard Barlow 
Founder Et CEO 

Cat.. Ov.Code `,§ 1796.185(c), 
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Message 

From: D.Barstow 

Sent: 12/5/20198:09:13 AM 

To: Privacy Regulations[PrivacyRegulations@doj.ca.gov] 

Subject: written commentfor the rulemaking process of CCPA 

CDJ 
Thank you for getting back to me last month.I have clarified this, and this is for publication. 

Make sure to blow Google itself out ofthe water when you regulate privacy. 

I own several websites and I'm also a contributor in the media - a journalist and cartoonistfor major sites. 
Obviously, I wantand need some publicity. 

Even so, I didn't realize until last month that Google had puttogether whatthey call a"knowledge panel" on 
me,stealing my personal photofrom Facebook(which is under a different name),as well as info from my 
column in Psychology Today .It appears that they do this to many authors. They don't tell you they've done 
this or ask permission:theyjust do it. 

Here is mine: 

and here is the panel separately if you can'tsee it. 

Google claims they share info on people to have a free and open internet. Thefact that I have authored books 
is free. However, using my PERSONAL photo and controlling how they describe me,is not. 

In addition,they are also using these knowledge panels commercially:they link to Amazon and make money 
as an affiliate, and also use the books as a wayfor people to write a Google"opinion" or book review! All with 
no payment or permission asked of me,the author!! 

As soon as I discovered this, I wanted to improve this panel, correct it, change the photo, etc. But get this: 
Google won't allow you to "verify" your OWN INFO that they stole on you!!! 
https:Hsupport.google.com/knowledgepanel/answer/7534902?hl=en You have to PROVE to them who you are 
- as if they are the secret service or the KGB.You have to submit private sign-in pages of your own websites 
or work sites or social media,and also take a selfie of yourself posed holding your government IDiiiiiii 

Obviously no one should never ever do this for Google.Stop the madness of Google!!! 

Google's own Privacy Policy says:they have my IP, all my various Gmails, all my Google Drives,the 
Chromebook I'm using right now, all of my devices, including my iphone, all of my websites. Isn't that enough 
forthem?To identify me? 

Their policy also says: 
1.We'll ask for yourconsent before using your information for a purpose that isn't covered in this Privacy Policy. 

2.Many of our services let you share information with other people,and you have control over how you share. 
For example, you can share videos on YouTube publicly or you can decide to keep your videos private. 
Remember,when you share information publicly, your content may become accessible through search 
engines, including Google Search. 

3.We'll share personal information outside of Google when we have your consent. For example, if you use 
Google Home to make a reservation through a booking service, we'll get your permission before sharing your 
name or phone number with the restaurant. We'll ask for your explicit consent to share any sensitive personal 
information. 
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1. Google did NOT ask for my consentfor knowledge panel. 
2. Google did NOT give me control over how I share. 
3. Google does NOT have my consent. And they used myPERSONAL PHOTO,taken in my BATHROOM, 
which is sensitive and personal'i'll 

Please ensure thatfor all California residents, at least, Google is not allowed to require personal selfies or 
anything else outrageous to allow the owner or author to edit a page or panel or any bio or photo Google has 
published on us. I have2way contracts with real Publishers. Google is a thief in this case. 

Donna Barstow 
http://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/ink-blots-cartoons 
http://donnabarstow.com/ 
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Message 

From: Max Kornblith 
Sent: 12/4/20199:06:19PM 
To: Privacy Regulations[PrivacyRegulations@doj.ca.gov] 
Subject: Written comment re:CCPA regulations 
Attachments: Radvocate CCPA Public Comment20191204- Submitted.pdf 

Hello, 

Following up on the hearing in San Francisco this morning,I have attached our separate, written commentfor 
your consideration. 

Please feel free to contact me using the information below with any questions orfollow-ups. 

Thank you for your time and attention on this matter, 
Max 

1VUx Kornblith 

Head ofGrowthatRadvocate 
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December4,2019 

Max Kornblith & Teel Lidow 
Radvocate Inc. 

2323 Broadway 

Oakland,CA 94612 

The Honorable Xavier Becerra 

California Department of Justice 
Attn: DOJ Regulations Coordinator 

1300 1 Street, Suite 820 

Sacramento,CA 95814 

Re:Public Commenton California Consumer Privacy Act Regulations 

Dear Attorney General Becerra, 

The two of usfounded and currently run the online service Radvocate,which promotes access to 

justice by aiding individual consumers in pursuing claims under the arbitration clauses oftheir service 
agreements with large corporations. Ourcompany is a small, venture-funded startup based in Oakland, 

California. 

One of us(Mr. Lidow)is a graduate of Harvard Law School, admitted to practice in New York,and a 
former Associate with the firm Cravath,Swaine& Moore LLP.The other of us(Mr. Kornblith) has 

conducted professional engagements using individual-level data from some ofthe nation's largest 
consumer companies across banking,telecom,and retail, for an analytics provider since acquired by 

Mastercard. Between us we have substantial experience with both consumer law and consumer data. 

In our work for Radvocate,we witness everyday the trevails of consumers who seek justice under 

relatively strong legal protections(for instance under state-level Unfair and Deceptive Acts and 
Practices statutes), who nonethelessface substantial hurdles in achieving these rights under processes 

designed by and for large corporate interests.' 

Our experience shows how strong statutory protections often still don't end up helping consumers 
unless they are stringently upheld. It is this experience that compels us to commenton your 

department's pending regulations under the California Consumer Privacy Act of2018(CCPA). 

In particular, we fear thatthe department's proposed regulations regarding data sales provide 

consumers with insufficient reassurance that the CCPA will be enforced according to the initial Act's 
broad definition of what constitutes a "sale of data." Nowhere do the proposed regulations reference or 

acknowledge the Act's clear definition thata data "sale"for the purposes of opt-out rights constitutes 
any sharing of data "for monetary orother valuable consideration.,2 

November 12,2019."Latest data:Consumer claims sent to private courts take9 months to resolve; 
most settled in secret." Radvocate. 
2 Civ. Code,§1798.140(t)(1)(Emphasis added) 

Radvocate • Oakland,CA • https-//www.myradvocate com 
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There has been substantial public debate over which actions by companies can accurately be called 

"selling" data, particularly when data is exchanged for a non-monetary consideration. We believe the 

CCPA settles that debate under California law: By law,companies are "selling data"when they 

exchange data notfor money but rather for valuable consideration such asfor business alliances orfor 
other data(what might be called "shadow sales"). 

However, in our reading your department's proposed regulations do nothing to either contemplate or 
codify the law's enforcement against companies who engage in these shadow sales. We worry that 

through this omission the regulations could be seen as leaving room open to debate whether the law 
can and will be enforced against data shadow sellers. 

We believe it is in the best interest of California consumers 1)that the right for consumers to opt out of 

data sales be implemented according to the statutory definition of a data sale, with the State enforcing it 
against all shadow sellers and 2)that company privacy policies, when they are required by the CCPA, 

notfalsely lead consumers to believe their data is not being sold or exchanged if the exchange is a 
shadow sale. 

Wefear that any legal ambiguity over shadow sales might create the appearance ofa loophole that can 
then be exploited by companies,like Facebook or others, who have already shown a propensity to play 

linguistic games with the definition of"data sales." For instance, Facebook's current Privacy Policy 
asserts the company does not sell data,3 which we believe is incorrect under the CCPA definition, 

according to widespread reporting.4 

While we strongly hope that your office intends to enforce the CCPA under its codified definition of data 
sales, and we have no reason to believe your office has any intent other than doing so,we nonetheless 

feel compelled to speak up on behalf ofconsumers for whom any creation of ambiguity in this arena 
can have a harmful privacy impact. 

As you know, unlike some consumer laws,the CCPA's data sales provisions do not provide any private 
right of action by which consumers who believe their rights have been violated could take independent 

3Facebook Data Policy, Revised April 19,2018. Excerpt:"We don't sell any of your information 
to anyone,and we never will." 
See for instance: 
• "As Facebook Raised a Privacy Wall, It Carved an Opening for Tech Giants" published 

December 18,2018 in the New York Times by Gabriel J.X. Dance, Michael LaForgia and 

Nicholas Confessore. Subtitle: Internal documentsshow that the social network gave 
Microsoft, Amazon,Spotifyand othersfargreateraccess to people's data than it has 

disclosed. 
• "Facebook Didn't Sell Your Data; It Gave It Away" published December 19,2018 in The 

Atlantic by Alexis C. Madrigal. Subtitle: In exchange foreven more data aboutyoufrom 
Netflix, Spotify, Microsoft, and others 

• "Mark Zuckerberg leveraged Facebook user data to fight rivals and help friends leaked 
documents show" published April 16,2019for NBC News by Olivia Solon and Cyrus Farivar. 

Subtitle: Facebook'sleaders seriously discussed selling access to userdata — and privacy 
wasan afterthought. 

Radvocate • Oakland,CA • https-//www.myradvocate com 
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action through the courts. This makes it critically important that your office interpret and enforce the law 

in line with its intended, consumer-friendly definitions. 

We do not profess to be experts on the California regulatory process. As such,we cannot advise on 

whether reopening the rulemaking process to clarify this ambiguity is in fact the best approach for 

protecting the rights of consumers. 

It is, however, our hope and expectation that any public and private guidance provided by your office on 

compliance with these new regulations will require companies to abide by the CCPA's definition of data 

"sales" when disclosing their activities to consumers and in providing the opportunity to opt out of such 

sales. 

We appreciate your consideration of our letter and your ongoing efforts in the implementation of this 

law. Your office's work in implementing the CCPA is critical to the rights of consumers in California; and 

can serve as a promising a model for the whole country. 

With highest regards, 

Max Kornblith,Coder8s,1 lead of Growth of Radvocate 

idow Eg~., Founder & CEO of Radvocate 

Radvocate • Oakland,CA ate :-ii.rs.~~.ri }r vvtcte.:::~rrs 
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Message 

From: Tavana, Ayla 
Sent: 12/7/2019 12:33:11 AM 
To: Privacy Regulations [PrivacyRegulations@doj.ca.gov] 

CC: Forsheit, Tanya 
Subject: 2019.12.06 CRA California AG Proposed Regs Comments 
Attachments: CRA California AG Proposed Regs 12.6.2019-c.pdf 

Hello, 

On behalf of Tanya Forsheit, Frankfurt Kurnit Klein & Selz, attached please find Comments on the proposed CCPA 

Regulations submitted by the California Retailers Association. 

Thank you, 

Ayla 

Ayla Tavana I Assistant 
Frankfurt Kurnit Klein & Selz PC 
2029 Century Park East Suite 1060N I Los Angeles, CA 90067 

Frankfurt Kurnit Klein & Selz Disclaimer 

This e-mail message, including any attachments hereto, is intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to which it 
is addressed and may contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. 
Any use, disclosure, copying or distribution of this e-mail message or the attached files by anyone other than the intended 
recipient is strictly prohibited and may be subject to legal restriction or sanction. If you have received this e-mail message 
in error, please notify the sender by reply e-mail or collect call to (212) 980-0120 and delete this e-mail message and 
attached files from your system. Thank you. 
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December 6, 2019 

The Honorable Xavier Becerra 
Attorney General, State of California 
California Department of Justice 
ATTN: Privacy Regulations Coordinator 
300 S. Spring Street, First Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90013 

Dear Attorney General Becerra: 

The retail industry is a driving force for California's economy. One in four jobs in California are 
in the retail industry. In California alone, over 3.2 million people are employed by retailers, eight 
times the number of employees in the entertainment industry. 1 The retail industry accounts for 
$330 billion in California's gross domestic product each year.2 

California retailers have no higher priority than earning and maintaining the trust and confidence 
of their customers. Retailers embrace careful stewardship of customer data not only because 
maintaining customer trust is a core business imperative, but also because it is the right thing to 
do. That is why California retailers have worked closely with policymakers to help build a 
workable and transparent regulatory structure for consumer data that will meet the expectations 
of California consumers and align with the ability of retailers and other businesses to offer 
Californians the goods and services they desire - both on-line and at one of California's 400,000 
retail establishments. 

The California Retailers Association (the "Association") represents all segments of the retail 
industry, including general merchandise, department stores, mass merchandisers, online markets, 
restaurants, convenience stores, supermarkets and grocery stores, chain drugstores, and specialty 
retail such as auto, vision, jewelry, hardware and home stores. The Association respectfully 
submits the following comments to the Attorney General with the specific intent to improve the 
proposed Regulations so that consumers have more transparency and control over their personal 
information, while continuing to benefit from the retail experience they enjoy today. 

1 National Retail Foundation, Retail's Impact in California, available at 
https://ebefOOab I b55abcl234e-
8b095d4996da583b75b9d8 leb8199259.ssl .cf5 .rackcdn.com/CALIF0RNIA%20% 7C%20Nation 
al%20Retail%20Federation.pdf. 
2 Id 

I 
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I. The Regulations Should Not Be Effective Until at Least January 1, 2021. 

The CCP A is the country's first comprehensive privacy and data security law. Many businesses, 
consumer groups, and individual consumers alike are working diligently to understand and 
comply with this new law. 

The Regulations were published less than three months before the effective date of the CCP A 
and retailers need time to comply. The Regulations create several new obligations as discussed 
below and likely will not be finalized until at least six months after the effective date of the 
CCPA. 

There are so many new obligations that require both internal and external resources not 
previously contemplated ( e.g., designing and building the necessary infrastructure). And many 
retailers are engaged in a significant good-faith effort to comply with the CCP A All 
stakeholders would benefit from additional time to understand and prepare for the application of 
the Regulations. For these reasons, the Association asks the Attorney General to set forth a 
compliance grace period for the Regulations, up to and including January 1, 2021. 

U. The Regulations Should Not Treat Loyalty Programs, Which Provide Consumers 
With Long-Term Benefits Not Directly Tied to the Value of the Personal 
Information Collected, like Financial Incentives. 

Loyalty, rewards, premium features, discounts, and club cards (hereinafter and collectively, 
"retailer loyalty programs") offer consumers the opportunity to provide personal information 
(e.g., name, email address, postal address, phone number) so they can receive future offers of 
benefits from a retailer. Consumers have no obligation to accept these future offers and the 
consumer controls and measures receipt of her (potential or actual) benefit over time. Some 
examples include: 

• Offering loyalty members exclusive sale days and sale prices throughout the year; and 
• Providing loyalty members who spend a certain dollar amount on purchases in a calendar 

year additional benefits like free shipping, in-store tailoring, and points that can be 
redeemed on later purchases. 

The incentive for a business to offer a consumer a benefit through a loyalty program is not a 
function of the value of that consumer's data to the business, but rather relates primarily to the 
value of retaining that consumer's business over an extended period of time. 

On the other hand, financial incentive programs are economic exchanges where a business 
foregoes immediate revenue from the sale of a good or service in exchange for, among other 
things, the right to monetize the consumer's personal information currently or in the future. In 
contrast to a retailer loyalty program, where consumers choose to receive future offers for 
benefits, a financial incentive program generally contemplates a single consumer purchase of a 
good or service, perhaps at a discount, but without the potential for a future benefit. Some 
examples of financial incentive programs are: 

2 
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• A mobile carrier that offers a discount on a smartphone in exchange for its collection of 
the consumer's current personal information through that smartphone, which may include 
the collection of the consumers' location, internet browsing history, and purchase history; 

• Offering 0% APR financing on deals that expire in six months; 
• Offering a free subscription service that automatically charges monthly fees once the 

free subscription period expires. 

The Association respectfully requests that the Regulations recognize the fundamental differences 
between retailer loyalty programs and financial incentive programs by defining retailer loyalty 
programs as follows: 

A loyalty, rewards, premium features, discounts or club program includes 
an offering to one or more consumers of lower prices or rates for goods or 
services or a higher level or quality of goods or services, including 
through the use of discounts or other benefits, or a program through which 
consumers earn points, rewards, credits, incentives, gift cards or 
certificates, coupons, or access to sales or other discounts on a priority or 
exclusive basis. 

A. The Regulations Should State Explicitly that the Price and Service 
Differences Available to Consumers Who Choose to Participate in 
Retailer Loyalty Programs and the Value of the Personal Information 
Consumers Provide are Necessary and Therefore Reasonably Related. 

The Regulations provide: 

A financial incentive or a price or service difference is discriminatory, and 
therefore prohibited by Civil Code section 1798.125, if the business treats a 
consumer differently because the consumer exercised a right conferred by 
the CCP A or these regulations.3 

Notwithstanding [the above], a business may offer a price or service 
difference if it is reasonably related to the value of the consumer's data as 
that term is defined in section 999.337.4 

Example 2: A retail store offers discounted prices to consumers who sign 
up to be on their mailing list. If the consumer on the mailing list can 
continue to receive discounted prices even after they have made a request 
to know, request to delete, and/or request to opt-out, the differing price level 
is not discriminatory. 5 

3 11 CCR §999.336(a). See also. CIV. CODE 1798. 125. 
4 11 CCR §999.336(b). 
5 11 CCR §999.336(c)(2). 

3 
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As described above, the Regulations exacerbate the confusion created in the CCP A by 
incorrectly treating retailer loyalty programs like financial incentive programs, when in fact they 
serve very different functions and provide different benefits to consumers. Unlike financial 
incentive programs, retailer loyalty programs are not directly tied to the exchange of personal 
information for a known and current financial benefit. 

For example, the Example 2 above in the Regulations should be considered a retailer loyalty 
program and not a financial incentive program. A consumer opting-in to a mailing list in 
exchange for future offers of benefits has chosen to participate in a retailer loyalty program. 
Likewise, a retailer that offers those same loyal consumers 10% coupons throughout the year 
does so to keep the consumer loyal. The amount of the coupon is not tied necessarily to the 
monetization of the personal information collected but rather to help establish and strengthen 
long-term relationships between consumers and retailers. 

For this reason, we respectfully request that the Regulations make it clear that, where a 
consumer voluntarily participates in a retailer loyalty program, any price or service 
differences offered to those consumers, and the value of the personal information tied to 
such loyalty programs, are necessarily reasonably related. The Regulations should state as 
follows: 

A price, rate, level, or quality of goods or services offered to a consumer, including an 
offer of goods or services for no fee, is reasonably related to the value of the consumer's 
data so long as the offer is made in connection with a consumer's voluntary participation 
in a loyalty, rewards, premium features, discounts, or club card program where the 
business has clearly described the material terms of the program, the consumer gives the 
business prior opt-in consent, and the consumer may revoke consent at any time. 

B. The Proposed Methods to Calculate the Value of Personal Information 
Cannot Reasonably be Applied to Retailer Loyalty Programs in a Way 
That Will be Transparent and Helpful to Consumers. 

The Regulations provide: 

[A] business shall include the following in its notice of financial 
incentive ... An explanation of why the financial incentive or price or 
service difference is permitted under the CCPA, including: 

a. A good-faith estimate of the value of the consumer's data that 
forms the basis for offering the financial incentive or price or 
service difference; and 

b. A description of the method the business used to calculate the 
value of the consumer's data. 6 

As they are currently drafted, because they treat retailer loyalty programs the same as financial 
incentive programs, the proposed Regulations would require retailers to estimate, under pain of 

6 11 CCR §999.307(b)(5). 
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penalty, the "value of the consumer's data that forms the basis for offering the ... price or service 
differences." As described above, retailer loyalty program offers of benefits are not calculated or 
provided based on the value of consumer data, but the Regulations nevertheless would require 
these businesses to fit their loyalty program into one of the prescribed valuation methods. 7 These 
valuation methods, if applied to retailer loyalty programs, would implicate serious trade secret 
considerations, trigger difficult reporting obligations under U.S. securities laws, and, most 
importantly, cause substantial uncertainty for consumers and businesses alike. 

1. Trade Secrets 

Several of the methods listed in Section 999.337 are problematic if interpreted to require that 
businesses publicly disclose information that qualifies as a trade secret or proprietary 
information. The Regulations assume that common industries will value consumer data using 
similar if not identical methods. In the retailer loyalty program context, where the value of the 
benefit is based on the consumer's choices and not on the personal information provided, any 
valuation determination would require consideration of many factors including the current 
number ofloyalty program members, the expected increase or decrease in the number of 
members, the amount the average member spends in the loyalty program, and many other 
factors. Businesses should not be forced to disclose publicly this information where competitors 
can see and use such information to their own advantage. 

2. U.S. Securities Exchange Commission Prohibited Disclosures 

Some of the novel methods of valuation proposed by the Regulations also implicate the reporting 
requirements that publicly-traded retailers have under U.S. securities laws. Specifically, the 
Regulations would require that businesses implement methods of calculation that are untested 
and unverified. Applying this valuation method to a business' intangible assets may not be 
compliant with Generally Accepted Accounting Practices ("GAAP"). 

3. Substantial Uncertainty for Consumers and Businesses as Applied to 
Retailer Loyalty Programs 

The Reasons to the Regulations acknowledge that there is no generally accepted method 
available to the regulated community to calculate the value of a consumer's data to a business, or 
to a consumer. 8 Despite this, the Regulations propose a menu of unproven methods businesses 
would be required to choose to calculate the value of the benefit they are offering. We 
respectfully submit that the methods generally do not align with current accounting and financial 
systems retailers and other businesses use in their current operations. 

7 11 CCR §999.337(b). 
8 Initial Statement of Reasons (ISOR), V 11 CCR §999.337. Calculating the Value of Consumer 
Data. 
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C. If Price and Service Differences for Retailer Loyalty Program Participants are not 
Deemed to be Reasonably Related to the Value of Consumer Personal Information 
in the Program, the Regulations Should Authorize Retailers to Rely on the Loyalty 
Program Benefit Reports They Already Provide to Their Customers. 

In the event that the Attorney General is not willing to find that the price and service differences 
in loyalty programs are reasonably related to the value of the personal information, the 
Association recommends that the Regulations provide for valuation methods that make sense for 
consumers already implemented by retailers. Specifically, the Association recommends that the 
Regulations support valuation based on information retailers already disclose to consumers who 
participate in their loyalty programs (e.g., regular receipts or statements that identify the value in 
savings, discounts, or other benefits received or still available). This valuation should be deemed 
reasonably related to the value of the consumer's data. For example, a consumer who joins a 
grocery store loyalty program receives points on purchases that can be used at the gas pump. 
When a consumer gets a receipt from the grocery store, or at the pump, the number of points 
gained and used are printed on the receipt. The Attorney General could easily conclude that this 
method, that consumers and retailers have been relying on for years, will satisfy the obligation 
that the benefit received by the consumers be reasonably related to the value of the consumer's 
data. Consumers see the value every time they receive a benefit. 

III. The Regulations Must Address Unique Brick-and-Mortar Challenges With Respect 
to the Notice at Collection Requirements. 

Although the attention of the CCP A's drafters and legislators was skewed toward new 
technology,9 the breadth of the law sweeps up many businesses that remain unquestionably low
tech. Retailers within scope of the CCPA include cash-only restaurants that need consumer 
addresses for delivery purposes, boutiques that record credit card information by hand, and hair 
salons that collect phone numbers in order to remind clients of the next appointment. The 
variations among retail businesses are vast, but a common thread is an element of human 
interaction. In fact, e-commerce makes up only about I 0% of total retail sales. 10 

Counterintuitively, the Regulations focus on the digital world while imposing the same-or even 
more onerous-obligations on businesses operating substantially offline. This is despite the fact 
that these offline interactions with consumers are often more transparent in the collection and use 
of consumer information, and more directly benefit the consumer taking part in the interaction. 
Collection of information often takes place closer in time to the benefit provided to the consumer 
in offline interactions, making the use and purpose obvious. For example, a sales associate 

9 See Legislative Findings: "As the role of technology and data in the every daily lives of 
consumers increases, there is an increase in the amount of personal information shared by 
consumers with businesses .... In March 2018, it came to light that tens of millions of people 
had their personal data misused by a data mining firm called Cambridge Analytica. A series of 
congressional hearings highlighted that our personal information may be vulnerable to misuse 
when shared on the Internet. As a result, our desire for privacy controls and transparency in data 
practices is heightened." 
10 See https://www.census.gov/retail/mrts/www/data/pdf/ec current.pdf. 
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asking for identification so a consumer can return an item without a receipt is understood to be 
collecting that information for the protection of the consumer as well as the business: to confirm 
the consumer's identity and credit the correct account. This transaction occurs many times every 
day in more than 400,000 retail stores across the state. By applying the same requirements 
designed to provide more information on the opaque data transfers that occur online, the 
Regulations burden both the business and consumer by creating unnecessary disclosure 
obligations. Moreover, the Regulations failed to take into account the amount of time and effort 
it takes to design, manufacture, and install signage in 400,000 stores across the state of 
California. The result is a disproportionate impact on retailers, without providing the protections 
against third party data use that the law was intended to provide. The Association offers the 
following recommendations to help align the Regulations with the thousands of offline 
transactions California retailers have with their customers every day. 

A. The Regulations Should Provide Guidance on When and Where Offline 
Consumers Should Expect to See the "Notice at Collection" and What the 
Offline "Notice at Collection" Must Contain. 

The Regulations provide: 

The notice [at collection] shall ... Be visible or accessible where consumers 
will see it before any personal information is collected ... When a business 
collects consumers' personal information offline, it may, for example ... post 
prominent signage directing consumers to the web address where the notice 
can be found. 11 

The Regulations should specify that businesses may provide the Notice at Collection at the point 
of sale, before a transaction is completed, so consumers and businesses will understand what is 
required. This will promote uniformity and make it easier for consumers to seek and compare 
notices at the various retail stores they visit. The Attorney General should also confirm that 
signage directing consumers to a web address will be considered fully compliant with Notice at 
Collection for offline transactions so long as the addressed website contains the required 
disclosures. Finally, the Attorney General should specify text for the signage that will be deemed 
to comply. The Association recommends the following language: 

California Consumer Privacy Act Notice 
[INSERT BUSINESS NAJ\tIE] collects personal information as defined in 
California Law. Please visit [INSERT WEB ADDRESS] to view our 
privacy policy and learn more about your California consumer privacy 
rights. 

Should the Attorney General choose not to provide specific guidance on the text of the notice, 
the Association recommends that the Attorney General implement a safe harbor or right to cure 
for businesses that demonstrate a good-faith attempt to provide adequate notice at collection. 

11 11 CCR §999.305(a)(2)(e). Reference: CJV CODE 1798.100, 1798.115 and 1798.185. 
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B. The Regulations Should Permit Consumers Full Choice with Their 
Personal Information and Provide Limited Flexibility Regarding the 
Disclosures Required in the "Notice at Collection." 

The Regulations provide: 

A business shall not use a consumer's personal information for any purpose 
other than those disclosed in the notice at collection. If the business intends 
to use a consumer's personal information for a purpose that was not 
previously disclosed to the consumer in the notice at collection, the business 
shall directly notify the consumer of this new use and obtain explicit consent 
from the consumer to use it for this new purpose. 12 

A business shall not collect categories of personal information other than 
those disclosed in the notice at collection. If the business intends to collect 
additional categories of personal information, the business shall provide a 
new notice at collection. 13 

Given the extensive requirements of the Notice, most retailers will post signs directing their 
customers to an online version of the Notice, as permitted in §999.305(a)(2)(e) quoted above at 
the beginning of Section I.A The Association is concerned that prohibiting any further collection 
beyond what is in the written Notice could impede the organic nature of in-store customer 
interactions. The Regulation as written could be construed to prohibit any spontaneous collection 
of personal information even if the customer requests or directs it (e.g., as a result of a customer 
concern or to accommodate a special request). 

We recommend the Attorney General revise §999.305(a)(3) and (4) to allow businesses to 
receive personal information without providing a new written Notice where the collection is at 
the direction of the consumer, necessary to advance a consumer interaction or request at the point 
of collection, or in other circumstances where providing a new written Notice would 
substantially impede, delay, or disrupt everyday business transactions. 

C. The Attorney General Should Provide Consumers with a Uniform System 
to Exercise their Opt-Out Right. 

The Regulations provide: 

A business that substantially interacts with consumers offline shall also 
provide notice to the consumer by an offline method that facilitates 
consumer awareness of their right to opt-out. Such methods include, but are 
not limited to, printing the notice on paper forms that collect personal 
information, providing the consumer with a paper version of the notice, and 

12 11 CCR §999.305(a)(3). 
13 11 CCR §999.305(a)(4). 
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posting signage directing consumers to a website where the notice can be 
found. 14 

A business shall consider the methods by which it interacts with consumers 
when determining which methods to provide for submitting requests to 
know and requests to delete. At least one method offered shall reflect the 
manner in which the business primarily interacts with the consumer, even if 
it requires a business to offer three methods for submitting requests to 
know. 15 

The Association appreciates the Attorney General's desire to explore whether some businesses 
should be required to give some consumers additional ways to exercise their right to opt-out. The 
Association is concerned, however, that Sections 999.306 and 999.312 could create a compliance 
obstacle for these offline businesses without a corresponding privacy benefit for California 
consumers. Consumers already will have the opportunity to exercise their opt-out right through a 
toll-free number or online, but these sections would require creation and processing of another 
paper form to be offered to the consumer, completed, processed, and retained as required. 
The Attorney General should consider the operational reality that paper request forms received 
in-store likely will need to be transferred to a central, secure location for processing. 

The Association requests the Attorney General conform the requirements for offline businesses 
to the requirements of the law but permit those businesses who substantially interact with 
consumers offline the ability to use a paper form if they so choose. Routing privacy requests 
online or through phone is consistent with the underlying goals of the CCPA and promotes a 
consistent, efficient, and secure environment for the collection and processing of these requests. 

IV. The Attorney General Should Recognize the Consumer Transparency, Operational 
and Practical Challenges Associated with the New Obligations Surrounding the 
Consumer Right to Opt Out of the Sale of Personal Information. 

A. Businesses that Honor Opt-Out Requests Through a "Do Not Sell l\fy 
Personal Information" Link Should Not be Required to Also Treat the Ad 
Hoc Use of User-Enabled Privacy Controls as "Do Not Sell" Requests. 

The Regulations provide: 

If a business collects personal information from consumers online, the 
business shall treat user-enabled privacy controls, such as a browser plugin 
or privacy setting or other mechanism, that communicate or signal the 
consumer's choice to opt-out of the sale of their personal information as a 

14 11 CCR §999.306(b)(2). Reference: CIV CODE 1798.120, 1798.135, and 1798.185. 
15 11 CCR §999.312(c). 
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valid request submitted pursuant to Civil Code section 1798.120 for that 
browser or device, or, if known, for the consumer. 16 

Businesses that sell personal information are already required to include a "Do Not Sell My 
Personal Information" button on the homepage with direct access to methods to opt-out of the 
sale of personal information. To treat user-enabled privacy controls as another opt-out method 
exacerbates the complexity facing consumers and conflates the purpose and intent of this user
enabled privacy choice-to prevent tracking generally. It is problematic to treat tracking and 
selling as interchangeable terms because it weakens consumer control over personal information. 
A consumer should be able to control tracking separately from selling but current browser
enabled privacy settings do not provide any distinction to allow businesses to understand what 
the consumer actually intends the privacy setting to communicate. A consumer might not want 
their browser provider (i.e., Apple, Microsoft, Google) to track their browsing history, and at the 
same time still want businesses with which they interact to sell their personal information. To 
require that user privacy controls be interpreted as Do Not Sell opt out requests takes that choice 
away from the consumer. Indeed, it becomes an all or nothing approach. If consumers want to 
choose what businesses can and cannot sell (based on personal preference), they will have to 
disable their user-enabled privacy settings. This does not provide further transparency and in fact 
gives consumers less control over their privacy and the sale of personal information. 

Under the Regulations as drafted, a business will not know how to reconcile a consumer's use of 
user-enabled privacy controls with a consumer's action or inaction vis-a-vis a "Do Not Sell" 
button. Further, a business has no way to contact a consumer in this scenario to confirm that it 
contacted all third parties to which it sold data in the previous 90 days. 17 And if a consumer uses 
specific user-enabled controls, rather than a global opt-out, a business has no mechanism for 
contacting the consumer to provide the option to globally opt-out. 18 Moreover, if a consumer 
uses specific user-enabled controls, retailers have no mechanism in place to put physical 
locations on notice of each individual consumer's user-enabled privacy control opt-out so they 
can refrain from asking those individuals, for the following 12 months, to authorize the sale of 
their personal information. 19 

The Association recommends that the Attorney General remove the references to user-enabled 
privacy controls from all sections of the Regulations as they are unnecessary and inhibit 
consumer control over their privacy and sale of personal information. 

Alternatively, if the Attorney General does not remove reference to the user-enabled privacy 
controls, the Association asks that the Regulations provide one clear mechanism for honoring 
privacy-enabled settings. 

16 11 CCR §999.315(c). 
17 11 CCR §999.315(±). 
18 11 CCR. §999.315(d). 
19 CIV. CODE §1798.135(5). "For a consumer who has opted-out of the sale of the consumer's 
personal information, respect the consumer's decision to opt-out for at least 12 months before 
requesting that the consumer authorize the sale of the consumer's personal information." 
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B. Businesses that Provide and Honor a "Do Not Sell My Personal Information 
Button" Should Not Be Required to Notify Third Parties to Whom They Sold 
the Data in the Previous 90 Days to Stop Selling that Personal Information. 

The Regulations provide: 

A business shall notify all third parties to whom it has sold the personal 
information of the consumer within 90 days prior to the business's receipt 
of the consumer's request that the consumer has exercised their right to opt
out and instruct them not to further sell the information. The business shall 
notify the consumer when this has been completed.20 

This newly formed requirement is problematic and would apply retroactively without a clear 
indication that the Legislature intended it. 

"New statutes are presumed to operate only prospectively absent some clear indication that the 
Legislature intended otherwise." Elsner v. Uveges, 34 Cal. 4th 915, 936 (2004). The Attorney 
General should eliminate this requirement. 

C. Requiring Businesses to Treat Unverified Requests to Delete as Valid Opt
Out Requests is Inconsistent with Consumer Rights. 

The Regulations provide: 

For requests to delete, if a business cannot verify the identity of the 
requestor pursuant to the regulations set forth in Article 4, the business may 
deny the request to delete. The business shall inform the requestor that their 
identity cannot be verified and shall instead treat the request as a request to 
opt-out of sale. 21 

This new requirement is not found in the CCP A and further inhibits a consumer's ability to 
control the use and dissemination of their personal information rather than to accommodate the 
consumer's original intent-to have the personal information deleted.22 Moreover, it does not 
consider situations where a business was not selling data in the first place, meaning there is 
nothing from which to opt out. 

20 11 CCR §999.313(f). 
21 11 CCR §999.313(d)(l). 
22 Initial Statement of Reasons (ISOR), H. 11 CCR§ 999. 313. Responding to Requests to Know 
and Requests to Delete. Subdivision (d)(J). "The subdivision also benefits consumers by 
requiring the business to view the request in a way that can best accommodate consumer's intent 
to delete the information." 
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The Regulations also do not take into account the likelihood that businesses may be subject to 
automated bot attacks via the "Do Not Sell My Personal Information" button/link on the 
homepage. Small businesses lacking in resources to monitor for these kinds of attacks would be 
most significantly impacted. Such automated bot requests will have to be reviewed for 
verification; if the request cannot be verified, a consumer who never even submitted the request 
in the first place, will be opted-out of the sale. The Attorney General should remove this 
requirement to safeguard consumer choice and power over their personal information. 

D. The Attorney General Should Not Require a Notice of Right to Opt-Out of 
Sale of Personal Information for Businesses Not Currently Selling Personal 
Information. 

The Regulations provide: 

The purpose of the notice of right to opt-out of sale of personal information 
is to inform consumers of their right to direct a business that sells (or may 
in the future sell) their personal information to stop selling their personal 
information, and to refrain from doing so in the future. 23 

This subdivision is problematic because the emphasized portion implicates businesses not 
contemplated by the CCP A In fact, it is inconsistent with the CCPA, which only requires 
businesses currently selling (not those that might sell) personal information to provide the notice 
of the right to opt out of the sale of personal information.24 

The Association finds that this language is inconsistent with the CCP A, which seeks to promote 
transparency on the part of businesses to the benefit of consumers. If businesses that might 
potentially sell personal information in the unknown and distant future are required to also put up 
the notice of the right to opt-out, it will be unclear to consumers which businesses are actually 
selling and not selling personal information. 

There is also a strong concern that requiring businesses to maintain a "Do Not Sell My Personal 
Information" button, even when not selling personal information, further convolutes the number 
of opt-out links and buttons consumers are going to see across the majority of online sites and in 
brick-and-mortar stores that they visit. The fear is that the true bad actors-entities who only 
want to collect and sell personal information for their own benefit-will get lost in the mix and 
consumers will not be able to make informed decisions regarding when they should and should 
not opt out. 

The Association recommends that the Attorney General remove "or may in the future sell" from 
§999.306(a)(l) of the Regulations. 

23 11 CCR §999.306(a)(l) (emphasis added). 
24 CIV. CODE§ l 798.120(b ). "A business that sells consumers' personal information to third 
parties shall provide notice to consumers, pursuant to subdivision (a) of Section 1798.135, that 
this information may be sold and that consumers have the 'right to opt-out' of the sale of their 
personal information." 
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E. The Attorney General Should Clarify the New Obligation Under the 
Regulations that Requires Businesses that Do Not Post a Notice of Right to 
Opt-Out to Treat Information Collected as a Request to Opt-Out. 

The Regulations provide: 

A consumer whose personal information is collected while a notice of right 
to opt-out notice is not posted shall be deemed to have validly submitted a 
request to opt-out. 25 

This obligation is unnecessary and overreaching because it again makes an assumption that 
consumer data should be treated as opted-out even though the consumer never actively made 
such a request. As with the challenges raised by the new requirement that user-enabled privacy 
setting being treated as opt-out requests, this subdivision is difficult to reconcile with other 
provisions of the CCPA26 and Regulations.27 A business has no way to contact the consumer to 
confirm that third parties have been instructed not to sell the personal information or to provide 
the consumer will the ability to globally opt-out of this non-existent sale. 

Further, if a retailer makes the decision to start selling personal information and puts up a notice 
of the right to opt-out, retailers will have no way of knowing who visited the site before the 
notice was posted and after the notice was posted. As such, the Association strongly recommends 
the Attorney General remove this subdivision from the Regulations and instead recognize that 
the CCPA and the Regulations already make it sufficiently clear that personal information 
collected without a notice of the right to opt-out cannot be sold. Alternatively, if the Attorney 
General chooses not to remove the subdivision from the Regulations, the Association asks the 
Attorney General to establish a safe harbor such that businesses that do not sell personal 
information but fail to post a notice of right to opt out are not in violation of the CCPA or 
Regulations. 

25 11 CCR §999.306(d)(2). 
26 CIV. CODE §1798.135(a)(l)(B)(5). A business shall, "For a consumer who has opted-out of 
the sale of the consumer's personal information, respect the consumer's decision to opt-out for at 
least 12 months before requesting that a consumer authorize the sale of the consumer's personal 
information." 
27 11 CCR §999.316(a) and (b). "(a) Requests to opt-in to the sale of personal information shall 
use a two-step opt-in process whereby the consumer shall first, clearly request to opt-in and then 
second, separately confirm their choice to opt-in. (b) A business may inform a consumer who has 
opted-out when a transaction requires the sale of their personal information as a condition of 
completing the transaction, along with instructions on how the consumer can opt-in." 
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F. Businesses that Inform Service Providers and Third Parties that a Consumer 
has Opted Out of the Sale of Personal Information Should be Deemed to be 
Compliant Regardless of What the Service Provider or Third Party Does in 
Response to the Notice. 

The CCPA and Regulations require businesses to inform service providers, and certain third 
parties, when a consumer has made a request to opt-out of the sale of personal information. 
Unfortunately, there is not an industry consensus on what exchanges of personal information are, 
and are not, considered a sale for CCPA purposes. Given this uncertainty, it would be easy for 
certain venders to continue with the exchange of a consumer's personal information even 
following a retailer's instruction regarding a consumer opt-out. 

The Association recommends that the Attorney General provide a clear understanding in the 
Regulations that by informing service providers and third parties of the opt-out request, 
businesses have fulfilled their duties under the Regulations and the CCPA, regardless of whether 
the third parties and service providers honor such requests as instructed by the retailer. 

V. The Regulations Create Several New Obligations and Requirements For Businesses 
and the Attorney General Should Provide Additional Clarification. 

A. Businesses Should Have 90 Days From the Date a Request is Verified to 
Comply With the Request. 

The Regulations provide: 

Businesses shall respond to requests to know and requests to delete within 
45 days. The 45-day period will begin on the day that the business receives 
the request, regardless of time required to verify the request. If necessary, 
businesses may take up to an additional 45 days to respond to the 
consumer's request, for a maximum totally of 90 days from the day the 
request is received, provided that the business provides the consumer with 
notice and an explanation of the reason that the business will take more than 
45 days to respond to the request. 28 

The proposed Regulations also set forth very extensive verification requirements for requests to 
know and requests to delete that make it almost impossible to verify without doing a case-by
case analysis. 29 For example, for each request received, retailers will need to consider all the 
different categories of information collected, the type of request received, the sensitivity and 
value of the personal information, the degree of certainty needed, how that degree of certainty is 
established, and the risk of harm by unauthorized access or deletion. Depending on the number 
of requests a retailer receives, especially small retailers not equipped to handle a high volume of 
requests, the 45-day window may be difficult for many retailers to manage a substantive 
response. 

28 11 CCR §999.313(b). 
29 See generally 11 CCR§§ 999.323-999.326. 
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In addition, as the Attorney General points out in the Initial Statement of Reasons,30 the CCPA 
contains two contradictory timeframes with respect to responding to consumer requests to know 
and delete. 31 

The Attorney General's reason for only permitting 45 days and no more than 90 days to respond 
is based on the average consumer notification time for data breaches. 32 This comparison is 
logically fallacious. Unlike consumer notifications in data breaches, individual requests for 
information involve extensive and time consuming verification obligations, and businesses must 
draft individualized responses. Further, data breach notifications are time sensitive because 
consumers are most likely unaware that a third party has accessed their personal information and 
that they need to take immediate action to mitigate the risks associated with this unauthorized 
access. 

The Association recommends the Attorney General revise the Regulations so that the response 
period will begin at the time a request is verified and businesses will then have 90 days to 
substantively respond to the request with an additional 90 days when reasonably necessary, 
provided the business puts forth a good-faith effort to verify the request in a timely fashion. 

B. Businesses Should Not be Required to Respond to Requests Submitted Via 
Non-Designated Mdhods. 

The Regulations provide: 

If a consumer submits a request in a manner that is not one of the 
designated methods of submission ... the business shall ... treat the request 
as if it had been submitted in accordance with the business's designated 
manner, or provide the consumer with specific directions on how to 
submit the request ... ,m 

30 Initial Statement of Reasons (ISOR), IVH. 11 CCR §999. 3 J 3(b ). Responding to Requests to 
Know and Requests to Delete. 
31 CN. CODE 1798.130(a)(2). "Disclose and deliver the required information to a consumer free 
of charge within 45 days of receiving a verifiable consumer request from the consumer. .. [t]he 
time period to provide the required information may be extended once by an additional 45 days 
when reasonably necessary ... " See also. CIV. CODE 1798.1450)(1 ). "A time period for a 
business to respond to any verified consumer request may be extended by up to 90 additional 
days where necessary ... " 
32 California Department of Justice, Attorney General's Office, Cal?fornia Data Breach Report 
(February 2016), p. 25. 
33 11 CCR §999.312(f). 
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This obligation goes beyond the scope of the Attorney General's regulatory power 
as such an requirement is not contemplated by the statute.34 This new obligation 
would require businesses to timely respond to requests received via methods that 
were not anticipated by the business. For example, requests received through the 
mail or a voicemail left on a corporate phone number not actively monitored by 
an employee trained to handle requests would need to be responded to in a timely 
fashion. This presents an operational nightmare as businesses will need to 
conceive of every possible way a request could come to the business that is not 
designated. 

Instead, the Association recommends removal of this obligation from the 
Regulations since both the CCP A and Regulations require businesses to provide 
several designated methods and to also provide a designated method that reflects 
how they substantially interact with consumers. 

C. The Attorney General Should Provide Clarity on How Businesses Should 
Operationalize the Obligation to Provide Aggregated Household Data in 
Response to Household Requests for Personal Information. 

The Regulations provide: 

Where a consumer does not have a password-protected account with a 
business, a business may respond to a request to delete as it pertains to 
household personal information by providing aggregate household 
information, subject to verification requirements set forth in Article 4.35 

The average household size is 2.6 people. 36 It is unclear how any business could provide 
household information on an aggregated basis for 2.6 people. It is fundamentally inconsistent 
with the language and the spirit of the CCP A. 

As numerous businesses have pointed out to the legislature and to the Attorney General, 
allowing one member of a household to obtain information about other individuals in the 
household - even in "aggregated" form -puts the privacy and safety of those household members 
at risk. The Attorney General should remove subsection (a) and instead require that all 
consumers of a household jointly request information (as provided in subsection (b )). 

34 CIV. CODE l 798. l 40(i) (where the Legislature defined "designated methods for submitting 
requests" and provided the Attorney General with the power to approve "any new consumer
friendly means of contacting a business" rather than the power to require businesses to accept 
requests made through any and all non-designated means). 
35 11 CCR §999.318(a). 
36 Pew Research on the Increase in Household Size available at 
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2019/10/0l/the-number-of-people-in-the-average-u-s
household-is-going-up-for-the-first-time-in-over-160-years/. 
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VI. The Attorney General Should Remove the Obligation to Publicly Disclose Certain 
Business Records. 

The Regulations provide explicit metrics reporting requirements for businesses "that alone or in 
combination, annually buy[], receive[] for the business's commercial purposes, sell[], or share[] 
for commercial purposes, the personal information of 4,000,000 or more consumers."37 

The Association appreciates the importance of recordkeeping but has several concerns regarding 
the obligation to disclose such metrics annually in the privacy policy. 38 These concerns include, 
much like financial incentives, that disclosing such metrics in the privacy policy forces 
businesses to publish proprietary information. Competitors will be able to view these metrics and 
make judgments about, for example, the health of the disclosing business, based on the number 
of requests to delete and requests to opt-out that were received and processed. 

The Association encourages the Attorney General to strike §999.3 l 7(g)(2) from the Regulations 
and permit businesses subject to this subdivision to maintain such records privately and make 
them available to the Attorney General on request. 

VU. The Attorney General Should Remove Internet Service Providers and Social 
Networks From the Definition of "Categories of Third Parties." 

The Regulations provide: 

"Categories of third parties" means types of entities that do not collect 
personal information directly from consumers, including but not limited to 
advertising networks, internet service providers, data analytics providers, 
government entities, operating systems and platforms, social networks, and 
consumer data resellers.39 

The Association submits that the determination of whether an entity is an internet service provider 
or social network should be based on the facts of each case, and is concerned that the broad 
regulatory designation of these types of entities as "categories of third parties" is misguided and 
factually inaccurate. The Association recommends the definition of "categories of third parties" 
not include any list of entity categories that are, per se, deemed to be "categories of third parties." 

37 11 CCR §999.3 l 7(g)(l). 
38 11 CCR §999.317(g)(2). "Disclose the information compiled in subsection (g)(l) within their 
privacy policy posted on their website and accessible from a link included in their privacy 
policy." 
39 11 CCR §999.301(e). 
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VIII. Businesses Should be Permitted to Use Personal Information Kept for Record
Keeping Purposes for Other Limited Administrative Purposes Permitted Under the 
CCPA. 

The Regulations provide: 

Information maintained for record-keeping purposes shall not be used for 
any other purpose.40 

This does not take into account that businesses may need to use the information collected and 
retained under the above subdivision for other purposes consistent with the objectives of the 
CCP A such as for conducting analytics, preparing reports for the business pertinent to CCPA 
administration, risk management, and compliance. 

The Association encourages the Attorney General to adopt such a carve-out to allow a business 
to use information kept for purposes of compliance with §999.317 for other purposes 
contemplated in the CCP A and Regulations. 

IX. Conclusion 

The Association thanks the Attorney General's Office for its hard work and dedication to the 
development of the proposed Regulations, and looks forward to the opportunity to continue 
working with the Attorney General on privacy issues. 

Sincerely, 

Rachel Michelin 
President & CEO 
California Retailers Association 

40 11 CCR §999.3 l 7(e). 
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